Brazilian Judge Shuts Down WhatsApp
Brazil’s Congress Wants To Shut Down The Social Web Next
Julie Ruvolo 17 December 2015
A judge in Sao Paulo has ordered WhatsApp to shut down for 48 hours,
starting at 9pm Eastern tonight.
WhatsApp is the single most used app in Brazil, with about 93 million
users, or 93% of the country’s internet population. It’s a particularly useful
service for Brazil’s youth and poor, many who cannot afford to pay the
most expensive plans on the planet.
Brazilian telco’s have been lobbying for months to convince the
government that WhatsApp’s voice service is unregulated and illegal (not
entirely unlike the taxi industry’s posture on Uber), and have publicly
blamed the “WhatsApp effect” for driving millions of Brazilians to abandon
their cell phone lines.
A WhatsApp shut-down would be akin to taking half the country off the
electricity grid because of an industry squabble over the impending threat
of solar power.
It’s a particularly baffling move when you consider that Brazil is the Social
Media Capital of the Universe: Brazilians are the #2 or #3 audience on
every major global social platform, and on a per-user basis, Brazilians
spend almost double the time on social media as Americans.
But a temporary WhatsApp shutdown is not even close to the craziest thing
happening with the Brazilian internet right now.
If Brazil’s conservative Congress gets its way, they’re going to take down
the entire social web as we know it, with bills circulating through the
legislature to criminalize posting social media content and to allow the
government to spy on its citizens.
It’s an about-face from last year, when President Dilma Rousseff approved
Marco Civil, a groundbreaking Internet “Bill of Rights”, as a response to the
Snowden revelations that the NSA was spying on Brazil. The landmark bill,
Brazil’s first internet legislation, protects net neutrality, user privacy and
freedom of speech.
Since then, Brazil’s economy has spiraled into crisis, triggered in large part
by a wide-reaching corruption scandal at the state-owned Petrobras oil
behemoth that is investigating heads of Brazil’s biggest construction firms,
some 50 politicians who are currently in office, and even ex-President
Lula.
Meanwhile, Dilma’s approval rating has stagnated in the single digits, and
many are calling for her impeachment, including Eduardo Cunha, Brazil’s
equivalent of the Speaker of the House. Cunha is under investigation
himself for corruption and accused of laundering millions of dollars in a
scandal involving the Brazilian oil company Petrobras.
Cunha, a former telco lobbyist, was one of the biggest opponents of Marco
Civil (particularly its net neutrality clause) before the legislation made its
way to Dilma’s desk and into law.
But a year later, he controls a Congress dominated by evangelical
extremists and military dictatorship apologists, and is authoring or
advocating on behalf of a slate of proposed laws that would not only
dismantle Marco Civil’s provisions for consumer privacy and freedom of
expression, but would also effectively criminalize the use of social media.
PL 215/15, which opponents are nicknaming the Big Spy (“O Espião”), is a
surveillance law that would require Brazilians to enter theirtax ID, home
address and phone number to access any website or app on the internet,
and require companies like Facebook and Google to store that information

for up to three years and provide access to police with a court order. An
earlier draft said “competent authorities” could request the data without
a court order.
Another part of the law, authored by Cunha, would allow politicians to
censor social media practically at will.
It’s a twist on the European Union’s “right to be forgotten” legislation,
which establishes a process for private citizens (but not public figures) to
request some forms of sensitive content from their past to be de-indexed
from search results (but not removed from the web).
The version Cunha authored would allow Brazilian politicians to not just
request content they found defamatory, injurious, or simply out of date to
be de-indexed, but actually order it to be taken down from the web (and
with a court order, police could have the home address and tax ID of the
person who published it on, say, Facebook).
Congress’ lower house approved PEC 215 in October. Now it goes to a
Congressional vote before it would move on to the Senate, and ultimately
Dilma’s vote.
“This is a very good example of how Congress thinks about the internet,”
says Ronaldo Lemos, one of the instigators of Marco Civil, and current
director of the Internet Technology Society in Rio de Janeiro. “All this
effort and energy to criminalize the internet. Many politicians in Brazil feel
that the internet is only used to say bad things about them. They hate the
internet. It’s a threat.”
Lemos says the proposed legislation is the biggest threat to freedom of
expression Brazil has seen in decades.
For those unfamiliar with Brazilian politics, free speech is but one of a
rainbow of civil rights under Cunha’s attack.
This year alone he’s also pushed forward legislation for a “gay cure”; a law
that allows 16 year-olds to be tried as adults in the criminal system;
another one that bans the day-after pill and restricts rape victims’ access
to abortion; and one called PEC 215 — not to be confused with PL 215 —
that removes Indigenous Brazilians’ constitutional right to their land. And
gives it to Congress.
It’s also worth noting that Cunha is not the only one behind the antiinternet legislation, and that the aforementioned bills are not the only
ones on the table — or even the worst.
Many politicians in Brazil feel that the internet is only used to say bad
things about them. They hate the internet. It’s a threat.
Ronaldo Lemos, director of the Internet Technology Society

Among the other anti-internet bills that have been introduced within a
year of Marco Civil’s passing — all authored by members of Congress’s
evangelical bloc — is PL 1676, which may be voted on this week.
PL 1676 would make it a crime punishable by up to two years in jail for
anyone to film, photograph or capture the voice of a person without their
express authorization (making even selfies potentially criminal, if someone
shows up in the background of the photo). The penalty jumps to up to six
years if the footage is posted on the internet.
There’s more: PL 1547 and PL 1589, addendums to PL 215, would increase
the penalty for cases of libel, slander and defamation on the web.
PL 2390 would create a centralized database of Brazilian internet users as
a means to prohibit children and adolescents from accessing inappropriate
content, but could just as easily be used to keep Brazilian youth — the
fastest-growing and most active segment of internet users — from
accessing major social platforms like YouTube and Twitter.

What’s at stake here is freedom of expression and the right to privacy in
what may soon be the biggest social media market on the planet.
With less than half the number of Americans online, Brazil is already the
#2 or #3 player behind the US on every major social platform globally —
Facebook, Google, Twitter, you name it. And there are still another 100
million Brazilians who have not come online yet, including wide swaths of
the youth, poor and rural demographics. It is entirely possible that in the
next ten years Brazil will have the largest internet audience on the planet
in terms of social media consumption, and that Millennial Brazilians will be
the most socially active population on the planet.
What’s at stake here is freedom of expression and the right to privacy in
what may soon be the biggest social media market on the planet.
To get a sense of just how disruptive internet adoption is in Brazil — and
how big of a threat it is to the established order — consider that
millennials are the only Brazilians alive today who have never lived under a
military dictatorship (Brazil had two of them over the 20th century, the
last one ending in 1985).
And as they come online, they are increasingly using the social web as a
tool to speak out and organize. They used Facebook Events to bring
millions to the streets in Brazil’s historic protests in 2013 ahead of the
World Cup.
Theycollaboratively drafted their own Marco Civil legislation,
crowdsourcing 70% of the bill’s final text online. Independent media
collectives like Midia Ninja and Papo Reto are attracting global attention
for reporting on issues like rampant police violence against poor black
youth.
In this context, the proposed anti-internet legislation is a direct reaction
to this emerging digital empowerment, and a multi-pronged attack on
social media — restricting access for Brazil’s poor and youth demographics
to access the internet, criminalizing the posting of practically all video,
photo and audio content, and censoring voices out of favor with the
current government.
Industry experts agree that at least some combination of these proposed
laws is likely to pass Congress. Eventually, however, the bills will stop at
President Dilma’s desk.
Dilma pushed for Marco Civil last year, and her party has historically
imposed these kinds of restrictions — although with the impending
impeachment battle, Dilma’s days may be numbered. Politicians aside, we
can look forward to seeing how Brazil’s digital generation decides to rally
in support of the open web.
http://techcrunch.com/2015/12/16/brazils-congress-has-shut-downwhatsapp-tonight-and-the-rest-of-the-social-web-could-be-next/

Chinese regime cracks down on labour activists
China Worker 17 December 2015
Coordinated arrests of labour activists in Guangdong province as workers’
struggles multiply
The recent arrests of labour and NGO activists in Guangdong province –
“the world’s factory” – is an ominous sign. It is the Chinese regime’s
answer to a significant rise in workers’ strikes and factory closures, in an
attempt to frighten workers into submission. This should bring forth loud
protests, petitions and pickets at Chinese government offices overseas, to
show the solidarity of the international workers’ movement.
The latest attacks represent a new phase of Xi Jinping’s crackdown on
dissent, the most severe for more than two decades, spreading from

human rights lawyers, feminists and anti-corruption whistle-blowers, to
the emerging green shoots of an independent labour movement in China.
Police raids
At least 21 Chinese labour activists were arrested in their homes and
offices on 3 and 4 December in a clearly coordinated sweep by the
Guangdong authorities. The targets were activists with labour-orientated
NGOs, which due to the dictatorship’s ban on independent workers’ unions
have played an increasing role as advisors and a reference point for
workers’ struggles. The detentions followed a similar pattern with police
searching offices and homes and seizing belongings including documents
and electronic equipment. In addition, more than 50 other labour activists
were summonsed to police stations for ‘discussions’. Four NGOs seem to
have been targeted in the police raids.
While many of those detained have since been released, five activists are
still being held and the whereabouts of two others is uncertain. Zeng
Feiyang, who is the director of the Panyu Dagongzu Service Center in
Guangzhou, is among those being held along with Zhu Xiaomei, a female
labour activist who has been prominent in a number of successful labour
struggles. Zhu was closely involved in a battle of university sanitation
workers in Guangzhou against outsourcing and, more recently, the strike at
the Taiwan-owned Lide footwear factory which forced the company to pay
social insurance and housing fund contributions, overtime and other
payments it had withheld from the workforce. Zhu, who has a one-year-old
baby, has been refused bail despite concerns for the child’s health.
Also being held are He Xiaobo of the Nanfeiyan Social Work Service
Organization in Foshan, Peng Jiayong of the Workers’ Mutual Aid Group in
Panyu, and activist Deng Xiaoming.
“Disrupting public order”
He Xiaobo has been charged with “embezzlement”, while Zeng, Zhu, and
Deng have been charged with “inciting crowds to disrupt public order” – an
extremely common accusation against labour activists and workers’
representatives. Lawyers for the detained activists tried to visit them in
detention between 7 and 9 December only to be refused access on petty
bureaucratic grounds.
The charge of “disrupting public order” has been widely used against
labour activists and others the regime wishes to suppress. This same
charge was thrown at Lin Dong, an activist with a Shenzhen NGO, in the
aftermath of the 40,000-strong Yue Yuen footwear workers’ strike in April
2014, China’s biggest strike for decades. Lin was released and the charges
dropped after spending 30 days in detention. In another well-known case,
furniture workers’ representative Wu Guijun spent nine months in
detention on the same “public order” charge, only to have the charges
against him dropped at his trial in June 2014.
These cases were signs of the growing confidence of the nascent worker’s
movement especially in Guangdong province, where the largest number of
strikes occur. They highlighted an inconsistent response by the authorities,
vacillating between repression and a more lenient approach. The latest
crackdown and its coordinated character appears to signal a tougher
approach, which conforms to the overall pattern of deepening repression
under Xi Jinping. An open letter from human rights lawyers in solidarity
with the detained activists said this was “the first time in Guangdong or
indeed the whole country that there has been such a severe crackdown on
such a scale from the government.”
“Economic winter”
These arrests are clearly designed to exercise a deterrent effect on
workers, whose preparedness to organise protests is rising dramatically.
There have been more than 2,350 strikes in the first eleven months of this
year, almost double the number for the whole of 2014. The sharp
economic slowdown, which looks set to continue into next year, has seen a
wave of factory closures with capitalists sometimes absconding without
paying their workers. Even multinational companies that have relocated to

other cheaper parts of China or neighbouring countries have tried to cheat
workers out of legally prescribed levels of compensation.
Last year, Guangdong’s GDP increased officially by 7.8 percent, in line
with the national rate of expansion, although these figures are widely
regarded as inflated. What is not disputed is that the province is
undergoing rapid deindustrialisation and many parts of its manufacturing
industry are experiencing an “economic winter”. According to Wu Jenn
Chang, the chairman of the Enterprises Association of Guangzhou, at least
30 percent of Taiwan-invested companies have left Guangdong in the past
couple of years, many moving to Vietnam or other lower-wage economies.
Big names like Microsoft, Nokia and Citizen Watches have closed factories
and dismissed thousands in the past few months.
“Early in China’s slowdown, its economy was able to absorb many
labourers,” reports The Wall Street Journal (14 December). “But as the
downturn lingers, layoffs are becoming more common and desperate
workers are finding few new opportunities – a trend officials and labour
experts say is gathering momentum.” This newspaper quotes a former
company director from Dongguan, “If the economy keeps going this way
we’ll have serious social unrest in a couple of years.”
The hardening environment is behind the current upturn in workers’
struggles. In November, China saw 301 strikes, the highest monthly total
this year, with Guangdong leading the way. Hong Kong-based website
China Labour Bulletin says there were 56 strikes and protests in the
province in November, which is more than double the level in July. The
majority of workers’ strikes are over unpaid wages or compensation often
in connection with factory closures.
The latest crackdown on labour NGOs is clearly an attempt by the regime,
according to its perspective, to ‘behead’ the emerging workers’
movement. They rightly fear that in conditions of economic downturn and
a brutal so-called restructuring the fledgling workers’ movement can
acquire massive momentum, with strikes and protests perhaps spilling
beyond the bounds of individual factories and linking up in coordinated
district-wide or citywide movements.
Xi’s crackdown
This turn of events is ironic considering that typically NGO activists in
China are very cautious and have sought to avoid open criticisms of the
regime, arguing for workers to limit their struggles to economic concerns.
But the Guangdong arrests are in keeping with Xi Jinping’s wider
crackdown on moderate dissidents and within-the-system critics, which
previously were afforded a certain limited leeway to speak out. This
provided a ‘safety valve’ and outlet for discontent against the dictatorial
regime, which Xi now seems determined to close.
The persecution of labour activists in Guangdong could be followed by
much harsher controls on NGOs under new legislation which is on its way.
This is likely to be accompanied by a new wave of nationalist state
propaganda under the regime’s “foreign-backed colour revolution”
narrative, branding labour NGOs as foreign-influenced.
This is why workers and socialists around the world should speak out and
take solidarity action to support the Guangdong detainees. This can be
done by signing online petitions and sending protest letters (see
chinaworker.info) and by organising protests at Chinese government offices
in your own country.
◾For the immediate release of Zeng Feiyang, Zhu Xiaomei, He Xiaobo, Peng
Jiayong and Deng Xiaoming!
◾End the persecution of Chinese labour activists! End state repression
against workers’ strikes!
◾For the right of workers in China to form independent and democratic
trade unions to fight for jobs, wages, social insurance and a safe workplace
environment!
◾International working class solidarity against austerity and repression!
http://chinaworker.info/en/2015/12/17/11537/

Stand up for internet freedom! Stop the Cybercrimes Bill!

R2K

9 December 2015

South Africa's Department of Justice & Constitutional Development has
published a draft Bill that would be disastrous for internet freedom.
The draft Cybercrimes & Cybersecurity Bill is absurdly overbroad. If passed
into law, it would give South Africa’s security agencies sweeping powers to
police the internet. The Bill even tries to sneak in the worst clauses of the
‘Secrecy Bill’ through the back door.
In the name of making the internet a safer place, the draft Cybercrimes
Bill would:
• Criminalise journalists and whistleblowers by sneaking in the worst parts
of the “Secrecy Bill”
• Increase the state’s surveillance powers and is even more invasive than
RICA
• Contain 59 new criminal offences involving computer usage – many of
which are so broad that they could ensnare ordinary computer users.
• Contain anti-copyright provisions so harsh you could be criminalised for
even posting a meme.
• Read more: What’s Wrong with the Cybercrimes Bill?
We accept the need for policies that promote genuine cybersecurity, but
the Bill in its current form is so broad that it threatens the basic
democratic spirit of the internet.
The Bill's drafters at the Department of Justice have given until 14
December for public comments. This gives just days to send the message:
this Bill needs to be scrapped entirely!
Join us in demanding that the Bill be withdrawn! Sign the petition, and
spread the word!
Send the message: #HandsOffOurInternet
http://www.r2k.org.za/2015/11/30/whats-wrong-with-the-cybercrimesbill-the-seven-deadly-sins/

Brazil impeachment protests persist
iAfrica

14 December 2015

Thousands took to the streets in cities across Brazil on Sunday demanding
that embattled President Dilma Rousseff - facing a weak economy and calls
for her impeachment - be removed from office.
Rousseff is fighting for her political life as she stands accused of illegal
budgeting maneuvers that she says were long-accepted practices by
previous governments.
A one-time political prisoner during the 1964-1985 military regime,

Rousseff derides the attempt to bring her down as a "coup."
"Time has shown that Dilma is unable to govern. She's thrown the country
down a well," argued Adriano de Queiroz, 36, a protester in the capital,
Brasilia.
One small bit of good news for Rousseff was that turnout at the rallies,
seen as a barometer of the national mood, was lower than expected.
The turnout hit a total of about 83,000 across 87 cities, the Globo G1 news
website cited police as saying.
Organizers disputed that figure, saying that 407,000 had marched in
protest.
Either way, the figures are sharply lower than the 2.4 million anti-Rousseff
marchers that took to the streets on March 15, or the nearly 900,000 that
marched in mid-August.
Just days ago, pro-Rousseff and opposition lawmakers shoved and
screamed at each other in Congress during a vote to form an impeachment
commission.
But protesters in the streets were much calmer Sunday.
In Brasilia, thousands marched peacefully behind a giant inflatable
Rousseff dressed up as Pinocchio.
And about 30,000 rallied in the country's wealthy industrial and financial
hub Sao Paulo, G1 reported.
Fourth national protest wave
It was the fourth time this year that demonstrators across the sprawling
nation of 204 million marched to demand the removal of the country's first
female president.
Organizers blamed the weak turnout on calling the march with just 15 days
notice.
"We were expecting fewer people (on Sunday) because in the other
marches we had two to three months to organize ourselves," said Kim
Kataguiri, national coordinator for the Brazil Libre protest group.
Kataguiri told AFP at the Sao Paulo rally to expect much larger protest
marches next year.
The turmoil is stirring strong passions in Brazil, where Rousseff's leftist
Workers' Party has been in power since 2003 with the help of its ally PMDB.
The protests come as Brazil prepares to host the 2016 Summer Olympics in
Rio de Janeiro, the first time the Games will be held in South America.
Political uncertainty is adding to the country's economic woes, with GDP
down 4.5 percent in the third quarter year-on-year, and the national
currency down a third against the dollar this year.
A vast corruption scandal centered on state oil giant Petrobras has also
undermined investor confidence.
Economic downturn gathers pace
In the latest sign of the dismal economy, the government announced yearon-year inflation for November of 10.48 percent, the highest in 12 years.
With her approval ratings at only 10 percent, Rousseff has little political
support to mount a defense.

The impeachment push in part reflects the country's anger at multiple
crises, including the high-profile Petrobras scandal.
On Tuesday, the Supreme Court suspended for one week the commission
that will recommend whether or not Congress should impeach the
president, citing irregularities.
Of the 65 lawmakers elected in controversial circumstances to the panel,
about 30 percent face criminal probes, according to a detailed count by
specialist website, Congresso em Foco.
The architect of the impeachment drive himself, House Speaker Eduardo
Cunha, has been charged with taking as much as $40 million in bribes. He
allegedly stashed the money in secret Swiss accounts.
Analysts say that the entire impeachment crisis has in part been linked to
Cunha's battle to distract attention from his case and ensure his continued
influence as speaker.
http://news.iafrica.com/worldnews/1015255.html

World Cup stadium construction cartel gets its comeuppance
Lisa Steyn (Mail & Guardian)

4 December 2015

Those construction firms that did not accept culpability and settle when
accused of collusive tendering now face an unforgiving Competition
Tribunal.
Collusion relating to the Soccer City Stadium and the Nasrec pedestrian
promenade was estimated to have cost the Johannesburg Metro R2.03billion. (Alexander Joe, AFP) Collusion relating to the Soccer City Stadium
and the Nasrec pedestrian promenade was estimated to have cost the
Johannesburg Metro R2.03-billion. (Alexander Joe, AFP)
More than five years on and the Fifa 2010 World Cup construction cartel
saga is not yet over.
The competition authorities have now turned their attention to
prosecuting those who have refused to ’fess up and pay up.
Last month, the Competition Commission referred the last of 19 cases, in
which construction firms implicated in collusive practices did not settle, to
the Competition Tribunal for prosecution.
Of these 19 cases some involve the six World Cup stadiums in which all
South Africa’s largest construction firms were implicated. Some firms did
not settle the stadium cases, even after the chance was afforded to them –
Group Five, WBHO and Basil Read plus Stefanutti Stocks.
Only Aveng and Murray & Roberts paid penalties for the World Cup
stadiums.
Collusion on these stadium projects is estimated to have added R14-billion
to the construction costs borne by the municipalities.
The commission has subsequently referred the firms that did not settle
during the first phase of the investigation to the tribunal for collusive
tendering for the construction of World Cup stadiums, said the
commission’s spokesperson, Itumeleng Lesofe.
“The commission has asked the Competition Tribunal to impose an
administrative penalty equal to 10% of the turnover of each firm, which is
a maximum penalty in terms of the Competition Act,” he said.
When the commission first uncovered widespread collusion in the
construction sector, it instituted a fast-track settlement procedure in
2011, which saw a number of firms quickly settle to the tune of almost
R1.5-billion in penalties. This first tranche of settlements was dominated

by Aveng, Murray & Roberts, WBHO and Stefanutti, which incurred a
penalty of more than R300-million each, plus Basil Read, which incurred a
R95-million fine.
As the process continued the commission uncovered many more cases
implicating other parties and so a second fast-track settlement process
was launched, which resulted in a total of R13.4-million being paid in
settlements.
Group Five has consistently refused to settle.
Now it and others that have also refused to settle find themselves in the
sights of the anti-trust authorities. The commission referred the 19 cases
involving firms that did not settle to the tribunal for prosecution. These
are in various stages of litigation.
Another 13 cases implicating other firms were not referred for prosecution
because of insufficient evidence. And seven other cases were not referred
to the tribunal because the companies in question were liquidated.
Of the four cases in which Group Five was implicated, two of these were
among those dropped by the commission because of insufficient evidence.
“In addition to the stadia referral, the commission has also referred a
complaint against Group Five for its involvement in collusive conduct in a
project relating to the rehabilitation of national route 5, section 4,
between Senekal and Vaalpensspruit.
“The commission seeks the Competition Tribunal to impose an
administrative penalty equal to 10% of Group Five’s turnover,” Lesofe said.
The firms that have chosen to defend the matter will try to show they
weren’t involved in the conduct the commission believes they were part
of, and the commission will have to present its evidence.
If these firms are found guilty of collusion, it is possible the tribunal could
take a harsh view in calculating the penalties. A maximum penalty would
put added pressure on companies in a sector already taking strain. (See
“Boom time’s over for the big five builders”.)
The tribunal’s way of calculating the penalty factors in the extent to which
the guilty party has co-operated with the authorities.
Group Five said in its August annual report it has been proactive and has
co-operated with the commission since 2009.
Guy Mottram, the group executive for risk at Group Five, said the company
has publicly stated in its previous media releases that there were factual
discrepancies in the information provided by the commission about its
involvement in four projects and, as a result, two of them have been
dropped.
“We had hoped that, once the commission had formally referred the
matter to the Competition Tribunal, these factual discrepancies would be
clarified. Unfortunately, this has not occurred, as the commission’s
complaint referral to the tribunal remains unclear and has not shed any
light on the discrepancies,” Mottram said.
“We remain committed to finding a resolution to the matter and
concluding this matter expeditiously.”
If found guilty, the fines may still not be the end of the road for colluding
firms, because any entity harmed by the anti-competitive conduct of guilty
parties could seek damages through civil proceedings in the high court.
These entities could include the municipalities and the South African
National Roads Agency.
According to the South African Local Government Association (Salga), the
financial effect of rigging the bids for the World Cup projects was

significant for several municipalities.
In a Salga presentation on the department of economic development’s
website, the association said estimated overcharges range from 10% to
30%. It said the estimated effect of collusion regarding the municipalities
was as follows:
The Nelson Mandela Stadium cost the Nelson Mandela Bay Metro R1.97billion;
The Soccer City Stadium and the Nasrec pedestrian promenade cost
Johannesburg Metro R2.03-billion;
The Peter Mokaba Stadium in Polokwane cost R1.3-billion;
The Green Point Stadium cost Cape Town municipality R7.3-billion;
The Mbombela Stadium cost the Mbombela (Nelspruit) municipality R1.2billion; and
Durban’s International Conference Centre and the Bayhead Khangela
bridge cost eThekwini municipality R557-million.
According to the economic development department’s annual report for
the year ended March 31 2015, the settlement process has paved the way
for affected consumers to bring civil claims against the companies by
obtaining section 65 certificates from the tribunal. The certificates are a
prerequisite for bringing a damages claim against the firms in the civil
courts.
“In the past year, the tribunal has issued over 200 section 65 certificates,”
according to the report.
There are no criminal sanctions in the Competition Act and the only way to
pursue criminal proceedings in such matters is under the Prevention and
Combatting of Corrupt Activities Act, which has to be done by the National
Prosecuting Authority. In the event that other cases of collusion come to
light, the commission will institute new complaints against the implicated
firms, Lesofe said.
“If the complaints are referred for adjudication, we will request the
Competition Tribunal to impose maximum penalties against the implicated
firms.”
The minister of economic development, Ebrahim Patel, has in the past
expressed a wish for a further R1.5-billion to be paid in the form of
restitution.
Requests to the department for further comment were not answered.

Labour activists detained for doing the job of the trade union
China Labour Bulletin

5 December, 2015

Two prominent labour activists have been formally detained by the
Guangzhou authorities for “gathering a crowd to disturb social order,” in
what appears to be a coordinated crackdown on labour groups in the city.
The director of the Panyu Workers’ Centre, Zeng Feiyang, and activist Zhu
Xiaomei were placed under criminal detention in Panyu late on Friday
night, family members have confirmed. Zhu Xiaomei has a one-year-old
baby girl who has never been separated from her mother.
Three other local activists, He Xiaobo, Peng Jiayong and Deng Xiaoming
have also been placed in detention. Several labour activists and workers
were released after being questioned by police on Friday, while the fate of
at least four others remains unknown as of Monday 7 December..

The crackdown comes at a time of escalating labour tension in Guangdong
as factories in the traditional manufacturing heartland of the Pearl River
Delta close down or relocate, leaving workers with unpaid wages, no
redundancy pay or social insurance contributions.
The number of strikes and protests in Guangdong recorded on China Labour
Bulletin’s Strike Map has more than doubled in the last few months,
increasing from 23 incidents in July to 52 in October and 56 in November.
The official trade union, meanwhile, has for the most part, simply stood
by, unable to intervene or assist the workers in any way. The labour
activists detained in the current crackdown, on the other hand, played a
vital role in helping workers resolve their disputes with their employers
through collective bargaining, thereby reducing social tension.
In one of the most recent disputes handled by the Panyu Workers’ Centre,
a group of about 40 local sanitation workers successfully dissolved their
contracts with their employment agency, obtained severance pay based on
their years of service and signed new contracts with the district’s new
cleaning contractor.
Zhu Xiaomei had been particularly successful in helping to organize
sanitation workers in the Panyu area (see video below) as well as workers
in the Lide shoe factory dispute.
All of the labour activists detained or unaccounted for have played a
crucial role in the workers’ movement in China. By arresting them or
preventing them from doing their job, the local authorities will only
aggravate tensions in the Pearl River Delta as more and more factories
close down and workers demand proper compensation.
http://www.clb.org.hk/en/content/labour-activists-detained-doing-jobtrade-union

Irate over new tolls, Russian truckers block roads
Neil MacFarquhar (New York Times)

4 December 2015

MOSCOW — Hundreds of long-distance truckers blocked a lengthy section of
the ring road circling the capital on Friday to protest a new national toll,
in the first sign that Russia’s economic woes might be eroding the broad
support for President Vladimir V. Putin’s government.
The direct object of their ire was Igor Rotenberg, the scion of a billionaire
oligarch clan close to Mr. Putin, who owns half of a new, GPS-based system
that, when fully operational, will charge truckers fees on all federal
highways.
Their larger anger, however, was reserved for what they called the
government’s failure to alleviate the devastating effects of inflation and
recession over the past year, prompted by the steep drop in oil prices,
sanctions the West imposed over Ukraine and retaliatory sanctions the
Kremlin imposed on Western food imports.
“There is no economic program at all — where is all the money?” said
Vladimir Romanov, 65, the part-owner of a small Moscow trucking firm
with three 18-wheelers. “The country is very rich, yet we live like hell.”
The Russian economy is deeply troubled and shows few signs of escaping
from its rut, at least as long as prices for oil and other commodities remain
depressed. Inflation is running at 15.6 percent and the economy has shrunk
nearly 4 percent in the last year. The ruble has lost about half its value
against the dollar, and foreign reserves were hovering around $366 billion,
compared with $419 billion a year ago.
While that should mean hard times for everyone, some analysts say
something else is at work. Given the shrinking oil revenue and the

economy, they say, the Russian elite is seeking new revenue streams even
at the expense of the middle class.
“At a time when the pie is shrinking, the clans are trying to keep their
portion or even expand it,” said Nikolai Petrov, a professor at Moscow’s
Higher School of Economics. The privatized toll system creates a new
income source, he noted, but it will cause friction.
The truckers are widely dispersed and hence difficult to control, and their
sentiments reflect those of the entire middle class, Mr. Petrov said. “They
feel that the government is trying to fix budgetary problems by increasing
taxes and taking money out of their pockets,” he said.
Under the new system, drivers must buy a tracking device and pay
according to their mileage. An 800-mile round trip between Moscow and
St. Petersburg costs an extra $33 at current exchange rates and will rise to
$66 next March. Truckers said that the new toll amounted to about 10
percent of their revenue for each trip, and that it came on top of other
hefty transportation taxes, sharply reducing their monthly wages of around
$500 to $600.
The government argues that the trucks cause significant road wear and
says the tolls will generate more than $700 million a year to pay for
maintenance. “This is how a transportation system functions worldwide,”
Maxim Y. Sokolov, the transportation minister, told state television this
week.
Truckers mocked the idea that the toll money would end up being invested
in Russia’s notoriously poor roads. “They have already increased taxes on
fuel and promised to cancel the transportation tax, but they have only
increased it,” said Vladimir Deryugin, 51, whose truck sat among roughly
20 lined up in an Ikea parking lot in Khimki, a small city on the northern
edge of Moscow. A few bore signs saying “No to Platon!” — the Russian
acronym for the system. Police cars had blocked all entrances and exits to
the lot.
The demonstrations-on-wheels are the closest thing to large-scale political
protests that Russia has seen since the professional classes took to the
streets of Moscow in 2011 and 2012 to oppose the way Mr. Putin returned
to the presidency for a third term. That movement was centered in the
narrow world of the Moscow and St. Petersburg intelligentsia.
The truck drivers are the kind of bedrock Russians for whom Mr. Putin has
long been a hero. And even as they railed about the new tolls and the
economy, they retained a certain reluctance to criticize the man himself.
“Our president was duped,” Mr. Romanov said. “He signed without
thinking. His friends duped him. The son studied in Britain, then he came
back. He needs to earn money. So Rotenberg comes to the president and
tells him: let the son earn money.”
The new toll system is operational only in the Moscow region for now, but
since that is such a national hub it has already elicited protests across the
country, including in the Dagestan republic, in the cities of Vologda,
Nizhny Novgorod, Bryansk, in Smolensk in eastern Russia, in Yekaterinburg
in the central Urals, and in St. Petersburg.
One trucker from distant Vladivostok commented on social media that he
wanted to join the demonstrations but that the roads were so bad it would
take him 12 days to make the cross-country trip.
Some analysts consider the protests proof that what is widely called the
“television” — government propaganda about Russia’s rising status in the
world — is losing its edge over the “fridge,” or economic problems.
“The reserves are not limitless,” said Alexander Auzan, the economics
dean at Moscow State University, speaking on Dozhd television. “What we
see now, the situation with the truckers, is the first rumble of thunder

somewhere far away.”
The government evidently hopes to ride out the protests, which went
unreported on the main state-run television news channel.
The police were the first line of defense, establishing checkpoints on the
outer reaches of the capital to block access to the MKAD, the major ring
road circling the city. If that becomes paralyzed, traffic backs up all across
Moscow.
The police tried a number of strategies to thwart the protesters. They
declared some drivers drunk, truckers said, allowing them to suspend their
licenses for 24 hours. Sometimes the police “discovered” a mechanical
problem making the vehicle unfit to drive. Some drivers were forced to
sign pledges that they would not join any protest. Eventually the police
settled for corralling the trucks into one six-mile section of the road and
diverting other traffic.
The city of Moscow announced on Friday that it would have to limit traffic
the city center in December to prepare for the Victory Day parade — which
is held in May. The state Duma, or Parliament, has tried to mollify the
protesters, lowering the fines for noncompliance and limiting the penalty
to one fine per day.
The Putin administration itself repeatedly offered dialogue and
compromise in the form of graduated tariffs, but the truckers are
demanding the tolls be scrapped entirely. Mr. Putin himself has not
commented publicly on the protests. His spokesman, Dmitri S. Peskov, told
reporters that it was not a presidential matter but an issue for the ministry
of transportation.
Truckers like Mr. Romanov said that support for Mr. Putin — whose
approval ratings have been above 80 percent ever since he annexed
Crimea in March 2014 — has dropped universally among drivers forced to
pay the new tax. There has been some online chatter and some public
discussion about whether the anger was enough to spark a Maidan, the
protests in central Kiev that brought down the government of neighboring
Ukraine in early 2014.
Mr. Romanov said that the drivers had no such thing in mind, and that they
only wanted to earn a living. “We don’t need a Maidan here, we don’t
need any extremism,” he said. “We are normal people without political
demands. We just don’t want the government to get into our pockets.”
Some of those watching had other ideas. All across Moscow, the movement
of the trucks circling the city was being monitored on various social media,
inspiring a lively stream of criticism and support.
“Why only the ring road?” said one, “Why not Red Square?”
http://newcoldwar.org/20714-2/
Ivan Nechepurenko contributed reporting.

Number of strikes and worker protests in China hits record high

200 workers at a paper products factory in Shenzhen demand payment of
two months’ wages in arrears.
China Labour Bulletin

3 December 2015

The continued slowdown in China’s manufacturing heartland has led to a
marked increase in worker protests as factories close down and bosses run
off without paying their employees’ wages.
China Labour Bulletin’s Strike Map recorded 301 incidents in November,
the highest monthly total this year, exceeding even that of January, the
month immediately prior to the Chinese New Year when protests often
reach their peak.
A major focus of worker unrest was in the traditional manufacturing centre
of Guangdong, which saw a record 56 strikes last month, more than double
the number in any other province.
The number of strikes and protests in Guangdong has more than doubled in
the last few months, increasing from 23 incidents in July to 52 in October
and 56 in November.
The vast majority of the Guangdong incidents occurred in the
manufacturing sector with workers demanding payment of wages in arrears
etc. after factory closures, mergers and relocations. In many of these
cases, workers marched on local government buildings to demand
restitution after the boss vanished.
Police were deployed in nearly half of the 75 factory worker protests in
Guangdong over the last two months and arrests were made in nine cases.
In China as a whole, however, manufacturing accounted for less than a
third of the worker protests logged on the strike map in November - 91
incidents in total. The construction industry was the most active sector
with 133 incidents last month, spread out over the entire country. All of
the construction worker protests concerned the non-payment of wages.
The number of construction worker wage arrears protests more than
doubled in November compared with the previous month of October,
suggesting that workers are already starting to demand payment of wages
in preparation for the upcoming Chinese New Year next February.
Protests in the transport industry, mainly by taxi drivers concerned at
illegal competition from drivers using ride-hailing apps etc., remained at a
comparatively low level, accounting for about seven percent of all
incidents in November.
The number of protests in the mining industry however continues to rise,
with 15 incidents this month, nearly all related to wage arrears as the coal
industry continues to decline and employees are laid off in huge numbers.

http://www.clb.org.hk/en/content/number-strikes-and-worker-protestschina-hits-record-high-november

Dig-out port goes on to back burner
Giordano Stolley (The Mercury 2015)

1 December 2015

DURBAN’S proposed “dig-out” port will eventually become a reality, but
has been put on the back burner for the moment, with the Transnet Port
Authority’s chief executive declining to even set a date.
Richard Vallihu, speaking at a business-to-business breakfast, said: “For
now we have got enough capacity. Due to the capacity we have at the
moment, we will be pushing that project (the dig-out port) out.
“I can’t give you dates about that, but all I can say is that we are going to
be deferring it.”
He said the focus was on improving the existing facilities and the
efficiency of the existing port.
The port authority is spending about R53 billion on existing ports, which in
Durban includes the deepening of the existing container shipping berths so
the port can accommodate the largest vessels.
Construction of the dig-out port had originally been scheduled to start in
2019, but Vallihu would not confirm any date.
If the project eventually goes ahead, the dig-out port will be constructed
on what was previously the old Durban International Airport in Isipingo,
south of the Durban city centre.
The proposed port has raised the ire of local residents and
environmentalists.
Nico Walters, port authority general manager for business strategy, also
speaking at the breakfast, said that apart from Durban, major
developments were planned for Saldanha, which the authority hopes will
become a major service port for the oil and gas industry operating off the
west African coast.
A supply base for oil and gas rigs is being built and a major repair facility

for the rigs is planned for Saldanha.

Brazil sues for $5.2bn to clean up after destructive dam collapse
Russia Today

1 December 2015

Brazil has filed a lawsuit seeking $5.2 billion in damages from the world’s
largest miner, BHP Billiton Ltd, and the biggest iron ore miner, Vale SA, in
the aftermath of a dam burst in early November. The disaster claimed the
lives of 17 people and left a huge toxic mud spill reaching as far as the
Atlantic Ocean. The plaintiffs – the Brazilian government and the affected
regions – are demanding that the iron ore operator, Samarco, take
immediate action to clean-up the aftermath. It is also requesting that a
fund be set up to cover payments over 10 years. If Samarco fails to pay for
the recovery, its co-owners, Vale SA and BHP, will be held responsible,
Reuters reported, citing the chief prosecutor of the affected coastal state
of Espírito Santo, Rodrigo Vieira.
https://www.rt.com/news/line/

China’s air pollution hits dangerously high levels
Green24Com

25 November 2015

Air pollution and China have long time been associated with each other,
but just when you thought it couldn’t get any worse – it has.
According to IFL Science, the concentration of hazardous airborne particles
is 50 times the recommended safety limit in some parts of northeastern
China. The city of Shenyang appears to be the worst affected place. It has
become engulfed in a cloud of smog.
Air pollution is measured by the concentration of particulate matter found
in the ambient air. The World Health Organization recommends that this
concentration should not exceed 25 micrograms per cubic meter in 24
hours. Shenyang has hit 1400 micrograms per cubic meter, according to the
BBC.
Changchun, a city nearby Shenyang, recently reached levels of 860
micrograms per cubic meter and city’s government issued a level three
emergency response that prohibits outdoor activities, recommends people
to stay indoors and take health precautions.
It is believed that this spike in air pollution is caused by increased coal fire
burning during winter .
High levels of air pollution pose a serious health risk for those who inhabit
the city. High levels of pollution can cause eye, nose and throat irritation
and respiratory and cardio vascular complications, and this is just the
beginning.
Berkeley Earth, a group of scientist who investigate and analyse climate
change, released a report stating that air pollution is killing an average of
4000 people a day – and that was before the spike in particulate matter
occurred.
It looks like China is facing thier own “airmageddon”.

Sao Paulo students protest against closures

Sam Cowie 22 November 2015
In impoverished parts of the city, students fight back against closures they
fear will limit access to education.
Like many working class youth in Brazil, Jessica Santiago de Souza studies
for her high school diploma at night and works during the day to bring
home more money for her family.Her public school, Salvador Allende, sits
on the impoverished outskirts of Sao Paulo's East Zone and is covered in
graffiti. Drug addicts sit on a patch of grass opposite.At 20, Jessica says
she is the oldest in her class. She originally dropped out of school in her
mid-teens due to "family problems".She is determined to go to university
and eventually get a better job that will allow her to support her father,
she says. That is why she was so distraught when she heard that her school
was closing.
"There are only two other high schools in this area, and I'm worried that
the classes will be too full," she says.So, Jessica began to organise her
fellow students via social media. They agreed to occupy the school in
protest against the closure.Their occupation began with 15 students and
supporters at 3am on November 12. That number has grown since then to
around 50 demonstrators, including students, former students, supporters,
and even teachers.Jessica is one of the hundreds of thousands of students
in Sao Paulo who have been affected by school closures that are part of a
local government's 'reorganisation' programme, purportedly aimed at
making the school system more efficient.
In an attempt to reverse the proposed closures and force dialogue with the
authorities, students have begun occupying schools across the
city.Altogether, if the government measures go ahead as planned, 94
public schools will close and some 311,000 students - around 10 percent of
the total state school system - most of whom are lower to middle income,
will have to change schools. Eighty-three thousand teachers will also be
relocated.Al Jazeera visited three of the occupations and found the
students organised in horizontal leadership models, with elected press
spokespeople.
To date, 74 of the 94 schools been occupied. And it isn't just the closures
that the students are drawing attention to. They also want to register their
dissatisfaction with the state of Brazil's public education system and have
listed a range of problems, including classrooms packed well beyond
capacity, a lack of basic items like tables and chairs, a shortage of
computers, absent teachers and inadequate security."The conditions at our
schools are precarious enough and with these closures, they will only get
more precarious," says 18-year-old Eudes Cassio da Silva Oliveira at the
Fernao Dias school, the first to be occupied.
ReorganisationState officials say that the closures are a necessary
"reorganisation" that will improve the public school system.The schools
currently host different teaching segments - high school and middle school,
for example - in the same building, while the reorganisation will see them
catering exclusively to one segment.Authorities say their new approach has
been proven to improve the quality of teaching as it leads to a better use
of equipment and resources, and it facilitates lesson planning for teachers.
They also say that the reorganisation will make more efficient use of
space, as many of the schools are currently operating well under capacity;
since 2000, the number of students enrolled in the Sao Paulo state school
system has fallen from 5.5 million to 3.8 million, due to falling population
growth as well as migration to the private system.The buildings will remain
in the hands of the state government and be reopened as technical
colleges or nurseries, authorities say.Officials add that they will guarantee
that students will not be relocated any further than 1.5km from their
current school, and that, at the high school level, there will be no more
than 40 students to a class."All students, parents, communities, and
teachers can rest assured that they will be served by the state network,"
said Sao Paulo regional director of education Sandoval Cavalcanti, by

phone.
Opponents, however, say that the reorganisation will be a huge disruption
to the students' lives and that none of the involved parties - students,
parents or teachers - were consulted.Analysts say the state government is
using the reorganisation to cut costs, and teacher unions allege that the
studies undertaken to minimise disruption are superficial, saying that even
relocations as close as 1.5km away could double a student's commute time
to school.Overfilled classrooms were one of the main reasons why Sao
Paulo teachers took part in a three-month strike earlier this year, and even
with falling attendance rates and capacity limits, the unions say it is
common to have 50 students in a classroom; numbers, they add, which will
inevitably rise if more schools are closed.Support networks - such as
parents or neighbours who take their children to school, students who
travel to school in groups or who care for parents or younger siblings would be broken up as locations and hours change.The unions say that the
authorities are not taking into account the fact that many of those
affected may have
complex family, work and school arrangements and need stability for a
healthy learning environment."These changes will lead to an immense
estrangement that will damage the students' learning," said Joao Carlos
Novaes Luz, a director of the Official Education Teachers Union of the
State of Sao Paulo.
Education is the challengeIn recent years, the quality of public high
schooleducation has declined in Sao Paulo state.Despite Brazil's rise as an
economic power since the early 2000s, it remains one of the world's most
unequal countries and nowhere is the inequality more apparent than in the
education system.Brazil's highly sought-after public universities are rarely
attended by students from public schools. The majority of students who
attend them are from wealthy families and were privately educated.The
closures could further exacerbate these inequalities, say analysts, who
suggest that more students will drop out of school if the measures go
forth, restricting students to low-level jobs in the future and making them
more vulnerable to gangs and crime.Brazil has the highest number of
murders in the world, with around 10,500 children killed in 2013.It also has
the world's fourth-largest prison population -having grown by 74 percent
between 2005 and 2012. The majority of inmates are young, poor and
uneducated."Bad education leads to social exclusion," explains Ariel
Castro, a lawyer specialising in human rights who oversaw many of the
occupations and expressed concern that at the same time Sao Paulo is
proposing to close schools, Brazil is lowering its age of criminal
responsibility from 18 to 16.At the Joao Kopke School in a dilapidated part
of Sao Paulo's city centre nicknamed"crackland", addicts sit on the floor
openly smoking crack and cocaine just metres from the school while
occupying students sit behind a locked iron fence.
Diego Anjos dos Santos, 21, in his last year of high school, said that they
will continue the occupations until the "reorganisation" plans are cancelled
entirely."Education is our greatest weapon," he says. "The more informed
people are, the harder it is to manipulate them."
http://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/features/2015/11/sao-paulostudents-protest-closures-

US People's Trust in Federal Government Sinks to Four Year Low
Spunik News

23 November 2015

An estimated 19 percent of the population of the United States trusts its
federal government, a Pew Research Center poll suggested on Monday less
than a year ahead of a US presidential election.
WASHINGTON (Sputnik) –Confidence in the US government hit its lowest
point of 15 percent in early October 2011.
“Currently, just 19 percent say they can trust the government always or
most of the time,” the 6,000-person survey stated.

Poverty, immigration and elderly income are key areas where less than
half of respondents evaluated Washington’s performance as “good.”
The survey reflected a deep partisan divide in the United States, marking
the Republican Party’s consistent opposition to every policy
recommendation of US President Barack Obama.
“In Barack Obama’s six years as president, 13 percent of Republicans, on
average, have said they can trust the government always or most of the
time – the lowest level of average trust among either party during any
administration dating back 40 years,” the poll said.
New Poll Reveals US Public Pessimism on Obama’s ISIL, Afghanistan Policies
The August 27-October 4 survey was conducted against a backdrop of
perceived support for inexperienced or controversial Republican
candidates in the ongoing presidential campaign, as evidenced by leading
poll positions maintained by reality television personality Donald Trump
and retired neurosurgeon Ben Carson.
Voters in the United States are scheduled to elect their next president on
November 8, 2016.
http://sputniknews.com/us/20151123/1030591994/obama-pollpessimism-trust.html

Scientists silenced while SA uses 'contaminated' water
Anthony Turton 17 November 2015
Are we in a water crisis? Are we in a drought? Simple questions are clouded
by evasive tactics from various actors.
The simple answer is yes, we are in a crisis. This is brought into clear focus
by what is potentially the worst drought in recorded history. This will
expose everything for what it is, including the impact on society by
gatekeeping cadres deployed to silence the work of scientists whose
findings are inconvenient.
Minister of Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs Pravin Gordhan
spoke at the inter-ministerial committee (IMC) briefing about the need to
work as a team. Scientists are rightfully part of that team, but their
participation has been at personal risk. For science to work in the service
of society, it needs to be liberated and unfettered by the gatekeeping
elites strangling their output.
The Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) is a major national
asset, created by an act of parliament after technology from SA scientists
played a role in the defeat of Nazi Germany.
It was established for two things: to develop science, engineering and
technology in the national interest; and for scientists to apply their mind
to matters that they alone deem to be significant in the area of science,
engineering and technology for the national interest.
It is the latter part of this mandate that needs to be liberatedy.
The CSIR has been in dire financial straits for years now. The
parliamentary grant that sustains much of the ground-breaking new
research has been reduced over time. This has forced the CSIR to make up
the shortfall through commercial research.
In so doing it has lost its credibility and our country has lost its way. We
need to link funding to the CSIR (and others councils such as the Medical
Research Institute etcetera) to the national debate on #feesmustfall,
because in effect they are flip sides of the same coin.

Evidence for the value of this comes from a recent report published by the
CSIR entitled Eutrophication and Cyanobacteria in South Africa's Standing
Water Bodies: A View from Space. This report gives us the hard evidence
we need to reveal the essence of our water problem.
It is not an issue of volume as Minister of Water and Sanitation Nomvula
Mokonyane correctly says, for we have enough dams and water held in
strategic storage.
The report shows that the issue is water quality because 50 of the largest
dams are now contaminated by toxic bacteria that no known bulk-water
treatment technology can remove.
The CSIR finding is confirmed by another paper, written by an
internationally recognised aquatic scientist whose career was destroyed by
those gatekeepers.
That report is entitled: Living with Eutrophication in South Africa: A
Review of Realities and Challenges, published recently in Transactions of
the Royal Society of SA. Both reports independently confirm the one
central risk we have as a nation - our bulk water supply has been
contaminated.
Where is that contamination coming from? We produce around 5000Ml (5
billion litres) a day of sewage. About 20% (1000Ml) of this is treated to a
level safe to discharge into rivers. The remaining 80% (4000Ml) enters our
national strategic storage facilities, where it feeds the bacteria colonies,
including but not limited to, a sub-set of organisms called cyanobacteria.
These are primitive life forms that survive under the harshest of
conditions. They produce a toxin called microcystin that is released
whenever the organism is stressed. We now have the highest levels of
these toxins in all of our bulk storage facilities, yet the public is denied
access to this information and any scientist daring to speak out is
ruthlessly silenced.
We must link #liberatescience with #feesmustfall and have a serious
national debate about the value of science in the service of society. We
must value the outputs of these scientists and not silence them when
uneducated cadres intervene for ideological reasons.
Those liberated scientists must work on a national programme that is
transparent, well-funded and led by the best we have. That programme
must include research into water quality, most specifically on
eutrophication (enrichment of water by sewage that stimulates
cyanobacteria).
Also to be investigated should be the presence in our water of endocrinedisruptors such as oestrogen and other chemicals. These are known to
interfere with the development of the unborn foetus when the mother is
exposed to them.
The research must also explore the potential of bacterial and viral
mutations in the presence of a host of chemical agents found in sewage
including ARVs, anti-depressants, antibiotics, Viagra, beta-blockers,
cocaine and so on. This programme must be linked to universities to build
the human capacity we need.
I welcome Gordhan's call for cooperation. All scientists need is to be
liberated to do what they do best - solve complex problems.
Task them, fund them, set them free. Surely the price of democracy
should not be sewage contaminated water unleashed on all?
http://www.sowetanlive.co.za/news/2015/11/17/scientists-silencedwhile-sa-uses-contaminated-water
Turton is a professor at the Centre for Environmental Management,
University of Free State

Cosatu threatens to ditch ANC at the polls
News 24

17 November 2015

SO ANGRY is Cosatu at the Treasury’s insistence of going ahead with its
retirement savings reforms that it is threatening to withdraw its support
for the ANC in next year’s local government elections.
Cosatu estimates that more than 85 000 public servants have resigned from
their jobs as they fear that the changes will result in their pensions being
“nationalised”.
Not only does this put additional strain on service delivery and increase the
unemployment rate, but it has also led to union membership numbers
decreasing.
“If there was an issue that Cosatu is prepared to do battle over, even
relooking at its support for the ANC in next year’s elections, it is this one,”
the federation’s spokesman, Sizwe Pamla, told Independent Media
yesterday.
In October last year, the Treasury announced a moratorium on the reforms
for a year. This followed pressure from labour and civil society as they
believe that the retirement system cannot be changed without
comprehensive social security for all. But the government is no closer to
introducing a comprehensive security plan which it undertook to do a
decade ago.
The Treasury informed Cosatu in a meeting last week that it was going
ahead with the Taxation Laws Amendment Act in 2016 as the moratorium
was meant to prepare employees and not make any actual changes to the
reforms.
“It was about postponing the inevitable for them. We met with them last
Tuesday where we made it clear we have deadlocked,” Pamla said.
The proposed law is meant to encourage workers to preserve their
retirement savings by introducing mandatory pension preservation. But
many believe this will lead to the government “nationalising” their money
because they will not have easy access to their future savings after the
reforms are introduced on March 1 next year. “This bill is meant to coerce
and force workers to save by force. There is no government or department
that should be allowed to pass laws that are meant to dictate to citizens
and workers how and when they should spend their hard-earned money,”
Cosatu said.
The federation has been at loggerheads with the Treasury over a number
of matters, accusing it often of behaving as a super ministry.
The Treasury has also earned the ire of labour as it has on a number of
occasions bypassed processes at the National Economic, Development and
Labour Council (Nedlac) which is meant to decide on socio-economic
policy.
But Treasury spokeswoman Phumza Macanda said they were pushing ahead
with the reforms as many employees stood to benefit.
“Over a million workers stand to benefit from a tax deduction on their own
contribution to retirement funds, and who will end up with a higher
monthly take-home pay as a result.
“In return, to enjoy the benefit of the tax deduction, those receiving the
tax benefit are expected to annuitise two thirds of the retirement savings
on retirement,” she said.
She also said public servants were resigning because of a lack of
understanding of the intent of the reforms as well as high indebtedness.

“We will continue to engage with Cosatu and all other stakeholders to
improve the retirement system in South Africa, and ensure that it serves
members of retirement funds better,” Macanda said.
The federation will decide at its national congress next week how to
proceed with its push-back campaign. But a threat to withdraw support
from the ANC will hit where it hurts as the party is already concerned
about how it will perform in the country’s metros.
http://www.iol.co.za/news/politics/cosatu-threatens-to-ditch-anc1.1946390

Robots coming to steal half your jobs
Russia Today

13 November 2015

Roughly half of the workforce in the UK and the US are likely to eventually
lose their jobs to robots, as technological automation trends spread across
all industries and service sectors, the Bank of England’s chief economist
has warned.
Unveiling the Bank’s new statistics, based on the historic trends in the
market economy, Andy Haldane warned the Trades Union Congress that
half of UK workers might find themselves unemployed in the coming
decades.
“Taking the probabilities of automation, and multiplying them by the
numbers employed, gives a broad brush estimate of the number of jobs
potentially automatable,” Haldane said, stressing that 15 million people
might be affected on the island nation that currently has a workforce of
31.21 million.
The same trend, the chief economist warned will also be witnessed in the
US, where the current labor force of roughly 160 million Americans will see
half of its jobs go to automation.
“For the UK, that would suggest up to 15 million jobs could be at risk of
automation. In the US, the corresponding figure would be 80 million jobs,”
Haldane said.
At the same time, the economist noted that previous predictions
concerning the impact of modernization on the workforce had been proven
wrong since the beginning of the industrial revolution. However, citing
fears over the growth of “artificial intelligence,” Haldane said that if the
Bank's predictions are correct, the labor market patterns of the past three
centuries would “shift to warp speed.”
“Machines are already undertaking tasks which were unthinkable – if not
unimaginable – a decade ago,” said Haldane. “The driverless car was
science fiction no more than a decade ago. Today it is scientific fact.”
The future accountants face a “vocational extinction” of 95 percent, while
hairdressers’ positions will be cut by a third. Economists will lose up to 15
percent market share to robots. Overall the Bank of England forecasts that
around 70 percent of jobs in sales and customer service jobs will be cut
because of robots. Skilled trades people are also at risk.
“For the UK, roughly a third of jobs by employment fall into each category,
with those occupations most at risk including administrative, clerical and
production tasks,” Haldane warned.
The effect of robotization will have a “massive” impact on industry and
society, the chief economist warned, where people’s social skills will play
more of value in the workforce.
“In a world in which machines came to dominate tasks involving core
cognitive processing, the importance of, and skill premium attached to,
non-cognitive skills is likely to rise. The high skill – high pay jobs of the

future may involve skills better measured by EQs than IQs, by jobs creating
social as much as financial value,” Haldane concluded.
https://www.rt.com/uk/321771-robots-automation-jobs-unemployment/

Pleas for consultation goes unheeded
The heritage of Clairwood is being progressively destroyed
SouthLands Sun 10 November 2015
BACK of port community consultation will have to wait, as the ward 66
councillor’s plea is voted down at a municipal meeting.
On Wednesday, 28 October ward 66 councillor, Duncan Du Bois asked for
communities directly affected by port operations to be added the list of
stakeholders. The proposal called for Clairwood residents to be included in
the municipality and Transnet joint study into management of traffic and
infrastructure for the proposed back of port expansion.
While motivating his request, Du Bois cited a report to the Exco that called
for a “healthy balance to be factored into the situation where
communities were directly affected by port operations so that they were
not left out of the picture.”
Explaining why the consultation is necessary, the councillor said the
heritage of Clairwood dates back to the 1890s and is being progressively
destroyed by commercial and industrial expansion.
“The preamble of the Constitution exhorts citizens to ‘respect those who
have worked to build and develop our country’.
Unfortunately, the proposal was rejected by the majority in the council
and the city manager insisted that such consultation would come at a later
stage.
My concern is that at that stage, their plans will be a fait accompli and the
Clairwood community’s opinions will be meaningless,” said Du Bois.
http://southlandssun.co.za/47618/pleas-for-consultation-goesunheeded/

India's Modi suffers humiliating defeat
Rupam Jain Nair and Andrew MacAskill

9 November 2015

Indian financial markets took fright at the humiliating defeat suffered by
Prime Minister Narendra Modi and his party.
New Delhi - Indian financial markets took fright on Monday at the
humiliating defeat suffered in a pivotal state election by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and his party, whose leaders are expected to meet amid
calls for a rethink of policies and priorities.
Modi was due to huddle later with a dozen senior colleagues of his Hindu
nationalist party, including its president Amit Shah, Finance Minister Arun
Jaitley and Home Minister Rajnath Singh, party and government officials
said.
The loss in Bihar, India's third most-populous and poorest state, is the most
significant setback for Modi since he won a crushing victory in a general
election last year.
“We have to identify what went wrong,” said Ram Madhav, a Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) general secretary.

The BJP office in New Delhi was deserted on Monday with workers
compiling newspaper clippings on the election defeat in Bihar. Security
guards turned away offerings of sweets and gifts for Diwali, a Hindu
festival being celebrated this week.
Indian shares, bonds and the rupee fell to six-week lows as investors who
had backed Modi fretted that he would struggle to push economic reforms
through the parliament against an emboldened opposition.
The Bihar loss may hamper Modi's reform agenda because he needs to win
most state elections in the next three years to gain full control of
parliament. India's states are represented in the upper house, where the
BJP lacks a majority.
The election came against a background of concerns in India at incidents in
which Muslims have been targeted by Hindu zealots. There have been
protests by prominent intellectuals at what they call a climate of rising
intolerance.
Some BJP lawmakers called for the party to refocus on a more unifying
agenda focusing on economic development after a campaign that used
rhetoric in Bihar and sought to polarise voters along caste and religious
lines.
“We have to be single mindedly focused on development, development,
development,” said Chandan Mitra, a BJP member of parliament. “We
can't afford to be distracted by anything else.”
During the election rally, Modi accused rival parties of snatching economic
benefits from lower-caste Hindus and handing them over to a religious
minority, a comment interpreted as veiled reference to Muslims.
The election commission banned several party posters they said could
incite hatred. One banned poster showed a young Hindu woman embracing
a garlanded cow, an animal sacred to Hindus.
The BJP president was also criticised for comments suggesting that if his
party lost, the result would be celebrated in archrival Muslim-majority
Pakistan.
Arun Shourie, a minister in the last BJP government, called for a change in
course.
“We should be grateful to the people of Bihar because the direction has
been halted,” he told NDTV. Asked what went wrong with the party's Bihar
campaign, he said “everything”.

TPP revealed
Pact details ignite debate over privacy, internet freedom,
whistleblowers
Russia Today 6 November 2015
With the release of the full text of the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), a
sharpening of arguments on both sides outline a debate about privacy,
corporatism, internet freedom and intellectual property, and even the
plight of whistleblowers.
Asia, TradeThe world got its first look at the international agreement
between 12 Pacific Rim countries on Thursday, exactly one month after it
was finalized on October 5. Given that the secret negotiations hammering
out the pact had been ongoing since 2008, with details hard to come by,
skeptics and critics had been expressing suspicions as to TPP’s true
intentions and ultimate impact over the past couple years. Now they can
finally stop speculating and have a look at the fine print.

While some politicians are refraining from commentary, activists are
capitalizing on the release. After summarizing its chapters, the Electronic
Frontier Foundation (EFF) concluded on its website that TPP “upholds
corporate rights and interests at the direct expense of all of our digital
rights.”
Advocates for privacy and internet freedom took issue with provisions in
the agreement that require real names and addresses associated with
internet domains such as .us, .ca, or .au to be registered with the home
government.
“This is dangerous especially for the ability of opposition groups in
repressive countries to voice their concerns online without fear of violent
retribution,” Fight For the Future (FFTF) wrote on its website.
Additionally, the agreement requires internet service providers to help
take down websites that are violating copyright laws, but does not allow
the websites to dispute copyright accusations. This potentially opens the
door to service providers taking down websites in one country over
copyright accusations from a company based in another nation.
The pact also criminalizes the “unauthorized and willful disclosure of a
trade secret including via a computer system.” According to FFTF, this is a
clear effort to discourage whistleblowers and journalists from exposing
sensitive issues.
Intellectual property protections in the agreement include biologic drugs –
advanced and expensive drugs to manufacture. All countries in the TPP
would have to enforce five to eight year minimums of exclusivity,
preventing other companies from making cheaper generic forms called
biosimilars. The United States protects exclusivity rights for 12 years.
Critics say this would drive up the cost of life-saving medicines for
developing countries.
Another concern related to intellectual property is the investor-state
dispute settlement (ISDS) process, which FFTF opposes on principle as an
anti-democratic system. Corporations can sue governments under the
system if a country’s policies are perceived as cutting in on intellectual
property values and profits.
“No matter what else is in the Trans-Pacific Partnership, this section
makes it bad for people everywhere,” FFTF wrote.
The International Business Times reported that the US actually agreed to
place restrictions on how corporations can sue foreign governments, but
activists argue the changes are not significant enough.
Evan Greer, campaign director of FFTF, told Free Speech Radio News
“Particularly, the intellectual property chapter reads like a laundry list of
demands from unpopular industries where they’re pushing for policies that
they know that they could never get through if it were done through
traditional political means or in the light of day.”
Greer also said the intellectual property provisions “benefit copyright
holders in ways that could lead to widespread internet censorship. It’s very
similar in scope to the very unpopular legislation, SOPA, that was
resoundingly rejected several years ago.”
Protests against TPP are scheduled for November 16 and 17 at the Capitol
building in Washington, DC.
The TPP’s stated goal is to “promote economic growth; support the
creation and retention of jobs; enhance innovation, productivity and
competitiveness; raise living standards; reduce poverty in our countries;
and promote transparency, good governance, and enhanced labor and
environmental protections.”

The people and governments of Australia, Brunei, Canada, Chile, Japan,
Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand, Peru, Singapore, the United States and
Vietnam now have the opportunity to judge whether the trade deal will be
successful and come into force.
“It’s worse than we thought,” Public Citizen’s Global Trade Watch Director
Lori Wallach said in a media conference call. “There are improvements,
but we do not believe those improvements are significant or meaningful
for workers,” the AFL-CIO’s trade and globalization policy specialist,
Celeste Drake, said during the same call.
US President Barack Obama has defended the pact, however.
“I know that past trade agreements haven’t always lived up to the hype.
That’s what makes this trade agreement so different, and so important,”
he wrote in an online op-ed. “The TPP means that America will write the
rules of the road in the 21st century.
“If we don’t pass this agreement – if America doesn’t write those rules –
then countries like China will.”
In accordance with the Trade Priorities Act of 2015, or “fast track,”
Obama notified Congress of his intention to sign the TPP on Thursday. He
must wait 90 days to do so before sending it to Congress for final approval.
House of Representatives Speaker Representative Paul Ryan (R-Wisconsin)
was a strong advocate for the “fast track” process signed into law by
Obama in June, which leaves Congress with no power to amend the TPP,
but Ryan did not stake out a position either way on TPP Thursday, saying
he needs to read it first.
https://www.rt.com/usa/321002-tpp-details-revealed-trade-privacy/

40% of Durban’s water lost as drought grips
IOL News

6 November 2015

Durban - Durban continues to lose hundreds of millions of litres of water
every day, despite the city and province being in the grip of the fiercest
drought in 30 years.
This costly wastage was revealed when the city’s finance corporate
executive, Thabi Khuzwayo, briefed the human settlements and
infrastructure committee this week.
Khuzwayo, who had been discussing the debt and rates collection for
September, told councillors that Durban lost just more than 40% of its
water in that month.
Since the drought started late last year, the municipality has implemented
restrictions in severely affected areas, most of which are in the north of
the city.
Early this year water and sanitation head Ednick Msweli detailed the grim
state of water affairs in the city, saying drastic measures were needed to
stop the rot. At the time he said the city was losing about 35% of its water.
He told councillors the municipality would need about R300 million a year
for the next five years to deal with the water loss nightmare.
Contributing to the figure were unmetered connections, connections not
on the Coins billing system or not monitored; inadequate capacity (human
and financial resources) and vandalism of infrastructure.
Msweli’s assertion came after the auditor-general revealed in January how
the city was losing 237 million litres of water a day because of leaks. The
losses apparently amounted to R602.6 million a year.
But months on, nothing has changed and, if anything, the situation appears

to be escalating.
Khuzwayo said: “The average loss in distribution of water last month
(August) was 37.7% and this month (September) it is 41.6%.”
Councillors in opposition parties are worried and are demanding that the
reckless loss be curbed.
The DA councillor in the committee, Heinz De Boer, was startled by the
revelation.
“We need some understanding as to what’s causing that loss. Secondly, it
is unacceptable – at this stage of the water game. Things are very, very
bad, as you would know. And to find that water loss has jumped up is a
real concern. We need some explanation on that.”
Councillor Mdu Nkosi of the IFP, also a member of the committee, said
such statistics indicated that the municipality was not keen to tackle the
water loss crisis.
“Ednick Msweli (water head) presented brilliant ideas to tackle this. He
requested funds for leaking pipes to be fixed or replaced … He told us that
the issue of standpipes needed to be attended to. But it looks like the
water crisis we speak of every day is falling on deaf ears.”
He complained that burst pipes were left unattended for weeks, especially
in townships and informal settlements, “yet we are told that we have
plumbers available 24 hours a day”.
A study released in 2013 on water use revealed how Durban’s loss had
deteriorated in the past 10 years. The research was by Ronnie McKenzie,
Zama Siqalaba and William Wegelin of WRP Consulting Engineers for the
Water Research Council.
In 2005, Durban lost 29.1% of its water, 31.8% the following year and 33.5%
in 2007. The city lost 36.4%, 38.9% and 37.5% in the following three years,
respectively.
According to a December 2014 report in The Water Wheel magazine, 37%
of all water supplied to South African municipalities was being lost.
Of the country’s four leading metros, Johannesburg was the worst
offender, followed by Durban, while Pretoria fared better and Cape Town
was losing the least amount of water.
The municipality issued a statement on Thursday saying it had intensified
its drought and water conservation campaigns.
Municipal spokeswoman Tozi Mthethwa said the restrictions had been
implemented “to ensure continuous supply is maintained”.
The municipality was sending water tankers to affected areas.
This week the key Hazelmere Dam, north of the city, dropped to below
27.5% of its capacity. Midmar Dam, which provides a significant amount of
water to the city, is hovering just above 50%.
The Mercury
http://www.iol.co.za/news/south-africa/kwazulu-natal/40-of-durban-swater-lost-as-drought-grips-1.1941535

Egypt: Textile workers challenge President Sisi
Farcical election underlines need to build a mass workers’ party
David Johnson, Socialist Party England & Wales
4 November 20145

A new strike by textile workers at the Misr Spinning and Weaving Company

in Mahalla, Egypt, has been the biggest workers’ challenge President Abdel
Fattah Al-Sisi has faced.
Starting on 21 October, workers demanded payment of a 10% annual bonus
in line with that paid to workers of other state-owned industries. They also
called for extra food payments, the reopening of closed production lines,
managers to be made accountable for losses and reinstatement of workers
previously sacked for union activities.
Around 14,000 of the 17,000 employees came out on strike. On the second
day it was reported that Egyptian Trade Union Federation (ETUF ) leaders
had reached an agreement to end it. However, the workers stayed out
another eight days. On the fifth day 7,000 workers at Kafr al-Dawwar
Textile Company also walked out.
The Egyptian Trade Union Federation union “remains silent and is not
taking any concrete action to resolve our grievances or to realise our
rights,” said Kamal al-Fayoumy, an independent union organiser who was
sacked in April for leading strikes at Mahalla. (www.madamasr.com/).
The ETUF website made no mention of the Mahalla and Kafr al-Dawar
strikes. Its leaders are appointed by the Ministry of Manpower. In May,
President Sisi extended their term of office for another year.
Inflation went up to 9.2% in September, while textile workers only got a
7%, so the bonus and extra food payments are vital.
Gamal Sorour, Minister of Manpower, threatened to sack all strikers. A
court ruling in May gave power to sack any striker for damaging “public
interest”. Ministers and the pro-capitalist media said striking “would allow
terrorists to capitalise.”
However, workers refused to be intimidated and return to work until they
had written guarantees that the bonus would be paid. On 1 November
Sorour promised to resolve the workers’ problems within 48 hours of
resumption of work. This appears to be a significant victory. The Mahalla
and Kafr al-Dawar workers returned to work after ten and six days out,,
respectively. Workers at Vestia textile accompany in Alexandria started an
indefinite strike over unpaid wages and bonuses the same day.
The Mahalla workers have a tradition of heroic strikes and are looked to by
workers across the country. Their strike in 2006 and planned strike and
street protests in 2008 played a key part in the downfall of former
president Hosni Mubarak.
Farcical election
During the recent strike, the first round run-off for parliamentary elections
was also taking place. Turnout was only 21.7%, less than the 23% during
the rigged 2005 election under Mubarak. The Muslim Brotherhood and most
left parties boycotted the election. In 2011 turnout was 54%.
The Free Egyptians Party, founded by billionaire businessman, Naguib
Sawiris, won 41 seats, so far. It contested the election as part of a
coalition of ten parties, ‘For the Love of Egypt’, led by Sameh Seif AlYazal, a former intelligence officer. This is a further step by the state to
re-establish its hold on power after the huge challenge it faced in 2011.
Unrepresented in parliament, workers will be increasingly forced to turn to
industrial action to defend and improve their living standards. Building
democratic independent trade unions will be part of that struggle.
Building a mass workers’ party that can unite workers around a programme
for jobs with decent pay, housing, education and health care, as well as
democratic rights, is a key task for socialists and union activists.
http://www.socialistworld.net/doc/7389

Oil exploration: KZN farmers up in arms

Lee Rondganger (IOL News )

3 November 2015

Durban - An American oil company starts public meetings in KwaZulu-Natal
today to set out its plans to drill holes on 10 000 farms in the hopes of
finding untapped reserves of oil, gas, methane or helium.
Rhino Resources, headquartered in Texas, has been granted exploration
rights to search on farms covering a 1.5 million hectare span.
But farmers – sent letters last week by Rhino Oil and Gas Exploration South
Africa informing them of its intentions – are up in arms and fear that if any
commodity is found, the controversial hydraulic rock fracturing (fracking)
method would be used to extract it.
They believe that not only will the emergence of oil rigs spoil the beauty
of KZN’s rolling hills, fracking may do untold damage to the province’s
scarce water resources.
Fracking is a term that describes the artificial fracturing and shattering of
underground rock to extract methane and other gases by pumping a highpressure mixture of water, chemicals and sand up to 6km into the ground.
Rhino has scheduled public meetings with farmers across the province, to
outline its plans.
Dale Gait, who runs a nursery on a farm in the picturesque Tala Valley,
said it would be tragic if huge oil and gas rigs emerged in rural KZN.
Picture: Motshwari Mofokeng
‘Frack off’
“We are going to tell them to frack off,” said Mike Lowry, a farmer in the
Tala Valley region whose farm, Ingomankulu, is one of the 10 000
identified for exploration.
“What gives them the right to just come here, dig and pollute the area? I
understand that we do not have mineral rights to our farms, the
government holds those rights but surely we should be considering the
environment? What if they do find gas or oil under my farm, what then? Am
I going to be told to leave?”
According to the exploration proposal letter sent to farmers last week,
Rhino intends exploring farms from Richmond in the south to Ladysmith
and Dundee in the north-west, passing eastwards of Mooi River and
Estcourt. In the north the area extends east almost to Ulundi and includes
regions around Tugela Ferry and Nkandla.
Closer to Durban, Rhino plans drilling on farms west of Camperdown in the
pristine Tala Valley region.
Dale Gait, who runs a nursery on a farm in the Tala Valley, said it would be
tragic if huge oil and gas rigs were allowed to disturb the beauty and
tranquillity of rural life.
“What will the effects of water pollution be on our crops? That same water
we are putting it on to our crops and we will eat it. Once that ground
water is polluted how is it going to (be) filtered and cleaned?
“It just won’t. There is no going back or fixing it once you have destroyed
the land. This is just plain stupid,” she said.
According to Rhino, the exploration phase will run over three years, with
the first comprising evaluation of geological data, the second conducting
“full tensor gradiometry gravity surveys”, and the third year undertaking
seismic surveys which include drilling of core boreholes at target sites.
Bobby Peek, director of environmental watchdog, GroundWork, said it
planned to challenge Rhino Oil and Gas’s plans.

“Considering the severe drought we have now and that any future use of
oil, gas and coal is going to impact negatively on our water, shows that this
is a short-sighted government policy process,” Peek said.
“People should be concerned. Because if they are going to explore on your
land and find oil, gas or coal then you can kiss your (land) rights goodbye.
You will lose that land. What I am really concerned about are the
landowners that use the land for subsistence farming.
Financial muscle
“They don’t have the financial muscle to fight this. Many of them will not
understand the implications of what is coming. We will be at the meetings
with Rhino Oil this week and we will challenge Rhino Oil to make sure this
will not happen,” he said.
Phillip Steyn, chief operating officer at Rhino Oil and Gas Explorations,
refused to answer whether fracking would be used to extract any minerals.
“We are currently seeking approval to begin the initial stages of a threeyear evaluation process which will determine if there are oil and gas
resources available that might one day be able to be safely developed in
order to benefit the people and economy of South Africa.
“Anything beyond that would be speculation as we do not have any firm
information on where such oil and gas resources might be or what minerals
they might comprise,” he said.
Steyn said they were aware of the environmental concerns.
“With this in mind, we have brought in a leading independent and
employee-controlled international environmental consultancy, SLR
Consulting.
“SLR has an unrivalled reputation for providing an exceptionally high level
of quality to its global work.
“Through our engagement with SLR the public will know we are in full
compliance with the requirements of the Regulator’s prescribed process,”
he said.
Steyn said during the community meeting, they planned to show people
how they were seeking approval to begin the initial stages of a three-year
evaluation process to determine whether there are oil and gas resources
available.
“We want to ensure that individuals in these communities understand that
our aim is to help begin the development of South Africa’s oil and gas
resources in a way that will enhance prosperity for the nation’s
communities, help alleviate the current power crisis as well as create
highly skilled technical jobs,” he said.
http://www.iol.co.za/business/news/oil-exploration-kzn-farmers-up-inarms-1.1939175

Habib under whip over workers’ plight
IOL News

30 October 2015

Johannesburg - While Wits University remained open for a second day of
classes on Thursday following two weeks of shutdown, protesters
continued to push management for change.
After selecting a team of negotiators made up of PhD students, workers
and a law student, workers and students held a mass meeting for vicechancellor Adam Habib to respond to their nine “minimum demands” for
the university to return to normal.

Many of the workers still had not returned to work on Thursday and,
instead, sang and clapped as they marched across campus.
The top issue on the table is the outsourcing of workers at the university.
At the outset of the Wits protest, workers had joined students in blocking
the university gates, and outsourcing quickly became one of the issues the
#FeesMustFall movement sought to address.
“We are tired of being hungry, of having only R2 000. That R2 000 is pocket
money for (Habib’s) children. Every day we live on the leftovers of you
guys,” one worker told the crowd during the first week of protest.
After President Jacob Zuma agreed to the zero percent fee increase that
was the students’ original demand, some of the workers began to say the
students had abandoned them.
Both on Twitter and on campus, many students who wanted to continue
with the protest cited outsourcing as a reason.
By Wednesday, a group of students had rallied to support the workers. At
Thursday’s mass meeting, students, workers and academics called on
Habib to address what they see as great injustice and exploitation.
“The intention is to rehumanise black workers who have been dehumanised
by this institution for a long time,” said Lwazi Lushaba, one of those
selected for the negotiating team.
One worker who addressed the crowd mostly in Zulu burst into tears as she
switched to English to say: “How can anyone be living off these wages? I’m
so sick of this, Mr Habib.” The crowd cheered loudly for her.
“I have lost faith in this system,” another student added, citing
Wednesday’s actions of police in riot gear. Three Wits students were also
facing an interdict in the high court in Joburg following the outburst of
violence on Wednesday.
Habib said the interdict was necessary to maintain a police presence on
standby outside the university gates to ensure other students felt safe.
The academic who addressed the crowd questioned the ethics of a
university that put money before social justice. “The starting point must
be simple and clear. As each contract ends, those workers must be
insourced,” he said.
Habib spent most of the meeting with his head in his hands. He said he
would commit to forming a task team that would take about a month to
determine the costs of insourcing, but he couldn’t go further.

Food prices drive poor to loan sharks
IOL News

15 October 2015

Rising food prices have forced poor households to visit loan sharks in a
desperate bid to simply put food on the table, a Pietermaritzburg
advocacy group revealed.
Pietermaritzburg – Rising food prices have forced poor households to visit
loan sharks in a desperate bid to simply put food on the table, a
Pietermaritzburg advocacy group revealed on Thursday.
This emerged when the Pietermaritzburg Agency for Community Social
Action (Pacsa) on Thursday released their Annual Food Price Barometer, a
measurement of prices on different foods that are consumed in
households.
Pacsa’s director, Mervyn Abrahams, said their studies showed that

households were battling to make ends meet and they had consumed their
groceries before the end of the month.
“We found that women are keeping their families fed and kids in school
through debt from spaza shops, loan sharks, credit schemes and interest
free loans from friends and relatives,” said Abrahams.
The study, which was released ahead of World Food Day on Friday, looked
at the basic food groups, from starch, protein and vitamins consumed by
an average family per month and compared prices from supermarkets of
the food groups.
Abrahams said a balanced diet had become a luxury for poor households.
“What we are seeing is that poor households are eating food which is
extremely deficient in the necessary nutritional requirements for
productivity, health and well-being.”
Abrahams said that the deficiencies in energy, protein, fats, vitamins and
minerals were serious and according to him appeared to be resulting in
more cases of stunting and malnutrition as well as a growing number of
cases of obesity, diabetes and hypertension.
He warned that the healthcare system would be severely strained by
patients whose common ailments might have been resisted through a
nutritious plate of food.
“Unless the problem of income and food price affordability is addressed,
the pressures put on clinics and hospitals may become increasingly severe
and possibly even insurmountable,” said Abrahams.
There was concern over the findings which revealed that prices on cheaper
meat cuts had escalated by over 60 percent in the past year.
“These lower quality portions are consumed by a large number of
households and it is worrying to see that the price for such has risen so
astronomically”, said Abrahams, adding that there was a need for an
investigation into the matter.
http://www.iol.co.za/news/south-africa/kwazulu-natal/food-pricesdrive-poor-to-loan-sharks-1.1930773

Guangdong’s workers mobilize to protect leaders from arrests and reprisals
China Labour Bulletin 13 October 2015
As industrial unrest in China intensifies, worker activists in Guangdong are
seeking more effective ways to counter management reprisals and arrests
or detentions by the local police.
About one quarter of all cases of worker arrests this year have been in
Guangdong. CLB’s Strike Map recorded 126 incidents in China as a whole
the first nine months of this year, 29 of which occurred in Guangdong,
more than twice the number in any other province.
In terms of police intervention in strikes and worker protests, there were
100 incidents in Guangdong in the first nine months of 2015, about 17
percent of the national total of 569.
Police intervention and arrests continued after the National Day Holiday
break: Four workers were beaten and eight were detained on 9 October
during a strike at a Taiwanese-owned electronics factory in Dongguan. See
photograph below.

Auxiliary police detain a striking worker at Kinpo Electronics in Dongguan.
Photograph from Weibo

The relatively harsh response of business owners and police in Guangdong
reflects the economic downturn in the province’s manufacturing sector, as
well as the well-established ability of factory workers in the province to
organize.
There is a need however for workers to further improve their organizing
ability and better protect their representatives. On 12 September a group
of organizers, lawyers and scholars met in Guangzhou to discuss this
pressing issue.
Veteran labour lawyer Duan Yi argued that the protection of worker
representatives was now the key task for the workers’ movement in China.
If worker representatives are not protected, he said, no one will be willing
to stick their neck out and organize workers. However, he noted, there
were now many methods and resources workers could use to better protect
their representatives from reprisals.

Duan Yi, Director of the Laowei Law Firm addresses the 12 September
meeting
Labour organizer Chen Huihai described some of the methods he had found
effective such as workers moving en masse to the police station where
their representatives were being detained and handing in petitions
demanding their release. If workers leaders are detained for an extended
period of time, Chen suggested setting up a solidarity fund to support them
and their family and electing replacement representatives to carry on the
struggle and support those in detention, Chen said.
Three of the meeting participants had themselves been fired or detained
by the authorities while acting as worker representatives but they all had
fought back and wrested compensation and concessions from their
employer. A key element in their success, Duan Yi said, was that even
though the law did not yet recognise them as workers’ representatives,
crucially, they themselves did.
Currently, only enterprise trade union presidents and committee members
are legally protected from management reprisals. However many workers
are reluctant to get involved in the union because they feel it will not have
sufficient power to stand up to management and will not get the support it
needs from the local trade union federation.
While recognising the current limitations and failings of the trade union,
Director of the Panyu Workers’ Centre Zeng Feiyang, argued that getting
workers elected to the union was an important first step and still the most
effective and sustainable way forward in the long-term.
http://www.clb.org.hk/en/content/guangdong%E2%80%99s-workersmobilize-protect-leaders-arrests-and-reprisals

India’s pharmacies shut down to protest online sales
AFP 14 October 2015
Around 800,000 Indian pharmacies downed their shutters Wednesday to
demand a crackdown on online drug sales, which they say is unregulated
and eroding their business.
Indian pharmacies are concerned about online drug sales, which they say
are unregulated and eroding their business | © AFP/File | Philippe Lopez
New Delhi (AFP) | 14 October 2015 6:41
The one-day strike is aimed at curbing India’s burgeoning online drug retail
industry, which the All India Organisation of Chemists and Druggists
(AIOCD) says is putting customers at risk by failing to follow existing rules.

“It is going to be a 100 percent strike. Approximately 800,000 chemists will
be on strike,” AIOCD president J.S. Shinde told AFP.
“Our own investigation has shown that anti-pregnancy pills, sleeping pills
and steroids are being sold freely online.”
A slew of companies opened shop online in India last year to tap a market
worth more than an estimated $10 billion.
Registered e-pharmacies like 1mg and Zigy say they have teams of
pharmacists who vet prescriptions submitted online to counter potential
abuse.
But India has no specific rules covering e-retailers, and bricks-and-mortar
sellers say drugs are being sold online without proper verification.
“Our business has also been affected by 40-50 percent because of drugs
being sold online,” Shinde said.
“We want the government to close down all illegal online pharma
companies immediately.”
India’s government said it was in the process of drawing up guidelines to
regulate online drug sales.
“A sub-committee has been constituted to look into the matter, which has
so far undertaken only preliminary discussions with the stakeholders to
ascertain their views,” the health ministry said in a statement Tuesday.
Pharmacies will be closed all day, although customers will be able to buy
emergency drugs through special telephone numbers printed on posters
and newspapers.
http://witbanknews.co.za/afp/111326/indias-pharmacies-shut-down-toprotest-online-sales

Housing time bomb for poor
IOL News

13 October 2015

Durban - eThekwini is sitting on a housing time bomb that could see
thousands of poor people who were given council flats at massive discounts
lose their homes because they cannot keep up with the escalating levy
payments.
Andre Grundler, a property expert appointed by a court to administer 10
former council blocks where the body corporates have failed, is taking the
municipality and the provincial human settlements department to court to
challenge the housing policy that sold the housing stock to poor people.
The matter will be argued on the opposed roll when a date is provided by
the court.
Grundler said the way things stood at the moment, up to half of the 60 000
families who were given council-owned flats would lose their homes.
“Sectional title was never meant for poor people. Poor people just cannot
afford to pay the common costs of running a building and the end result is
that they will end up having their homes auctioned. That is what the law
allows under sectional title schemes if someone cannot pay the levies,” he
said.
Sayed Iqbal Mohamed, chairman of the Organisation of Civic Rights, said
the government needed to urgently step in and subsidise the levies of
those who could not afford them before they were faced with more
homelessness.
Mohamed said he supported the government’s initiative to give poor

people their own homes, but said sectional title ownership was not the
way.
“The municipality and the national government have not stepped in to do
something about the problem, despite the looming problems. They should
set up a task team to investigate possible options,” he said.
Mohamed said many were bullied into taking ownership of the flats.
“That was not fair. There were no intensive workshops or induction into
the implication into sectional title ownership. Sectional title is not there
for the poor, it is for the middle class.
“It works well in Israel, Australia and some parts of South Africa. But not
for poor people,” he said.
The result of non-payment of levies meant that many of the former council
flats were in disrepair to the extent that the lifts in some buildings did not
work, little to no maintenance was carried out on common property, and
overcrowding was rampant. In some buildings the lack of management
meant slumlords converted two-bedroom units into four bedrooms and
leased them out to up to 16 people.
Several of the flats were under court administration and families had
already had their homes auctioned because of levy debt. Many others had
been summoned to court over unpaid levies and lived with the constant
threat of foreclosure
Court papers reveal that the 9 607 “low rise” and 908 high rise buildings
were sold as part of the extended discount benefit scheme.
The Daily News interviewed several people who own former council flats.
They claimed they were bullied into buying their flats by council who told
them if they did not, they would be moved as far away as Verulam. Others
said they did not understand how sectional titles worked when they signed
up and did not realise that levies would increase so rapidly.
“Many of the recipients were unable to pay their rent when they were
council subsidised,” Grundler said.
“How did the city think they were going to pay their levies under a
sectional title scheme? They gave them housing which they knew was going
to fail. They basically washed their hands of their housing stock and left
the poor high and dry,” he said.
He said while there were many who simply refused to pay, many others
tried their best to pay levies despite their hardships.
“How are people supposed to pay levies of, say, R700 and pay for their
lights and water bills with a social grant of R1 400?
“It will never work. It simply means that when these flats were given to
people, it was not thought out long term,” he said.
The eThekwini Municipality did not respond to questions from the Daily
News.
Mbulelo Baloyi, spokesman for the KZN Human Settlements Department
said the MEC, Ravi Pillay, was attending the ANC’s national general council
meeting in Johannesburg from Thursday and would only be available for an
interview on Monday.
However, opposing court papers filed by the department against
Grundler’s court challenge to the housing policy that gave poor people
council-owned flats, gives a glimpse into the government’s view.
An affidavit by Visvanthan Moodley, an executive manager at the
department, outlines the government’s argument: that the purpose of the

benefit scheme was to promote ownership and ensure individuals realised
their right to home ownership.
He argued that proper functioning of sectional title development was for
individual owners to co-operate with each other and pay the levy
contributions.
He said poorly run, badly managed and poorly funded body corporates
were a reality but should not detract from the benefits of ownership in
property.
“I deny that sectional title ownership is unsuitable for housing delivery for
the poor. I respectfully submit that within the range and legislative options
for ownership, sectional title ownership is the most suited and, in fact, the
only option...”
Kevin Fredericks looked out into the courtyard of the 13-storey Flamingo
Court block of flats in Umbilo and choked back the tears.
“Pensioners like us,” he said, pointing to neighbour, Anne Nel, “have to
choose every month between paying our levy or eating.”
Fredericks, who has lived in Flamingo Court for more than 20 years, is R32
000 in debt over unpaid levies.
He has been threatened with legal action by the court-appointed
administrator of the building and is at his wits end on how he will survive.
Nel, who has lived here for 21 years, is R11 000 in debt.
Frederick earns a pension of R1 100 from Old Mutual and has to pay a levy
of R1 600 on his former council flat which was converted to sectional title
units in 2006.
In addition, he supports his unemployed son and his 3-year-old
granddaughter.
He has been served with notices to appear in court because of his levy
debt and has been warned he may lose his home should he not clear it.
He is not alone.
The majority of Flamingo Court’s residents, many of them pensioners,
have racked up debt in unpaid levies because their pensions do not cover
the full cost of living.
Four doors down from Fredericks, Landiwe Thusi, 68, was summoned to
court over a levy debt of R37 805.
Like Fredericks, she has lived in Flamingo Court for more than 20 years and
was excited when she was given the title deeds to her flat.
Residents paid between R600 and R780 for their flats.
Thusi said she had no idea the levies would one day exceed her pension.
When she moved into the council-subsidised flat, she paid R200 rent.
“Now it’s over R1 000 and that is besides lights and water. How can we live
on what we have? Had we known that it would be like this one day, we
would have told them we do not want to own and rather rent. It was
better when the municipality ran the building,” she said.
Nel agreed.
“We all thought it would be wonderful to own our own homes but, for
many of us, it was never properly explained what will happen when we
move into sectional title units. We are all stuck now,” she said.

Like much of the former council housing stock that was converted into
sectional title units after 1994, Flamingo Court has fallen into disrepair. In
addition to the building being in need of painting, only one of the two lifts
works and most of the windows in the communal areas are broken and
have not been fixed for years.
Andre Grundler, the court-appointed administrator who has been tasked
with turning around the finances of the building, is taking the municipality
to court, challenging its housing policy and accusing it of abandoning the
poor in neglected high-rise buildings.
He wants to hold the city and human Settlements Department financially
accountable for the “inevitable consequences of a poorly-executed housing
programme” through which tenants in council housing bought their flats
and were then forced to manage “elitist and unsustainable” sectional title
schemes – which he believes are not for the poor.
Recently, Grundler and the residents of Flamingo Court scored a major
victory when eThekwini Municipality agreed to write off R8.7 million of
debt owed for water.
The municipality also agreed to install individual water meters in each of
the 200 flats. Had the owners been forced to foot the bill, it would have
cost them each R95 000 and special levies of R900.
When Yvonne Smith, 75, bought her council-owned flat on Durban’s South
Beach for R2 200, she believed her life and that of her mentally disabled
son’s would change for the better.
But 13 years on, the dream of being home owners and no longer councilsubsidised renters has turned into a nightmare.
The cost of living on government grants, coupled with escalating levy and
utility bills, means Smith and her son live hand-to-mouth.
“Most days we don’t eat,” she said.
“It was never easy when we rented the flat from the council, but at least
we could eat for the month. Back then the lifts worked, the building was
maintained and we felt secure. Now, 90% of our money goes to paying the
levy, for lights and water and what we have left over gives us food for only
three days,” she said.
“What makes it even worse, pensioners like me who live on the upper
floors and can no longer walk down the stairs are trapped in their flats
because the lifts don’t work.”
Smith, with the other 140 owners of Elwyn Court along Mahatma Gandhi
(Point) Road, bought their flats under the government’s extended benefit
scheme that saw municipalities give discounts to indigent people to
convert their council housing to stock flats to sectional title units.
At Elwyn Court, the lifts have not worked for seven years, many windows
have been broken and the building is cracking in places.
In Smith’s flat on the sixth floor – where she has lived for 35 years – her
cupboards are bare and her bedroom window is covered by a sheet that
only goes half way. She shares a double bed with her 50-year-old son who
was born brain damaged. Their only income is a government pension and a
disability grant which amounts to R2 820.
Because she had fallen behind on her levy over the years and, with the
threat of having her flat auctioned from under her, Smith has committed
to pay R2 250, which includes her current levy of R657, every month to
catch up. With her utility bills averaging R500 a month, it leaves them with
less than R100 for food.

“It is very hard. We can only eat for three days before the food runs out.
But that’s what we have to do,” she said.
Ester Nel, the building supervisor at Elwyn Court, said she felt for families
like Smith who, despite their meagre income, paid their levies.
She said that when the municipality offered the flats to people in 2002,
they “dumped the people in the deep end”.
“They did not take individual people’s situation into account to determine
who could and could not afford sectional title living. All they said was that
if you do not take up this offer, we will move you to Verulam, Phoenix or
Umlazi. People were basically forced to take up the offer, even if there
were no chance they could afford it,” she said.
Nel said that of the 140 units in the building, only 25 owners regularly paid
their levies.
“The building is in ruins because of this. But look,” she said, pointing to
the satellite dishes on the outside of individual flats. “Some can afford
DStv, but not the levy.”
http://www.iol.co.za/news/south-africa/kwazulu-natal/housing-timebomb-for-poor-1.1928767

Eskom decision puts government renewable programme at risk
Nersa to consider Eskom’s shock decision.
Antoinette Slabbert (Money Web) 9 October 2015
South Africa’s highly successful pogramme to procure renewable energy
from independent power producers (IPPs) skidded to a halt after the Eskom
board decided to stop issuing so-called budget quotes, required for
financial close on these projects.
Moneyweb has obtained a copy of a letter by Juan la Grange, Eskom senior
manager in the office of the Group Executive for Transmission Thava
Govender, in which Eskom says due to liquidity problems it won’t issue
further budget quotes to IPPs until March 31 2018.
This has sent shock waves through the renewable energy industry.
Budget quotes are final quotes and technical specifications for the
infrastructure needed to connect renewable energy projects like wind and
solar farms to the Eskom grid. They are issued to preferred bidders and are
required for financial close on the projects.
The project developers pay for the infrastructure, even though Eskom
takes ownership of it. If the budget quote is issued, the procurement
process can proceed to the conclusion of a power purchase agreement
(PPA) that binds Eskom to buy energy from these projects for 20 years.
Several people close to the process told Moneyweb that Eskom’s decision is
aimed at preventing the conclusion of the PPAs and therefore the financial
obligation it places on Eskom.
In the letter La Grange says: “Eskom is facing serious liquidity issues,
making it impossible to commit to any of the DoE (Department of Energy)
REIPP programmes after bid window 3”.
He acknowledges that it will delay the delivery of these projects.
Eskom in the letter puts the blame for its predicament on energy regulator
Nersa, saying “the outcomes of the relevant Regulatory Clearing Account
(RCA) submissions are not guaranteed so that Eskom cannot responsibly
commit to the related expenditures”.
RCA submissions are interim applications to recover the difference

between forecast expenditure on which tariff determinations were based
and actual expenditure. Eskom has only once before utilised this
mechanism, when it claimed R18.4 billion for the tariff period from 20102013, but was awarded only R7.8 billion.
Nersa disallowed certain costs, saying it was self-inflicted due to Eskom’s
failure to properly maintain its coal-fired power stations.
It is probably this experience that informs Eskom’s reluctance to commit
to further IPPs.
Government’s renewable energy procurement programme has been a huge
success and is held as a model programme in terms of international
standards.
DoE acting director general Dr Wolsey Barnard on Tuesday released a
report stating that the programme has so far attracted R192.6 billion, of
which R53.2 billion was much needed foreign investment, since it was
launched in 2011.
Thirty seven projects have already started commercial operations, adding
1 860MW of dearly-needed generation capacity to the national grid. They
are bringing huge economic benefit to rural areas, especially in the
Northern and Eastern Cape where economic development and job creation
in very poor communities is visible, thanks to these projects.
In April the department announced 13 preferred bidders from its round 4
bid window to the value of R23 billion and subsequently a further 13 to the
value of R25 billion were announced. That bid window was significantly
over-subscribed and the average tariffs at which the energy will be sold to
Eskom has decreased significantly since the first round.
It is these 26 projects and anything thereafter that are now in jeopardy.
They will have a joint generation capacity of 2 205MW.
The department in April also announced an expedited bid programme. The
submission date for the bids has been postponed twice since June and is
set to close on November 2. If the issue is not resolved, the preferred
bidders from this process won’t be able to proceed to financial close
either.
Some commentators have asked whether the coal and gas IPP procurement
programmes may also be impacted.
Nersa regulator member for electricity Thembani Bukula said the
regulator’s staff is preparing a submission for its electricity committee
meeting next week about the Eskom board decision.
Nersa is the custodian of the National Grid Code that governs, among other
things, grid connections. Moneyweb was told that in terms of the Grid
Code Eskom has to issue the required budget quote within six months after
receiving an application. The purpose of Eskom’s letter is to request
exemption from this provision.
Bukula told Moneyweb that Eskom has not made a RCA submission since its
application for the re-opening of the current tariff determination, that is
in effect until March 31 2018, was rejected because it did not comply with
the prescribed methodology.
Eskom could have made a RCA submission directly after the end of the
2013/14 and again the 2014/15 financial years, which fall on March 31 or it
could have made one submission for the two periods, but has so far failed
to do so.
Asked whether Nersa can guarantee the outcome of an RCA submission,
Bukula said Nersa has to comply with the legislation which entitles an
effective operator to recover prudently incurred costs and a reasonable
return.

It is this prudency test that has been problematic for Eskom. It further
stands to reason that Nersa cannot process an application if Eskom fails to
submit it.
Eskom spokesperson Khulu Phasiwe was on leave and not available for
comment. The DoE IPP unit was not able to comment on Thursday.
South African Independent Power Producers Association (SAIPPA) chair Sisa
Njikelana said Eskom’s decision is erroneous and premature. Such a
decision can only be effective once Nersa endorses it, he said.
If the decision is allowed to prevail, it will have a devastating effect on
IPP’s, he said and will interrupt government’s Renewable Energy IPP
Purchase Program (REIPPPP). Njikelana said investors are quite sensitive to
such actions.
He said SAIPPA was not been aware of problems or been consulted before
it became aware of the Eskom letter.
“Nersa should intensively engage with Eskom to address this matter,
especially its root cause. Nersa should further facilitate a broad
consultation with various stakeholders before reaching a final decision”,
Njikelana said. Such consultation should include IPP’s, Eskom, government
departments and Salga, he said.
http://www.moneyweb.co.za

Worker unrest in China’s factories reaches new heights
China Labour Bulletin

6 October, 2015

Strikes and worker protests in China increased noticeably during the third
quarter of this year as the manufacturing sector in particular continued to
stall. CLB’s Strike Map recorded 593 incidents during the quarter, 219 of
which were in manufacturing.
China’s manufacturing activity contracted for the second consecutive
month in September, according to the official purchasing manager’s index.
This contraction was clearly reflected in greater unrest on the factory
floor, with nearly three strikes and protests, predominately over wage
arrears, every day in September on average.
Many of the disputes in the manufacturing sector were related to
relocation, closures and sell-offs. In early August, for example, 2,000
workers demonstrated for seven days outside the headquarters of a paper
factory in Yongzhou, Hunan, protesting management’s failure to announce
compensation plans for an impending factory closure.
Protests by construction workers also increased during the quarter but
numbers were still only about two thirds of the incidents recorded in the
months leading up to the Lunar New Year when construction workers
traditionally demand payment of wages in arrears.
The retail sector accounts for a relatively small proportion of labour
disputes overall but here too there was a clear increase in the number of
protests. As in the manufacturing sector, retail workers organized in the
face of store closures and to fight for better compensation. Tesco workers
in Beijing protested in front of their store after its sudden closure in early
August, and demanded more than twice the level of legally mandated
compensation. Weeks of protests also erupted at a Tesco in Hebei after
the store was sold to competitor Wumart.
There was also an upsurge in the number of disputes involving employees
of the State Grid as the state-owned power company sought to push
through an unpopular wage reform policy that would disadvantage the
lowest paid. There were at least 12 protests during the quarter in which
State Grid employees from across China demanded wage increases and

equal pay for equal work.
There were signs during the quarter that workers were becoming
increasingly desperate to get their demands met. Many groups of workers
climbed to the rooftops and threatened to jump, with six such incidents in
the manufacturing city of Dongguan alone this quarter. In the Zhejiang city
of Jiaxing there were three incidents in the span of just ten days, causing
some to dub it “the jumper city.”
Police interventions and arrests in labour disputes also increased, with
arrests being reported in ten percent of all incidents in September. In one
case in Henan on 23 September, there were reports of shots being fired
when police used force to break up a group of about one hundred miners
blocking the road in a protest over wage arrears.
http://www.clb.org.hk/en/content/worker-unrest-china%E2%80%99sfactories-reaches-new-heights-third-quarter

Pest blights India's GM cotton crop
Business Report

9 October 2015

Mumbai/New Delhi - Two Indian states are suffering the first major pest
infestation since the country adopted genetically modified cotton in 2002,
raising concerns over the vulnerability of the lab-grown seeds that yield
nearly all of the cotton in the world's top producer.
Damage from the whitefly attack on the Bt cotton variety in the states of
Punjab and Haryana is likely to be extensive and has even been blamed for
farmer suicides, according to local officials and experts.
India's overall crop losses are expected to be light, because the states are
not major producing centres, but the pest attack is inflaming debate over
the usage of GM crops.
Bt cotton was tweaked by scientists at Monsanto to produce its own
insecticide to kill pests like bollworms. But two years of drought have
encouraged the spread of whitefly against which the strain has no
resistance. The winged pest damages the leaves of the cotton plant by
sucking out fluid.
“Bt technology is effective only against specific types of bollworms that
are known to cause maximum yield loss and economic damage to the
cotton crop,” said a spokesman for Mahyco Monsanto Biotech (India).
The joint venture between India's Mahyco and a local unit of Monsanto has
sub-licensed production of its Bt cotton strains - first approved for sale in
India in 2002 - to 28 seed companies.
“Currently there are no approved agriculture biotechnology solutions to
counter the infestation of whiteflies. The recommended solution for
farmers is spraying of approved pesticides.”
The Bt seeds cost more than older cotton strains and must be bought new
each year by farmers. The companies that market the GM cotton say
growers end up better off because they get higher yields and save money
on pesticides, but some farmer groups are concerned about growing
dependency on the new varieties.
The farmers' union allied to Prime Minister Narendra Modi's ruling party is
stepping up its opposition: It wants Bt cotton banned and is trying to block
the introduction of crops like GM mustard - an oilseed - now in
development.
“We have been telling the government to conduct tests on all GM seeds
before they are sold in the market,” said Mohini Mohan Mishra, general
secretary of Bharatiya Kisan Sangh, or Indian Farmers Union.

A team of scientists and government officials had visited Punjab and
Haryana to help contain the pest attack and there had been no reports of
outbreaks in other parts of the country, said an agriculture ministry
official.
Dozen suicides
The Punjab government has already earmarked 6.4 billion rupees ($100
million) to compensate for crop damage and an official in Haryana's farm
ministry said the state was also considering compensation.
“There are reports of the pest attack in some areas of Punjab and
Haryana, where about a dozen farmers have reportedly committed
suicide,” said a Punjabi official who spoke on condition of anonymity.
The infestation is unlikely to have a significant impact on national output,
but experts see serious local damage.
“If the number of insects is eight to 10 per leaf, the attack is said to have
crossed the ETL - or economic threshold level,” said Dalip Monga, principal
scientist at India's Central Institute of Cotton Research.
In Haryana's Sirsa district, said Monga, “we have observed 15 to 20 insects
per leaf at most places and even up to 30 to 40 insects per leaf”.
National output could drop by 1.5 percent this year from the 37.7 million
bales (1 bale = 170kg) in the year to September, said Dhiren Sheth, head of
the Cotton Association of India.
India grows cotton on 11-12 million hectares and nearly 95 percent is GM
cotton.
In Punjab, cotton covers about 450 000 hectares, with about 40 percent
prone to the pest attack this year, said the first official.
“We sprayed different kinds of pesticides but none of them worked,”
Ashok Dhaka, a Punjab cotton farmer, said by telephone.
http://www.iol.co.za/business/international/pest-blights-india-s-gmcotton-crop-1.1927473

Numsa on the the 14 October 2015 Anti-Corruption March
NUMSA Press Statement

6th October 2015

The origins and foundations of South Africa’s unique corruption
There is concrete evidence, and also an admission by a key individual with
a conscience, Ronnie Kasrils, about the extent of the sell-out deals the
ANC made with capital during the 1990s, namely that the ANC would only
get political power, without economic power, and that no radical measures
would be embarked upon to restructure and to transform the South African
economy.
We now know for certain that those deals sold the struggle for liberation in
South African down the drain, and instead they ensured that post
apartheid South Africa would be an extremely corrupt neoliberal capitalist
state and society. South Africa is now in that space – an Olympic gold
medal winning corrupt neoliberal capitalist system and society.
In place of the radical and full implementation of the Freedom Charter,
the ANC abandoned both the philosophy and ideology of the liberation
struggle – which were based on moving South Africa out of apartheid
capitalism and all its evils including corruption and environmental
destruction, into a society free of racism, colonialism, patriarchy and one
of shared human values, social and economic justice and a transition to
socialism.
Such a society was not capable of being created on the foundation of our

inherited racist and patriarchal colonial capitalism.
Secretly and publicly, the ANC sold the dream for a racism free, equal and
just society for a neoliberal capitalist society, complete with the
corruption that comes with that package.
Apart from accepting International Monetary Fund (IMF) and World Bank
neoliberal capitalist dogma, and guaranteeing that land justice would
never take place outside the capitalist markets, here are some of the deals
the ANC struck with the devil, literally and figuratively, between 1990 and
1994:
· The ANC accepted to repay $25 billion of inherited apartheid-era foreign
debt (October 1993).
· They gave the central bank formal independence in the interim and final
constitutions (November 1993 and July 1996).
· They borrowed $850 million from the IMF with tough conditions
(December 1993)
· They reappoint apartheid finance minister Derek Keys and SA Reserve
Bank governor Chris Stals (May 1994).
· They agreed that South Africa would join the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade (later renamed World Trade Organisation) on
disadvantageous terms (August 1994).
· They agreed to lower the main corporate tax rate from 48% to 29% and
maintain countless privileges enjoyed by wealthy white people and
corporations (1994-99)
· They agreed to privatise peripheral parts of the state (January 1995).
· They agreed to relax exchange controls (the ‘finrand’) and raise interest
rates (March 1995).
· They granted permission to South Africa’s biggest companies to move
their financial headquarters to London (1999).
· Finally, of course, they adopt a neoliberal Growth, Employment and
Redistribution (GEAR) policy (June 1996).
The adoption of the GEAR policy (June 1996) effectively buried any hope of
sustaining any liberation ethos and cultures, as South Africa was now fully
confirmed as a neoliberal capitalist state and society replete with all the
cutthroat competition, capitalist greed and pathological craving for
accumulation of wealth by all means necessary including all and extreme
forms of corruption.
All that we have said above is in the public domain. Why are our own state
regulators, academics and journalists not blowing the whistle? Why must it
take the FBI to tell us the details of the $10 million bribe that Thabo Mbeki
and Danny Jordaan made to Sepp Blatter’s cronies, and the $6 million (R80
million) that Chancellor House made from the corrupt Hitachi deal to build
Medupi’s boilers?
In effect an elite has agreed to use its control of the state to allow the
white racist colonial capitalist foundation of South Africa to remain intact,
in the process, allowing white dominated and foreign corporations to
continue with their economic activities unchanged. It has done this in
exchange for a share of the spoils. We know some of them are direct
beneficiaries. They are businessmen and women during the night and
politicians during the day. And of course their families are crony capitalists
night and day. Today, the ANC itself acknowledges this fact – just read
their 2015 NGC documents.
There is no difference between the ANC and the network of public officials

and private individuals who agree to corruptly allocate tenders in
exchange for a share of the spoils. This behaviour is a logical and necessary
corrupt character structure of the society that neoliberal capitalism
thrives on.
NUMSA and the struggle against corruption
As Numsa we resolved, beyond the two demands that are taking us to
strike, that we will use our 14th October march against corruption to
target particular corporations and departments of government and
employers that are key to our demands.
Numsa is very clear that the struggle against corruption is not one single
battle in a single front. As Lenin put it, it is all-sidedness. The ultimate
objective of our class struggle is to raise levels of consciousness of the
working class to overthrow the system that advances greed as its main
motive force, and replace it with socialism – the only truly democratic and
civilised state for humankind.
It is naïve and foolish to expect corruption to be defeated in a social
system that in fact thrives on the very corruption one may be fighting.
Capitalism is corruption. Neoliberal capitalism is even more primitive
corruption, as South Africa so eloquently proves today.
In Numsa we demand the full and radical implementation of the Freedom
Charter and the struggle for a socialist South Africa as the only cures for
all our social and economic ills.
Long before 1994, Numsa and our predecessors have maintained a
consistent perspective that capitalism as a system of private individual
greed does not have solutions for problems that confront humanity and our
environment. As we take up the campaign against corruption, we remain
resolute that the permanent solution to corruption is the overthrow of
capitalism. We are dedicated to this cause.
The hypocrisy of the Cosatu leadership
Representing the status quo, the leadership of Cosatu has decided to
maintain the Alliance in spite of its failure to deliver a corruption-free propoor and socialist development plan for society. In spite of a march with
laudable objectives – saving jobs and halting e-toll road privatisation,
which Numsa strongly supports – the leaders of the newly-renamed
Congress of Sweethearts and Trade Unions (the post Numsa eviction
Cosatu) have no intention of genuinely mobilising the working class to
achieve these valid demands.
Just as they have split the working class by expelling Numsa, Cosatu is now
continuing to divide the working class by boycotting the mass marches we
are staging against state and corporate corruption. Instead Cosatu has
opportunistically decided, at short notice, to call its own march to show
that it can flex its muscles. We hope the muscles are strong, because these
would be the muscles of the working-class – but we fear the brain of
Cosatu is suffering from schizophrenia, because the leaders are marching
the working class in the wrong direction, to the right.
Numsa will not attend the Cosatu march. Instead, Numsa members are
marching on 14th October. We call on all workers from all sectors, and all
citizens concerned with the corporate corruption of our democracy, to
attend the march on Johannesburg on 14th October 2015.
It is our view that we have a corrupted economy if less than one per cent
of South Africa’s people control more than half our wealth. As French
economist Thomas Piketty has recently said, South Africa is at the top of
the class when it comes to inequality. The top 10% of the country’s
wealthy people take between 60% and 65% of the country’s income. That
compares with 45% to 50% in UK and 50% to 55% in Brazil. That is
corruption, and it is shocking that since 1994 inequality has become worse
than it was during apartheid, according to official statistics.
Our March and its demands

At the Legislature we have asked Treasury, DPE, DoT, EDD and Itac to
collect memorandums. The essence of our demands go beyond rhetoric:
we are demanding action on corruption now!
1. We will demand that government must dump the failed neo-liberal
capitalist policies in the form of GEAR and the NDP, that are directly
responsible both creating and deepening corruption and mass poverty,
unemployment and inequality that are ravaging our country and leading us
to self-destruction.
2. The government must move with speed to nationalise key companies
and minerals and place them under worker control. Of immediate urgency
are ArcelorMittal, Evraz Highveld Steel and Scaw Metals, and the whole
value chain of coal, manganese iron ore and chrome, from which profits
are exiting South Africa and prices for local buyers remain too high. We
also need an effective local price for platinum to save the current
capability of manufacturing and to champion beneficiation in order to
create jobs.
3. Numsa is extremely concerned that orthodox capitalist ideologues, who
advise the ANC to take this path, and the ANC-led alliance itself, have
completely run out of ideas about how to save the country out of this
national crisis. We are calling on them to bring back capital controls, to
stop capital flight both legal and illegal, cut interest rates and increase
tariffs to protect South African industries.
4. Numsa wants to acknowledge the work and efforts of the Department of
Trade and Industry led by Rob Davies in championing localisation by
designating that particular products must be produced locally in various
sectors. But all this is being sabotaged by the neoliberal capitalist National
Treasury, which works at a snail’s pace to give instructions to SOEs,
government departments and municipalities. Without those instructions,
nothing happens and the DTI’s good deeds become just words.
5. Whilst we acknowledge efforts by the Economic Development
Department to work with us to save jobs, Numsa can no longer tolerate the
failure of this department led by Ebrahim Patel to ban exportation of scrap
or to impose an export tax on scrap, which is the result of an agreement
reached between DTI and the European Union. This failure has cost us at
least seven foundries that are now closed. And now we are about to lose
Scaw Metals and Cape Gate.
6. We also demand that government makes no restriction on our workers’
rights to take their provident fund money. Workers fought over years to
win provident funds instead of pensions funds, and we still do not trust the
pension industry. Even the ideologically chaotic Gwede Mantashe has
complained about how Old Mutual has ripped off our society by gambling in
US real estate once it was allowed to leave South Africa (and he is correct
to call for Old Mutual’s return to the JSE.) Now there seems to be some
attempt to convert the provident funds back into pension funds by the
back door. This is one of the critical demands that the strike on the 14th
will be about. And any quick implementation of such a scheme will be seen
as the corruption that it is.
7. We demand that all State Owned Enterprises must put together stimulus
packages to procure locally and stimulate the South Africa economy.
8. We demand an end to the legal and illegal export of capital which
amounts to 30% of GDP.
We have a number of very specific demands:
1. Treasury:
1.To investigate the non-compliance of the Preferential Procurement
Policy Framework Act and its local content regulations as required by S9 of
these regulation.
2. To take steps against all those organs of state from national, provincial

and local as well as SOEs that are not complying.
3. From DPE and DoT: Ensuring sourcing of local content in SOE
procurement processes.
4. Ensure SoEs comply with local designation as set out by DTI, e.g. in
Eskom, Transnet, etc.
5. EDD and Itac: to stop job losses.
Workers and working class communities across the country want us to
make the following demands:
1. The South African Revenue Service (SARS), the South African Reserve
Bank (SARB) and Finance Intelligence Centre (FIC) must investigate the
problem of illicit financial flows, transfer pricing and money laundering in
the country, and take strong steps to deal with the phenomenon. We worry
that with Cyril Ramaphosa implicated in illicit capital flight to Bermuda by
Lonmin – as a 9% owner in 2012 – and with the Zuma family’s offshore
wealth (such as the $10 billion oil concession that Khulubuse won in the
‘Democratic’ Republic of the Congo), there will be only silence (or at best,
soothing rhetoric) when it comes to the African Union’s Mbeki Commission
recommendations against illicit capital flows.
3. That the government releases to the public all forensic audits conducted
in terms of section 6(2)(e) of the Public Finance Management Act (PFMA)
and section 5(2)(d) of the Municipal Finance Management Act (MFMA);
particularly the 2009 Sicelo Shiceka audit of potential irregularities and
maladministration in municipalities in the North West. Although handed to
the Directorate of Priority Crime Investigations and leading to several
arrests and prosecutions for fraud and other irregularities, the Shiceka
audit has never been released to the public.
4. That a multi-disciplinary team made up of National Prosecuting
Authority (NPA) Priority Crimes Litigations Unit, South African Police
Services (SAPS) Directorate for Priority Crime Investigation, the Office of
the Public Protector and Auditor-General must investigate economic
crimes committed under ‘late apartheid’ (1980-1994).
5. The strengthening of the Offices of the Public Protector and the Office
of the Auditor-General. The trick to merge the Office of the Public
Protector and the South African Human Rights Commission being cooked by
the Speaker of Parliament Baleka Mbete using the 2007 Kader Asmal Report
must be resisted.
6. The strengthening of anti-corruption laws such as domestic legislation
such as the Prevention and Combatting of Corrupt Activities Act; the
Prevention of Organised Crime Act; the Protected Disclosures Act (also
known as the Whistle-blowing Act); and the Criminal Procedure Act, among
others.
7. Measures on how to strengthen domestic anti-corruption institutions
such the Directorate for Priority Crime Investigation (DCPI) – also known as
the Hawks; the Special Investigating Unit (SIU); the Financial Intelligence
Centre; the National Prosecuting Authority (NPA) which has a number of
specialised units, including the Specialised Commercial Crime Unit; the
Asset Forfeiture Unit and the Witness Protection Unit.
8. Probe the effect of corruption on the delivery of socio-economic
services, the provision of adequate housing, basic education, healthcare
services, water, social welfare and basic nutrition for children.
9. Conduct an investigation into corruption and economic crimes during
the apartheid years in particular in relation to sanctions busting.
10. An end of the use of arbitrary golden handshakes to silence people or
to remove those who are seen as determined fighters of corruption.
11. We demand the investigation of how life-style audits can be used to

find out those who live beyond their means and fraudulently.
For the Department of Health:
1. We demand decent work for community health workers.
2. There must be a stop to the pepertual stock outs in public hospitals.
3. An end to corruption at CHB and other public hospitals.
4. Proper funding from Treasury of a robust National Health Insurance far
beyond the scope of the minor pilot projects, and to include socialisation
of all health insurance funds so that healthcare becomes a truly not-forprofit public good
On DMR and Chamber of Mines:
1. We support all workers, community activists, women and
environmentalists who oppose the adverse impact of mining activities on
communities, specifically workplace safety and health violations,
dispossession of land, environmental degradation, air and water pollution
(including greenhouse gas emissions causing climate change), and the
looting of our resources by foreign corporations.
2. Amendments to the MPRDA, in particular, the non consultation with
mining communities and the backpedalling on declaring certain minerals as
strategic.
3. Nationalisation of our natural resources including all minerals.
At SARB
1. The SARB has been lax on transfer pricing, misinvoicing, tax avoidance
and many other forms of corruption associated with transnational
corporations in South Africa
2. Stopping illicit capital outflows by clamping down on those corporations,
and by tightening exchange controls – which have been loosened at least
40 times since 1994 including in February 2015 to enrich rich people.
3. Collusion by currency traders in the major banks, as is currently being
investigated by the Competition Commission.
4. All reports from the SARB and the FSB commissioned in October last year
on currency trading must be made public so that people’s sanctions can be
imposed on these criminal banksters.
Numsa’s strike of 14 October demands an independent commission of
enquiry into corruption, and compliance with PMFA and preferential
procurement. It must be independent because the elites running big
business and government are not neutral. And it must report to
parliament, not to the President.
We close by reminding ourselves that our government and corporations are
considered by the firm PricewaterhouseCoopers to be the “the world
leader in money-laundering, bribery and corruption, procurement fraud,
asset misappropriation and cybercrime.”
We are sick of our country’s reputation, especially, as the Financial
Mailput it last year, that “eight out of ten senior managers in South Africa
have either committed procurement fraud or bribed and engaged in
corrupt business activities. Asset misappropriation leads on the list of the
so-called 'big three' economic crimes, followed by human resource fraud
and bribery and corruption.”
It is time to end the systemic corruption in our society, and after we
march in central Johannesburg, on the 14th of October 2015, the big
corporations and foreign banks that are doing so much damage in Sandton
can expect a visit.
We repeat: all workers, employed and unemployed, belonging to all

unions, and un unionized, must attend this march, it is their march against
the brutal South African capitalist economy and society, and for a socialist
South Africa.
We are confident we can defeat capitalism and the corruption it thrives
on, if we can unite the working class behind a programme for a Socialist
South Africa.
Issued by Numsa
Contact:
Irvin Jim, General Secretary, 073 157 6384

SA climate plans 'inadequate'
Sipho Kings

5 October 2015

South Africa's plans to lower carbon emissions will still see these increase
by 80% over 1990 levels, according to research by Climate Action Tracker.
South Africa currently emits over half a billion tonnes of greenhouse gases
into the atmosphere every year. The emissions make it the 12th highest
emitter per person in the world. These trap heat and warm the planet.
That warming is set to unwind the ecosystems required for life on Earth.
In an attempt to mitigate that, world governments are putting together
their plans to lower carbon emissions and deal with climate change. These
Intended Nationally Determined Contributions will be submitted before the
COP 21 climate change meeting in Paris next month.
These will then be put together in order to create a roadmap for lowered
emissions.
The 2°C threshold

At the heart of this process is a recognition by the UN body guiding the
COP negotiations – the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change – that average global temperatures should not increase by more
than 2°C.
According to its research, any increase above this will be “severe,
pervasive and irreversible”.
The UN’s latest comprehensive release on climate change, “Climate
Change 2014: Impacts, Adaptation and Vulnerability”, said climate change
was already being acutely felt in Africa. “African ecosystems are already
being impacted by climate change, and the future impacts are expected to
be substantial.”
Even with substantial action taken to reduce carbon emissions, the report
said the continent’s interior would be up to 6°C by the end of this century.
Local data shows that South Africa’s interior is nearly a degree hotter than
a century ago.
As a result, the African country bloc negotiating ahead of Paris has said the
goal has to be to keep average global temperature increases below 1.5°C
this century. South Africa is part of this bloc.
But influential climate research group Climate Action Tracker said this
week that South Africa’s plans to lower emissions were “inadequate”.
Not cutting it
The country’s intended contribution gives a benchmark target of keeping
emissions between 398 and 614-million tonnes of carbon dioxide. The
group said this would mean South Africa’s emissions would be between 20%
and 82% higher than 1990, even if it did all the work that it promised to
do.
This year has become symbolic in pledges, with numerous countries

promising to lower their overall emissions by certain percentages below
their 1990 levels.
In its contribution, the European Union put forward a binding goal for its
members states to collectively reduce emissions by 40% below their 1990
level, by 2030. Last week India said it would cut its carbon emissions per
unit of GDP by a third by 2030.
But South Africa’s pledge was not consistent with the global goal of
limiting global warming below 2°C, according to the carbon tracking
group. “If most other countries were to follow South Africa’s approach,
global warming would exceed 3-4°C.”
At the 2009 Copenhagen climate conference, South Africa said it would
reduce its emissions by 42% below business-as-usual levels by 2025. The
majority of this would come from decommissioning old coal-fired power
stations and building renewable and nuclear energy plants.
Without implementing its intended contribution –and only through plans
currently on the books – the group said South Africa would increase its
emissions by 141% on 1990 levels by 2025.

Karoo shale gas ‘way below estimates’
IOL ScTech2 October 2015
The amount of shale gas that is commercially viable in the Karoo is way
below the current estimate and nowhere near the oft-quoted fifth biggest
reserve in the world.
This has emerged from the early part of the government-appointed
strategic environmental assessment (SEA) study looking into issues around
shale gas fracking in the Karoo.
Bob Scholes, who heads the team, said yesterday there were seven studies
on gas reserves in the Karoo that had been reviewed.
While the amount of gas was still an area of great uncertainty, current
estimates were that there were 70-150 trillion cubic foot in the Karoo,
Scholes said.
“Then you have to look at what is technically extractable, so the amount
comes down. Then you have to look at what is economically extractable
and it is usually an order of magnitude lower. The actual resource is
probably closer to the 5-20 trillion cubic foot range.”
However, this was still significant as it was five to 20 times bigger than
Mossgas, Scholes said. “But reserves are nowhere near the ‘we’ve got the
fifth biggest reserve in the world’ take.”
One of the reasons reserves are probably at the lower level estimates are
because during the break-up of Gondwanaland there was a large amount of
hot lava intrusion which may have “cooked off the gas”. This is probably
why no oil was found during Soekor’s drilling in the 1960s to 1980.
Many civic groups have expressed concern that the SEA – designed to
inform government about the pros and cons of fracking in the Karoo –
would not be completed before government allowed oil companies to carry
out exploration drilling in the Karoo. They have said government should
put exploration on hold until the two-year study had been completed.
However, Scholes said it was “highly unlikely” that any drilling would take
place for the next two years, and probably no exploration fracking for the
next two to five years.
Although legally exploration could go ahead, as government had published
the exploration regulations in June, no company had yet been given a

licence to drill. The regulations required that companies must first do a
year of monitoring a range of matters, and after that they could do
drilling, if given the licence. “Initially this won’t involve fracking at all. It
is just making very deep holes in the ground.”
The drill samples were examined and companies would determine whether
the gas content was worth pursuing. Only then would the exploration work
involve fracking.
melanie.gosling@inl.co.za
>

Subsistence fisherfolk have their backs against the wall
Berea Mail 2 October 2015
A Durban activist feels Transnet and the municipality are putting tourism
ahead of fisherfolks’ livelihood, despite a high level of unemployment in
the city.
Desmond D'Sa at the Port of Durban. Des and the KZN subsistence
fisherfolk are once again battling to gain access to fishing spots in Durban.
Desmond D'Sa at the Port of Durban. Des and the KZN subsistence
fisherfolk are once again battling to gain access to fishing spots in Durban.
SUBSISTENCE fisherfolk are battling once again to gain access to the
Durban harbour and piers in the Indian Ocean.
According to Desmond D'Sa from the South Durban Community
Environmental Alliance (SDCEA), it is very clear that subsistence fisherfolk
have a fight on their hands, despite the port regulator ruling in their
favour in 2010 and recognising them as port users for four years.
D'Sa said representatives of the subsistence fisherfolk have met on a
monthly basis with Transnet’s port manager, Moshe Motloa, as well as the
Durban harbour master, Alex Miya, and their legal team to discuss and
ensure that access to the Durban harbour, as provided by the decision of
the port regulator, is open.
“The subsistence fisherfolk have met with the head of the harbour police,
Brigadier Gopal Singh, to ensure that all obstacles with regard to security
have been thrashed out. At these meetings, agreements were reached with
the harbour masters, port manager and police. However, we have seen
that Transnet has gone back on its word and has closed Grunter Gulley,
north piers and round bush, which were traditional fishing areas for
fishing,” said D'Sa.
He said he felt Transnet, together with the eThekwini Municipality, is
putting tourism ahead of livelihood, despite the fact there is a high level
of unemployment in the city and province.
“Further concerns are that the annual license documents are no longer
available at the post office and only monthly permits are available. The
monthly permits cost far more than the annual license. This will lead to
criminalising the vast majority of poor fishermen,” said D'Sa.
He said the KZN subsistence fisherfolk are embarking on rolling mass action
to get they voices heard and the decisions reversed.
“We call the deputy Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries, Bheki Cele, to
meet with the fisherfolk as soon as possible,” he said.
He said meetings will be held in the Shallcross Swimming Mosque Hall on
Sunday, 4 October at 2.30pm and at Rydalvale Primary School on Sunday,
11 October at 2pm.
http://bereamail.co.za/64611/subsistence-fisherfolk-have-their-backsagainst-the-wall/
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The Hard-Landing Has Arrived
Chinese Coal Company Fires 100,000
Tyler Durden (Zero Hedge) 29 September 2015
The global commodity collapse is finally starting to take its toll on what
China truly cares about: the employment of the tens of millions of
currently employed and soon to be unemployed workers.
On Friday, in a move that would make even Hewlett-Packard's Meg
Whitman blush, Harbin-based Heilongjiang Longmay Mining Holding Group,
or Longmay Group, the biggest met coal miner in northeast China which
has been struggling to reduce massive losses in recent months as a result
of the commodity collapse, just confirmed China's hard-landing has arrived
when it announced on its website it would cut 100,000 jobs or 40% of its
entire 240,000-strong labor force.
Impacted by the slump in coal prices, the group saw its loss over JanuaryAugust surged more than 1.1 billion yuan ($17.2 million) from the year
before. In the first half of 2015, the group closed eight coking coal mines
most of which had approached the end of their mining lives, due to poor
production margins amid bleak sales.
Chaiman of the group Wang Zhikui said the job losses were a way of
helping the company stop bleeding. The heavily-indebted company also
plans to sell its non-coal related businesses to help pay off its debts, said
Wang. The State-owned mining group has subsidiaries in Jixi, Hegang,
Shuangyashan and Qitaihe in Heilongjiang province, which account for
about half the region's coal production.
According to China Daily, last year, Longmay launched a management
restructuring and cut thousands of jobs to stay profitable, amid the overall
industry decline. However, the company still reported around 5 billion
yuan ($815 million) in losses.
It has been a dramatic fall from grace for the company, which in 2011
reported 800 million yuan in profit with annual production exceeding 50
million metric tons.
Experts said staff costs remain a major reason for the company's continued
heavy losses. That, and the ongoing collapse in met coal prices of course.
Last year its coal production stood at 49 million tons, just 10 percent that
of Shenhua Group Corp Ltd, China's biggest coal producer. But Longmay's
workforce remains well above that of Shenhua's 214,000 in total.
The announcement came in the midst of Chinese president Xi Jinping's
ongoing tour to the United States, where he assured politicians and
businessmen that China's economy will achieve the targeted 7% growth in
gross domestic product.
It gets worse, especially in a worst case scenario: Longmay also has
180,000 pensioners to take care of, with life-long payments covering
pensions and medical insurance, which are also considered a huge financial
burden. As China Daily notes, Personnel is probably its largest cost, said
Deng Shun, an analyst at Shanghai-based energy consultancy ICIS C1
Energy.
Actually many traditional State-owned coal enterprises are facing the same
kind of problem. It has become more severe as the industry remains on a
downward trend.
Deng also cautioned on the social problems that massive layoffs may
cause, suggesting a reduction in welfare or salaries might be a better way
to cut back on costs.

The shocking move is a harbinger of more pain for not only the local
government-backed and heavily indebted company, with an eventual
bankruptcy looking increasingly probable unless met coal prices don't stage
a miraculous rebound, but China's entire coal sector, which in recent years
has been a source of millions of jobs to China's unskilled labor force.
And as China's commodity bubble bursts, and the fixed-investment surge
mean reverts, the coal industry is set to become a source of millions of job
losses.
Incidentally, far more than the Chinese stock bubble burst, or even the
credit and housing bubble, the implications from mass defaults of coal
companies are precisely what is keeping Beijing up at night.
As the WSJ reported in a piece earlier this week, for decades, an army of
migrant workers drove China’s boom times, flocking to its cities to sew Tshirts, assemble iPhones, or build apartment blocks and Olympic stadiums.
The arrangement helped millions of poor, rural Chinese join a new
consumer class, though many also paid a heavy price.
The paper of record adds:
now, many migrant workers struggle to find their footing in a
downshifting economy. As factories run out of money and construction
projects turn idle across China, there has been a rise in the last thing
Beijing wants to see: unrest.
Because if there is one thing China's politburo simply can not afford right
now, is to layer public unrest and civil violence on top of an economy
which is already in hard-landing move. Forget black - this would be the
bloody swan that nobody could possibly have seen coming.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2015-09-27/chinas-hard-landing-hasarrived-chinese-coal-company-fires-100000

DA tackles City Manager over Stables ‘secrecy’
Berea Mail 24 September 2015
The Democratic Alliance in eThekwini Municipality strongly condemns the
Durban City Manager’s ongoing refusal to answer questions regarding the
removal of the New Market Stables in Durban.
The call follows city officials' refusal to answer DA questions regarding the
lease of the land to build a multi-million rand sports academy.
In the meantime, the DA is investigating whether the City Manager has
followed the Council Resolution of October 2014 that instructed him to
approach the Bid Adjudication Committee.
Martin Meyer, Deputy eThekwini caucus leader, said he would also look
into whether the city was guided by the correct procedures in deciding to
lease out the property to Hoy Park Management.
Meyer plans to resubmit questions regarding the Stables issue at the next
full meeting of council on 30 September. Previously, eThekwini Speaker,
Logie Naidoo, disallowed the questions citing a technical issue.
“I fail to understand why the city manager seems to think that this is
privileged information. We are talking about a lease to use public land.
Why is the City Manager so reluctant to have these simple questions
answered? What is he hiding? The DA in will continue to put pressure on
the City Manager to ensure that he manages this city in a manner where
the public is consulted and involved,” he said.
Nadine Parker of Newmarket Stables said she too was fed up with getting
no answers from the City Manager.
“We have asked so many questions repeatedly, and had no answers. We

are currently making an application to the High Court to try get answers
that way,” she said.
Parker said the riding school was still operating on the premises, despite
the eviction notice issued last month. She said she would sit tight and let
the law and the constitution take its course.
“We need to go the court route, otherwise we are just going to sit in
limbo. The municipality did not follow the correct procedures. We are still
here and busier than ever. I have people on a waiting list, but can't do
anything. This should be promoted as the finest equestrian centre in KZN,
it doesn't have to be created, it exists, and if the municipality wants to
hold the Olympics one day, we should be part of that. Our location makes
us popular, are they going to build us another premises?” she asked.
Parker said Mount Edgecombe riding school was in the process of closing
down and the horses, trainers and riders would also be moving to
Newmarket Stables.
“This keeps riding available for children in Durban. We were happy to
move next door to the mashee course, the municipality could have been
the saviours of this sport in Durban. We have children doing so well in the
sport, having qualified for KZN events and winning KZN dressage champs as
well as international competitions. We are really growing kids into the
sport and getting it right,” she said.
Jeff van Belkum, who has been behind the fight to save Newmarket Stables
from the start, said: “Even if the club had one member, the municipality
shouldn't be allowed to do what it is doing. It is wrong.”
Responding to questions on how the city planned to proceed regarding the
tenants at Newmarket Stables, EThekwini Head of Communications, Tozi
Mthethwa, said: “Should any of the occupants given eviction notices refuse
to vacate, the normal eviction process will apply.”
http://bereamail.co.za/64227/da-tackles-city-manager-over-stablessecrecy/

Jiangsu shipyard workers on strike over wage arrears
Non-payment of wages is behind three quarters of China’s 1,600 strikes
this year
David Hundorf (China Worker) 21 September 2015
A strike at Sinopacific’s shipyard in Jiangsu’s Dayang city entered its third
day, with over one-fifth of the 5,000-strong workforce taking part in the
action. The workers at the privately owned shipbuilder walked out on
Wednesday 16 September after a three-month delay in the payment of
wages.
The workers gathered outside the factory gates under surveillance by
company security guards. A worker surnamed Tang told Radio Free Asia:
“There are about a dozen security guards here, but they won’t move in,
and we won’t attack them. There hasn’t been any violence, and I certainly
wouldn’t get involved in that; we just want our wages.”
Tang told RFA the factory was widely believed to be in financial
difficulties. The strike in Jiangsu, a key shipbuilding province, is one of a
spate of industrial stoppages in this industry and in heavy industry as a
whole which has been hardest hit by the sharp economic slowdown in
China. A strike at Zhenghe Shipbuilding in nearby Zhejiang province broke
out earlier this month. That action was in protests against the company
suspending operations due to “financial issues”.
“Economic winter”
Shipyards are one of several industries facing an “economic winter”.
Orders at Chinese shipyards fell 77 per cent in the first quarter of this
year. Ren Yuanlin, the boss of Yangzijiang, China’s biggest private

shipbuilder, warned that of more than 100 shipyards in the country today,
only 30 would be ”active” three years from now.
In the case of Sinopacific, the company claims it has a healthy order book
and that its current problems are due to the “credit squeeze” by Chinese
banks, which forces them to seek alternative sources of financing.
There have been at least 1,622 strikes in China this year, according to the
Hong Kong-based China Labour Bulletin, which keeps a tally based on
social media reporting of labour protests. Of these 75 percent, or 1,211
disputes, were over wage arrears. These largely defensive struggles – to
obtain wages or compensation after factory closure announcements – are
proliferating as the economy slows and credit problems increase.
Many industrial workers, who are mostly migrants from other provinces,
choose to move on when a company announces closure or relocation. In
the past with a booming economy there were always openings somewhere
else. But this is changing as China’s industrial output stutters and the
Chinese government opts for a more market-based stance of allowing
bankruptcies and defaults, except where a ‘systemic’ risk exists.
Against this changed background, workers’ struggles are likely to become
longer, more complex, and will need to turn to more organised forms. The
struggle for independent trade unions and underground workers’
organisations could therefore pick up dramatically in the coming period.
http://chinaworker.info/en/2015/09/21/11045/

JOINT UNION STATEMENT ON ANA
THE ANNUAL NATIONAL ASSESSMENT (ANA) ADDS NO VALUE TO THE
SOUTH AFRICAN LEARNER
Joint Media Statement 21 September 2015
Organised labour in the Basic Education sector, strongly believes that the
ANA in its current form, is not in the best interest of our learners or for the
provision of quality education. It must be noted that no South African
learner will be disadvantaged by not writing the ANA as it has never been
used for promotional purposes.
Therefore, the South African Democratic Teachers Union (SADTU), National
Professional Teachers' Organisation of South Africa (NAPTOSA), National
Teachers' Union (NATU), Professional Educators Union (PEU) and the SA
Onderwysunie (SAOU) received with shock and disappointment the
announcement by the Department of Basic Education (DBE) that the Annual
National Assessment for 2015 will take place from the 1st to the 4th of
December 2015.
This announcement which we encountered for the first time in the media
was made despite an earlier commitment by the DBE and the UNIONS that
a task team consisting of all the unions and senior DBE officials would be
established to develop a remodelled, systemic and diagnostic tool instead
of the ANA in its current form. We thus find the decision of the DBE and
Council of Education Ministers (CEM) regrettable and confrontational in
nature as it discourages labour peace.
We further want to take this opportunity to reiterate our position as
organised labour regarding a number of misrepresented facts on the ANA
that were released in the DBE press statement on 11 &18th of September
2015 respectively.
In the first instant, on the 11th of September 2015, the DBE released a
statement post a joint press briefing with some of the Unions detailing the
formation of the task team and the postponement of the ANA, in the
statement released by the DBE, an indication was given that the ANA
would be postponed until the first week of February 2016. We want to
make it abundantly clear that as labour we are in support of the task team
and will fully participate in its work to remodel the current ANA. We

however want to distance ourselves from the earlier February 2016
announcement by the DBE. At no stage did the parties agree to a set date
for the administering of ANA and some of the unions immediately clarified
their position publicly in this regard.
Secondly, on Friday last week, as indicated above, the DBE made an
announcement post the CEM meeting that the ANA would be taking place
from the 1st to the 4th of December 2015, it went further to suggest that
this is a position that had been accepted by all the parties including
labour. They further alluded that unions had all allegedly agreed to a 90
day postponement of the ANA in an earlier meeting of teacher unions and
senior DBE officials.
We must indicate to the country that this is a gross misrepresentation of
facts by the DBE. We, as Unions, view this as an attempt by the DBE to
confuse our members and deliberately drive a wedge between the
collective leadership of the various unions and their members
The understanding was that once the remodelling process was complete
within the set time frame, the parties would then further engage on the
timelines to launch a remodelled systemic and diagnostic tool. Under no
circumstances would we have agreed to the roll out of the ANA in its
current form even if it would have been at a later date as unilaterally
decided by the DBE.
The announcement by the DBE is thus unfortunate and illogical to the
extent that as it is practically impossible to have worked on a remodelled
systemic and diagnostic tool and have all the systems ready for
implementation by early December 2015. In our view, this is a subtle
attempt by the DBE to relegate unions as key stakeholders and drive them
into oblivion.
It is important to highlight the fact that as organised labour in the system
we are not against assessments as a matter of principle. We want to insist,
however, and reiterate our position that the ANA in its current form will
not be beneficial to the system and will not contribute in any way to
quality education.
As organised labour we will mobilise all our members and society at large
against the ANA in its current form and its roll out on the 1- 4 of December
2015. It must be noted that the normal year-end examination will be
conducted by all schools prior to this date and all teachers will be
otherwise engaged.
We therefore want to call on the Department of Basic Education to allow
the necessary space for the established task team to do its work and enter
into discussions with us in good faith. Any intimidation or threat of reprisal
towards the teachers will be counter to the spirit of the established task
team and joint collaboration
We are fully committed to the task team and believe that the outcomes of
its work will be a truly systemic and diagnostic tool that will add value to
the system and contribute towards the attainment of quality education for
our children and improved teacher development.
As organised labour we reiterate our position that we will not be
administering the ANA in 2015.
Jointly by SADTU, NAPTOSA, SAOU, NATU and PEU
Contact:
Mugwena Maluleke, SADTU General Secretary, 082 783 2968
Basil Manuel, NAPTOSA President, 079 508 6228
Chris Klopper, SAOU CEO, 083 708 7733
S. A. Thompson, NATU Deputy President, 073 607 8141
Malose Kutumela, PEU President, 082 886 1637

Security kicks out ‘Death’ from world’s biggest arms fair

Russia Today

20 September 2015

Security guards chased and then pinned down a protester dressed as Death
at a weapons’ fair in the British capital. The activist was protesting the
sale of arms to countries with poor human rights records.
The man, literally dressed to kill in a black hooded robe and carrying a
scythe, reportedly had to climb over a 12–foot fence to enter the Defence
and Security Equipment International exhibition on Friday.
As soon as the fearless “grim reaper” turned up at the event, he was
spotted by security guards. They were obliged to break into a sweat to
catch the guy in an effort to stop him from “killing the mood” for other
visitors.
The guards were rather slow off the mark and fleeing ‘Death’ was
welcomed by some passers-by who cheered in support. After a while the
grim reaper appeared to trip up on his robes and was finally nabbed by his
pursuers, who ejected him from the site.
The incident was part of protests against peddling arms to countries where
human rights are routinely violated. The anti-war and anti-arms trade
groups, including Campaign Against the Arms Trade (CAAT) who staged the
actions earlier this week, oppose the UK government, which continues to
sell weapons to those countries.
Amnesty International launched an ad campaign in a number of London
newspapers last week, criticizing the city’s policies and the decision to do
business with such nations as Saudi Arabia and Bahrain.
The fair takes place at London’s Docklands every two years. Buyers and
sellers from around the globe flock to London in the hope of signing huge
contracts.
There is always heavy police presence at the event due to the controversy
it causes.
The Defence and Security Equipment International (DSEI) is one of the
world's biggest arms shows, with more than 1,500 exhibitors and 42
national pavilions and representatives from 50 countries.
https://twitter.com/RTUKnews/status/643778238821605376

Business Day denied nuclear cost reports
Carol Paton (Business Day)

18 September 2015

THREE reports by top international consultancies which explore the cost of
building 9,600MW of nuclear power in SA have been classified as secret and
will not be made available to the public, the Department of Energy has

said.
The reports were commissioned in the past year by the department from
KPMG, Ingerop and Deloitte to provide information on nuclearprocurement models, the cost of nuclear plants and financing models.
The Open Democracy Advice Centre requested the documents on behalf of
Business Day under the Promotion of Access to Information Act last month.
In a reply received this week, deputy director-general of the department
Zizamele Mbambo said the records contain information to be used in the
procurement process. The disclosure of such information will compromise
the negotiations or prejudice the commercial competition as far as third
parties are concerned.
These were the same grounds used to maintain the secrecy of the
intergovernmental agreements on nuclear co-operation. But when the
agreements were tabled in Parliament in June, they contained no
proprietary or commercial information. The letter also states that the
documents are classified. Mr Mbambo has said the department’s studies
show that the nuclear build is affordable without giving details.
Business Day editor Songezo Zibi said the application was made as we have
reason to believe that the cost studies the department does not want the
public to see until it is too late in the process, show that 9,600MW of
nuclear will be unaffordable.
The Open Democracy Advice Centre is to appeal against the refusal.
Spokesman for the Right 2 Know Campaign Murray Hunter said the
affordability study for SA’s strategic arms procurement in 1999 was
classified until last year. When this was unclassified, it was clear that
there had been enormous financial risks. Governments often overclassify
documents to shield themselves from accountability and end up making
the wrong decisions. The fact that these documents are being withheld
makes it impossible for SA to have the conversation about nuclear energy.
Energy Minister Tina Joemat-Pettersson recently claimed that she had
never advocated nuclear build of 9,600MW.
Mr Zibi said it was also curious how a cost study can be conducted if, as
the minister claimed, the size of the procurement was yet to be
determined. What, then, would be the benchmark number if not the
9,600MW already mentioned by the president and ministers of energy
including Ms Joemat-Pettersson?
http://www.bdlive.co.za/business/energy/2015/09/18/business-daydenied-nuclear-cost-reports

‘Groundless’: Kremlin spokesman blasts Washington’s reports on Russia’s ‘international
isolation’
Russia Today

16 September 2015

International isolation of Russia is impossible and the price of all
statements that suggest the opposite is very relative, Dmitry Peskov has
said in comments on the latest White House press briefing.
The Russian President’s press secretary noted that over the past year the
Kremlin officials have repeatedly witnessed such rhetoric, but it had
proved to be completely groundless.
“Active international activity by the head of the Russian State
demonstrates that such rhetoric is completely non-viable. Russia has
always been and will always remain responsible, active and very important
member of the international community,” TASS quoted Peskov as saying.

The official also added that he would not exclude the possibility of direct
dialogue between Russian President Vladimir Putin and his US counterpart
Barak Obama.
“We have always reiterated our position that we cannot exclude any
possibility of a dialogue and we hold that the dialogue is a necessary tool
for studying each other’s positions and for attempts to reach the consensus
and understanding,” Peskov said.
The comment was made after White House press secretary Josh Earnest
told reporters earlier this month that Moscow could face further isolation
from the international community if it does not stop supporting Syrian
President Bashar Assad.
State Department spokesman John Kirby has claimed that Russian
authorities had agreed that the political regime change in Syria was
possible and suggested that reporters asked the Russian side on the
ultimate goal of such plans.
However, Peskov has denied Russian officials’ participation in any closed
talks concerning Syria’s future.
“Russia is not taking part in regime changes,” Peskov said, calling such
reports “insinuations” and noting that they have become more frequent
over the past months.
On Tuesday, President Vladimir Putin personally addressed the issue of
Syrian conflict, saying that Moscow was very worried about Islamic State’s
(IS, formerly ISIS) stated plans concerning Mecca, Medina and Jerusalem.
The jihadists also plan to spread their activities to Europe, Russia, Central
and Southeast Asia.
Speaking at the Collective Security Treaty Organization (CSTO) summit in
Tajikistan Putin said that all world leaders should set aside their
geopolitical ambitions and join the fight against IS terrorists. He also
stated that Russia would continue the military-technical support to the
Syrian government in its war against terrorism.
Russia, as you know, has proposed to form a wide coalition to fight
extremists without any delay. It [the coalition] should unite everyone who
is ready and is already contributing to tackling terrorism,” Putin said.
http://www.rt.com/politics/315408-completely-groundless--kremlinspokesman/

SA businesses scared to condemn corruption: Vavi
Zwelinzima Vavi (MSN News)

15 September 2015

Business leaders in South Africa were scared of condemning corruption
publicly, former Congress of South African Trade Unions (Cosatu) secretary
general Zwelinzima Vavi said on Tuesday.
”You should ask yourselves as to where is the voice of business in the
public space? They have been muzzled…there is no more a voice from
business unless it is safe for them to do so,” Vavi told reporters in
Johannesburg.
Vavi and the National Union of Metalworkers of South Africa (Numsa) and
Cosatu affiliates, including the Food and Allied Workers Union (Fawu) and
the South African Football Players Union (Safpu), announced a national
march against corruption that is set to take place in Cape Town and
Pretoria on September 30.
The mass action, dubbed “United against Corruption”, would see religious
leaders, non-governmental organisations, musicians, actors, and civil
organisations, join trade union federations for the march. Vavi said over
230 organisations have pledged support for the mass action.

He added that South Africans were scared to speak out against power
utility Eskom, which he said was contributing to job losses through loadshedding, forcing some businesses to close down.
”They are also scared to speak on the R240-million spent on one house
[President Jacob Zuma’s Nkandla homestead], while the majority live in
poverty…business never even responds to anything the Auditor-General
says,” Vavi said.
The organisers of the march had written to the country’s big businesses
and business organisations, asking them for their financial support, he
added.
Vavi said: ”We have not even received a single response from any of them.
None. Business is silent, but what we appreciate is that the churches have
found it fitting to support this march against corruption.
The march should not be a once off event, but the beginning of a
movement…this is not about Numsa or Vavi as others think. We do not
want our kids to spit on our graves, saying we did nothing about corruption
during our lifetime”.
”We want a legacy out of this first step,” Vavi explained.
The Federation of Unions of South Africa (Fedusa) and the National Council
of Trade Unions (NCTU) were expected to take part in the march.
Numsa was expelled from Cosatu in 2014 for bringing the federation into
disrepute.
Vavi, who enjoyed Numsa’s support during the internal conflict that Cosatu
experienced last year, was subsequently expelled from the country’s
biggest federation in April.
http://www.msn.com/en-za/news/featured/sa-businesses-scared-tocondemn-corruption-vavi/ar-AAejuGQ?li=AA520r&ocid=U220DHP

Brazil’s credit downgrade may herald more ‘fallen angels’
Marc Jones (Business Day)

14 September 2015

With Brazil’s sovereign debt rating relegated to junk by Standard and
Poor’s (S&P) this week, investors fear that messy politics and flagging
growth will erode the credit score of other once-buoyant economies.
Like Brazil, emerging markets such as Russia and SA have basked for about
a decade in the glow of investment-grade ratings. Now they are at risk of
becoming fallen angels, tumbling back below investment grade into junk.
A junk rating can set off a wave of capital outflows because it
automatically excludes its bonds from certain high-profile indices. That
means some conservative funds — active managers as well as passive ones
that track the index — are no longer able to buy and sell the bonds.
That can drive up international borrowing costs for businesses and
governments, with potentially destabilising results.
With Russia becoming a fallen angel earlier this year and Brazil halfway
there, Turkey and SA could be next in line. Credit default swaps (CDS),
which can be used to insure against or to bet on national or corporate debt
problems, foresee a wave of emerging market downgrades, according to an
S&P Capital model called Market Derived Signal.
We will continue to see CDS spread pricing in expectations of rating cuts
especially in SA and Turkey, given agencies are focusing on structural
issues more than anything else these days, said Simon Quijano-Evans at

Commerzbank.
And with political and commodity market worries growing just as the
global liquidity tide begins to ebb, Ratings metrics are so complex now,
said Mr Quijano-Evans.
What do you weight more on, debt or lack of FX reserves? So I think they
are focusing more on reform impulses and the possibility of pushing more
reform and that’s what essentially probably drove S&P on Brazil.
The number of countries on downgrade warnings, or negative outlooks in
rating agency parlance, is relatively small and the firms emphasise many
emerging markets have far better finances and currency arrangements
than in the past.
Financial markets, however, are betting that not only will SA and Turkey
lose their investment grades, but so will Colombia, Kazakhstan and
Bahrain.
And although it may not make the crucial difference between investment
grade and junk, the list of countries expected to be downgraded, in some
cases heavily, include China, Chile, Mexico, Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand,
Israel and Saudi Arabia.
As an example of what a downgrade to junk can trigger, Russia lost
investment estimated to be worth $140bn when it was ejected from the
Barclays Global Aggregate bond index earlier this year.
As for Brazil, JP Morgan predicts investors will dump $20bn worth of hard
currency corporate and government bonds and another 1.5-billion of local
currency debt if Moody’s or Fitch follow S&P in cutting it to junk.
SA also figures in the Barclays index.
Manolis Davradakis, senior economist at AXA Investment Managers, said
that normally a Brazilian downgrade would benefit other emerging markets
in the index. But this time, further downgrades would intensify emerging
market portfolio debt outflows and ramp up total emerging market
portfolio outflows, Mr Davradakis added.
Willing and able?
One potential relief for oil producers such as Russia and the Gulf states is
that S&P’s and Moody’s models had already factored in oil averaging about
$50-$55 a barrel in 2015.
What seems trickiest to quantify now is the impact political problems or
commodity and foreign exchange market volatility may have on ability or
willingness to pay creditors.
Blackrock compiles a sovereign risk index, which looks at fiscal space (40%
weighting of overall score), willingness to pay (30%), external finance
position (20%) and its financial sector health (10%).
Russia is right in the middle of the 50 country list in terms of its overall
score but in the bottom five in terms of willingness to pay. China is in the
top eight for external finances but in the bottom eight when it comes to
willingness to pay.
The rating agencies, however, tend to differ in how much emphasis they
put on politics. Standard and Poor’s measures it relatively formally, Fitch
and Moody’s more loosely.
Kevin Daly, a member of Aberdeen Asset Management’s investment
committee who used to work on S&P’s sovereign team, gave Brazil’s
downgrade this week as an example of that difference in approach.
You have a heightened political risk that changes the broader outlook of
the country and that is where you get the problem, he said.

This is certainly a case where debt to gross domestic product is rising and
on that you would say ability to pay has declined, but has willingness to
pay changed? Definitely not.
http://www.bdlive.co.za/world/americas/2015/09/14/brazils-creditdowngrade-may-herald-more-fallen-angels?cx_tag=bcuf

Pressure builds on Walmart in Shenzhen as trade union activists fight back
China Labour Bulletin

9 September 2015

Sacked Walmart workers in Shenzhen are joining forces to put pressure on
the world’s largest retailer to curtail its harassment of labour activists and
genuine trade unionists.
Yu Zhiming, a democratically elected member of the union committee at
Walmart Store No. 5722 in Shenzhen’s Nanshan district, took the company
to arbitration court for illegal dismissal earlier this year and won. He has
now teamed up with veteran Walmart worker activist, Wang Shishu, who is
also suing the company after being dismissed for a second time earlier this
year.
Yu, 43, from the central province of Hubei, had worked in the seafood
department at the No. 5722 store since 2002. He was elected to the store
union committee in 2013:
“All of the six committee members and the union president were
democratically elected, and we were doing a good job,” Yu said. “I am
very proud to say that our union was the only one in Shenzhen that was
functioning as it should and was not controlled by management.”
The store union committee tried to bargain for better working conditions
and, in September 2013, refused to endorse a new company rule that
allowed managers to fire any employee who disobeyed three orders. The
management-controlled unions in the city’s 25 other stores all approved
the new rule.
Walmart management soon began to target the No.5722 store union
committee members and, in March 2015, sacked Yu and his fellow
committee member Song Cailiang on the grounds of “severely violating
company regulations.”
“The manager said I was a slacker who hid inside the locker room during
work hours. Everybody knows that is not true. For over a decade, I kept a
work log for the shift, and made entries in the locker room,” Yu said.
Yu and Song got no support from the local district trade union but their
cases were taken up by the Laowei Law Firm. In August, the arbitration
court ruled in Yu’s favour although Walmart is now appealing the decision.

Worker activists protest illegal dismissals outside a Walmart store in
Shenzhen
During the appeals process, Yu has joined a solidarity campaign organized
by veteran labour activist Wang Shishu, who has staged demonstrations
outside several Walmart stores across Shenzhen protesting the company’s
union busting policies and unlawful dismissals. Wang explained: “I fought
this battle once before and I am ready to fight it again. I am excited that
Yu Zhiming and the others are joining the effort.”

Turkey:Pro-Kurdish HDP party offices attacked across the country

Build a mass and united workers’ movement to stop the ongoing war!
Sosyalist Alternatif (CWI Turkey) 10 September 2015
Having suffered a serious setback at the general elections on 7 June,
President Erdoðan declared a brutal war against Kurdish people. This is the
so-called ‘Plan B’ of Erdoðan and his ruling AKP (Justice and Development
Party). They aim to form a government on their own after new general
elections are due in early November, by whipping up anti-Kurdish
sentiments in the hope of dealing a blow to the pro-Kurdish HDP (People’s
Democratic Party) and reinforce Erdoðan’s authoritarian powers. The
President made his ambitions explicit when he declared,“None of this
would have happened if we had won 400 seats in the parliament”.
In the meantime, the situation on the ground is worsening by the day.
Yesterday, Tuesday 8 September, some 126 offices of the HDP across the
country were attacked, burnt or ransacked by mobs, mainly linked to the
far-right MHP (Grey Wolves) nationalists and to the ruling AKP. Many
Kurdish people and activists have also been under attack, in an apparent
lynch campaign. The Turkish police, which has dramatically stepped up its
repression against the activities of the left in recent weeks, took hardly
any action against the assailants.
These attacks mirror the ongoing war perpetrated by the Turkish regime in
the Kurdish south east.They are the direct result of the provocative
statements and the unabated war drum-beat of Erdoðan’s ruling clique and
its bloody assault on Kurdish areas. Hundreds of guerilla fighters linked to
the PKK (Kurdistan Workers’ Party) have been killed and a growing number
of civilians too. Many young working class Turkish conscripts who have
nothing to gain from this war have also died. Erdoðan and the AKP are, in
effect, ready to enhance their own prestige and power through the blood
of the Kurdish and Turkish people and at the risk of causing the country’s
descent into a new civil war.
Such a prospect is dreaded by the overwhelming majority of both the
Kurdish and Turkish population. Only a mass, organised and united
movement of Turkish and Kurdish workers and youth can stop the ongoing
carnage. Unfortunately, the revenge attacks of the PKK play in Erdoðan’s
hands; they are also making the building of such unity much more difficult,
and contribute to pushing a layer of the Turkish population into the arms
of right-wing chauvinist reactionaries. Urgently the HDP, along with the
trade unions and socialist organisations, should joint in their efforts to
organize a large-scale response to the war, appealing to the working class,
the poor and the youth across the ethnic divide. Mass protests and strikes
should be called: against the AKP-led war, against racist attacks, against
police repression and against terrorism in all its forms. Multi-ethnic and
democratically organized initiatives should also be undertaken, in order to
defend communities from future attacks.
The following statement was issued by Sosyalist Alternatif (CWI Turkey)
on September 6th, before yesterday’s events.
Socialistworld.net.
Almost everybody knows that the Plan B of Erdoðan declared before the
June 7th general elections has been unleashed. He wants to redeem the
defeat of the AKP at the renewed elections that will be held on November
1st, by exploiting the ongoing chaotic atmosphere.
As a first step, Erdoðan ensured the reelections by circumventing the
possibility of a coalition of the AKP [Justice and Development Party] with
other bourgeois political parties. In parallel, he triggered the military and
political operations against the PKK, and more than 100 districts (all of
which are in the Kurdish region) have been declared “private security
areas”. Curfew orders are still being executed in various cities including
Varto, Yuksekova, Cizre etc. More than 150 soldiers, police, guerilla
fighters and civilians have lost their lives already. Thousands of people
have been detained, hundreds of which are still in custody, waiting for
their trials. Evacuation of villages in the districts is continuing. There is no
intervention to deal with the expansive wildfires started by intensive

bombardment of warplanes – the state forces even prevented firefighters
doing their job. City centers in the districts have been witnessing street
fighting similar to what is happening in Syria.
The failure of forming a government, and the funerals of soldiers from the
west of Turkey who died in the armed struggles, are strengthening the
“that’s because there is no Presidential system” argument given by
Erdoðan supporters to the masses who are in fear of a new internal war.
The aim of the AKP and Erdoðan is to gain support of the masses by
boosting Turkish nationalism, through the medium of soldier funerals on
the one hand, and by pushing back the HDP under the electoral threshold
by discrediting it, on the other hand.
Erdoðan has finished two years of disarmament and negotiation process by
a very sharp U-turn last March. Just a few days before the negotiations
were ended by the order of Erdoðan, a consensus on the ‘roadmap’ had
jointly been declared by the government and by the “interviewing board”
of imprisoned PKK leader, Abdullah Öcalan, at Dolmabahce Palace on
Februray 28th. In the follow up of this meeting, Erdoðan instantly
contended that there is “no Kurdish question” left in Turkey. It is very well
known that the reason of this brainwave is the opinion surveys that
indicate the Kurdish voters have turned their back to the AKP, and were
moving towards the pro-Kurdish HDP [People’s Democratic Party].
The AKP only employed the “peaceful solution” on the Kurdish question to
pass through the critical junctures of local and general elections during 12
years of AKP governments, by making small concessions to the Kurds in
order to tame their democratic demands. The June 7th general election
was the last juncture before Erdoðan could guarantee the transition to a
presidential system that would have given him autocratic powers. But mass
opposition developed, especially in the last three years, against the
corrupt, oppressive and antidemocratic government, and prevented this
strategy being implemented. The AKP being the second party just after the
HDP in the Kurdish cities was an important factor for sustaining its power
for 13 years. But the anti-Kurdish approach of the AKP, especially against
Rojava, unmasked it and ripped apart the illusions of its Kurdish
supporters.
On July 20th, 33 young people were massacred in Suruc by ISIS militants,
although ÝSÝS has never undertaken responsibility of this action. The
latest developments have created the suspicion that the starting point of
Erdogan’s Plan B was this massacre. The provisional AKP government
immediately launched a military operation against the PKK, ISIS and a
small left terrorist group called the DHKP/C. Hundreds of people have
been detained. The provisional AKP government has successfully created a
perception that Turkey is under terrorist attack, and that their aim is to
exterminate all terrorist organizations. However, after one or two
ostensible but largely token air bombardments against ISIS forces, all
bombardments have turned towards the areas of the PKK.
The attacks of the PKK are pushing the working class into the hands of
right-wing nationalists
Two police officers were killed in their beds in Ceylanpýnar, near Kobane,
just two days after the Suruç massacre. The PKK has carried out this attack
but afterwards it denied its involvement in it. But it was too late.
Subsequently, the PKK has engaged in suicide car bomb attacks, like
Ýslamist terrorist organizations, ISIS or Al Qaeda. Many commentators have
remarked that the PKK is copying the terrorist attack tactics of ISIS. Every
day, there are news reports of deaths because of the ensuing clashes. The
media is showing the situation in the Kurdish cities with a one-sided
perspective and limited coverage, but is making long live coverages of
police and soldiers funerals, in order to exploit people’s emotions. For
example, when the media is reporting news about civilian deaths, they do
not give information about who is the attacker, so this kind of ‘news’
creates the one-sided perception that the PKK is responsible for all the
civilian deaths. This situation causes growing anger at the PKK and this
anger also targets ordinary Kurdish people.

The anger against the AKP is also growing and it can be observable through
the recent army and police funerals. But this anger is being also used by
far-right nationalists who are supporting the war against Kurdish people.
Those nationalists criticize the AKP, not for stopping the peace
negotiations, but for making concessions to the Kurds and for not striking
them hard enough. Everybody speaks out about the approaching danger of
civil war.
We are referring to civil war, like the Yugoslavian civil war, i.e. ethnic
slaughter between the Turkish and Kurdish working class and poor. This
kind of slaughter can be prevented only by working class unity. However,
the tactics of the PKK are undermining such unity. Although the PKK has
recently declared that this kind of attacks are not acceptable, ordinary
people do not think that the PKK declarations are convincing.
The best way to prevent the ongoing onslaught by Turkish forces is through
the building of a mass, united movement on both sides of the divide. By
failing to advocate for such a struggle and continuing its targeting killings,
the PKK’s calls for Turkish working class and poor not to go to compulsory
military service will only fall on deaf ears.
Socialist Alternative unconditionally supports the democratic demands of
the Kurds. This includes the right of secession. Whether they prefer
secession or cohabitation, the Kurdish liberation struggle’s only ally is the
Turkish working class. There is only one way to such alliance, it is to win
over the working class. Two years without conflict have paved the way for
the advance of such an alliance. The Gezi movement was an example of it,
and the HDP’S sensational election victory another. What has to be done
right now is to build the struggle upon this basis. “The rich will neither be
soldier nor martyr” was told by a soldier who was giving solace to another
soldier’s mother who had lost her son. This class approach exists in large
sections of society, even if it remains intuitive at this stage. The Kurdish
liberation struggle needs to be united with the struggle of Turkish working
class. Following through this in Turkey may be a light out of all MiddleEastern darkness.
We say:
• No to the AKP-led “Palace’s war”; cease all military operations
immediately
• No to racist attacks on the Kurds - the real enemies are those who rule
the country
• The PKK should immediately end all its attacks
• Build a grassroots movement against war, where democratic demands are
united with working class social demands
• No to creating a Turkish-USA imperialist buffer zone
• Stop Turkey’s support to jihadist groups
• Raise the joint struggle of the Turkish and Kurdish working class against
jihadist terror and the war-mongering AKP government
• Struggle for a democratic and socialist Middle-East confederation, on
voluntary basis, against oppression and capitalism.
http://www.socialistworld.net/doc/7327

Pensioners’ grant theft ‘not illegal’
IOL News

9 September 2015

Cape Town - It is open season for crooks to rip off pensioners and steal
their grant money – as the SA State Security Agency (Sassa) admits it is not
in a position to determine which deductions are authorised by pensioners
and which are not.
This follows a probe by the Cape Times after a flood of complaints, mostly
from the elderly poor, about their money “disappearing”.
State pensioner Magdalene Williams’s daughter, Carol Williams, contacted
the Cape Times and said someone who claimed to work for Sassa had
contacted her mother and R400 had been withdrawn from her mother’s

account.
They are demanding answers from the agency.
Sassa spokesperson Kgomoco Diseko said the Williams matter had been
“escalated” and was under investigation.
Sassa pays out social grants of about R10.6 billion to more than 16 million
people a month. Senior citizens receive R1 410 monthly.
In response to the complaints, the Black Sash started a “Hands off our
grants” campaign in November 2013. It has since logged hundreds of
complaints across the country about illegal deductions for airtime,
electricity and water from Sassa accounts.
Its regional manager, Colleen Ryan, said:
“The problem of unlawful and/or immoral debit deductions is systemic,
with (a) serious impact on individual recipients and poor households.”
Diseko said: “Notwithstanding that Sassa has little control over debit
transactions of a beneficiary’s account, we have gone the extra mile and
confronted service providers over disputed transactions, and whenever it is
proved that the beneficiary was not at fault, the money is returned to the
beneficiary.
“Sassa may only authorise one deduction for funeral insurance or for a
funeral scheme not exceeding 10 percent of the value of the beneficiary’s
social grant, according to the law.”
Diseko said Sassa did not have information about the extent of fraudulent
activities or the monetary value.
“Sassa may only allow deductions to be made directly from a social grant
where the insurance company requiring such deduction – or to whom the
money resulting from the deduction is paid – is a financial services provider
as defined in section 1 of the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services
Act, 2002 (Act No 37 of 2002) and authorised to act as a financial services
provider in terms of section 7 of that act,” said Diseko.
Sassa provincial spokesperson Shivani Wahab said: “Since the introduction
of the Sassa card, complaints have been received from some social grant
beneficiaries about deductions that they had not authorised. Sassa has
made a concerted effort to stop these at source, but technically these
deductions are not illegal, leaving Sassa with no grounds to take any
action. Sassa is also not in a position to determine which deductions are
authorised by beneficiaries and which (are) not.”
The Black Sash has recommended, among others, short, medium and longterm interventions to Social Development Minister Bathabile Dlamini, to
stop unlawful and/or immoral debit deductions from Sassa accounts of
social grant recipients.
Western Cape Social Development MEC Albert Fritz said while his
department did not have the authority to investigate alleged unlawful
deductions, it had referred about 600 cases to Sassa over the last year.
“The problem affects everyone, no matter the colour of your skin or where
you live. On Tuesday I received another flood of reports from pensioners
living in Touws River and Laingsburg about their money disappearing,”
Fritz said.
http://www.iol.co.za/news/crime-courts/pensioners-grant-theft-notillegal-1.1913087
*To report unauthorised debits, contact the nearest Sassa office and lodge
a dispute or call 0800 60 10 11.
francesca.villette@inl.co.za

No reply to The Mercury’s pollution enquiry
Tony Carnie (The Mercury)

7 September 2015

THE Isipingo River lagoon in Durban – the scene of countless sewage and
industrial spills – has been polluted with foul-smelling substances once
again, this time by a company whose name has not been released by city
officials.
Attorney Larry Singh, who has witnessed numerous fish kills and spillages
from his home overlooking the lagoon, said he noticed a foul smell and
dark colour staining the water last week and reported it to the city.
“To me it smelt like sewage. And if something looks like a duck, walks like
a duck and smells like a duck, then it probably is a duck.”
Responding to queries from The Mercury, a spokesman for the city’s water
pollution and environment branch said an investigation had shown no
evidence of any sewage-related spills.
But a company had been found “discharging wash water into the
stormwater drain”, and notices of contravention had been served.
The Mercury has asked that the municipality disclose the name of the
company, substances emptied into the stormwater drain and details of
fines imposed, but no responses have been received yet.
Last year, after the city’s reluctance to disclose the identity of companies
and other parties responsible for a major fish kill in the lagoon in January
2014, The Mercury lodged a request for full details in terms of the
Promotion of Access to Information Act.
Sewage
The Centre for Environmental Rights also lodged similar requests and it
emerged several months later that the water pollution and death of
hundreds of fish and other estuarine creatures had been caused by a major
sewage leak, exacerbated by effluent overflows from SA Breweries and the
Simba chip factory in Prospecton.
Information revealed by the request suggested the main spillage had been
caused by metal thieves who had stolen brackets from pipelines leading to
a sewer pump station, causing several million litres of domestic sewage to
flow into the lagoon, along with a large quantity of brewery and chip fat
effluent.
Other correspondence from the Department of Water Affairs raised
questions about the failing sewage infrastructure in the area, which was
seen as the primary contributor to pollution in the estuary. This report,
sent to city manager S’bu Sithole, noted there had been major sewage
spills in February 2006, March 2008, July 2008, October 2008 and January
2014.
The national water department called on Sithole to ensure a full integrity
assessment was conducted on all sewage infrastructure in the Isipingo
catchment. Singh said: “Over the last 15 years or so, it used to occur about
5 or 6 times a year. From year to year the frequency increased to where,
in the last couple of years, it is almost weekly

Mining’s 10-point plan deceives
Christopher Rutledge

4 September 2015

Most of the points in government’s deal over mining are designed to
protect shareholder profits, writes Christopher Rutledge.
Johannesburg - If the intention of the Mining Industry Growth and
Development Task Team was to save jobs, or heaven forbid, create jobs,

then the tripartite agreement reached between the exclusive club of the
Chamber of Mines, the government and National Union of Mineworkers
(NUM) this week has failed.
The current “crises” imposed on us, while certainly part of the global
cyclical downturn, will more likely be used as leverage to further protect
the profits of shareholders while transferring the social costs to the South
African public.
The 10-Point Plan has not produced any evidence to suggest this analysis is
unwarranted. In fact, it confirms that the measures introduced with much
fanfare, and trumpeted in the media as a “welcome” attempt to “save”
the industry, is little less than an expensive effort to hoodwink the public.
Despite a few contrarian views, most economists, based on the Keynesian
models of full employment, will agree that the path to job creation within
a capitalist economy requires particular types of interventions, namely
investment spending by either the private sector or the government.
The basic assumption is that investment spending will spur multiplier
effects in the economy that will spur further consumption, and in turn
consumption will lead to higher demand, perpetuating the cycle.
However, a closer look at that plan reveals that only one item in it speaks
to developing a comprehensive investment strategy that can use South
Africa’s monopoly of the platinum industry. Even then, it’s rather short on
ambition. The other nine points are remedial and designed to alleviate the
social fallout and to protect and support mining companies.
The manner in which the 10-Point Plan places government and labour on
the back foot, compels government to take an increasing responsibility for
the externalised costs of mining and starts to deplete funds which were
meant for grander socio-economic objectives, is indicative of the history of
mining in this country. Mining has always managed to create small pockets
of enormous wealth while passing the social costs on to society.
The mining sector constituted 21 percent of gross domestic product in
1970; today it accounts for less than 8 percent, while the number of
people employed directly fell from 660 000 in 1970 to about 440 000 in
2004, even though it climbed back up to 510 000 by last year.
Worse, the shorter-term trends are negative too. During the commodity
boom from 2001 to 2008, the mining industry shrank by 1 percent a year,
compared to growth of 5 percent a year among the world’s 20 mining
exporting countries. This is despite the gold price, for example, going from
about $400 an ounce in 1994 to $1 800 an ounce.
Thus, the current arguments of the cyclical downturn should be read with
some circumspection.
Despite this grim picture, the mining sector is enormously profitable, even
if the narrative from the mining houses would have us believe they are in
fact paupers, barely scraping by in the tough global market place.
South Africa’s total reserves remain some of the world’s most valuable,
with an estimated worth of R20.3 trillion, according to a City Bank report.
Overall, the country is estimated to have the world’s fifth-largest mining
sector in terms of gross domestic product value.
The PricewaterhouseCoopers (PWC) 2012 report for trends in the mining
industry, in which it tracks the financial results of 39 mining companies
with a primary listing on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE), as well as
those with a secondary listing whose main operations are in Africa, and
which included companies with a market capitalisation of more than R200
million at the end of June 2012, claims that mining operations in these
companies achieved an increased net profit of 25 percent over 2011,
totalling R65bn for the period.

It is important to note that results for BHP Billition and Anglo American –
the two biggest mining operators – were excluded from this report due to
“international operations and the difficulty in separating the South African
contributions”.
These 39 companies increased shareholder dividends from 12 percent of
value created in 2011 to 18 percent in 2012. The distribution to
shareholders more than doubled from the prior year – from 17 billion in
2011 to 36 billion in 2012 or by 116 percent in rand terms, while employee
share of the value created by the companies decreased from 29 percent in
2011 to 28 percent in 2012.
Solvency and liquidity ratios remained strong in the sector during this
period, meaning no companies went bankrupt and had enough reserves to
ensure a sustainable future. Borrowings in the mining sector remained at
virtually zero up to 2012 while extraction-related industries are a key
driver of the JSE, representing 42 percent, or R1.9 trillion.
Then, to top off this picture of a profitable industry, we should remind
ourselves that Lonmin was fingered in an AIDC report which found that
significant profit shifting had probably occurred which further underplays
the extent of the profit reported in the industry.
The PWC 2014 report states that “the South African mining industry is less
geared and less levered than the trends seen globally. This financial
strength provides the industry with flexibility to operate and, where
necessary, invest for the future”.
This is why this plan should be of concern to all right-thinking citizens.
Much of it seeks to access funds meant for socio-economic development
and to use it towards this short-term alleviation project.
The mining companies, which not so long ago were the beneficiaries of
billions of rand of profits, are now wrapped in cotton wool and absolved of
their socio-economic responsibilities.
The most disturbing aspect of the 10-Point Plan for me though was the
cavalier manner in which it was announced that funds, such as those from
the highly secretive social labour plans, which were meant for community
development, would be plundered.
All this while communities across the country are exploding in anger and
rage at their continued dispossession and exclusion. While the
announcement of the plan received widespread coverage, the uprising in
the community of Mapela, just outside Mokopane, who are affected by
AngloPlats Mogalakwena mine, went unreported.
Not one media house reported how an entire community blocked access to
the mines and burnt down the building that houses the tribal authority,
whom the community accuses of collusion with the mining company to
keep them impoverished.
The fact that it wasn’t reported doesn’t mean the anger and social unrest
aren’t real.
While the efforts of the minister must be commended, it is time for
citizens to start asking in whose interest these agreements are. There are
no guarantees of jobs and the government has agreed to plunder
community funds to bail out mining companies while communities are left
out of the decisions that directly affect them.
Creating a conducive investment environment is important, but not at any
cost, and certainly not only to attract foreign investment. Mobilising local
resources is a key element of the AU Agenda 2063. The government has
been leading investment spending since before the 2008 debt crises and its
build programme has kept the economy floating while the rest of the world
faltered.

The tragedy has been that the build project was chiefly directed at
creating a conducive environment for large-scale corporates. With the
corporate sector not conceding a reciprocal investment strategy and with
the government’s fiscal limitations in stark relief, it is time for the
government to diversify its strategy.
Yes, we need to rehabilitate the 6 000 disused mines in South Africa, and
yes, we must turn it into a massive job-creation vehicle. And, yes, mines
must pay, concurrently and until the job is done.
It seems to me that this opportunity of crises presents an opportune time
to look towards solutions that include people, create jobs and self-esteem
and build community.
But it cannot be done if communities are left to struggle in silence. Let’s
talk.
* Christopher Rutledge is the mining and extractives co-ordinator at
ActionAid South Africa. He writes in his personal capacity. ActionAid South
Africa is a member of ActionAid International, a global movement working
to further human rights and eradicate poverty.
http://www.iol.co.za/the-star/mining-s-10-point-plan-deceives1.1911060
The views expressed here are not necessarily those of Independent Media.

Russian nuclear power activist to visit Wentworth
Local activists to speak out against nuclear power plant plan.
South Lands Sun 31 August 2015
AMID protests against nuclear power plant deals in South Africa and
rumours of a plant in the South Durban Basin, Russian environmentalist,
Vladimir Slavyak heads to Wentworth this week to highlight his concerns.
The South Durban Community Environmental Alliance (SDCEA) and Earthlife
Africa will host a nuclear energy summit on Tuesday, 3 September, with
Slavyak, who has been campaigning against nuclear energy for 25 years, as
keynote speaker.
Six to eight nuclear power plants are proposed to be commissioned by the
government for the South African coastline to combat the energy crisis.
“This will not solve our current energy problem because it will take a
minimum of 10 years to build this plant,” said SDCEA environmental
project officer for communication, energy and health, Noluthando Mbeje.
Speaking about the old Durban International Airport as a rumoured site for
one of these plants, Mbeje had reservations.
“South Durban AKA ‘cancer valley’ already has so many industries and
pollution, with our last green lung destroyed. Imagine what will happen
when we have the nuclear power plant here as well. What about the toxic
waste that remains toxic for thousands of years?
We have also witnessed disastrous accidents such as the Three Miles Island,
Chernobyl and Fukushima and many countries are shifting away from this
disastrous form of energy to cleaner, cheaper and sustainable energy,” she
said.
Last week in Pretoria, Greenpeace activists picketed the department of
energy, calling for information on nuclear plans for South Africa to be
released. The summit, which will be held in the Austerville community hall
from 5pm, will address concerns of these local environmental groups and
the broader call for transparency in the government’s plans for nuclear
energy plants.

“The future is in our hands. Let’s all fight against this noxious proposed
development that will cripple our communities and country,” said Mbeje.
http://southlandssun.co.za/44789/russian-nuclear-power-activist-tovisit-wentworth/

Trade Union General Strike Across India

A. K. Padmanabhan, President of the Centre of Indian Trade Unions,
discusses the demands of the workers' struggle and the history of the trade
union movement in India since 1991 The Real News Network 1 September 2015

Security provident fund cheats
IOL News

28 August 2015

Durban - Some of the country’s lowest paid security guards are being
robbed of R1.5 billion, over five years, by their bosses who are failing to
pay over provident fund deductions and instead pocketing the money,
according to the fund.
The Private Security Sector Provident Fund (PSSPF) - which administers the
pension money deducted from the salary of guards - is now going after the
more than 8 000 non-compliant security companies countrywide, calling
their actions “exploitation” and “downright fraud”.
Next week, the fund, the Department of Labour, and Private Sector
Industry Regulatory Authority (Psira), will hold information sharing sessions
with thousands of security guards in Durban, Richards Bay, Port Shepstone,
Pietermaritzburg and Newcastle on the issue.
The sessions will explain what action is being taken against companies that
are defrauding guards by deducting provident fund contributions from their
salaries but not passing on the money.
The fund’s spokesman, Jackson Simon, said more than 250 000 security
guards’ contributions were not being received.
“The fund has 322 951 members with 2 395 companies contributing for
their employees.”
However, Psira had 11 000 registered companies with 480 000 registered
security employees.
“This clearly illustrates the severity of non-compliance in the security
industry,” Simon said.

Simon said guards or their families often only found out they were not
covered by a provident fund when a tragedy occurred.
“It’s either at death or disability that they sometimes find out the money
they thought they had been contributing is not there. Many of them have
pay slips reflecting that they are contributing, but the money is not paid
over to the fund. We have now set up social networks and other
information road shows telling people they should be checking their status
and ensuring their contributions are indeed being paid over,” he said.
Jackson said that while they had made significant strides in getting some
security employers to comply, the process was often long.
“When we find a non-compliant company, the law says we are to advise
them within 30 days in writing of their actions. If they still do not comply,
we must send them a reminder and, if they still do not comply, we issue a
letter of demand and pass it on to our lawyers to litigate. Often some
employers sign an acknowledgement of debt agreement and go from there.
But there are those, despite us having a court order, that disappear and it
is hard for us to trace them,” he said.
There were, according to statistics provided to the Daily News by the fund,
288 employers who had signed an acknowledgment of debt.
These companies owe the fund more than R200 million. To date the fund
has received R111m in payments from them.
KwaZulu-Natal chairman of the South African Security Association (Sasa)
and Enforce Security director, Gary Tintinger, said the security industry
was one of the country’s biggest employers.
He said that while the bigger security companies were compliant, the vast
majority were not.
“Those that do not comply with legislation are essentially exploiting their
staff and are deceitful. There are many companies out there who score
really big contracts with major corporates and shopping centres and then
employ security guards as subcontractors. They pay them a flat rate and
there is no sick leave or benefits like provident fund. They even make the
guards pay for their own uniforms,” he said.
Tintinger said much of the non-compliance was fuelled by corporates who
wanted security on the cheap.
“When Sasa finds that a company has been awarded a big contract and is
not complying with legislation, we try to get them to comply and we have
had success. But the corporates are to blame for the exploitation because
they want cheaper services.
“Do you think that a security guard who knows he is being underpaid is
going to give world class service and resist criminal syndicates? The irony is
they want security to protect their multibillion- rand asset, but they want
to pay as little as possible for it and, in so doing, are creating even more
risk.”
http://www.iol.co.za/news/south-africa/kwazulu-natal/securityprovident-fund-cheats-1.1907441

SA is failing to tackle carbon emissions
Melanie Gosling (The Mercury)

26 August 2015

SOUTH Africa’s lack of ambition in cutting greenhouse gas emissions has
come under fire for setting the country up to fail in meeting its
international obligations to keep the global temperature increase below
2°C.

Environmental groups have said the country has already overshot the date
on which it ought to have reached a peak in carbon emissions and be on a
path of declining air pollution.
They say the government’s latest statement of intent regarding cutting
emissions is “vague and defensive”.
Tasneem Essop, who heads the World Wide Fund for Nature’s (WWF)
international delegation on climate change, said it was understandable
that South Africa wanted to leave “negotiating flexibility” for the
upcoming UN climate talks in Paris in December, particularly as developed
economies like Canada, Australia and Japan were failing to do their bit in
cutting emissions.
“But other developing countries, who can ill afford it, are doing more. It is
time for Africa’s powerhouse to do the same,” Essop said.
As a signatory to the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change, South
Africa is required to submit its target to the international body well before
the crucial Paris climate talks.
The world’s nations hope to work out a new global climate change
agreement in Paris, aimed at reducing global greenhouse gas emissions and
thus avoiding the threat of “dangerous” climate change of above 2°C.
The target each country decides on is referred to as the “intended
nationally determined contribution”.
Erosion
Louise Naudé, of WWFSouth Africa, said since the country had first tabled
its greenhouse gas reduction targets in 2010, there had been a steady
erosion of the amount it was aiming at.
The country should have restricted itself to emitting only 17.8 billion tons
of greenhouse gas between 2010 and 2050.
However, the national policy had already increased to 23 billion tons.
“And even that is being contested domestically,” Naudé said.
To keep below 2°C, South Africa’s global share of emissions should not go
above 14 billion tons.
“Having already overshot our path to ‘peak’ emissions, we need to come
down faster and more sharply, not keep on giving ourselves more slack or
letting it conveniently be recalculated, allowing big emitters and other
groups to avoid their obligations,” said Naudé.

The UF supports calls for a further probe into Prasa
United Front

25 August 2015

The United Front (UF) supports the call that Public Protector Thuli
Madonsela made in her report on the Public Rail Agency of South Africa
(Prasa) for the National Treasury’s Chief Procurement Officer to conduct a
forensic investigation on all the agency’s contracts or tenders issued
between 1 April 2012 and 30 June 2015. Considering that the bulk of the 32
complaints Madonsela investigated took place before Prasa announced in
June 2012 that it was to spend R136-billion to acquire new trains and
modernise its infrastructure, what we heard about maladministration and
improper conduct in relation to procurement, could just be a snapshot of
what may be organised and well-orchestrated looting of public resources
by politically-connected mafias.
Prasa’s audit outcome was not included in the consolidated report of
Auditor-General (AG) for 2013/14 as the financial statements were
submitted later than the cut-off date of 31 August 2014. The picture of no
compliance, maladministration and outright corruption that the Public
Protector sketches in her report pales into insignificance if one reads the
AG’s comments in the 2012/13 and 2013/14 Prasa annual reports. In
between the nicely laid-out and glossy pages of the transport agency’s
annual reports, the Auditor-General points to material inconsistencies in
the information in the reports, the preparation of financial statements not

in accordance with the requirements of the law, deviations from
competitive bidding, non-compliance with Prasa’s supply chain
management policies, ineffective financial controls, irregular, fruitless and
wasteful expenditure amounting to millions of rands.
While headlines have focused on incorrect specifications and bridge height
clearances of the 70 dual diesel-electric locomotives that the unknown and
non-manufacturing Midrand-based BEE company is importing from Spain,
the Auditor-General in a Prasa 2013/2014 declared that the R3.5-billion
contract given Swifambo Rail Leasing contravenes the agency’s
procurement policy and the Public Finance Management Act (PFMA). The
evaluation criteria used was not fully consistent with the criteria
stipulated in the request for proposals (RFP) documents. Contrary to
Prasa’s policy which states that the company that wins a tender must pay
a “performance security” or “performance bond” of 10%, Prasa gave
Swifambo a deposit of R460-million (15%) of the contract which the
company used to pay the required 10%; four months after the contract for
the purchase of locomotives had been signed.
The National Treasury’s Chief Procurement Officer must also probe the
R51-billion tender given to Gibela Rail Transportation for 600 trains. The
majority shareholder of Gibela, the French company is notorious for
offering bribes to government and parastatal officials. In December 2014,
Alstom admitted to have bribed officials in Indonesia, Saudi Arabia, Egypt
and Bahamas. The company agreed to pay the US Justice Department an
amount of $772-million. Earlier this year, Alstom’s assets in Brazil were
frozen as part of a fraud investigation. In Britain the company faces its
third criminal charge for bribery that involves contracts in Hungary and
India.
The forensic audit that the Public Protector has called for must include –
as the National Union of Metalworkers of SA (Numsa) has demanded – an
investigation on whether there has been any breaking of the Preferential
Procurement Policy Framework Act (PPPFA) and its local content
regulations. We already know that Swifambo Rail Leasing imports the
trains as completely-built units from Spain. The first 20 trains that Gibela
is delivering are built in Brazil.
All those found to have transgressed legislation and regulation must face
the might of the law. Heads must roll and the remedial action proposed by
the Public Protector must be implemented. This is one way to deal with
the cancer of corruption and the denialism that goes with it.
As the United Front, we hope that the tenacity of the transport workers
who blew the whistle on Prasa will inspire millions of other South Africans
to act against corruption. As a way of saluting these workers as the UF we
call on our people in their millions to take part in the marches against
corruption planned across the country for Wednesday 30 September.
For more information please contact:
1. Dinga Sikwebu – UF Head of Secretariat: 078 457 9855
2.Mazibuko Jara – UF Interim National Secretary: 083 987 9633

SDCEA to take up nuclear plant fight
SDCEA continues to fight industrialisation.
Southlands Sun 25 August 2015
THE South Durban Community Environmental Alliance (SDCEA) is taking
legal action to halt the industrialisation of Clairwood Racecourse and is
gearing up South Durban communities to fight the proposal of a nuclear
plant at the old Durban International airport.
SDCEA and the Clairwood Racecourse Action Committee (CRAC) hosted a

public meeting on Sunday, 16 August at the Merebank community hall to
discuss issues related to the racecourse, proposed nuclear plant and
trucking.
SDCEA co-ordinator, Desmond D’Sa said the Clairwood Racecourse has
much biodiversity and is home to endangered species which must be
protected.
“We are in a legal appeal process but as we wait on the MEC for Economic
Development, Tourism and Environmental Affairs to make the decision, we
must take our collective voices into the streets. The appeal documents are
available for review in public libraries of Wentworth and Merebank as well
as the eThekwini municipality environmental health office in Clairwood,”
said D’Sa.
Concerns about increased traffic, pollution and trucking were also raised
by the SDCEA co-ordinator and were echoed by Junagarth Primary School
principal, Anil Bhanprakash.
The principal conducted research on the foot and vehicular traffic in the
area around the Clairwood Racecourse, specifically as they relate to
Junagarth Primary, St Marys, Parsee Rustemjee, Merebank Secondary and
Settlers Primary schools.
“A large number of children at the taxi stop wait for their transport under
the bridge at the Clairwood Racecourse and their lives are in danger every
day and will be even more so after this development goes ahead.
In total there are 3,792 pupils and 67% of them or 2,555 come from outside
Merebank and Wentworth. Teachers at the five schools mentioned number
146 in total, 87 of whom come from outside Merebank and Wentworth
(60%). These are alarming figures and risk the lives of many,” he said.
SDCEA environmental project officer, Noluthando Mbeje spoke about the
proposed nuclear plant. At a department of energy briefing on nuclear
procurement last month, it was mentioned that between six and eight
nuclear power plants are envisioned for SA, with speculation that one of
these could be set up at the old Durban International Airport site.
“This development is expected to generate electricity for industries and
this poses a big threat to people. It costs R1-trillion and in South Africa this
could end up being about R4-trillion and we cannot afford this type of
finance,” said Mbeje.
She spoke about the nuclear disasters at Three Mile Island, Chernobyl and
Fukushima and how people are still experiencing the after-effects.
“South Africa can’t expect to walk into a fire and not get burnt,” she said.
<>

Varsities in SA hit Brics wall
South African universities failed to make the top 10 in the latest
rankings of universities in Brics countries.
Katharine Child 24 August 2015
Quacquarelli Symonds, which publishes global university rankings, has for
the third time ranked 404 universities from Brics countries - Brazil, Russia,
India, China and South Africa.
China came out tops claiming seven of the top 10 places, with India, Brazil
and Russia each winning one.
But compared to universities in the Brics countries, South Africa’s tertiary
institutions fared well in terms of reputation among the almost 56,000
global academics surveyed.

In the previous two surveys Russia stood out in terms of small class sizes
and China and India shone for their research output, with South Africa’s
top universities exceeding thanks to their research impact.
This year, however, South African universities dropped slightly in the
ratings.
Large class sizes and too few lecturers were blamed for the fall, with nine
of 11 universities dropping down on the measure of class-to-lecturer ratio.
The survey stated: “These are poor results which have been getting
poorer”.
Quacquarelli Symonds said in a statement: “Managers of these universities
argue that their faculty-student ratio is essentially set by the government,
which presses them to admit more students but does not fund them well
enough to hire more staff”.
“These tricky educational economics mean, too, that South Africa’s
academics are not well-paid by world standards and as a result many do
not have a PhD.”
But South African universities did well in terms of papers published per
faculty, having a high number of foreign students and staff, and global
employers’ perceptions of the quality of their graduates.
Quacquarelli Symonds said it was impressive that South Africa was still
able to attract international students despite pressure from the
government to keep places open for local students.
This year the country’s best university, the University of Cape Town, fell in
the ratings from nine to 14.
Wits University went up from 31 to 28 and Stellenbosch remained at 34.
The University of Pretoria dropped from 46 to 49.
The University of Johannesburg was down from 63 to 67 while the
University of KwaZulu-Natal sank from 60 to 68.
Pat Lucas, spokesman for UCT, said that while the university acknowledged
the drop, it was not significant, We acknowledge that UCT’s ranking has
dropped by five points, but it is universally recognized that a shift up or
down of a small amount is not significant due to the many different factors
that influence a university’s placement in the rankings”.
UCT’s position has always been that university ranking systems often
overlook factors that are unique to a specific nation.
Lucas said: “Universities need to allocate resources to bridge the gap
between inadequate schooling and the high standards of a leading
university”.
Wits vice-chancellor and principal, Professor Adam Habib, said the
university was sceptical of rankings because many of them are premised on
potentially problematic criteria.
“For example, in the QS rankings for Brics nations, the survey of global
academic reputation accounts for 30% of each university’s possible score,
and the survey of employer reputation counts for 20%. This is a total of
50% that is based on opinion. It raises questions around the sample, and
whether this particular sample is appropriately knowledgeable regarding
higher education in this country.
“There is also the danger that the sample might confuse the university’s
reputation with that of the city, the country or the continent.
“In particular, in a transforming society like South Africa, prejudice can
often be masked as assessment.”

Wits had increased its research output by 32% and seen a phenomenal rise
in citations in the past two years, Habib said.
South Africa has 5.5 % of the top universities in the Brics Universities
survey despite compromising only 1.7% of the Brics population.
http://www.timeslive.co.za/thetimes/2015/07/08/Varsities-in-SA-hitBrics-wall

25k Indian farmers seek president’s permission to hang themselves
Russia Today

14 August 2015

Over 25,000 farmers in India have sought permission from their president
to commit suicide on Independence Day, report local media. The move was
sparked by the government’s failure to pay the farmers for land lost to the
construction of the Gokul Barrage.
The farmers wrote in a letter to President Pranab Mukherjee that they
would either hang themselves or commit self-immolation on August 15 if
the government fails to act.
“We have lost all and want to end our lives. We want the president’s
permission,” said farmer Roop Singh, as quoted by NDTV. Another farmer,
Kisan Sangh, accused the government of ignoring the farmers’ interests.
Farmer Kishan Bahadur echoed those sentiments, stating:
“We demand compensation for the land acquired from us years ago for
construction of Gokul Barrage. We are left with no land to grow food for
children and are forced to do petty jobs,” The Times of India reported.
Other media reports say the farmers are seeking compensation because
the land became submerged when water levels in the barrage rose.
Regardless, farmers have been fighting for 17 years to receive
compensation from the government for the lost land. They have also been
on a relay fast for the past two weeks to highlight their demands.
According to the International Business Times, following the suicide threat,
Mathura district magistrate Rajesh Kumar reportedly said the “state
government is ready to pay four times extra compensation to the farmers.
We have already submitted our files. The funds will be released soon.”
A report from NDTV said that a decision from the Allahabad High Court is
likely in a few days, and that around 30 farmers have been identified as
deserving of compensation.
In November 2014, more than 50 people were arrested while staging a
demonstration over the Gokul Barrage issue after allegedly defying police
by holding a meeting to mobilize the farmers.
Farmer suicides are fairly common in India. Over 40 committed suicide at
the beginning of the year in Mathura, following unseasonal rains that
destroyed their crops. Thousands of others have taken their lives in recent
decades, due to drought and inadequate government measures.
http://www.rt.com/news/312485-india-farmers-suicide-president/

Anger burns in streets as Tianjin toll climbs
The Australian 14 August 2015
‘People were shouting names and screaming.’ The explosions wounded
hundreds of Tianjin residents.

Chinese officials are yet to determine the cause of a major explosion in
Tianjin that killed 50 people and injured 700 more, but ruled out fears the
city will be cloaked in toxic air.
Rescuers were scouring the Ruhai warehouse last night in the city’s Binhai
New Area district, which sits directly alongside the Tianjin shipping hub,
one of the busiest in China.
The death toll from Wednesday night’s blasts is expected to rise in the
next few days with scores of people still missing and rescuers prevented
from accessing the warehouse in the New Binhai district because of the
unknown chemicals involved. It is understood most of those missing were
workers on duty at the time and firefighters who were engulfed in flames.
A troop of up to 270 military and chemical experts are on standby but the
at least four fires in the Ruihai factory remain burning today, preventing
them from accessing the site.
At a press briefing in Tianjin today, officials said the chemical involved
was yet to be identified. Drains and sewers leading from the impacted area
to the nearby Tianjin port have been closed to stop the potential pollution
spreading to the waterways.
Tianjin today is shrouded in smog but environmental experts say toxicity
levels are not exceedingly high.
The Ruihai factory general manager has been arrested and is reportedly
being treated for concussion and has not been able to help investigators.
The victims family members are becoming increasingly angry at the lack of
information given to them about their missing relatives.
Military officials have been placed at the city’s major hospitals to prevent
the families speaking to foreign journalists.
One woman last night demanded to see CCTV footage from the hospital
after being told her son was there but she was not allowed to see him.
“If you don’t help me then I will find someone who will,” she said.
The Chinese government faces pressure to reveal the mystery chemical or
explosives that caused a string of major blasts that tore through the port
city of Tianjin, killing at least 50 people and injuring up to 700 others.
Australia’s multibillion-dollar iron ore trade with China is expect¬ed to
suffer only minor disruptio¬n as the explosion was in the container part of
the port, about 20km from the bulk-handling ¬facilities that receive iron
ore and coal imports. But damage to the giant port’s customs clearance
¬operations, and the need to clear part of the port for the clean-up, has
Australian exporters assessing the need to divert cargoes.
The string of explosions began late on Wednesday night and the city was in
chaos yesterday as thousands of people desperately searched for missing
relatives.
The official death toll stood at 44 last night but is expected to rise over
the next few days, as rescuers enter deeper into the warehouse, which is
registered as a business that handles dangerous goods.
It is understood that 12 of the dead are firefighters who were engulfed by
the second explosion.
Xun Xiaolin was making a delivery to the port when the flames engulfed his
truck, leaving him trapped and scared for his life.
“When the first explosion happened¬, I was shocked, I had no idea what it
was,” he said. “It felt like an earthquake but half the sky was lit up. It was
bright, like daylight, I didn’t dare to move and I thought I was going to die.
“Someone knocked on my window and told me to run. I saw people¬

rushing everywhere, some without shoes on. I ran a long way and then I
was able to get a cab. It was a nightmare.”
Fires were still burning in four separate places in the warehouse last night,
sending black acrid smoke that was expected to drift as far as Beijing,
170km away.
Family members in Tianjin were angry the central government and officials
had not yet revealed the nature of the chemicals or explosives behind the
blasts, considered the worst non-nuclear explosions in the nation’s history.
It is feared that the smoke engulfing the city could be toxic and cause
mass evacuations.
Experts said the two initial blasts were the equivalent of 24 tonnes of
dynamite exploding. The first blast shook the city, with residents
describing it like an earthquake. The second blast sent a massive
mushroom-like fireball into the sky.
The blasts damaged trucks close to the port, as well as buildings and
shopfronts that had glass blown out of their windows up to 3km away.
Emergency camps have been set up in residential compounds and schools
to house the thousands of evacuees. Tianjin hospit¬al was in chaos
yesterday as hundreds of people waited for news of missing relatives.
Dozens sat sobbing, angry that the government and hospitals would not
release information on the dead.
One family member was told to check the morgue for details.
One woman, a Mrs Zhang, said her husband worked and lived in the
warehouse and had not been heard from since the blasts.
“Can you help me find him?” she asked The Australian.
“I heard the news about 5am and rushed here from Tianjin city but so far
no one will help me.
“Someone brought me to the hospital but the hospital’s lists are so
unclear, I cannot find his name.
“The hospital people have asked me to be patient, but I can’t be patient, I
need to find my husband.”
The Australian was then forced to leave the hospital by security staff, who
had earlier attacked a CNN reporter at the scene.
Construction worker Ming Renquan was in a temporary dormitory that
collapsed. Yesterday he was on the street with colleagues looking for
accommodation. “It felt like an earthquake,” he said. “Everything was
shaking, the ceiling fell down, it was unbelievable. I have never seen
anything like this before in my life.
“Thank god I am still alive, but I now have nowhere to go.”
Chang Yuzhen, a housekeeper, said the blasts smashed the windows of her
apartment and she was forced to escape barefoot. Mrs Chang was swathed
with bandages on her face and feet while she waited with other victims at
one of the rescue centres set up across Tianjin.
“People were panicking, they were shouting names and screaming,” she
said.
Canadian college student Steven Yang, 20 said the second explosion blew
the windows out of his parents’ apartment, which was now unliveable. “At
first it was like an earthquake, the city shook,” he said. “But then there
was just red sky, it was unbelievable.”
Rio Tinto, BHP Billiton and Fortescue, the top three iron ore exporters,

said they would monitor the situation. BHP Billiton confirmed there was no
damage to the iron ore discharging berths at the port. “However,
shipments and port operations have been disrupted¬ as a result and we are
working with our customers to minimise any potential impact.”
www.theaustralian.com.au

China yuan may see more volatility, says central bank economist
Business Day

16 August 2015

BEIJING — China’s move to weaken the yuan last week could head off
further similar adjustments, and the yuan is likely to move in both
directions as the economy stabilises, Ma Jun, chief economist at the
central bank said on Sunday.
The People’s Bank of China (PBOC) shocked global markets by devaluing
the yuan by nearly 2% on August 11.
The PBOC called it a free-market reform but some saw it as the start of a
long-term yuan depreciation to spur exports.
The yuan’s drop last week and its increased flexibility could help sharply
reduce the possibility of similar adjustments in future, Ma said.
In the near term, it is more likely there will be two way volatility, or
appreciation and depreciation of the yuan, Ma said in a question-andanswer statement sent by email.
The central bank would move only in exceptional circumstances to iron out
excessive volatility in the exchange rate, Ma said.
Ma played down market fears that a currency war could be triggered by
China’s devaluation, which dragged some other Asian currencies to multiyear lows.
China has no intention or need to participate in a ’currency war’, Ma said
in the statement.
There is no need to worry that the central bank will continue to intervene
in the market to support the yuan as China’s economy stabilizes, Ma said.
In the future, even if the central bank needed to intervene in the market,
it may be in either direction, he added.
Ma also said that he expected the economy to grow around 7 percent this
year — in line with the government’s target.
http://www.bdlive.co.za/world/asia/2015/08/16/china-yuan-may-seemore-volatility-says-central-bank-economist

SA nuclear plan stirs fears of secrecy, corruption
Fin 24

14 August 2015

Johannesburg - Fears are growing that agreements to build nuclear power
plants that could be the most expensive procurement in South Africa's
history will be made behind closed doors, without the necessary public
scrutiny.
Among those voicing concern, two government sources say the Treasury is
not being included in procurement discussions, despite the massive
budgetary implications of a project that experts say may cost as much as
R1trn ($100bn).
Construction on the first plant is due to start next year, breakneck speed
compared with the years of regulatory and environmental checks for

nuclear projects in countries such as Britain and the United States.
The Democratic Alliance, the main opposition party, believes the pace of
the deal will prevent proper analysis before contracts are signed and huge
sums of money change hands.
The whole deal has been veiled in secrecy. We have no details on what
we're buying, how much it's going to cost or how we're going to pay for it,
shadow energy minister Gordon Mackay told Reuters.
The Department of Energy (DoE) did not respond to requests for comment.
It has said several times the procurement process will be transparent and
follow procedure.
Finance Minister Nhlanhla Nene was forced this week to deny reports of
tensions with the DoE over the plans and said the Treasury was playing a
supporting role in the procurement process.
The government has already signed non-binding inter-government
agreements for nuclear power support from several countries including
France, China and South Korea.
President Jacob Zuma said this week the nuclear plan was at an advanced
stage and the procurement process should be completed by March.
Following meetings between Zuma and Russian President Vladimir Putin
last year, the Russian atomic agency Rosatom said it had agreed a $10bn
contract to build power stations.
However, the DoE denied an agreement had been reached, raising public
suspicion of backroom deal-making - an accusation often levelled against
the ruling African National Congress under Zuma's tenure.
The nuclear deal is of huge concern given South Africa's history of endemic
corruption, said Andrew Feinstein, a former ANC lawmaker and now
executive director of Corruption Watch UK.
Feinstein is the author of a book about alleged widespread graft in a multibillion rand arms deal during the late-1990s.
I fear that the corruption in this deal might dwarf the arms deal, he said.
Chronic shortages, mounting debt
The country's economy is in the midst of a chronic electricity crisis as it
scrambles to stem power shortages that are increasing costs for industry
and discouraging investment.
Part of its response is to build the new nuclear plants that would add 9 600
megawatts (MW) by 2030. Its only existing plant, which began operating in
1984, produces 1 600 MW. The country relies mostly on coal for its 42 000
MW generating capacity.
A 2013 study by the University of Cape Town's Energy Research Centre
found more nuclear power was not needed and would not be costeffective, based on an estimated installed cost of about R90 000 ($7 000)
per kilowatt.
The DoE has estimated the build would cost just under R55 000 ($4 200)
per kilowatt. Energy experts say this is optimistic and the calculations are
based on out-of-date assumptions.
Given the lack of funding details, economists worry it could pile more debt
on an economy that grew only 1.5% last year. Credit agencies cut South
Africa's rating last year, citing weak growth and rising public debt.
The DoE said last month that funding models were still being explored,
with specifics due to be published when bids were awarded. It also said
the return on investment would far exceed the costs.

Experts question whether the nuclear build is necessary at all, given that
two large coal power plants are due to be completed in the next three
years, gas-fired capacity is increasing and renewable projects are
mushrooming.
Added to that, except in China, nuclear power is increasingly unpopular.
We live in a fast-changing world. This is not a solution for South Africa's
short-term energy needs, which will look very different in 15 years, energy
analyst Chris Yelland said.
http://www.fin24.com/Economy/SA-nuclear-plan-stirs-fears-of-secrecycorruption-20150814

Energy report classified as secret
IOL News

12 August 2015

The government’s five-point plan to solve the energy crisis made a brief
appearance before the parliamentary energy committee - but was
withdrawn because the document was classified as secret.
The classified document was distributed to MPs before their meeting on
Tuesday.
The official committee programme was an update on the distribution of
solar geysers.
DA MP Pieter van Dalen raised the secret classification: it meant the
committee could no longer sit in public and might even have put MPs in a
prickly position, as possession of classified documents could be a criminal
offence under the apartheid-era 1982 Protection of Information Act.
The minister, who classified the document, could have declassified it there
and then. Instead, the copies were gathered from the MPs, and it was
decided to stick to the agenda after a short discussion without members of
the public and media present.
“It’s my responsibility to classify. It’s their inadequacy to deal with it… It’s
a weakness in the committee,” Joemat-Pettersson later told The Star.
“Once the information is less sensitive, it will be declassified.”
Parliament’s committees must be open to the public and media in terms of
the constitution and parliamentary rules - unless it’s reasonable and
justifiable within an open and democratic society to hold the meeting
behind closed doors, under section 59(2) of the constitution. In practice, a
committee needs to apply to the Speaker for the go-ahead to have a
closed meeting.
Energy committee chairman Fikile Majola said committee staff had
informed him it was the first time the committee had received classified
documentation.
Van Dalen said he would bring an application for the classified information
to be made available under the Promotion of Access to Information Act
(Paia). “You can’t bring a classified document (to the committee); we
can’t do anything with it. The report should be declassified… You can’t be
selective about dealing with classification.”
The parliamentary energy committee and energy minister may also be on a
collision course over the 9 600 mega-watt nuclear build procurement.
Estimated to cost between R400 billion and R1 trillion, energy officials
have remained mum on costs, saying disclosure was commercially sensitive
and would undermine the process of getting the best proposals.
Joemat-Pettersson indicated on Tuesday that the procurement process
may not get under way properly until the inter-governmental agreements -

effectively preparatory steps to any possible future co-operative and/or
commercial relationship - were before the committee. Section 231 of the
constitution requires Parliament to approve all international agreements
through a resolution in the National Assembly and the National Council of
Provinces.
This can happen only when committees process these international
agreements. The exceptions are international agreements of a technical,
administrative or executive nature, which must be tabled only in
Parliament within a reasonable time.
On June 11, the nuclear intergovernmental agreements South Africa signed
with Russia, France, China, the US and South Korea were published as
tabled in the Announcements, Tablings and Committee Reports (ATC), or
work record of Parliament. The agreements have not been formally
referred to the energy committee by the Speaker’s office, The Star has
confirmed.
The five inter-governmental agreements were shrouded in secrecy before
their publication in the ATC, as at least two Paia requests were dismissed.
This contestation around process and procedure could find the committee
blamed for delaying the nuclear build programme procurement process.
http://www.iol.co.za/news/politics/energy-report-classified-as-secret1.1898683

India blocks more than 800 sites in web porn crackdown
Jason Burke (Mail & Guardian)

4 August 2015

Indian authorities have moved to block more than 800 pornography
websites in the first major crackdown on the internet in the world’s
largest democracy.
The move immediately prompted a debate about censorship and freedom.
Reports that websites had been blocked emerged over the weekend as
telecommunications companies began to implement government
instructions.
The aim was to prevent pornography becoming a social nuisance, NN Kaul,
a spokesman at the department of telecommunications, said.
“Free and open access to porn websites has been brought under check,”
Kaul told Reuters.
“We don’t want them to become a social nuisance.”
A 17-page government order , issued on 31 July and leaked to freedom of
speech activists, listed offending sites and directed service providers to
block access on the grounds of morality and decency. The 857-strong list
includes some sites that appear unlikely threats, such as a number of
comic sites and Playboy.com.
The immediate reaction to the ban among commentators appeared broadly
hostile.
Bestselling novelist Chetan Bhagat tweeted : “Porn ban is anti-freedom,
impractical, not enforceable. Politically not very smart too. Avoidable.
Let’s not manage people’s private lives.”
Experts said the ban, which the government apparently intended to remain
secret, may overstep current laws in India.
“It is illegitimate because it is not as though the government has found
these websites unlawful ... This is a blanket ban and the government has

not thought through the consequences,” said Pranesh Prakash, of the
Centre for Internet and Society , an Indian thinktank.
Provisions exist under existing obscenity laws for blocking individual sites,
but not for imposing sweeping restrictions, Prakash said.
Last month, the country’s supreme court refused to impose such a ban
after hearing a petition from a lawyer, acting in a personal capacity, who
argued that online pornography fuelled sex crimes.
India has been hit a by wave of sexual violence in recent years, the causes
of which are hotly disputed. Many commentators say it is a consequence of
the efforts of a growing number of women, even in remote areas, to claim
basic freedoms denied for centuries. Others point to India’s acute gender
imbalance, tenacious caste system and entrenched patriarchal culture.
Some conservatives have blamed factors including the influence of
Bollywood films, western influences, women’s clothing and even
overconsumption of junk food.
The supreme court said individuals should be free to view pornography in
private.
But the court also asked the home ministry to submit its views on how it
could restrict access to some pornographic material. Kaul said the
government acted after ministry officials sent a letter to the telecom
secretary.
Anja Kovacs, director of the Internet Democracy Project in Delhi, said:
“The timing is odd. It is clear that the current government are much more
open to the idea of imposing a ban than the previous one. It is a signal.”
Over the weekend, several sites became inaccessible and displayed
messages that they were blocked on instructions of the competent
authority. The hashtag #Pornban trended on Twitter.
India has the second largest number of internet users after China. Social
media and smartphone use is growing rapidly.
In 2011, India urged social network companies to screen content and
remove offensive material. A year later, the government faced criticism
for ordering dozens of Twitter accounts blocked for spreading rumours.
Earlier this year, Ravi Shankar Prasad, the telecommunications minister,
angrily denied any plans to block pornography websites when contacted by
the Guardian.
There have been previous attempts to block websites, some over concerns
about extremism, others for pornographic content, but none on the scale
of the new crackdown.
“Politically [the government] are pushing the debate. That might backfire
as people might speak up against the ban,” said Kovacs.
Bollywood and Hollywood movies are regularly censored in India, with
regulators often forcing producers to edit dialogue and scenes to suit
audiences in the generally conservative country.
Demand for porn, however, seems strong.
Pornhub, an adult entertainment website included in the ban, last year
said India ranked fifth in the world for daily visitors.
Officials said the government was working on a long-term solution and
suggested the ban will not remain indefinitely.
http://mg.co.za/article/2015-08-04-india-blocks-more-than-800-sitesin-web-porn-crackdown

Chaos erupts again on China’s stock markets
Editorial from socialist newspaper Offensiv, weekly of the CWI in Sweden
30 July 2015

Just when the world’s elite were sounding the ‘all clear’ the Shanghai
stock exchange plummeted again. On Monday 27 July Chinese stocks fell by
8.5 percent – the biggest decline in a single trading session since the year
2007, and the second biggest fall ever in China. Even the following day
stocks in Shanghai and Shenzhen fell again.
The recent slump comes on the heels of a sharp decline by over 30 percent
in the value of the Chinese stock markets from mid-June until well into
July, which sent shockwaves through global finance markets. Not least
within China’s ruling group signs of panic and desperation were evident.
For many of China’s 90 million small investors the stock market crash has
been a disaster.
“The last time we saw a fall of 30 percent in 16 trading days in China was
in the late 1990s, so it’s the biggest crash in 20 years. Many in China now
compare it with what happened to Wall Street in the 1930s,” said Amy
Yuan Zhuang, Asia analyst at Nordea bank in Singapore, quoted in Dagens
Industri.
On the financial markets there is legitimate concern that the debt
mountain created by China’s bubble economy could result in a crisis that is
“worse than in the US in 2007 and the subprime crash.”
Beijing responded to June’s stock market crash by launching various
support programs to lift stock prices and calm the “market”. But the
effects of the rescue measures and panic bailout by the regime proved to
be short-lived.
Suspicions over GDP data
Matters were not helped when the regime claimed in mid-July that China’s
GDP rose by 7.0 percent in the second quarter of 2015, compared with the
corresponding quarter last year. There are few if any who believe this
allegedly continued high rate of growth. And no sooner had the
government presented its doctored growth figures when the news was
announced that “China’s factory sector contracted by the most in 15
months in July as shrinking orders depressed output, according to a
preliminary purchasing managers’ index from Caixin and Markit.” (Reuters,
July 24)
On 27 July news agency TT reported, “diminishing profits from the
industrial sector reinforced fears that China’s economic slowdown is about
to deepen further.”
Even if further support measures get share prices to rise again there still
remains the unprecedented crises of overcapacity and overproduction
created in China, which acts as an increasingly powerful brake on
economic growth in both China and the rest of the world. And reduced
growth inevitably means the crisis and divisions within the Chinese
dictatorship will worsen.
That the current crisis in China developed simultaneously with the
deepening of economic crises in other so-called emerging countries like
Brazil, Russia and Turkey, together with the continuing Eurocrisis increases
the woes facing global capitalism. Now that even China’s peculiar form of
state capitalism has run into a dead end deprives world capitalism not only
of its main growth engine, but also a celebrated model that governments
and capitalists around the world wanted to copy. Instead of being the
saviour of world capitalism, China is now on its way to become a major
source of both instability and new global crises as well as mass revolts and

socialist awakening.
http://chinaworker.info/en/2015/07/30/10804/

'Kickback' scandal engulfs Transnet
AmaBhungane Reporters

31 July 2015

NEWSFLASH: Neotel confirms CEO and CFO have taken special leave
pending an investigation of suspected commission payments in Transnet
contracts.
On Friday, Neotel confirmed to amaBhungane that its chief executive and
chief financial officers were on special leave pending an investigation into
the payment of “commissions” to clinch Transnet contracts. Read chief
corporate services officer Tracy Cohen’s full statement here.
Telecoms firm Neotel paid tens of millions of rands in “commissions” to
the letterbox company Homix to clinch deals worth R2-billion plus from
Transnet. Now Neotel’s board has reported the payments to the police as
possible bribery. The unfolding scandal has possible implications for
Vodacom’s proposed takeover of Neotel. Embroiled in the transactions is
Transnet finance boss Anoj Singh, who has also been tasked to save
Eskom’s, and a former “Gupta man”, Ashok Naryan.
AmaBhungane’s Stefaans Bramber, Sam Sole, Tabelo Timse and Lionel
Faull went in search of Homix and answers from Transnet, Neotel, Singh
and Narayan.
Twenty minutes north of Neotel’s capacious headquarters in Midrand lies
downtown Wierda Park, an unkempt precinct of discount shops and squat
office blocks.
On the first floor of one block, a plain blue door is in a corner abutting a
toilet entrance. A notice on the door identifies the occupant as Homix
(Pty) Ltd, but informs those in search of its services – identified only as
“applying thought” – that it has moved on, “relocating to Midrand”.
The two firms could not be more unlike. Neotel is a national telecoms
provider boasting R3.9-billion turn¬over. Homix, amaBhungane discovered
in recent weeks, is virtually unknowable, its directors untraceable, or
unwilling to comment.
The other pieces of the puzzle you need to know:
• What role did Eskom’s new Mr Fix-it play?
• Ex-Gupta man shows his hand
But Neotel’s top managers approved paying Homix tens of millions for no
apparent work.
Auditors’ alarm
Neotel’s auditors, Deloitte, first blew the whistle to Neotel’s board of
directors in April.
Deloitte correspondence seen by amaBhungane questions the
“commerciality” of R91-million in fees – more than R100-million including
VAT – payable to Homix.
Neotel, Deloitte says, remitted R30-million to Homix in April last year and
R36-million in February this year. Another R25-million was agreed but not
yet paid. Each was in respect of contracts being secured with Transnet, a
key Neotel customer.
Deloitte also reported the matter to the Independent Regulatory Board of
Auditors (IRBA), as required by legislation regulating the auditing
profession when an unlawful act or omission is suspected.
Neotel’s board was duty-bound to commission a law firm to investigate it.
It also self-reported the payments to the police as required under the

Prevention and Combating of Corrupt Activities Act when bribery is
suspected.
IRBA chief executive Bernard Agulhas this week said Deloitte stood by their
suspicion in a second report, after the Neotel board had provided feedback
on its investigation, and believed that the irregularity was “continuing –
that it hasn’t been addressed [by Neotel]”.
This may complicate Vodacom’s R7-billion planned takeover of Neotel,
which hinges on Competition Tribunal hearings at the end of the year.
Competitors Telkom, MTN and Cell C oppose the tie-up, fearing Vodacom
will gain an unfair advantage in the mobile spectrum wars.
Vodacom’s British parent, Vodafone, is subject to foreign anti-bribery laws
and may find it difficult to absorb a company with a serious, unresolved
compliance problem.
Transnet this week denied any involvement in the Homix payments, and
said the telecoms contract it awarded to Neotel “met all our stringent
governance requirements” and was reviewed by its independent auditors.
“There is therefore no basis for suggesting impropriety or breach of our
governance procedures.”
Neotel said that, to the best of their knowledge, the investigation
commissioned by the board made “no finding of corruption or illegal
activities undertaken by any current employees of Neotel”.
“However, the investigation has identified some control gaps, and plans
have been put in place to tighten the processes and controls to ensure
such gaps do not re-occur. Compliance with the company’s policies,
procedures, internal controls and corporate governance is presently the
subject of investigation and possible action, if required, by the board.”
Trail to nowhere
The Deloitte correspondence suggests Neotel management approved the
Homix payments despite not knowing “who this entity is”.
AmaBhungane’s attempts to learn more about Homix were rewarded with
little success. Conclusion: the company appears to be a letterbox – a front
for persons undeclared.
The trail starts at Homix’s registered address in Mayfair West,
Johannesburg. Property records show that the boxy little home was owned
by Yakub Bhikhu and his wife until 2012, the year Homix was registered. A
neighbour said Bhikhu moved out perhaps a year ago.
Company records list Bhikhu as Homix’s only active director. But he
appears not to have made any initial success of it. Court records show
Standard Bank obtained a R108 000 debt judgment against him in
September 2013, a year after the company was formed.
A second director, Taufique Hasware, is listed as having resigned, effective
in September last year. Many calls to numbers associated with him went
unanswered. At one, a resident said he had rented a room but “shifted
from here – he said he would go overseas”.
Another belonged to a carpet dealer who said Hasware had left his employ
perhaps six months ago, and would we like to buy a carpet?
A third person listed as a former director of Homix claimed not to know
the company. He said he suspected he was added as a director when he
needed a loan, despite being blacklisted. He went to a Wierda Park office
where he was told he might be helped “if I register a company”. He filled
in forms but got no loan.
Which brings us back to the blue door on the first floor in Wierda Park.
Letting records show Hasware and Bhikhu signed Homix’s lease last
September. A year’s rent – about R45 000 – was paid upfront. The

company’s business was given as “administration”.
Not much appears to have happened behind that door, though.
Neighbouring office workers said they knew nothing about the company.
One said after Homix moved in, the door generally remained shut. An
“Indian gentleman” came in perhaps twice a week after hours, “two
months at a stretch”.
The “relocating to Midrand” sign went up months ago. “Strange,” she said.
After trying for the better part of a week, amaBhungane finally reached a
man who identified himself as Bhikhu on a cellphone number provided on
the “relocating” sign. On being told that we were looking at possible
corruption involving Homix, he said: “We’re reserving our right not to issue
any comment at the moment.”
He agreed to accept emailed questions, but did not respond.
Transnet billions
The prize that caused all the trouble is a master service agreement to
provide Transnet with a suite of telecom services worth hundreds of
millions a year. Neotel got the contract for an initial five years when it
bought Transnet’s in-house provider, Transtel, in 2008.
At the end of 2013, Transnet put the master agreement out to tender. It
was provisionally awarded to a competitor, T-Systems, but the latter
withdrew by agreement some months later, an insider said, when it
became apparent its solutions were inappropriate.
In April 2014, during this hiatus, Neotel paid its first R30-million to Homix.
The Deloitte correspondence identifies the payment as relating to routers
and other equipment that Neotel sold to Transnet.
Transnet is understood to have paid Neotel about R300-million for the
equipment. Neotel’s payment to Homix equals a 10% “commission”.
In August 2014, Transnet notified Neotel that it was the new preferred
bidder for the master agreement and that negotiations should be
concluded before Christmas.
By early December, individuals close to the negotiations have claimed,
Transnet became intransigent without clear reason. To protect sources,
they cannot be identified.
A week later, they said, Neotel’s chief executive, Sunil Joshi, met
Transnet’s chief financial officer, Anoj Singh, to whom the state-owned
entity’s procurement structures reported. After the meeting, Joshi
allegedly asked his staff to approach Homix again.
A “success fee” was agreed with Homix – 2% of the R1.8-billion value of the
master agreement with Transnet, equating to R36-million, plus R25-million
in respect of a related agreement to sell assets to Transnet. Within hours,
Transnet was ready to resume negotiations.
The next day, a Saturday, representatives from both sides met and
resolved remaining issues – without any overt assistance from Homix. The
master agreement was signed before Christmas.
Ex-Gupta man shows his hand
When Neotel’s board commissioned a law firm in April to investigate tens
of millions in fees – apparent “kickbacks” – to letterbox firm Homix, one
Ashok Narayan emerged from the woodwork.
Narayan claimed he was Homix’s chief executive and, it is said, attempted
to convince investigators that it had provided Neotel with services
commensurate with the fees.

Narayan appears to be a man of some dexterity. His LinkedIn profile
identifies him as the managing director of a Dubai company, the Marketing
Quotient, since April 2014 – a clear overlap with his stated position at
Homix.
He is also a man of some connectivity. A 2013 LinkedIn profile, which went
offline in recent days, identified him as the then managing director of
Sahara Systems, a business owned by the influential Gupta family. Before
that, he held the same position at Sahara Computers in Botswana.
In June 2013, when amaBhungane visited the controversial Vrede Dairy in
the Free State, also linked to the Gupta family, Narayan was known to
farmers in the area as someone associated with the dairy and who had
bought cows for it.
Linkway Trading, a Gupta company in which Narayan was a director, had
been a “project consultant” for the dairy in its early stages, the family
confirmed at the time.
Overseas ‘at the moment’
Now the Guptas have distanced themselves from their association with
Narayan – and from Homix.
Family spokesperson Gary Naidoo said: “We can confirm that Mr Narayan
was employed by Sahara Systems, but left our employ three years ago. He
also resigned any directorships within our group of companies three years
ago. We can also state categorically that no executive within our company
has any relationship with Homix.”
When amaBhungane visited the Sahara offices this week, a security guard
was familiar with Narayan’s name but said he had not seen him for some
months.
A Sahara executive accepted an envelope on Narayan’s behalf, promising
to scan and email the contents. He said Narayan was overseas “at the
moment”.
AmaBhungane also visited the Dubai offices of the Marketing Quotient, the
company Narayan’s LinkedIn profile says he manages. It appears to do
sales for Etisalat, one of two mobile phone providers in the United Arab
Emirates.
Aman Berlashker, whose business card describes him as “vice-president –
sales”, did not appear to know his managing director very well. He said
Narayan was in South Africa the previous week and was currently in India.
Narayan did not respond to requests for comment through the company. –
Additional reporting by Louise Redvers in Dubai
What role did Eskom’s new Mr Fix-it play?
Anoj Singh, Transnet’s chief financial officer, is celebrated for raising
billions towards the state-owned entity’s infrastructure programme, which
includes the acquisition of 1 064 new locomotives.
Now he is expected to perform greater miracles at Eskom, to which he has
been seconded for six months. The utility is struggling to raise debt for
new power stations to get the lights back on.
Singh’s alleged role when Neotel closed a R1.8?billion deal to provide
Transnet with five years’ telecom services may give pause for thought.
Neotel, its auditors said in correspondence seen by amaBhungane, paid a
2% “success fee” to a letterbox company, Homix, to secure the deal – or
R36?million.
A further R25-million, apparently not yet paid, was promised to Homix to
secure the related sale of Neotel assets to Transnet.
The auditors questioned whether Homix had brought actual value to

Neotel’s negotiations with Transnet – code, perhaps, for a suspicion that
the fees were kickbacks.
Individuals close to the negotiations between Neotel and Transnet have
claimed that Transnet became inexplicably intransigent last December,
when a pre-Christmas deadline for the conclusion of the R1.8?billion
contract loomed.
During the stalled negotiations, they alleged, Singh met personally at least
twice with Neotel representatives. After he had a one-on-one with Neotel
chief executive Sunil Joshi, the latter allegedly asked his staff to make
contact with Homix.
Once the “success fee” had been agreed with Homix, Singh allegedly
signalled Transnet’s readiness to resume negotiations, which were swiftly
concluded.
The individuals also allege that, in late February this year, Transnet had
not yet paid Neotel for its January and February services. Neotel was told
that Singh had blocked the payment. By that time, Neotel had not yet paid
Homix its R36?million fee.
The issue was resolved when Transnet paid Neotel, which paid Homix.
Transnet, replying to questions sent to it and Singh this week, denied Singh
was “party to Neotel’s actions relating to Homix” or that there was any
factual basis for the allegations against him.
It said: “The issues you raise are normal operational decisions that [chief
financial officers] deal with on a daily basis in the execution of their
duties. In this case, however, we would like to point out that the delay you
may have been referring to had nothing to do with Neotel’s suppliers
[Homix], but was as a result of our normal operational issues and
processes.”
http://mg.co.za/article/2015-07-30-kickback-scandal-engulfs-transnet

Telkom directors' pay rises as employees face job cuts
MSN Money

28 July 2015

Telkom, who's embroiled in a fight with unions over a plan to cut jobs,
more than doubled its executive directors’ wage bill in fiscal 2015.
Total compensation for chief executive Sipho Maseko rose 5.1% to R12.3million, former chief financial officer Jacques Schindehutte received
R18.8-million compared with R6-million a year earlier, and Schindehutte’s
replacement was paid R8.7-million, according to the Pretoria-based
company’s annual report for the year ended March 31, released Monday.
Total pay for the three was R39.8-million compared with R17.7 million for
executive directors in fiscal 2014. Net income declined 17% to R3.3-billion,
Telkom said on June 8. The operator declared its first dividend since 2011
after cutting debt by 92%, even as voice revenue shrank.
Telkom, about 40% owned by the South African government, is seeking to
cut approximately 4 400 jobs, or more than 20% of its workforce, through
voluntary severance and early retirement. Following a dispute with unions
including Solidarity, a labor court on July 8 ordered Telkom to retract its
restructuring proposals and reach a settlement with the workers’ groups
before proceeding with its plan.
Schindehutte was suspended in October 2013 and opted to take early
retirement in August last year. For the five months of fiscal 2015 that he
was still an employee, he was paid a guaranteed salary of R6.5-million and
fringe and “other benefits” of R12.2-million, according to the annual
report. This included short-term incentive payments from fiscal 2014, longterm incentive payments for 2014 and 2015 and R656 181 for 25 accrued

leave days. – Bloomberg
http://www.msn.com/en-za/money/news/telkom-directors-pay-rises-asemployees-face-job-cuts/ar-AAdA85Z?ocid=U220DHP

Nkandla tour: MPs leave shocked by ‘rip off’
Yadhana Jadoo

24 July 2015

Where did that R249 million of taxpayer’s money go to? That is the
lingering question some MPs want answered following their in-loco
inspection of President Jacob Zuma’s Nkandla homestead in KwaZuluNatal.
Parliament’s Nkandla ad hoc committee conducted a visit to the
presidential residence yesterday under rainy skies and in dull KwaZuluNatal weather. Apart from Zuma’s residence, it was found that
construction to police and army accommodation displayed shoddy
workmanship, members of the committee said.
A largely criticised report by police minister Nathi Nhleko stipulates that
Zuma did not have to pay back any money for his security upgrades.
Nhleko said that of R249 million, the actual security upgrades cost around
R70 million. The rest was spent on 21 houses – at almost R6 million each –
for members of the SA National Defence Force and police.
But upon inspection, DA Chief Whip John Steenhuisen said it became clear
taxpayers were “completely ripped off”. “There was shoddy construction
and the chalets are not even used,” he said.
“People who are staying in these (houses) are using foam mattresses on
the floor. I even saw a goat (in a vacant house).” Questions needed
answering as to why R135m was spent on these unsuitable facilities, he
said.
Added to this was “the fact” that these facilities were situated a mere 5m
from the perimeter fence. “And when I probed the minister of police, he
said those facilities are divorced (from Nkandla), yet I was there and there
is a 5m gap to the perimeter fence. For us to believe it’s divorced is a
farce.”
Inside the fence however, was a “palatial home of someone who benefited
from taxpayers’ money”, according to DA leader Mmusi Maimane. It was
clear Zuma unduly benefited from the upgrades, he said. Maimane visited
Zuma’s chicken run, cattle kraal, amphitheatre and a “fire pool”
(purportedly for fire emergencies).
“There is no way those are security issues,” he said. The President is
secure,” he said echoing words from Thuli Madonsela’a report. Of the 21
houses Maimane asked: “There were contractors who were overpaid –
where did some of that money go?” Upon visiting the school, he said it was
clear that the workmanship was poorly done. There was “lavish
expenditure” on the clinic, said Maimane, but, it was nothing but an
“empty shell”.
“The clinic is heavily secured with bullet-proof windows, but it is nonfunctional,” he said.
http://citizen.co.za/430856/mps-shocked-at-nkandla-tour/?ref=yfp

Turkey HDP condemns Suruç massacre; calls for international solidarity
Nazmi Gur 20 July 2015
Peoples Democratic Party, posted at Links International Journal of Socialist
Renewal and Green Left Weekly -- At least 30 people were killed and more
than 100 injured on July 20, when a suicide bomber from the self-styled

Islamic State (also known as ISIS or ISIL) group attacked a cultural centre in
the Kurdish town of Suruç, on the Turkish side of the border from Kobane.
The victims were members of the Federation of Socialist Youth
Associations (SGDF) who were travelling to help with the reconstruction of
Kobane that has been in the front line against ISIS. The following call for
international solidarity was released on July 20 by Nazmi Gur, vice co-chair
of the Peoples Democratic Party (HDP) in charge of foreign affairs.
I’m writing this urgent letter to inform you regarding to the ISIL’s bombing
attack that caused death of 28 young people and nearly 100 injures in
Suruç in Turkey, the closest town to Kobane. All the victims were members
of the Federation of Socialist Youth Associations, which known as the youth
organisation of ESP (Ezilenlerin Sosyalist Partisi or Socialist Party of the
Oppressed).
We as the HDP strongly condemn the massacre against the young people
who were showing their internationalist solidarity for Kobane and its
resisting peoples against ISIL.
ISIL’s activities in Turkey and the AKP government’s tolerance for ISIL
members caused many civilian casualties in Turkey, like the
Hatay/Reyhanlý attack on May 11, 2013, and the Diyarbakir attack on June
5, 2015. It is clear that Turkey and its borders have turned into a logistical
base and militia crossing for ISIL for three years.
Additionally Turkish Intelligence service's (MIT) hundreds of trucks full of
the arms and military equipment have been assembled by the government.
Prosecutors and gendarmerie officers have been arrested due to
preventing the arms transmitting operation to Syria.
Our party and the peoples of Turkey are aware that the AKP government
has a big responsibility for encouraging the ISIL and the rising civil
casualties in Syria, Iraq and Turkey as well. We as the People's democratic
Party (HDP) call for international public opinion to react to the AKP
government’s irrational approaches that are causing civilian casualties in
the Middle East.
In this regard, the HDP calls on all democratic and progressive parties and
NGOs to show their solidarity for the young victims in Suruç.
http://links.org.au/node/4520

Youth jobs: subsidy has little impact
Magomotsi Magome

19 July 2015

A study by the University of Cape Town’s Southern Africa Labour and
Development Research Unit has cast doubt on the effectiveness of the
government’s youth wage subsidy in the first two quarters after its
inception on January 1 last year.
It found no evidence that the introduction of the employment tax
incentive had any impact on the rate at which young people found jobs.
“In the first six months (after) the introduction of the (employment tax
incentive), we find no evidence that it has had any substantial, positive
and statistically significant effect on aggregate youth employment
probabilities,” the unit says in its report.
“At best, the effects of the employment tax incentive are small. We also
find no evidence that the rate at which youth find or lose jobs has
changed.”
The subsidy has been hailed as one of the catalysts in the government’s
efforts to reduce youth unemployment.
Even the National Youth Development Agency (NYDA) has had reservations

about its potential.
Treasury figures show companies have claimed about R2.8 billion of the
R5bn allocated to the scheme, with about 270 000 young people having
benefited. At face value, it appears results have exceeded the 178 000
jobs envisaged the initiative would provide in the first two years.
An earlier study, and Treasury figures, suggest otherwise, however.
Some of the problems related to the incentive appear to be less about the
money allocated to it and more about the way it is structured.
Only firms that are registered for PAYE and which are tax-compliant are
eligible to claim.
By its nature, the incentive excludes thousands of employers in the
informal sector and favours large firms which are already employing young
people.
The UCT study found that most of the companies that hired young people
in this period would have hired them anyway.
Also, the lack of skills and experience among young people remained a
strong deterrent for firms to hire them.
The researchers noted that the scale of the programme was “quite
modest” in relation to the number of unemployed youth.
Therefore, even if the employment tax incentive were to achieve its
stated objective of creating 178 000 net new jobs, youth unemployment
levels would remain exceptionally high.
The NYDA’s chairman, Yershen Pillay, is among those who say the tax
incentive would be more beneficial if it were skills-based, or if the money
was dedicated to skills and development programmes.
The Treasury said this week it would evaluate the scheme before it ended
on December 31.”
http://www.iol.co.za/business/news/youth-jobs-subsidy-has-littleimpact-1.1887337

Petersburg Activists Protest Proposed Nuclear Waste Storage Facility

David Frenkel (The Russian Reader)

16 July 2015

Yesterday, July 15, activists protested the proposed construction of
Russia’s largest radioactive waste storage facility in Sosnovy Bor, a town
eighty kilometers west of Petersburg that also hosts the Leningrad Nuclear
Power Plant. A second plant, Leningrad Nuclear Power Plant–2, is also
currently under construction in the town.

The protest took place outside the Mariinsky Palace, seat of the Saint
Petersburg Legislative Assembly.
Garbed in hazmat suits, activists from the Beautiful Petersburg and
Beautiful Leningrad Region movements brought a barrel to the steps of the
palace. It was one of the 500,000 barrels of nuclear waste slated for burial
in Sosnovy Bor.
State Duma deputy Nikolai Kuzmin, Petersburg Legislative Assembly
deputies Maxim Reznik and Irina Ivanova, and members of the
organizations Green Front, Green World, and Native Shore joined the
activists. They signed an appeal asking President Putin to halt construction
of the storage facility.
The protest did not come off without a provocation. A man who identified
himself as a journalist from the “president’s creative special forces”
accused the activists, including Kuzmin, of “working on behalf of the west”
and “receiving foreign grants.”
In June, the Russian Supreme Court approved the placement of the
disposal facility in Sosnovy Bor. Opponents of the project have pointed to
the fact that, according to Russian federal standards, such facilities should
be built at a considerable distance from populated areas, bodies of water,
and recreational areas.
Earlier in the day, Rosatom had announced that it would change the
concept of the waste storage facility because it was economically
unfeasible. It was not yet known what the new project would look like.
As of this writing, over 47,000 signatures have been collected on a petition
against the waste facility posted on Change.org.
The Leningrad Nuclear Plant has been in the news on two other occasions
in recent weeks.
In early July, a building supervisor climbed a 110-meter-high construction
crane and refused to come down until back wages owed to him and his
colleagues were paid.
On July 4, a seventy-ton piece of equipment, a protective tube unit, fell
while being lifted at the construction site of Leningrad Nuclear Power
Plant–2 and was damaged beyond repair. In addition to increasing costs,
the accident is likely to delay the project completion date. The plant was
initially to be launched in 2013. Later, the launch date was postponed to
late 2015. This latest accident may delay the launch even further.
https://therussianreader.wordpress.com/

Greeks Rally Against Bailout Terms
Sputnik News

15 July 2015

Thousands of anti-austerity protesters rallied in Athens on Wednesday to
vent their anger against the bailout terms accepted by Prime Minister
Alexis Tsipras.
Protesters gather in front of the parliament during a pro-government rally
calling on Greece's European and International Monetary creditors to
soften their stance in the cash-for-reforms talks in Athens, June 17, 2015.
The protesters marched through the city center shouting anti-EU and antiIMF slogans.
On Monday, leaders of the Eurozone countries unanimously agreed to a

three-year, 86 billion euro bailout to shore up the Greek economy in
exchange for tough reforms to the country’s pension system, VAT and labor
laws.
European Council President Donald Tusk said everything was ready to
launch the European Stability Mechanism for Greece, whose government
now faces the big challenge of getting the parliament to pass the
conditions for bailout in a vote scheduled for Wednesday night.
Meanwhile, the Civil Servants’ Confederation trade union wants the
government to withdraw its signature from the bailout agreement with the
Eurozone to live up to the nation’s mandate given to it in the January 25
elections and the July 5 referendum.
Tsipras, locked in fraught negotiations with EU leaders in Brussels until
Monday morning, indicated that he would carry the Athens parliament,
despite some defections, in a vote on the package by Thursday morning.
http://sputniknews.com/europe/20150715/1024661015.html

China launches sweeping crackdown on rights lawyers
More than 100 arrests ! Human rights lawyers branded “enemies of the
state” !
China Worker 14 July 2015
Xi Jinping has once again shown his authoritarian credentials with what
appears to be a nationally coordinated weekend crackdown on human
rights lawyers, described as ‘unprecedented’ by many observers. At least
107 lawyers, activists and their relatives have been detained or
interrogated by police in 15 Chinese cities since Thursday, 9 June.
The high-profile crackdown may in part at least be connected to the
disastrous meltdown in China’s stock markets during the past four weeks,
with the Chinese regime fearing this could trigger political instability not
least among millions of small investors who have lost their savings and
retirement nest eggs. The one-party dictatorship (CCP) has a long history
of ‘killing the chicken to scare the monkey’ as the Chinese proverb goes –
enforcing social control by punishing certain groups or individuals. The
very public nature of this weekend’s campaign suggests its primary aim is
deterrence – to instil fear in other groups that may be considering
protests.
The main target of the security sweep is the Beijing-based law firm
Fengrui, whose legal staff have previously taken on politically sensitive
cases and defended victims of official abuse. The People’s Daily, in
characteristic propagandistic tones, said the weekend operation was to
“smash a major criminal gang that had used the Beijing Fengrui law firm as
a platform since July 2012 to draw attention to sensitive cases, seriously
disturbing social order.”
Smear campaign
Foreign media reports quoted an unnamed employee who said more than a
dozen police searched the Fengrui’s offices on Friday. This source said at
least ten of the company’s lawyers, including director Zhou Shifeng, were
taken into police custody. The media attack on the firm was a smear
campaign, the employee said. One day earlier, Fengrui associate Wang Yu
was arrested at her Beijing apartment in a dawn raid. Police also arrested
Wang’s husband and 16-year-old son. A petition protesting Wang’s arrest
was signed by more than 100 Chinese rights lawyers and activists, many of
whom were subsequently rounded up as the police operation intensified.
According to Hong Kong-based legal advocacy groups, at least 82 of the
detainees have now been released. Several of those released were
reluctant to speak to journalists and others said they had been warned not

to comment or post on internet about the arrests. The Financial Times
reported that one human rights lawyer, Guangzhou-based Sui Muqing, has
been charged with “inciting subversion of state power” and placed under
house arrest. This charge is widely used by the Chinese regime to eliminate
critics, and carries a penalty of up to ten years in prison.
The regime has grown impatient with rights lawyers which it sees as a
thorn in its side. While the judicial system in China is heavily controlled by
the one-party state and leaves little room for even the most skilful lawyers
to protect the victims of state repression, the increasingly public profile of
independent lawyers – via social media and in connection with popular
social causes – has raised their authority as a critical voice against the CCP
establishment. Eva Pils, an expert in Chinese legal affairs at Kings College
London, told the New York Times that the CCP regime, “see a need to
delegitimize it, to officially declare the human rights lawyers enemies of
the state.”
“Strikes are on the rise”
Overseas groups, including Amnesty International have condemned the
arrests. Amnesty spokesman William Nee offered an explanation for the
current crackdown: “It is something they have never put up with but
especially as it looks like social protests are on the rise, strikes are on the
rise, there is the potential for economic uncertainty. I think all these
factors have together in the government’s mind made them want to crack
down on human rights lawyers.”
Since taking power in late 2012, Xi Jinping has modelled his rule on Putin’s
Russia, with an increasing crackdown against all forms of opposition,
including relatively moderate voices who accept and defend CCP one-party
rule while advocating partial political reforms. This was the case with
ethnic Uyghur academic Ilham Tohti, who received a life sentence last
year for allegedly advocating ‘separatism’. Yet Tothi is known as a secular
(non-religious) reform advocate with close family links to the ruling party.
His imprisonment seems more like the regime wanting to demonstrate its
resolve and ruthlessness in the face of a deteriorating political situation in
the restive Western region of Xinjiang which has a majority Muslim and
Turkic speaking population.
Last week, Beijing introduced a new national security law that contains
extremely broad and sweeping definitions of potential security threats.
This is a further sign that as the country’s economic woes deepen Xi’s
regime is opting for even greater repression and a pre-emptive stance
against potential opponents. But this hard line position could backfire on
China’s new ‘strong man’ – triggering an explosion of mass anger against
the dictatorship.
http://chinaworker.info/en/2015/07/14/10785/

China: Taxi drivers and factory workers strike in record numbers

Overall distribution of strikes and worker protests in China during the second quarter of 2015

China Labour Bulletin

13 July 2015

China’s taxi drivers and factory workers took the lead in staging strikes and
protests across the country in the second quarter of 2015 as threats to
their livelihood continued to mount. Construction workers continued their
protests over wage arrears but numbers were down slightly compared with
earlier in the year.
Overall, China Labour Bulletin’s Strike Map recorded 568 strikes and
worker protests in the second quarter, bringing the total for this year to
around 1,218 incidents, not far off the total for the whole of 2014, which
stood at 1,379.
Strikes and protests by taxi drivers and other transportation workers
reached an all-time high in May, occurring at a rate of one a day. Longstanding grievances over cab company charges, government regulation and
competition from unlicensed cabs has been exacerbated by the growth of
ride hailing apps. Of the 70 transport strikes recorded in the quarter, 30
percent (21) were explicitly related to ride hailing services.
Domestically-owned Didi Kuaidi and the American-owned Uber are
estimated to already provide passengers with four million trips a day in
China, severely denting the earning potential of traditional cab drivers.
Taxi drivers have demanded that local governments take action to ban the
apps, and, in some cases, taxi drivers have taken direct action by “fishing”
for ride app drivers: Hailing them to a specific location and surrounding
them with their cars. In one case, after several hundred drivers in Tianjin
went on strike, they were reportedly told by local transport officials that if
you fish them out, we'll capture them. The dispute subsequently escalated
into a strike of more than 1,000 taxi drivers.
App drivers in Guangzhou, Suzhou, and Hangzhou have now responded to
these fishing expeditions by rushing to the aid of drivers caught in the net.
In a few cases, dozens of app drivers surrounded local government officials
who had captured their colleagues and demanded their release.
In the manufacturing sector, the economic slowdown continues to hurt
workers with factory closures and wage arrears prompting at total of 192
strikes and protests during the quarter. Furniture factories have been
particularly hard hit. In the manufacturing hub of Dongguan, the Chinese
media reported that several furniture factory owners had changed their
telephone numbers and skipped town, leaving workers with unpaid wages.
While in the eastern city of Kunshan, several thousand workers staged a
20-day strike at American-owned Wanvog furniture in a hard-fought and
ultimately successful battle to win layoff compensation.

Protests by construction workers have tapered off following the huge surge
in demands for payment of wage arrears prior to the Chinese New Year but
they still accounted for around one quarter of all incidents this quarter,
indicating that, despite some signs of recovery in the property market,
China’s construction industry remains beset with numerous and deepseated problems.
The general trend towards a more even distribution of worker protests
across China continued in the second quarter. See map below. The
manufacturing heartland of Guangdong only accounted for 15 percent of
all strikes and protests in the quarter compared with 23 percent in the
same period last year, and 41 percent in the second quarter of 2013.
The central and eastern provinces of Henan and Shandong are quickly
catching up with Guangdong, accounting for 10 percent and 11 percent of
all protests respectively. However, Guangdong still accounts for 27 percent
of incidents in the manufacturing sector; more than double the number of
the next highest province.
http://www.clb.org.hk/en/content/tensions-rise-china%E2%80%99s-taxidrivers-and-factory-workers-strike-record-numbers

Anti-poverty groups query development finance
Business Report

10 July 2015

Anti poverty groups question using private finance for development needs.
Washington - Governments increasingly are turning to private investors to
build infrastructure and deliver public services, but European anti-poverty
groups question the benefits of relying on this financing tool to achieve
development goals.
These projects, known as public-private partnerships (PPPs), are often very
costly, the public sector takes on most of the risk, and secrecy often
shrouds how PPPs are negotiated and managed, the Eurodad coalition of
European non-governmental organisations said in a report released on
Thursday.
Its findings come as the United Nations is proposing that PPPs play a key
role in development finance at a conference in Addis Ababa next week.
PPPs figure prominently in the U.N.'s draft proposal for that meeting, and
are favoured by the World Bank and G7 countries.
But Maria Jose Romero, author of the report “What Lies Beneath?”, said
that Eurodad's review of academic literature and World Bank and
International Monetary Fund (IMF) reports reveal that PPPs have a mixed
track record, raising serious questions about their value.
“Our governments must take a step back during the Addis Ababa Summit
and put development needs, and not the needs of private investors, first,”
Romero said.
“This report shows that promoting PPPs in a non-critical way is a mistake.
Governments and financial institutions should focus on developing the right
tools at country level to identify whether - and under what circumstances it is desirable to use PPPs.”
The amount of money invested in PPPs grew sixfold between 2004 and
2012 to $134.2 billion, with energy and transportation projects attracting
the highest levels of investments.
Reliance on PPPs is expected to continue growing.
The World Bank estimates that $1 trillion more is needed each year to
keep up with growing demand for highways, ports and airports.

In addition, the new UN.development goals designed to end extreme
poverty and promote prosperity by 2030 will cost an estimated $2 trillion
to $3 trillion to implement.
The report said the PPPs in most cases are more expensive than public
projects because private investors must borrow money at commercial rates
rather than sovereign borrowing rates.
They are complex to negotiate and implement, with 55 percent requiring
renegotiation within two years of which 62 percent resulted in increased
tariffs, according to an IMF report.
Contracts also frequently place a large share of risk on the public sector,
while the private sector reaps most of the profits, Romero said.
While there is some evidence that private sector involvement can bring
market efficiencies and improvements in service, the evidence is very
limited and weak, she said.
Eurodad called on governments to take a hard look at the true costs of
PPPs and disclose documents to increase their public accountability.
http://www.iol.co.za/business/companies/anti-poverty-groups-querydevelopment-finance-1.1883650

Judge strikes a blow for indebted
IOL News

9 July 2015

Stellenbosch mother Lisinda Bailey and businesswoman Wendy Appelbaum
after Judge Siraj Desai's judgment. Photo: Brenton Geach
Cape Town - In a landmark ruling, Cape High Court Judge Siraj Desai struck
a blow for poor people exploited by microlenders.
Hailed as a victory for those forced to use loans to survive, the judge
declared emoluments attachment orders (EAO) against a group of
Stellenbosch workers illegal and unlawful.
Some had almost half their salaries deducted, some were charged up to 60
percent interest and some of the loans were in contravention of the
National Credit Act, Desai said.
The Stellenbosch University Legal Aid Clinic took up the case for a group of
low-income earners in and around Stellenbosch. They included a cleaner, a
cashier and a kitchen worker.
Law firm Webber Wentzel assisted the clinic while debt collector Flemix &
Associated Incorporated Attorneys defended.
Flemix acted for several lenders and has tens of thousands of debtors on
its books.
The EAO’s of the Stellenbosch workers were obtained in magisterial
districts as far away as Kimberley and Winberg, which Desai said was
illegal.
Werksmans Attorneys lawyer Louis du Preez, who represented Flemix,
conceded that the EAOs be set aside, but Desai’s judgment went further.
“That, however, is not the end of this matter. This application relates to
12 EAOs and all were irregularly, if not unlawfully, obtained,” his
judgment stated. “Ms AE Jordaan, the attorney for the Flemix
respondents, states that there are 150 000 active cases. In the light of how
the debt collecting agents secured the consents, and the fact that all the
EAOs in this matter were unlawfully obtained in the wrong jurisdiction, it
is safe to assume that thousands, if not tens of thousands from Ms
Jordaan’s 150 000 cases involving ordinary working people in debt, are

having significant portions of their salaries or wages deducted based on
unlawfully obtained EAOs.”
He was not at liberty to inquire into thousands of other EAO’s, he could
not “in good conscience” ignore the plight of those debtors, Desai said.
Flemix provides a service for 45 lenders and the value of what it collects is
over R1.5 billion.
Desai ordered that the Law Society of the Northern Province probe
whether AE Jordaan and Flemix had breached their ethical duties. Cited as
respondents, the National Credit Regulator, ministers of Trade and
Industry, and Justice and Correctional Services, along with the Law Society
and the SA Human Rights Commission (SAHRC) were ordered to ensure the
situation was corrected.
Before his ruling, Desai said part of Section 65 of the Magistrate’s Court
Act dealing with EAOs was inconsistent with the constitution.
“Brilliant, absolutely brilliant. This ruling means thousands of poor people
can now hold their heads high. We chose the applicants randomly, but
there are many thousands of other cases,” Stellenbosch University Legal
Aid Clinic director Kruger van der Walt said.
An overwhelmed Lisinda Bailey, a breadwinner, mother of two and the
fifth applicant in the case, said: “I’m really grateful. I just want to say
thank you. I had this huge deduction from my wages for almost four
years.”
Stellenbosch University cleaner Shirley Fortuin said she too was relieved
while Angeline Arison, a kitchen staff member at the university, said: I
have already paid about R17 000 and my balance is about R8 000, I’m so
happy.”
Businesswoman and philanthropist, Wendy Appelbaum, was at court. After
she and Bailey embraced, Appelbaum said: “It has been a two-and-a-half
year battle, but it has been worth it. This is a resounding victory for the
poor and I believe justice has been served. It should never be that poor
people get exploited like this.”
Odette Geldenhuys, of Webber Wentzel, said: “This judgment confirms
that consumer rights are human rights.” About the workers reclaiming
their money, she said: “If the judge says it has been unlawful, then it must
have been unlawful from the start.”
In an e-mail reply, Du Preez said: “My clients are considering the judgment
in conjunction with their legal team. Their initial view is that an
application for leave to appeal will be launched.”
SAHRC regional head Karam Singh said: “The most marginalised people of
society are exploited. People are poor and make loans to put food on the
table. Unsecured lending is open for abuse and what the court did today is
to stop it.”
http://www.iol.co.za/news/crime-courts/judge-strikes-a-blow-forindebted-1.1882638

China: Stock market crash can turn into a political crisis
Regime adopts panic measures as market crash threatens wider
economic recession
Interview, with chinaworker.info editor, Vincent Kolo 8 July 2015
How serious is the stock market crash and how is the government
reacting?
Vincent Kolo: The huge bubble that built up over the past year is
imploding. The scale and speed of the crash has been dramatic. The

Chinese regime is shell-shocked because it did not see this coming – crazy
as that sounds – because everyone else saw it coming. The word ‘panic’ is
the most common description used by the foreign media for the
government measures and it’s an accurate description.
The stock market climbed to US$10 trillion in value (total market
capitalisation) in early June, a gain of US$6.7 trillion in a year. In dollar
terms this increase was unprecedented in such a short period for any stock
market worldwide. The gain was equivalent to the total market
capitalisation of the Tokyo stock market, the world’s third largest after
New York and Shanghai-Shenzhen. In the first months of this year,
billionaires – measured in dollars not yuan – new dollar billionaires were
being created at a rate of four every week due to the soaring stock
market. But the market has lost US$3 trillion in the past three weeks,
falling by a third since 15 June. This sum is six times Greece’s entire
foreign debt, or 11 years of Greece’s economic output. Securities Times,
published in Shenzhen, reports that 760 companies, which is more than a
quarter of all the companies listed in Shanghai and Shenzhen, have
suspended trading in the past week. This is like a creeping ‘closedown’ of
the stock markets which actually wouldn’t be a bad thing.
The small retail investors now number around 90 million, which is more
than the Communist Party’s (CCP) membership for the first time. Millions
of people – around 40 million – jumped into the market since the start of
this year and most of them have lost money. They complain they can’t get
out because many stocks are falling by the daily maximum limit of 10
percent, at which point trading is suspended. For those who have taken on
huge debts to gamble through so-called margin trading it pretty much
means ruin. We’re talking about a significant social layer, the urban
middle class mainly, which the CCP regime needs as a social base for its
continued rule. These layers have been hit by the downturn in property
markets and one element of the regime’s thinking in fuelling the stock
market boom was to open up an alternative means for this social class to
increase its wealth, to keep consumer spending going, and to prevent
unrest. This is the ‘China Dream’ of Xi Jinping and its been rocked to its
foundations in the space of three weeks.
Do you see the government’s measures to rescue the stock market as
succeeding?
This remains to be seen. The striking thing so far is how the government
measures have failed; they’ve been trampled underfoot by the stampede
to sell. We can expect more measures because there have been new
policies announced on a daily basis. Since 27 June they’ve cut interest
rates, injected more capital into the banks, blocked new share issues
(IPOs), ordered brokerages, pension funds and SOEs to buy stocks, and
launched a “market stabilisation fund”. Beijing has trained its artillery on
the market, like when they bomb the clouds to make it rain. They’ve
mobilised the state-owned financial system in a massive bailout operation
culminating this week (on Sunday 5 July) with the announcement that the
central bank will act as ‘buyer of last resort’ to stop the market slide. This
is being described as ‘Chinese QE’ [QE = quantitative easing] by some
financial commentators. But the banking system is already stressed in
China following a massive debt run-up over the past five years, so it’s not
a question of the banks saving the stock market, but rather of the
government fighting to save both.
So, of course the regime is perplexed, panicked, when these policies,
which in previous periods would have had more of an effect, have been
brushed aside. But this reflects the wider economic malaise, with the
slowest growth for a quarter century. Real GDP growth is 3-4 percent at
most, one-third of China’s provinces are in recession and manufacturing
industry is shedding jobs. People knew the stock market boom was an
aberration, but believed that if Beijing was willing it to rise it would rise.
It is this belief that has been shaken by the rout of the past few weeks.
This can have a massive psychological effect in puncturing the myth that
the government is all-powerful and that it can ‘command’ the economy to
do whatever it wants.

This is not just an economic problem; it has also shaken the image of a
‘strong’ government. Today’s New York Times says the government’s
failure to stop the market turmoil has dented the “aura of invincibility”
around Xi Jinping. I read a Fitch analyst warning this could lead to a “crisis
of confidence in the state apparatus.” The Economist magazine calls this
the “first major dent in the public standing of the Xi-Li team.” This is what
the bourgeoisie internationally fears – the potential for a political crisis in
China – because despite their ‘democratic’ pretensions they have backed
this state, a one-party dictatorship, to deliver the economic goods for
capitalism.
The latest market support measures are unprecedented, as even Xinhua
describes them, but they reek of desperation. Whether this is enough to
arrest the downward plunge – it is much harder than arresting dissidents –
that’s possible, but its equally likely the market will remain very volatile.
This is despite the fact the government, as a dictatorship, can do many
things that ‘democratic’ governments can’t do as effectively – firstly the
mobilisation of the financial sector for this bailout and secondly, also very
important, it can outlaw bad news. The media have been told they cannot
use terms like “equity disaster” and “rescue the market”. They are not
allowed to report suicides connected to the market chaos. The police have
begun arresting people for ‘spreading rumours’. And at the same time, the
People’s Daily is singing the market’s praises, telling us that, “Rainbows
always appear after rains”! None of this guarantees success, however,
especially when the real economic situation has run ahead of the
government as is the case now.
If massive government intervention succeeds in restoring calm it will only
mean the bubble will inflate again, but it will be an even bigger one,
because speculators will take even bigger risks believing they have a
government guarantee to support them. It’s what the liberal economists
call ‘moral hazard’. A booming stock market is completely out of sync with
the dire state of China’s economy right now, and the inevitable result will
be an even bigger crash further down the line.
Why is the CCP regime so desperate to rescue the stock market?
Well right now this is a matter of the regime’s prestige – if they cannot
save the stock market this will count as a very public and very humiliating
defeat. It will have political implications. The first protests by angry
traders are being reported, and that is something the CCP really doesn’t
want. If the measures don’t work it means a loss of political authority
which, for a dictatorship, can be fatal. It also threatens to aggravate what
is already a serious economic crisis. The reasons why the CCP decided to
engineer a ‘bull market’ go back to when the current leaders took over, in
late 2012, because this is a key plank of Xi Jinping’s reform strategy, to
give the market a ‘decisive role’ – that sounds very ironic today. With its
economic model of Chinese state capitalism and debt-driven growth now
exhausted and entering a deflationary crisis, the regime wants to use a
buoyant stock market as a lifeline for the economy, to take the pressure
off the banking system which is drowning in problem loans. This is
especially to rescue debt-laden companies, by giving them a chance to
issue more shares and use the funds to pay off their debts. China’s debtto-GDP ratio is around 280 percent now, which is almost double what it is
in Greece, and most of China’s debt is in the state-owned enterprises
(SOEs) and local governments.
Now, this strategy seems to have blown back in their faces – the banks and
SOEs are probably sitting on big losses from the meltdown in stocks. The
aim of the current barrage of rescue measures may actually be short-term,
to provide a breathing space for these companies to offload their bad
‘investments’ before the market tanks again. This is possible; the regime
sees a different picture, a more accurate picture, and it may be much
uglier than the one available to the public.
The Wall Street Journal compared Beijing’s emergency measures to [US
Treasury Secretary] Hank Paulson’s ‘big bazooka’ to save Wall Street in

2008. This is also important to note, that China is not the only government
that does this. Japan is doing it right now – manipulating the stock market.
The important thing to note about China is that government manipulation,
which is on a grander scale, has been going on continuously – they created
the stock market boom – but they still lost control of it and now they’re
paying the price economically, but also politically, especially if this level
of turmoil continues.
The government itself triggered the market panic, which would have
happened sooner or later anyway, when it imposed tighter rules on margin
lending in June. The huge volume of margin debt in China’s stock markets,
which has risen nine-fold in the past two years to around six trillion yuan
(US$1 trillion) if both official and unofficial loans are counted, poses
massive additional risks to what anyway is a game of financial speculation,
because the lenders call in their loans if the gambler’s losses build up,
forcing more shares to be disposed of, and this causes a stampede effect.
According to Citigroup, only around a quarter of margin buys have been
unwound so far, in the past three weeks, so three quarters are still tied up
in the stock market waiting to exit. That suggests the turbulence can
continue for quite a while.
A ‘normal’ stock market is a glorified casino, but the scale of margin debt
which drove the surge in stock valuations makes China’s bourses more like
a “game of Russian roulette” to quote the economist Anne StevensonYang. Now, just three weeks after cracking down, the government has
backtracked completely, taking fright at the market’s collapse. It has
abandoned its tightening measures and has further eased rules for margin
trading. It’s even allowing margin traders to use their homes as collateral
to obtain loans, which is obviously not smart.
What effects can this have on the wider economy?
The desperation in the measures the CCP is forced to take tells us that
things are actually worse than they appear (even worse than a 30 percent
collapse in the stock market). There can be a chain reaction as companies,
whose shares are often used as collateral for bank loans, find they are
facing a credit squeeze. The banks’ exposure to all this stock market debt
is one of the questions. Can there be financial contagion, especially
through the shadow banking sector? China’s is the second largest [shadow
banking sector] in the world after the US, but these unofficial lenders and
trust companies are actually an adjunct of the state-owned banks. They’ve
been heavily involved in the share rally and margin trading and creating a
whole new range of wealth management products to feed the market
euphoria. So, the desperate measures of recent days are quite probably
because the Chinese regime can see a systemic threat, a threat to the
financial system as a whole, and this is why they’re throwing everything at
preventing a further market implosion.
Many international commentators are saying the Greek crisis is bad, but
this is worse, China will have a much bigger impact on the global economy.
Already global commodities markets are reeling – they stabilised but now
copper, oil, metals are falling in price again – because of fears over China’s
economy and reduced demand. China is by far the biggest importer of
most commodities. There are many other ways that a crisis in China can
impact the global economy. That’s why others, not only we socialists, have
warned that the deepening crisis in China, of which the stock market crash
is only a further expression, can unleash a new round of global capitalist
turmoil, following on the heels of the 2008 Wall Street crisis and the
current Eurozone crisis.

SA's R600 million train blunder
Pieter-Louis Myburgh (News24) 6 July 2015
Johannesburg - South African railways officials imported brand new
locomotives from Europe worth hundreds of millions of rand despite
explicit warnings that the trains are not suited for local rail lines.

In what may be the country's largest and most expensive recent tender
blunder the Passenger Rail Agency of South Africa (Prasa) has to date
received thirteen new diesel locomotives that are too high for the long
distance routes they were intended for.
Senior railways engineers and sources with firsthand knowledge of the
issue told Rapport Prasa had been warned that the new diesel locomotives
it ordered from Spanish manufacturer Vossloh España are too tall for local
use.
The locomotives exceed the height restrictions for diesel locomotives on
the long distance lines Prasa intended using them on.
R3.5bn order
The thirteen Afro 4000 diesel locomotives that have so far been delivered
to Prasa are worth R600 million and form part of a larger R3.5 billion order
for 70 new locomotives.
The locomotives have a roof height of 4 264mm while the maximum height
for diesel locomotives may not exceed 3 965mm, senior rail engineers with
firsthand knowledge of the saga told Rapport.
Prasa intended using the locomotives for its long distance Shosholoza Meyl
passenger service.
The locomotives were revealed to the media at an event in Cape Town in
January, where Prasa and transport minister Dipuo Peters stated the
locomotives would undergo three months' testing before entering
operations in April.
Prasa was warned the locomotives were too high even before they started
arriving in the country. They carried on with the contract despite our
warnings, said a senior Transnet engineer.
Another Transnet engineer said Transnet initially didn't want Prasa to move
the locomotives even on the short track distance between the Cape Town
docks and the nearby Salt River train depot.
The engineers say the locomotives could damage the overhead electrical
cables on the country's rail lines.
Tender regulations flouted
The auditor general last year announced Prasa had flouted its own tender
regulations when it awarded the contract to Swifambo Rail Leasing.
The South African Institute of Electrical Engineers (SAIEE) confirmed it was
aware of the height issue and that it was working on finding technical
solutions.
Transnet and Prasa engage on a frequent basis on any matter that affects
us in whatsoever way through the designated channels and forums
established between the two companies, said Transnet Freight Rail
spokesperson Sandile Simelane.
Transnet Freight Rail is therefore not at liberty to engage Prasa through
the media, he added.
Moffet Mofokeng, Prasa's spokesperson, did not respond to the newspaper's
queries beyond stating in an e-mail that you are at liberty to write what
you want.
http://www.msn.com/en-za/money/topstories/sas-r600-million-trainblunder/ar-AAczjRC?ocid=U220DHP

Numsa rejects Eskom’s price hike

North Eastern 30 June 2014
JOBURG – The National Union of Metalworkers of South Africa (Numsa)
vehemently rejected Eskom’s application for the increase of electricity
tariffs (Third Multi-Year Price Determination) for the periods 2015/16 to
2017/18.
Numsa spokesperson Castro Ngobese said, “It is Numsa’s view that the
[application] is nothing else but mere tinkering when what is required is a
fundamental restructuring of how Eskom is managed, and how the utility
operates and how it is restructured.”
This followed the announcement by the National Energy Regulator (Nersa)
that they will hold public hearings on Eskom’s application at the Nasrec
Expo Centre. According to Nersa, Eskom’s application is for a total price
increase of 25.30 percent for the 2015/16 financial year.
Ngobese said Eskom’s application lists assumptions that have not been
borne out by reality, which were demand forecasts, commissioning dates
of power stations Medupi, Kusile and Ingqula, the expected of performance
of the current Eskom generation fleet, and challenges in coal supplies.
“The reality since November 2014 has been rotational load shedding,
unplanned outages of the generation fleet, the drop in the availability of
Eskom power plants to 74 percent and… inefficient use of diesel to keep
the lights burning at all costs,” he said.
“How does one explain that Nersa granted Eskom R2.54 billion for [open
cycle gas turbines] generation costs for 2013/14, but the utility spent
R10.6 billion for the same period?”
The union believed this was nothing but an abuse by Eskom of its licence
conditions. Ngobese said the Electricity Regulation Act required that every
licensee must operate its business efficiently, and Eskom had not done
this.
“Our demand as Numsa is for a judicial commission of enquiry that will
investigate delays and cost overruns,” added Ngobese.
“The commission must also investigate contracts and tenders that Eskom
management has entered into with contractors; senior management
packages and remuneration; the voluntary retirement packages; and the
relationship between consultants and Eskom employees.”
http://northeasterntribune.co.za/155382/numsa-rejects-eskoms-pricehike/

Marikana load-shed as Zuma spoke
IOL News

26 June 2015

Johannesburg - As miners and their families prepared to watch the live
broadcast of President Jacob Zuma reading out a summary of the longawaited Marikana Report at Lonmin’s platinum mine offices, Marikana was
load-shed.
During the broadcast, they could not hear or see Zuma.
“Our clients were extremely disappointed because they were unable to
listen to or watch the live feed. They missed it all,” said Kathleen Hardy,
the legal representative of 36 of the affected families.
Supporters of the mineworkers criticised Zuma for insufficient regard for
the victims and for glossing over the more hard-hitting aspects of the
report against the police, and the commission was criticised by victim
supporters for absolving the government.
“Despite an understanding that lawyers of the families of those slain would

be given 48 hours’ notice to prepare, distressingly, this did not happen,”
said Rehad Desai of the Marikana Support Campaign.
“This behaviour showed no regard for the victims, many of whom attended
the commission day after day and have anticipated this day for almost
three years.
“Sufficient evidence was presented before the commission to determine
that both these senior police commissioners are bloody-minded, acted in
collusion with Lonmin, are incompetent and therefore not fit to hold
office,” he said.
Desai called the exoneration of Deputy President Cyril Ramaphosa, former
minister of police Nathi Mthethwa and former minister of mineral
resources Susan Shabangu “the most shocking finding of all”.
United Front national secretary Mazibuko Jara said the report did not bring
justice to the victims.
He said Zuma’s failure to even give the victims and their families enough
notice of the report’s release was “callous”.
“
They tried to listen with cellphones and a laptop and they couldn’t get a
feed. They couldn’t even access a link to the report.
“So many people across the country were able to listen to that, but those
directly affected by Marikana weren’t.”
At 1pm on Thursday, the Presidency indicated that Zuma would release the
report at 7pm on SABC.
“It’s disrespectful that no notice was given to them so they could make the
necessary arrangements and prepare themselves for it,” said Hardy.
“They’re looking for a sense of closure; they’ve been waiting for this
report for a long time. They’ve placed a lot of hope in it and want to know
who’s going to be held responsible for the death of their loved ones
.”
Meanwhile police management threw a shield of silence around disgraced
national commissioner General Riah Phiyega amid calls for her suspension
pending a further inquiry and possible criminal charges.
Institute for Security Studies policing expert Gareth Newham said there
were no surprises in the Marikana report and the most damaging findings
were against police management, including Phiyega.
“I can’t see her possibly surviving,” said Newham, calling for Zuma to
suspend her immediately.
The commission’s report recommended an inquiry into Phiyega’s fitness to
hold office. She could also face criminal charges, as the report called for
the National Prosecuting Authority to investigate the police’s role in the
shootings.
On Friday morning Phiyega’s office confirmed she had indeed “received a
letter” from Zuma regarding the commission’s findings.
“The president has invited General Phiyega to respond by no later than
July 31.”
The South African Policing Union (Sapu) welcomed the commission’s
recommendation for an inquiry.
“This recommendation vindicates what Sapu has been calling for since Ms

Phiyega was appointed,” said Sapu general secretary Oscar Skommere.
“Our members’ morale is at its lowest because of her poor leadership
capability. While we do not celebrate her downfall that is near, we are of
the view that her departure would afford the SAPS an opportunity to
regroup.”
The commission found Phiyega didn’t understand her constitutional
responsibilities, and she had been dishonest both to the public and the
commission by leading the cover-up after the massacre.
Newham said the inquiry into Phiyega’s fitness was the legally correct way
of getting her fired.
He felt that if the SAPS’s operational commanders had been allowed to do
their job without interference from their commanders, who took
“irrelevant political considerations” into account, the massacre would
have been avoided.
Police ended up ignoring their own plans and warnings from senior officers
and deployed heavily armed police into a situation they expected would
result in bloodshed.
http://www.iol.co.za/news/crime-courts/marikana-load-shed-as-zumaspoke-1.1876820

Hong Kong: Fake democracy roundly rejected in legislative vote
Government proposals end in fiasco as Beijing loyalists misjudge voting
rules
Socialist Action reporters in Hong Kong 23 June 2015
In the end only eight pro-government lawmakers voted for the
government’s deeply unpopular electoral reform – branded as “fake
democracy” – in Hong Kong’s legislature, the ‘Legco’, which voted on the
package on Thursday 18 June.
The electoral reform, which sought to replace today’s elite-only selection
of the Chief Executive with an Iran-style controlled election that widened
the franchise to all voters but only for handpicked candidates, was
defeated by 28 votes to 8. The defeat was expected but not in such
crushing terms, which was due to a ‘miscommunication’ by progovernment lawmakers who staged a walkout believing this could delay the
vote while they waited for an additional supporter to arrive.
Whether due to faulty math or a misunderstanding of Legco procedures,
the walkout backfired spectacularly, leaving a quorum of 37 lawmakers
(including the Speaker who does not vote) inside the chamber and meaning
that the vote went ahead without the government’s most loyal supporters.
There is great irony in this outcome given the intense propaganda from the
same pro-government politicians over recent months, accusing the pan
democrats – Hong Kong’s liberal democratic opposition – of wanting to
sabotage Hong Kong’s future and bearing responsibility for blocking
‘universal suffrage’. While the pan-democrats had sufficient numbers (27
of 70 seats) to block the legislation which requires a two-thirds majority,
the slapstick antics of the pro-government camp put the result beyond any
doubt.
This incompetent performance from its local representatives has infuriated
the Chinese regime and by stealing all the attention has complicated its
planned propaganda offensive against the pan-democrats. Public splits and
rancour have erupted within Hong Kong’s pro-government camp and one
prominent pro-Beijing politician who took part in the walkout, Regina Ip
Lau Suk-yee of the New People’s Party, burst into tears during a radio
interview. A troupe of pro-Beijing lawmakers reportedly visited the Central
Government Liaison Office, the headquarters of the Chinese regime in
Hong Kong, after the botched vote in order to offer apologies and perhaps

to receive a dressing down.
There was widespread relief and celebration within the city’s prodemocracy movement after the vote, which killed off a proposal that
served as the trigger for last year’s marathon 79-day ‘Umbrella Revolution’
of mass street protests and occupations. The question now is what strategy
is needed to take the struggle forward? The collapse of the government’s
reform plan is to be welcomed as a setback for the Chinese dictatorship. It
wants to impose a fake election system upon Hong Kong in order to carry
out further repressive measures in order to erode the partial democratic
rights that have been won, and to increase Beijing’s control. This plan has
been dealt a blow. But clearly, this cannot be proclaimed as a victory for
the democratic struggle which has not advanced and which can only
succeed by ending the rule of the one-party dictatorship. After the Legco
vote the real struggle must begin.
Vote
Revolutionary struggle
The pan-democrats will use this reverse for Beijing to try to rebuild their
shaken support especially with next year’s Legco elections in view. In
recent years these parties have been widely questioned for espousing a
gradual compromise approach, believing it to be the only way to extract
democratic concessions from Beijing. In fact, their cautious approach has
failed to achieve real progress in more than 30 years (under both British
and Chinese rule), as shown by the fact that Hong Kong’s undemocratic
political system, openly dominated by a billionaire elite, remains
fundamentally unchanged. Mass frustration with the pan-democrats’ lack
of fight was a major factor in the eruption of last year’s protests.
Unfortunately, there are few signs of a rethink by the ‘moderates’ who
lead the pan-democratic camp. Leader of the Democratic Party, Emily Lau
Wai-hing, said the Legco vote “sends a clear message to the central
government and the international community that a new reform should be
launched immediately.” This is despite Beijing making it clear it will not
contemplate democratic elections (because this could trigger a chain
reaction in mainland China threatening the dictatorship’s grip on power)
and that the now rejected reform is its “final” offer. Yet the ‘moderate’
pan-democrats continue to ‘flog the dead horse’ of reform – despite Hong
Kong’s own experience and the lessons of history they still believe a
parliamentary democracy can coexist with dictatorship within the same
state.
The fact that not a single pan-democratic legislator defected to support
the government’s reform (as several did in 2010) showed that these
politicians were under extreme pressure from the masses after the
Umbrella struggle. They were forced to veto the proposal, but
unfortunately are not prepared to change their basic position – of seeking
negotiated and rather limited reforms – and thus cannot offer a way
forward for the struggle. The danger with their approach is that the pandemocratic leaders will now try to de-mobilise and calm mass anger and
the desire for struggle, which they find more and more difficult to control.
Lacking any ideas other than appealing to the dictatorship to ‘relaunch
reform’ these parties will undoubtedly try to shift the focus onto coming
elections at the expense of new initiatives for mass struggle – when in fact
the electoral struggle should be subordinated to the needs of rebuilding a
mass movement.
This shows the need for a new fighting leadership and organisations based
on grassroots struggle to take the democracy struggle forward. The most
important ingredient in this is the need for a working class party with a
socialist programme linking revolutionary democratic demands against
autocracy with the need to abolish a billionaire-ruled economic system
that leads to increasing poverty and injustice. Such a movement needs to
build democratic grassroots action committees – the lack of democratic
control was the main weakness of the Umbrella protests which meant the
movement could not spread and escalate to other more effective forms of

collective mass resistance such as strikes and a political general strike.
Crucially, the struggle must also be actively exported beyond Hong Kong’s
borders to have any chance of success, by appealing for mass solidarity
action in China and internationally.
http://chinaworker.info/en/2015/06/19/10558/

Brazil: No to sackings and political persecution in Sabesp
Reinstate Marzeni now – Solidarity needed!
André Ferrari, LSR (CWI in Brazil) 23 June 2015
The state of São Paulo is undergoing the most serious water crisis in its
entire history. Millions of inhabitants of the most populous state in Brazil,
particularly the poorest sectors, are already being subjected to water
rationing without the state government even admitting the fact, denying
the severity of the crisis.
However, the prognosis pointed out by experts is that if the level of
rainfall this year is similar to last year, the scenario could be catastrophic.
The Cantareira, the largest system of collection and treatment of water
that supplies the metropolitan region of São Paulo, which is already
working today at the level of "dead volume" (below the levels of the
gates), will simply become dry.
In a seminar organized by the South East Military Command of the Brazilian
Army, the issue of water in São Paulo was treated as a national security
issue. The experts present pointed out the risk of a collapse in supply
already in the second half of this year.
Army troops have started to make military manoeuvres in units of Sabesp,
the company responsible for water supply and sanitation in most of the
state of São Paulo. The goal is to prepare for the possibility of a social
upheaval as a result of the crisis in water supply.
For more than 20 years in power in São Paulo, the party of Governor
Geraldo Alckmin (PSDB) preferred to adopt a policy of privatizing water
and sanitation. Sabesp was transformed into a company that follows the
logic of the market, with shares traded on the New York Stock Exchange
and aimed exclusively at bringing profits to its shareholders.
The investments needed to diversify water supply in the state, restrict the
losses in the transmission system and treat the polluted water in the main
rivers of the region have not been made, despite the predictability of the
water crisis. A similar crisis, although less intense, happened just over ten
years ago in São Paulo and nothing has been done since.
The environmental devastation in Brazil, particularly in the Amazon and
the Cerrado (Brazilian savanna in the North and Midwest) today affects the
entire rain system in various parts of the country, including the South East,
where the state of São Paulo is. The water crisis is now threatening
virtually all of the most populous regions of the country, besides the
traditional problem of the semi-arid region in the North East.
This situation is a result of the priority given to agro-business and mining
by the federal government, for 12 years headed by the PT (Workers’
Party), and state governments.
Sackings and political persecution
In São Paulo, in the midst of a water supply crisis, the state government
and the direction of Sabesp persist in their policy of subservience to the
private sector. Since the end of last year, water prices, despite the crisis,
have increased by 23%. Profits and dividends continue to be distributed to
shareholders and the company’s top executives received huge bonuses.
For the workers, the situation is the opposite. More than 600 employees of
Sabesp were summarily dismissed since the beginning of this year. Wage
increases for employees were well below expectations.

Taking advantage of the emergency situation, the government and Sabesp
intend to subcontract private companies without bidding to carry out some
of their work. In practice, they are replacing skilled workers of Sabesp by
outsourced workers who are to perform their function under much worse
conditions, which will only serve to aggravate the weaknesses of the water
and sanitation system in the state.
But in addition to serving private interests, the sackings in Sabesp also
reflect cases of political persecution against trade union activists that
struggle in defence of the right to water for the population.
This is the case of Marzeni Pereira, fired on 16 March and who despite
injunctions, has not being reinstated. Marzeni has worked in Sabesp for
over 22 years. During that time he has been active in the trade union of
the workers of the company, Sintaema. He has been elected shop steward
and safety representative for several terms.
He helped found and lead the Fighting Alternative Opposition, a union
opposition group to Sintaema’s leadership, since 1999 and has coordinated
and been one the main candidates in the opposition slate on several
occasions.
In addition to his union activity, Marzeni has a strong presence in the
popular movement, particularly in the Jardim Pantanal region (Eastern
Zone of São Paulo). Marzeni is also a founder and militant of PSOL and the
of the LSR tendency (CWI in Brazil) in addition to the trade union
federation CSP-Conlutas.
In the last period, Marzeni has been a key voice in the discussion and
struggle over the water crisis in the state of São Paulo.
Marzeni participates in the collective "Water Yes! Profit No!" that helps to
build the State Assembly for Water and was part of the commission
received at the state governor’s palace as a result of the large
demonstration organized by the MTST (homeless workers’ social
movement) in the fight for water rights on 26 February.
The struggle for the reversal of the sacking at Sabesp and the full
nationalization under workers’ control of the company is a fundamental
part of the struggle for the right to water for the population of São Paulo.
In this process, the defence of Marzeni Pereira’ reinstatement represents
the defence of the democratic right to organize workers against any
employers’ persecution.
Therefore, we call on all trade unions, social movements, environmental
movements, democratic parliamentary representatives committed to the
rights of workers, and all the left, to take part and support the campaign
for his readmission and against the sacking at Sabesp.
A court hearing on the sackings will take place on 6 July. Please send as
soon as possible letters and motions to protest to the government of São
Paulo and the following representatives of Sabesp:
Walter Sigollo - Superintendent of Human Resources at Sabesp wsigollo@sabesp.com.br
Manoelito Pereira Magalhães Junior - corporate director of Sabesp mpmagalhaes@sabesp.com.br
Jerson Kelman, President of Sabesp - jkelman@sabesp.com.br
Paul Massato Yoshimoto, Metropolitan Director Sabesp pyoshimo@sabesp.com.br
Geraldo Alckmin, Governor of São Paulo - galckmin@sp.gov.br
With copies to:
secretaria@cspconlutas.org.br
marzenips@yahoo.com.br
lsr@lsr-cit.org
www.facebook.com/aguasimlucronao

Society aims to fight prejudice, stop murders of albinos
Cape Times

15 June 2015

About 300 Albinism Society of South Africa members marched to
KwaNgcedomhlophe Stadium in KwaZulu-Natal on Saturday to create
awareness about albinism. The event paid homage to International
Albinism Awareness Day, which was established last year in a bid to end
discrimination, stigma and attacks against people with albinism.
People with albinism must not be killed for their body parts, the executive
director of the Albinism Society of SA, Nomasonto Mazibuko, said
yesterday.
Saturday was the first International Albinism Awareness Day and Mazibuko
said having an international day would do a lot in the fight against
prejudice.
One of the society’s aims is to enhance the self-esteem of people with
albinism by providing education. The society also assists families,
associates and professionals to understand that albinism is a manageable
condition.
To address stereotypes about albinism the society hosted an event in
Mandeni, KwaZulu-Natal. “Albinism should not only be seen as a medical
condition. Social challenges, including prejudice and discrimination, also
prevent people with albinism from participating fully in society,” Mazibuko
said. She said understanding the medical and social facts about albinism
was one way to overcome the stigma and prejudice.
Mazibuko’s first experience of prejudice was when she was denied a post
as deputy principal at a Soweto school because of her albinism.
“There are still so many myths and stereotypes about albinism. There are
still people who believe that if you have sex with a person who has
albinism it will cure HIV and Aids.
People with albinism have been kidnapped and killed and their body parts
used as muti, because there is a belief that it will make one rich.
Members of the Western Cape Albinism and Hypo-pigment foundation also
celebrated the day at the Cape Town Central Library.
The foundation’s chairperson, Sylvia Mama, said people from different
races who had albinism shared their stories with 40 other attendees.
“The situation for people with albinism is getting better… but there are
still people in rural communities who believe it is a curse.”

UKZN slammed for using ‘race card’
IOL News

12 June 2015

Durban - A new book by a former UKZN academic has hit out at the
university, accusing it of playing the race card.
Professor Nithaya Chetty, who said he wanted to be the voice for the
voiceless who are still are working at the University of KwaZulu-Natal, said
“apartheid” methods were being used to stifle academic freedom.
He was speaking this week at the Durban launch of The Struggle for the
Soul of a South African University, which he co-authored with Christopher
Merrett.
“Our experiences at UKZN is that the demographic card is vigorously

played, employing methods that are reminiscent of apartheid by powerful
people choosing to continue to portray themselves as victims,” Chetty
said.
The book focuses on aftermath of the merger of the University of Natal
and the University of Westville, to form UKZN.
“The book is not about any particular personality or individuals. Ours is a
brief glimpse during a critical period in the history of the merged
institution,” he said.
Chetty, who worked as a physicist at UKZN for 12 years and left it in 2008
after he was charged with bringing the university into disrepute, said he
had spoken out publicly against racialising of the university’s senate and
the erosion of academic freedom.
But as much as the book is critical of UKZN, Chetty said his greatest
concern was the rise in managerialism - which had been imported from the
commercial world - at universities across the country.
“It has the potential to turn universities into academic factories dominated
by contracted vice-chancellors with short-term car-eerist or ideological
agendas who believe they are the equivalent of chief executives, backed
by a phalanx of executives and a hierarchy of lesser enforcers”, and his
greatest fear was that by the time mainstream society woke up to the idea
of a critical society, the idea of a university would have already been
destroyed.
He said UKZN’s new vice chancellor, Dr Albert van Jaarsveld, had his work
cut out for him, but he had guarded optimism for the institution’s future.
UKZN spokesman Lesiba Seshoka said they were aware of the book.
“While the university does not agree with the authors’ assertions, we
however respect their freedom of expression,” Seshoka said.
He said the university had numerous achievements in the past 10 years,
which were well documented.
“The university’s charter on transformation aims to address and manage
diversity and support collegial human relations at all levels of the
university.”
Seshoka said the charter ensured fair gender and race in all structures of
the university, freedom of expression and good governance. “The
transformation charter has been adopted by the entire university
community,” Seshoka said.
http://www.iol.co.za/news/south-africa/kwazulu-natal/ukzn-slammedfor-using-race-card-1.1870503

IFP calls for GMOs to be banned in SA
The party has called on govt to ban the products, pending an
investigation into their toxicity.
Eye Witness News 11 June 2015
CAPE TOWN – The Inkatha Freedom Party (IFP) has called for genetically
modified foods in South Africa to be banned, pending an investigation into
whether they can be toxic to humans.
The party’s Member of Parliament Mkhuleko Hlengwa was speaking in the
National Assembly on Tuesday.
He cited reports that Free State University lab tests have found the
percentage of Genetically Modified Organism (GMO) in the country’s staple
food maize meal have increased to an average of 80 percent, while in
some brands it was as high as 97 percent.

The tests were done at the request of the African Centre for Biosafety, an
NGO that lobbies against genetic engineering.
Hlengwa says this means the vast majority of South Africans living below
the bread line are consuming high levels of possibly toxic GMO's in their
maize.
“This is totally unacceptable and we therefore call for an immediate ban
on all GMO foods in South Africa, pending the outcome of full research and
investigation into their alleged toxicity to humans, our livestock and plantbased crops.”
http://ewn.co.za/2015/06/10/IFP-calls-for-GMOs-to-be-banned-inSA?ref=yfp

Anger and fear as truck park gets the okay
IOL News

7 June 2015

Durban - The historic 91-year-old Clairwood Racecourse is now officially a
logistics park after authorities gave the go-ahead this week – but residents
are not pleased.
Saying that it will pose an environmental and health hazard to the
community, and that the hundreds of trucks pose a danger to school
children, the South Durban Community Environmental Alliance has been
lobbying against the move since the racecourse was sold nearly two years
ago. The Gold Circle group sold the racecourse to Capital Property Fund
for R430 million.
The alliance has called for an emergency meeting at the St Mary’s School
hall at 6pm on Thursday to take action against the Department of
Environmental Affairs for approving operations at the park.
“Operations on the site have been going on for more than a year and this
week, we learnt that the Department of Environmental affairs had given
the company the go-ahead to conduct their business. There are already 2
000 trucks going in and out of the area and this is a disaster waiting to
happen,” said the alliance’s Desmond D’Sa.
He said that they would be taking on the local government and would be
appealing against the decision despite the fact that operations had already
begun.
“It is painful to see that they have turned the racecourse from a green
lung into a place that spews out smoke that will squeeze our chests and
spread into smaller corners of our neighbourhoods. And if that does not kill
us, then the giant trucks will knock our children over. And then there is
also the danger of the stupid move to build a dig-out Port,” said D’Sa.
He said that they had already cut down all the trees that used to be on the
racecourse and that a proper Environmental Impact Assessment had never
been conducted.
“Our objections that this will only add to the pollution, the trucks, the
asthma, the cancer in our daily lives has been completely ignored,” D’Sa
said.
The Department of Environmental Affairs had not responded to queries by
Saturday night.
http://www.iol.co.za/news/south-africa/kwazulu-natal/anger-and-fearas-truck-park-gets-the-okay-1.1868594

Diamond scandal hits De Beers
IOL News

8 June 2015

Johannesburg - A senior government diamond valuator in Joburg has
accused his bosses of blocking his investigation into diamond giant De
Beers – and then firing him to shut him up.
Conrad Benn, the country’s first black diamond valuator, has launched an
urgent application in the high court in Joburg to challenge the South
African Diamond and Precious Metals Regulator’s decision to suspend him
in April last year and fire him last month.
Under section 74 of the Diamond Act, De Beers is exempt from getting
permission to sell its diamonds overseas – if it can show that for any of its
sales exceeding R5 billion, at least 40 percent of it benefited local
companies.
Benn said that instead of a total of 11 local companies benefiting, a single
off-shore company received the lion’s share.
He has submitted an affidavit from one of De Beers’ other sight-holders,
Israeli businessman Erez Daleyot, that De Beers and the Swiss-based,
Israeli-owned Steinmetz Group “are working in collusion with (Levy) Rapoo
(the chief executive of the diamond regulator) and stealing from the
nation of South Africa”.
Rapoo asked Benn to verify the claim. Benn found in November 2013 that
De Beers was not complying with the act.
“Of the 40 percent of the gross value of the production cycle to
beneficiaries in South Africa, 35 percent was sold to one customer, being
Ascot Diamonds (Pty) Ltd. Ascot Diamonds is part of a group of companies
owned by a major worldwide diamond entrepreneur, Beny Steinmetz.
“I analysed the 35 percent sold to Ascot Diamonds and noted that it
consisted of purchases of ordinary usual diamonds as well as a substantial
portion of what is known as ‘exceptional stones’.
“These can be described as large diamonds of good colour and clarity and
are the best of any production cycle. They are the cream of the crop,”
Benn said.
He said his findings made him uncomfortable and he had made countless
efforts to raise it with the relevant authorities in De Beers.
He said that instead of resolving the matter, De Beers wrote a letter to
Rapoo accusing Benn of leaking confidential corporate information to a
third party.
The regulator then made an “Anton Piller” application, using information
given to it by De Beers, said Benn, allowing local law firm ENS Forensics to
search Benn’s house and seize his laptop.
Benn was suspended before facing a disciplinary hearing chaired by
advocate GJ Fourie, who, Benn told the court, had been appointed by ENS
Forensics. Fourie fired him last month.
In his papers, Benn remains adamant that the motive of the regulator was
to “get rid of him” instead of probing allegations of wrongdoing by De
Beers.
He was the regulator’s senior manager in the valuation department.
Benn worked for De Beers in Kimberley after matriculating at St Patrick’s
College in that city. He worked there until 1998 when he joined the
regulator, leaving in 2003 to join a private diamond mining company.

He returned to the regulator in 2008 and was later appointed senior
manager.
Benn has asked the high court to stop the disciplinary proceedings until his
new counsel had familiarised himself with the allegations.
He is adamant that the process has been launched “because I had
uncovered the skewed allocation of exceptional stones. The purpose of
getting rid of me is to stifle my investigation,” he said.
http://www.iol.co.za/news/crime-courts/diamond-scandal-hits-debeers-1.1868802

Danny Jordaan's damning letter to Fifa
Mail & Guardian

5 June 2015

A letter implicates the SA World Cup boss and Nkosazana Dlamini-Zuma in
the $10-million payment now alleged to be a bribe.
South African 2010 World Cup boss Danny Jordaan asked Fifa to pay the
$10-million that United States prosecutors allege was a bribe after he had
“a discussion” with Nkosazana Dlamini-Zuma, now the African Union
chairperson.
Jordaan, a former anti-apartheid activist who re-entered politics as the
Nelson Mandela Bay mayor last week, put the request to Fifa secretary
general Jérôme Valcke in a December 2007 letter, which names DlaminiZuma and Jabu Moleketi, respectively foreign affairs minister and deputy
finance minister under former president Thabo Mbeki.
This supports the allegation, first contained in the US indictment of
football officials internationally and unsealed last week, that the
“government of South Africa” had agreed to a bribe, disguised as a football
development contribution, for Caribbean football boss Jack Warner and
two others.
The payment was allegedly to secure their support in the Fifa executive
committee vote that won South Africa the right to host the 2010 World
Cup.
Sports Minister Fikile Mbalula, speaking for the government, has insisted
that the $10-million payment was intended as a bona fide contribution to
football development in the Caribbean. But it is understood from a senior
government source that members of President Jacob Zuma’s Cabinet are
privately not convinced of this.
Worldwide scandal
The allegations about South Africa have become the sharp end of the
worldwide scandal unleashed by the US indictment, which describes
“corruption that is rampant, systemic and deep-rooted” in football. Among
those in the firing line are Valcke, whom the New York Times has outed as
the unnamed Fifa official allegedly central to the $10-million payment.
Valcke, backed by Fifa, this week denied initiating or authorising the
payment, saying the Fifa finance committee head, who has since died, had
done so.
But Jordaan’s letter confirms that Valcke was the South Africans’ contact
in the matter. Like a subsequent letter from Molefi Oliphant, then the
South African Football Association president, Jordaan addressed his letter
to Valcke. Oliphant’s letter was leaked earlier this week.
This week the Mail & Guardian also heard of an allegation that Fifa
president Sepp Blatter encouraged the South African government at the
highest level to accede to Warner’s request (See “How much did Blatter
and Mbeki know?”).
On Wednesday, Warner himself pointed a finger at Blatter. In a rambling

television advertisement, he said he would no longer “keep secrets” for
Fifa and that he had evidence supporting “my knowledge of transactions at
Fifa, including but not limited to its president, Mr Sepp Blatter”. Blatter
had announced his impending retirement the day before.
‘A promise’
Jordaan’s letter to Valcke, like Oliphant’s later one, ascribes the payment
to “a promise by the South African government”, before grappling with a
predicament also identified in the US indictment: although the government
allegedly agreed to the payment before the May 2004 Fifa vote, it
subsequently shied away from paying it directly, presumably because of
the risk.
The indictment cites Chuck Blazer, the US football boss and Warner’s
associate, as “periodically” asking Warner about his cut. He then learnt
that “the South Africans were unable to arrange for the payment to be
made directly from government funds”.
Blazer pleaded guilty in a secret 2013 plea agreement before assisting US
authorities. In a New York District Court transcript unsealed this week, he
confirmed: “I and others on the Fifa executive committee agreed to accept
bribes in conjunction with the selection of South Africa as the host nation
for the 2010 World Cup.”
Jordaan’s letter is dated December 10 2007, three weeks before the first
of three tranches totalling $10-million flowed from Fifa to accounts
controlled by Warner, according to the indictment. It charges that Warner
took most of the money for himself and passed $750 000 on to Blazer. A
third unnamed official was allegedly also intended to benefit.
Jordaan tells Valcke: “The South African government has undertaken to
pay an amount equivalent to US$10-million towards the 2010 Fifa World
Cup diaspora legacy programme”, which ostensibly had to ensure the
African diaspora in the Caribbean benefited.
Recommendation
Jordaan says Jabu Moleketi, then deputy finance minister and a member of
his 2010 local organising committee (LOC), “recommended that this money
be paid over to Fifa”.
This appears to suggest that Moleketi felt the government should pay Fifa,
that would in turn pay Warner’s development fund.
Moleketi claimed on Thursday that the letter was “a fabrication”, and
denied having “a conversation of that nature” with Jordaan.
Jordaan’s letter continues: “I have subsequently had a discussion with the
minister of foreign affairs, Dr Nkosazana Dlamini-Zuma, who has said that
the [government] funds should rather be paid over to the [LOC]. In view of
this determination, I want to suggest that Fifa deducts this amount from
the LOC’s future operational budget and deals directly with the diaspora
legacy support programme.”
This proposed triangular arrangement further distanced the government
from a payment displaying the hallmarks of money laundering: Fifa would
pay Warner, offsetting that against payments Fifa owed to the LOC, and
the government would compensate the LOC for the resulting hole in its
accounts.
Formal instruction
Oliphant’s letter to Valcke was dated March 4 2008, three months after
Jordaan’s. Although it contained the formal instruction to Fifa to effect
the transfers, two of the three tranches had already been paid, implying
that Jordaan’s letter, and possibly other communications, had already
given Fifa the comfort to proceed.
Damningly, Oliphant’s letter also asked that Fifa put Warner in personal
control of the money. This is consistent with the US allegation that the

diaspora programme was a fiction to cover the intention that Warner,
Blazer and the unnamed official should benefit personally.
Oliphant specified: “The diaspora legacy programme shall be administered
and implemented directly by the president of Concacaf, who shall act as
the fiduciary of the diaspora legacy programme fund of US$10-million.”
Warner was the president of Concacaf, the football confederation of North
and Central America and the Caribbean, and Blazer its secretary general.
Mbalula, in several statements and, as the scandal escalated, at a press
conference on Wednesday, insisted the payment was not intended as a
bribe. “It was legacy money. South Africa chose to support the diaspora. It
is our own policy of supporting the African diaspora. That is why the
money was given to Concacaf.”
Denial
He confirmed that the government and the South African Football
Association (Safa) had initiated the payment, but denied that any public
money was used. Indeed, financial reports of Fifa and the South African
department of sport and recreation make no specific mention of
government transfers to the LOC.
But National Lotteries Board records show that it transferred a cumulative
R88-million to the LOC over the three years, starting in 2008. The amount,
at the exchange rate of the time, was roughly equivalent to the $10million hole left in the accounts of the LOC, and ultimately Safa. It was
earmarked for the building of Safa football fields in South Africa.
Dlamini-Zuma, who also served on the LOC, did not respond to queries sent
to her AU spokesperson, Jacob Enoh-Eban, on Thursday.
Moleketi said neither he nor Dlamini-Zuma, as LOC nonexecutive directors,
had the authority to approve a payment. “In short, I think it is far-fetched.
I have never seen such a letter; I have never had such a conversation with
Danny Jordaan. So it is quite clear that the government was never involved
in this matter.”
Jordaan declined to comment and said in an SMS: “Ministers dealt with
issue.”
Stefaans Brümmer, Sally Evans, Sam Sole and Tabelo Timse contributed to
this story.
http://mg.co.za/article/2015-06-04-danny-jordaans-damning-letter-tofifa

Civil society groups call for more transparency from Eskom
Eye Witness News

2 June 2015

JOHANNESBURG – Unions and civil society groups at an electricity crisis
conference in Johannesburg on Tuesday called for Eskom's war room to be
more ‘inclusive’ and questioned how it was using its finances from the
state.
The conference took place under the theme ‘Will This Be a Winter Without
Power?’
The National Union of Metalworkers of South Africa, United Association of
South Africa (Uasa) and Solidarity, who represent workers at Eskom,
condemned the way the crisis is being managed.
Uasa's Brian Muir said the civil society conference was historic as workers
were united.
“We are rising above our differences and are leading by example. We are

acknowledging that we have a problem.”
Solidarity's Dirk Hermann said the effects of the electricity crisis have been
underestimated.
“The notice of the retrenchments is because of the electricity crisis.”
Numsa's Karl Cloete also called for the dissolution of Eskom’s war room.
“There is no transparency and we don’t know as South Africans what is
happening behind closed doors.”
Several municipalities and residents groups that protested for power were
also due to make submissions.
http://ewn.co.za/2015/06/02/Civil-society-groups-call-for-moretransparency-from-Eskom

Police accused of misinterpreting protest data
Alex News

28 May 2015

JOBURG – University of Johannesburg (UJ) academics have accused the
police officials and government ministers that they misconstrued the
Incident Registration Information System (IRIS) data, and in consequence
misled parliament and the public.
University of Johannesburg's Prof. Peter Alexander.
The university’s research unit analysed 156 000 detailed incident reports in
the police’s IRIS between 1992 and 2013. The unit said they obtained this
information through the Promotion of Access to Information Act. The unit’s
Prof. Peter Alexander said, “From our analysis, we have demonstrated that
not all incidents classified as unrest are violent. We found that only 54
percent of protests sampled were violent.” He said the police’s loose
definition of violent protest included incidents at police roadblocks and
that this skewed the statistics.
Alexander said their findings challenged the lack of detailed information
about police crowd incidents, and offered an analysis of incidents recorded
by IRIS in pursuit of an effective, reliable and accurate system of recording
incidents critical for public accountability.
Alexander’s colleague, Dr Carin Runciman said, “Incidents are not protests.
Unrests are not the same as violence.”
Last year, Lieutenant Elias Mawela told parliament that incidents of
violent protest had escalated from 1 226 in 2011/12 to 1 882 in 2012/13,
and to 1 907 in 2013/14.
Alexander said National Police Commissioner Riah Phiyega was using these
figures to justify an extra R3.3 billion a year on public order policing. He
said this misrepresentation of numbers was central to justifying massive
increased spending. “We are disturbed by the way IRIS statistics have been
misrepresented,” said Alexander. “This has implications of criminalisation
of protests for basic democratic rights. It impacts on the ability to hold our
leaders accountable.”
In his response, police spokesperson, Lieutenant General Solomon Makgale
said, “The police did not conflate incidents and protests. Any crowd
management action is defined as an incident, which will either be peaceful
or unrest. Incidents include all protest actions, peaceful gatherings and
pure unrest incidents that cannot be justified as crowd management
incidents.”
http://alexnews.co.za/49966/police-accused-of-misinterpreting-protestdata/

Commonwealth Games will cost billions
IOL News

27 May 2015

eThekwini city manager Sbu Sithole
Durban - R3.4 billion: that’s the staggering amount South African taxpayers
are set to pay out to host the 2022 Commonwealth Games in Durban.
The revelation was made during the eThekwini Municipality’s executive
committee meeting at the city hall on Tuesday in a progress report tabled
by municipal manager S’bu Sithole.
The report came a month after the Commonwealth Games bid evaluation
committee all but gave Durban’s bid the thumbs-up, after the city of
Edmonton, in Canada, withdrew from the race in February. Durban is
expected to be announced in Auckland, New Zealand, on September 2, as
the host city for the games.
The report seeks Exco’s approval for R500 million towards the total R3.2bn
budget required. The provincial government is also expected to contribute
about R500m, with the national government paying the remainder.
In February, South Africa paid almost R98m to bid for the games - with 50%
of the amount split between eThekwini and the provincial government. Of
the city’s R17.5m share of this amount, Tuesday's report states this was
“approved ... for the professional and design fees.”
“On May 4 the budget proposal was presented to the major events subcommittee, and the members of the technical major events
subcommittee. eThekwini had finance representation in the meeting as a
key stakeholder in partnership with KZN province.”
At a meeting where the budget for the hosting of the games was tabled,
attended by Premier Senzo Mchunu and Sports Minister Fikile Mbalula, the
provincial Sports and Recreation Department and eThekwini “were
requested to make commitment towards the hosting costs as per the
proposed budget”.
“The premier requested the major events sub-committee, which has mayor
James Nxumalo as principal member, to prepare a budget proposal for
consideration by all relevant stakeholders,” the report reads.
A breakdown of the figures indicates that R124m would be spent on “sports
venues (overlays and equipment)”, R164m on the Commonwealth village
(services and overlays), R633m on “games workforce”, R391m on
“advertising and promotions”, R103m on “administration”, R40m on
“readiness/ test events and meetings” and R324m on “project
management fees”.
Sports facilities would require R330m while a further R1.3bn would be
spent on the construction of a new Commonwealth Games village.
The major events sub-committee recommended that “there must be a
national budget allocation for the construction of the athletes’ village” at
Cornubia.
“The task team will also prepare a detailed assessment of the proposed
budget and ensure that there is no undue profiteering by individuals or
entities within the process.”
Exco was also asked to consider “the creation of a special reserve fund to
meet future financial commitments related to the games”.
“Once exco has approved the proposed financial commitments, the
technical sub-committee of major events will prepare a detailed multiyear
budget leading up to 2022 with clear milestones and financial
requirements each financial year.”

The R1.1bn tab to be shared between eThekwini and the province
excluded “provincial and city-specific initiatives as part of the necessary
activation, marketing and mobilisation programmes in preparation for the
hosting”.
Sithole said the city’s R500m share would be budgeted over seven financial
years.
“You’ll note that benefits to eThekwini are very high - not just in terms of
tourism, but we’ll have the opportunity to implement a whole range of
legacy projects which will be implemented in all areas in terms of
revamping our infrastructure - especially in areas we are not doing well in
terms of infrastructure provision. By the time we finalise the bid process,
we’ll know what those contributions are.”
He said the city would start budgeting for the games from the financial
year after the bid process completion.
“The good thing is that historically, the costs of hosting this event are
borne by the cities themselves. But in South Africa we have a unique
position where national and provincial departments participate in lessening
the burden on the city,” he said.
DA caucus leader Zwakele Mncwango said he had reservations about
eThekwini and the provincial Human Settlements Department sitting on
the same committee following an apparent fall-out over funding last
month.
Seeking clarity, DA councillor Heinz de Boer asked who would be footing
the rest of the bill.
“Information about the Commonwealth Games is not secret. There are
people talking all the time about what will be happening - and particularly
they are talking about what will happen with the village,” he said.
“We need to place on record that we are going to be following the process
very carefully. We do have a lot of information about what is being
proposed and not.”
These remarks raised the ire of ANC councillors, with Nigel Gumede saying
De Boer was suggesting there was corruption.
“He mustn’t taint us… make insinuations based on assumptions,” Gumede
said.
http://www.iol.co.za/news/south-africa/kwazulu-natal/commonwealthgames-will-cost-billions-1.1863990

May 29: Let's stop the Brazil in defense of our rights
Workers are preparing for the national day of Stoppage and
demonstrations next Friday
PSTU 27 May 2015
The time has come. Across the country, advance preparation for the
national day of Stoppage and demonstrations, toward general strike. On
Friday, functionalism, workers of public transportation, ports, factories,
construction sites, universities, businesses and schools in several cities and
capital should stop. The meeting held by the central trade unions that
organize the day (CSP-Conlutas, CUT, CTB, new Central, UGT and the
Inter-Union) on March 22 showed a large membership to day 29.
The guide your entities to seek unity in the States for common actions. It is
important to still get the unions and movements not affiliated to any of
the central to halt, or even those affiliated to plants not joined day 29, as
is the case of the Força Sindical. "There's a general indignation against the
Government attacks the PT and a lot of willingness to fight", attests to the
leader of the CSP-Conlutas, Luiz Carlos Prates, the Stain.

"It is important to continue and strengthen the mobilization of workers and
common tariffs against the Central PL of outsourcing, the rejection of the
project, the MPs 664 and 665, the fiscal adjustment, are common points
that allow a great day of stoppage, toward general strike", complements
Stain.
Workers will not pay for the crisis
The day of stoppage and demonstrations has been defined in a meeting
held on 6 May between the Trade Union Centrals, which also established as
agenda combating the two provisional measures of Dilma to remove labor
and social security rights, the PL of outsourcing, the fiscal adjustment, in
defending human rights and democracy. Back and forth the action taken by
the National Congress and the Government only reinforce the need for a
strong mobilisation to proceed to a general strike in fact.
The Chamber of Deputies, which had already approved the PL of
outsourcing, also approved the MP's who attack the unemployment
insurance and death benefits, among other rights. This package of badness
is now in the Senate. Dilma's Government, in turn, released a megacorte of
$ 69 billion in the budget, including the social areas. More than half of the
cuts focus on housing, health and education.
Only education will suffer a snip of $ 9 billion. In "Homeland Educator"
Dilma is one of the sectors hit by the austerity plan. Already the Ministry of
cities, in charge of the program "my house, my life", will suffer a cut of $
17.2 billion. Health will see you go other r $ 11.7 billion. Everything to
make the primary surplus, the economy to pay the public debt interest to
bankers.
In the same week in which the Federal Government announced the cut in
the budget, the billionaire Chamber of Deputies led by Eduardo Cunha
(PMDB) approved the construction of a complex in House to house large
offices and stores. The Mall adopted by MEPs should cost somewhere
around $ 1 billion. Absurd evidence that parliamentarians represent the
interests of banks and large companies, in addition to their own. A real
slap in the face of workers and the general public.
In the States, workers struggle against the settings applied by the
Governments of the PT, PMDB, PSDB, among others. The struggle of
teachers follows strong, as in the State of Paraná, São Paulo, Pernambuco
and Pará.
The indignation is growing and explains the strong support that the day has
won 29.
Toward general strike
While workers suffer from layoffs (100 thousand jobs were extinct just in
April, the worst result since 1992), inflation, attacks on their rights
inflicted by the National Congress and the Government Dilma, the IMF
commends the measures of fiscal adjustment. Governments and employers
want to play the effects of the crisis on the backs of the workers. But it is
on the streets and in workplaces that this battle will be set.
On day 29, let's build a big day of struggle, towards a general strike which
beat once these attacks which have ahead the Government of PT, the
PMDB, and the right opposition headed by PSDB.
http://www.pstu.org.br/node/21463
29 de maio: Vamos parar o Brasil em defesa dos nossos direitos
Trabalhadores se preparam para o Dia Nacional de Paralisação e
Manifestações, na
próxima sexta
PSTU 27 May 2015
Está chegando a hora. Em todo o país, avança a preparação para o Dia
Nacional de Paralisação e Manifestações, rumo à Greve Geral. Nesta sextafeira, o funcionalismo, trabalhadores do transporte público, portos,

fábricas, canteiros de obra, universidades, comércios e escolas de várias
cidades e capitais devem parar. A reunião realizada pelas centrais sindicais
que organizam o dia (CSP-Conlutas, CUT, CTB, Nova Central, UGT e
Intersindical) no último dia 22 mostrou uma grande adesão ao dia 29.
As centrais orientam suas entidades que busquem a unidade nos estados
para ações comuns. É importante ainda buscar os sindicatos e movimentos
não filiados a nenhuma das centrais para a paralisação, ou ainda aqueles
filiados às centrais que não aderiram ao dia 29, como é o caso da Força
Sindical. "Há uma indignação geral contra os ataques do governo do PT e
muita disposição de luta", atesta o dirigente da CSP-Conlutas, Luiz Carlos
Prates, o Mancha.
“É importante continuar e fortalecer a mobilização dos trabalhadores e as
pautas comuns das centrais contra o PL das terceirizações, a rejeição do
projeto, as MPs 664 e 665, o ajuste fiscal, são pontos comuns que
possibilitam um grande dia de paralisação, rumo à greve Geral”,
complementa Mancha.
Os trabalhadores não pagarão por essa crise
O dia de paralisação e manifestações foi definido em reunião realizada no
dia 6 de maio entre as centrais sindicais, que também estabeleceram como
pauta a luta contra as duas medidas provisórias de Dilma que retiram
direitos trabalhistas e previdenciários, a PL das terceirizações, o ajuste
fiscal, em defesa dos direitos e da democracia. De lá pra cá as medidas
tomadas pelo Congresso Nacional e pelo governo só reforçam a
necessidade de uma forte mobilização que avance para uma Greve Geral
de fato.
A Câmara dos Deputados, que já havia aprovado o PL das terceirizações,
aprovou também as MP's que atacam o seguro-desemprego e a pensão por
morte, entre outros direitos. Esse pacote de maldades está agora no
Senado. O governo Dilma, por sua vez, divulgou um megacorte de R$ 69
bilhões no Orçamento, incluindo as áreas sociais. Mais da metade dos
cortes se concentram na Habitação, Saúde e Educação.
Só a Educação vai sofrer uma tesourada de R$ 9 bilhões. Na "Pátria
Educadora" de Dilma, é um dos setores mais atingido pelo plano de
austeridade. Já o Ministério das Cidades, responsável pelo programa
“Minha Casa, Minha Vida”, vai sofrer um corte de R$ 17,2 bilhões. A Saúde
vai ver ir embora outros R$ 11,7 bilhões. Tudo para fazer o Superávit
Primário, a economia para pagar os juros da dívida pública aos banqueiros.
Na mesma semana em que o Governo Federal anunciou o corte bilionário
no Orçamento, a Câmara dos Deputados liderada por Eduardo Cunha
(PMDB) aprovou a construção de um complexo na Casa para abrigar amplos
gabinetes e lojas. O shopping aprovado pelos deputados deve custar algo
em torno de R$ 1 bilhão. Uma prova absurda de que os parlamentares
representam os interesses dos bancos e grandes empresas, além dos seus
próprios. Um verdadeiro tapa na cara dos trabalhadores e da população.
Nos estados, os trabalhadores lutam contra os ajustes aplicados pelos
governos do PT, PSDB, PMDB, entre outros. A luta dos professores segue
forte, como no Paraná, em São Paulo, Pernambuco e no Pará.
A indignação é crescente e explica a forte adesão que o dia 29 vem
conquistando.
Rumo à Greve Geral
Enquanto os trabalhadores sofrem com as demissões (100 mil postos de
trabalho foram extintos só em abril, o pior resultado desde 1992), a
inflação, os ataques a seus direitos infligidos pelo Congresso Nacional e o
governo Dilma, o FMI elogia as medidas do ajuste fiscal. Os governos e os
patrões querem jogar os efeitos da crise nas costas dos trabalhadores. Mas
é nas ruas e nos locais de trabalho que essa batalha será definida.
No dia 29, vamos construir um grande dia de luta, rumo a uma Greve Geral
que derrote de vez esses ataques que têm à frente o governo do PT, o

PMDB, e a oposição de direita encabeçada pelo PSDB.
http://www.pstu.org.br/node/21463

Anti-mining lobby seeks legal protection
South Coast Herald

26 May 2015

An urgent application for an order indicting six people has been issued.
THE Legal Resources Centre and Richard Spoor Attorneys have issued an
urgent application for an order interdicting six people, said to be
associated with the proposed Xolobeni Mineral Sands Project, from
intimidating, victimising, threatening, harassing and assaulting Xolobeni
community members.
Transworld Energy and Minerals (TEM), a South African subsidiary of the
Australian mining company, Mineral Commodities, has renewed its bid to
exploit the rich heavy mineral reserves along an almost pristine 22km
stretch of Wild Coast shoreline. The project area, Xolobeni, situated about
30km south of Port Edward, is the home of the Amadiba Tribal Authority,
the traditional landowners who have local authority vested with them. The
Amadiba Crisis Committee has been formed by community members who
vehemently oppose the dune mining.
The application follows allegations of violence, intimidation and verbal
abuse of the Amadiba Crisis Committee and other community members on
May 3 by members of the pro-mining lobby, some of whom were armed
with guns, clubs and pangas. It is alleged that firearms were discharged
and that two community members sustained gunshot wounds. A local
woman was hospitalised after sustaining a serious cut on her arm.
The application also seeks to interdict the respondents from bringing
firearms or causing firearms to be brought into meetings held by the
community or on community land.
The Amadiba Crisis Committee said it was expecting a good turnout at a
community meeting that will be held at the Umgungundlovu Tribal
Authority (which has jurisdiction over the coastal Amadiba community) in
the Xolobeni village today (Thursday).
Five coastal villages in this area were under violent siege because of the
villagers’ resolve not to allow preparatory scoping for the mining on their
ancestral and communal land, a spokesman for the committee said.
southcoastherald.co.za/89162/anti-mining-lobby-seeks-legalprotection/

Worst ever Internet censorship law planned for SA
Electronic Frontier Foundation

22 May 2015

The Draft Online Regulation Policy recently issued by the Film and
Publication Board of South Africa is a regulation that is so bad that all of us
should fight it
Only once in a while does an Internet censorship law or regulation come
along that is so audacious in its scope, so misguided in its premises, and so
poorly thought out in its execution, that you have to check your calendar
to make sure April 1 hasn’t come around again.
The Draft Online Regulation Policy recently issued by the Film and
Publication Board (FPB) of South Africa is such a regulation. It’s as if the
fabled prude Mrs. Grundy had been brought forward from the 18th
century, stumbled across hustler.com on her first excursion online, and
promptly cobbled together a law to shut the Internet down. Yes, it’s that
bad.

But don’t just take our word for it—read some of its provisions for yourself.
First, the regulation applies, in the first instance, to films and games
(regardless of subject matter), as well as to publications containing certain
loosely-described forms of sex, violence and hate speech. As to these types
of content:
5.1.1 Any person who intends to distribute any film, game, or certain
publication in the Republic of South Africa shall first comply with section
18(1) of the Act by applying, in the prescribed manner, for registration as
film or game and publications distributor.
5.1.2 In the event that such film, game or publication is in a digital form or
format intended for distribution online using the internet or other mobile
platforms, the distributor may bring an application to the Board for the
conclusion of an online distribution agreement, in terms of which the
distributor, upon payment of the fee prescribed from time to time by the
Minister of DOC as the Executive Authority, may classify its online content
on behalf of the Board, using the Board’s classification Guidelines and the
Act …
If you are a video blogger creating films from your basement, the prospect
of FPB officers knocking on your door to classify your videos probably isn’t
that appealing. So, being the forward-thinkers that they are, without
actually providing an exception for user-generated content (or a sensible
definition of it), the FPB provides an alternative system which places the
burden of classifying such content onto Internet intermediaries:
7.5 In the event that such content is a video clip on YouTube or any other
global digital media platform, the Board may of its own accord refer such
video clip to the Classification Committee of the Board for classification.
7.7 Upon classification, the Board shall dispatch a copy of the classification
decision and an invoice payable by the online distributor within 30 days, in
respect of the classification of the content in question.
A few definitions are in order here: an “online distributor” could be a
South African ISP, which might have no connection with the “global digital
media platform” that actually hosts the content. Nonetheless, the ISP is
assumed to have the capacity to take down the original video, and to
upload a new, classified, version containing the FPB’s logo:
7.10 The online distributor shall, from the date of being notified by the
Board in writing of the classification decision, take down the unclassified
video clip, substitute the same with the one that has been classified by the
Board, and display the Film and Publication Board Logo and classification
decision as illustrated in clause 5.1.6.
Oh, but it gets worse. Since classification rules already apply to offline
films, games and proscribed publications, the regulation purports to be
doing nothing more than to be extending the classification scheme to
online versions of those materials, so that anyone distributing them over
the Internet also has to obtain a license to do so. But then there’s this:
7.4 With regard to any other content distributed online, the Board shall
have the power to order an administrator of any online platform to take
down any content that the Board may deem to be potentially harmful and
disturbing to children of certain ages.
That’s right, any online platform can be ordered to take down any content
distributed onlinethat the Board may deem to be potentially harmful and
disturbing. Traditional publishers are subject to no such sweeping,
extrajudicial censorship power.
What kind of content might we be talking about here? Much of the
preamble of the document talks about sex. Indeed, sex sells, and it sells
censorship legislation as well as it sells cigarettes and soft drinks.

However the regulation, even on its face, goes much further. Its
background section gives an example of non-sexual videos that, even under
the current law, were issued a classification by the FPB—videos depicting a
Pretorian pastor “ordering members of his congregation, some of whom
were minors, to graze like cattle and drink petrol to prove that humans
can eat anything provided by God”. Under the new proposed regulation,
the FPB could simply order such videos—which are obviously newsworthy—
to be removed from the Internet.
“Draconian” is a word that we use quite often on Deeplinks, but by any
standard of draconian, this proposed regulation is it. It bears all the
hallmarks of being the response to a wish-list from a single, puritanical
special interest group, without taking the other broader free speech rights
of the public into account.
Thankfully, section 195 of the South African Constitution does direct the
public administration that “People’s needs must be responded to, and the
public must be encouraged to participate in policy-making”, and in
accordance with this directive, the proposed Draft Online Regulation Policy
has been opened for public comment, which remains open until July 15.
Local groups like Right to Know have already been mobilizing against the
proposal, and are collecting supporters for a petition and social media
campaign, which EFF heartily endorses.
South Africa is one of Africa’s largest and fastest growing economies, and
for it to adopt such an extreme preemptive Internet censorship regulation
would be a serious setback for South Africa’s burgeoning online industry,
as well as, needless to say, a serious blow to human rights.
If you are South African, or have any friends or colleagues who are, please
take action by signing the Right to Know petition, and spreading the word
about this looming threat.
http://mybroadband.co.za/news/internet/127110-worst-ever-internetcensorship-law-planned-for-south-africa.html

SUSPECTED GLEBELANDS’ KILLER TO APPEAR IN COURT
Vanessa Burger

20 May 2015

After the shocking hit that ended key witness’ Sipho Ndovela’s life at the
entrance to the Umlazi Magistrate’s Court on Monday, the suspect believed
to be behind the year long hostel killing spree is to appear in the same
court on charges of attempted murder tomorrow, Thursday 21 May. The
case in question relates to a separate incident that occurred in 2014 and
for which Ndovela was also to have testified. Had he lived.
The accused is young, apparently only twenty-nine. Yet he reportedly owns
the Glebelands game – calling the shots (literally) with hitmen and police
alike, with alleged criminal links in KwaMashu and Jacobs Hostels as well
as Mandeni and other eastern Cape areas. It is said he specializes in
truckjacking – fully loaded vehicles usually from the harbour in the dead of
night. Others claim he has the police in his pocket and is supplied with
official issue ammunition and firearms – including the R5 that was used in
the attempted hit on Glebelands’ leaders on 19 August last year. These
weapons are never found during the numerous raids at Glebelands,
because, they say, he is tipped off by his mates in blue. It is also alleged
that he extorts R50 – R100 ‘protection’ each from residents of the eight
blocks he is believed to control – purportedly earning him well over R100k
a month. Charged monthly, or after each kill, this is an iniquitous drain on
the mostly unemployed community. Still others claim he has been barred
from his rural home after walking off with thousands of rands collected for
the local women’s Christmas stokvel.
Whatever the truth surrounding this young man, one thing is certain, he
understands terror and how to use the power it breeds. He has acted with
impunity for far too long – 26 families have been left destitute after
breadwinners have been taken out – too many cases have come to nothing.

Disingenuously, the police have claimed they lack evidence, lack the
community’s cooperation, meet resistance from residents, or simply refuse
to take action as was the case recently when a violent illegal eviction was
in progress and the members deployed to respond were witnessed sitting in
the shade of a tree for almost four hours, enabling the crime in progress to
proceed unchecked. The police certainly failed in their duty to serve and
protect Ndovela – a key witness in three cases linked to the alleged killer.
Ndovela was also gunned down before he could provide a supplementary
statement that would have implicated the suspect further and likely
assured his arrest. According to Ndovela, the Umlazi SAPS investigating
officer in this case had instructed him to omit valuable information from
his initial statement relating to the murder of Glebelands resident Fikile
Siyephu on 15 February 2015. Only the police and a few trusted hostel
residents were aware of Ndovela’s intention to provide this supplementary
statement. The police were also aware of the numerous threats made to
Ndovela and that he had been warned he “will not see court.” Yet officers
assigned to his protection when he appeared in court on an unrelated
matter, were suspiciously absent when gunmen arrived from nowhere and
put a bullet through his head.
It is essential that the alleged killer be removed from the troubled hostel,
that justice is done and is seen to be done. It is essential too, that all
witnesses involved in cases linked to this individual are afforded full and
unremitting round the clock protection for as long as necessary until safety
can be restored to the Glebelands community.
A huge security detail is expected tomorrow and special precautions have
reportedly been put in place to ensure Monday’s tragedy is not repeated.
We hope this will be sufficient as two sensitive cases will be heard
tomorrow. We also hope that whatever happens tomorrow in court will end
the alleged killer’s grip on Glebelands. If acquitted, he will, once again,
walk free, enabled by a dysfunctional criminal justice system to continue
to wreak suffering and death on an already severely traumatized
community. This cannot be permitted. The killing must end!
The media, all concerned individuals and civil society are urged to attend
Umlazi Magistrates Court tomorrow, Thursday 21 May from 9am onwards to
show their support for the Glebelands community and see that justice is
done. Join us!

Global fossil fuel subsidies cost the planet R63-trillion a year
Mail & Guardian

19 May 2015

The International Monetary Fund says environmental costs and taxes borne
by society for fossil fuels are R63-trillion a year, or R2-million a second.
People across the world are subsidising the fossil fuel industry to the tune
of R63-trillion a year, according to research released by the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) this week.
It called this figure “shocking” and called for a change in how the energy
form is valued.
In comparison, renewable energy subsidies worldwide were R1.4-trillion
this year, it said.
“How large are global energy subsidies?” is one of the first global
assessments of both the external costs of fossil fuels and the tax subsidies
given to industry.
The fund’s primary finding was: “Post-energy tax subsidies are
dramatically higher than estimated — $5.3-trillion by 2015.” These
subsidies were “large and pervasive” in both advanced and developing
countries, being the equivalent of 18% of some GDPs.
The IMF split its calculation between the subsidies that fossil fuel
companies got from governments and the environmental cost of their

operations. The former came in the form of tax breaks and, for example,
lower cost electricity for operations.
The latter included the costs that are externalised and borne by the
environment and people. These include carbon emissions — which
accelerate climate change — and the cost of people going to hospital for
chest problems. Most of the costs come from what governments have to
spend treating the victims of air pollution, it said.
The worst cost came from coal, it said, with the largest single source being
coal-fired power stations in China. These cost $2.3-trillion in externalities
each year.
Due to their impact on accelerating climate change, the full cost of
subsidies to fossil fuels included $1.3-trillion a year. This came from a
calculation of a tax of $42 a tonne on all carbon emissions around the
world. In most countries there is no tax on emissions.
Paying the full cost for fossil fuels
The South African tax is being implemented by the treasury and should
have come into effect on January 1 2015, but it has been put back by
several years. It would put a R120 charge on each tonne of carbon emitted
by industry.
“The fiscal, environmental and welfare impacts of energy subsidy reform
are potentially enormous,” it said. If post-tax subsidies were to be
removed this year, global governments would have an extra $2.9-trillion in
revenue. This is the equivalent of 3.6% of global GDP, it said.
Carbon emissions worldwide would also drop by 20% as a result of full cost
of fossil fuels being included in their price. This would come as the higher
price of the fuels would lead to companies lowering their emissions, with
things such as filters on smokestacks, it said. “This is very significant and
would represent a major step towards de-carbonisation ultimately needed
to stabilise the global climate system.”
Deaths from fossil fuels
In Africa deaths from air pollution would halve. This would stop 1.8-million
premature deaths from air pollution globally, it said. The World Bank
reported last year that 3.7-million people a year died prematurely due to
air pollution globally.
The huge costs borne by consumers in healthcare, where people have to
spend money on things such as asthma treatment, would also be cut. The
study found that this spending is $1.8-trillion a year.
There is little research in South Africa about the impacts and costs of air
pollution. But Eskom impact assessments — seen by the Mail & Guardian
last year — said that up to 600 people a year would die if the utilities’
entire coal fleet was online.
mg.co.za

Americans, Europeans want non-MSM coverage of intl. news
Russia Today

19 May 2015

Getting their international news only from mainstream media is not what
the majority of Americans and Europeans want, an opinion poll shows.
Some 60 percent desire alternative sources of news coverage.
The only country among the five polled by the British company ICM
Research for Sputnik news radio, in which less than half of respondents
said they would like to have an alternative source of information on world
affairs, was France. Forty-nine percent of the people there said they
would be ‘quite interested’ or ‘interested a lot’ in it.
Greeks were on the other side of the spectrum, with over 80 percent vying
for such a source. The US and UK were level at 57 percent, while Germany

ran at 55 percent, Sputnik reported.
Sputnik is a Russia-based news agency and radio network targeting foreign
audiences. It started an opinion polling service in partnership with ICM in
July 2014.
A separate ICM poll conducted for Sputnik in April showed that some 54
percent of people in the same five countries didn’t trust mainstream
media when it came to coverage of the Ukrainian crisis.
http://rt.com/news/259921-us-europe-alternative-media/

UF CONDEMNS POLICE ARRESTS OF ANTI-MINING PROTESTERS IN XOLOBENI
United Front Press Statement14 May 2015
The United Front strongly condemns the action of the police to arrest
members of the Amadiba Crisis Committee and other community members
in Xolobeni (Mpondoland, Eastern Cape) over their protests against the
proposed titanium mining by the Australian-based Richtersveld Mining
Company (RMC). As if these communities have not long stated their views
against this mining, government is proceeding with an Environmental
Impact Assessment process as a further step forward to facilitate the
mining. This is undemocratic and unjust. As the Amadiba Crisis Committee
(ACC) has previously argued, this mining will only secure profits for the
RMC and destroy the sensitive biodiversity upon which the people of
Xolobeni crucially depend for their livestock, harvesting of natural
resources and sustainable agriculture. This struggle underlines the need for
a democratic and sustainable path of development that moves away from
the polluting, destructive and exploitative mining regime we have in South
Africa. The UF stands in full solidarity with the ACC and the community of
Xolobeni in their just struggle. The UF calls on government to stop this
undemocratic process and to engage in a genuine process of consultation,
The UF calls on all progressive organisations in South Africa and elsewhere
to stand with the community of Xolobeni. ENDS FOR COMMENTS, CONTACT:
1. Mazibuko K. Jara – UF Interim National Secretary – 083 987 9633 2. John
Appolis - UF National Campaigns Coordinator - 073 408 2674

How communication workers taught the labour courts a lesson
Sarah Evans (Mail & Guardian)

14 May 2015

What happens when workers are excluded from a system that is supposed
to protect them? The post office strike has become a case study.
“Loopholes” in South Africa’s industrial relations framework have resulted
in a system where “precarious workers” are left outside of a system that
should protect their rights, according to a paper presented this week.
Professor David Dickinson, from Wits University’s department of sociology,
argues in his paper that workers who are not permanently employed are
effectively treated as second-class citizens.
Using the post office strike as a case study, Dickinson traces the
development of the workers’ struggle against casualisation in the
parastatal to the eventual end of labour broking there.
The post office is under administration and announced on May 6 that it
would retrench 5 000 workers and put 1 000 on early retirement.
Dickinson documents a series of strikes, starting in 2009. Strikes continued,
on-again-off-again, until 2012, but strikes over a different issue, led by the
majority union which was eventually ousted, continued until December
2014.
Cosatu has campaigned for a ban on labour broking, but it was not until

the promulgation of new labour relations laws in January this year that
labour brokers were regulated.
These amendments to the Labour Relations Act mean that temporary
workers, and those employed by labour brokers, are entitled to the same
benefits as permanent workers such as retirement benefits.
In addition, employers are not allowed to hire workers on contracts of
more than three months without employing them permanently, unless
there are “justifiable reasons” not to do so, according to the Act.
The strike also resulted in the formation of splinter unions, made up of
former workers’ committees, which evolved as a reaction to what workers
saw as unhelpful established unions.
It was these breakaway groups that ultimately succeeded, after about a
decade of struggle, in ending the use of labour brokers at the parastatal.
Dickinson writes that the post office turned around its finances until 2010,
but it did so largely by reducing the number of permanent employees and
gradually outsourcing labour.
Complex distrust
The result was a workforce largely consisting of casual workers who were
paid about a quarter of what permanent staff earned. They were also not
entitled to the many benefits afforded to permanent workers.
“On the ground,” writes Dickinson, “Two unequal workforces labouring
side by side resulted in toxic workplace relationship. While there were
exceptions, the general experience of casual workers was one of
discrimination at the hands of supervisors and permanent co-workers.”
Meanwhile, casual workers tried to persuade the Communication Workers
Union (CWU) – the majority union at the post office – to take up their
plight.
Dickinson notes that, in fairness, the CWU did put the casual workers’
wages “on the table” during wage negotiations. But ultimately, the union
did not have a legal mandate to negotiate on behalf of employees
employed by labour brokers.
Workers eventually organised outside of the CWU, and Dickinson traces the
evolution of these new means of organisation.
How the distrust developed between the CWU and casual workers is
complex. Casual workers filled in membership forms, but their
subscriptions were not deducted because the CWU did not have a
recognition agreement with the labour brokers.
The use of labour broking continued, despite continued calls for its
banning by Cosatu, which the CWU is affiliated to.
Beating ‘the dog’
As a response to the CWU’s failure, Dickinson writes, workers’ committees
were formed from about 2005. The relationship between them was often
fractious and their organisation was fragmented.
Workers embarked on a strike in 2009 and the banning of labour brokers
was a central demand.
“What is striking is just how many attempts workers’ committees made to
resolve their problems within the constitutional framework,” writes
Dickinson.
He notes that workers explored every available avenue, even seeking
private legal assistance.
In 2011, the West Rand workers committee marched to Cosatu’s office to
plead for their intervention. While sympathetic, the federation was largely

unhelpful.
Dickinson says that the workers’ attempts to get help from Cosatu were
“perhaps the most frustrating”.
A serious of unprotected strikes took place between June and August that
year, marking the first sustained casual workers’ strike.
Their slogan? “We are the union ourselves!”
The labour court then interdicted the strikers, but they had learned a
number of lessons; the post office needed to be their focus, and not the
labour brokers.
“The court cases had made it clear that, in local idiom, if they beat the
dog [mail delivery] hard enough, the real owner would emerge.”
Agreement reached
A more militant group – the Maberete – emerged from the workers’
committees and started to hunt down workers who did not participate in
the strike in the townships.
But even their militancy was not enough to ban labour broking, because
the post office placed very little value on the easily-replaceable casual
workers, employed by labour brokers, according to Dickinson.
It took a visit to a manager’s house for a breakthrough to occur. Shortly
after the visit, the Maberete received a call from the manager: he wanted
to negotiate.
An agreement was reached – this time directly between striking workers
and the post office. The Maberete would be reinstated, and they would be
given permanent positions within three months.
“By July 2012, the use of labour brokers at the post office had ended,”
Dickinson writes.
Two new trade unions – the South African Postal and Allied Workers’ Union
(Sapawu) and the Democratic Postal and Communications Union (Depacu)
are the result of the struggle against casualisation.
Sapawu broke away from the CWU in 2009, and Depacu was formed from
workers’ committees in the 2011 and 2012 strikes.
The CWU refused to sign the agreement between the post office and the
two other unions. It now represents 39% of the workers at the post office.
mg.co.za

Police raids accused of being ‘state-sponsored xenophobia’
RDM News Wire

9 May 2015

The Right2Know coalition has called on government to stop the current
police raids conducted as part of the state’s anti-xenophobia campaign‚
branding them state-coordinated xenophobia.
The raids began two weeks ago following a spate of xenophobic attacks in
the country which resulted in the death of seven people.
Police began the raids on xenophobic "hot spots"‚ including Jeppe Hostel in
Johannesburg.
However‚ they have continued into residential areas and resulted in arrests
of more than 400 people‚ mostly criminals and foreign nationals who were
found to be in the country illegally.
The coalition has called on President Jacob Zuma to stop the raids‚ which
it says have become an excuse for police harassment and brutality on
foreign nationals.
In the early hours of Friday morning the SAPS‚ together with the army and
officials from the Department of Home Affairs‚ raided an area in the
Johannesburg CBD‚ which included a raid on the Central Methodist Church
– a site which has long been a refuge for desperate and poor foreign
refugees.

More than 400 people were reportedly arrested in the raid in the
Johannesburg CBD.
This follows in the wake of the police raids‚ which were performed by
regular police‚ the police tactical response unit‚ assisted by the army and
accompanied by officials from home affairs‚ in the Thembelihle community
last week.
Many members of the Thembelihle informal settlement near Lenasia‚ south
of Johannesburg‚ have since reported that the police stole from them and
brutally assaulted them during that raid.
“The SAPS’ official explanation for the raid on the Johannesburg CBD‚
similar to their justification for the raid on Thembelihle‚ has been that it
was performed in order to target “criminal activities” in the area‚” said
the coalition’s Gauteng coordinator Julie Reid.
“However‚ this then calls into question the presence of the army and the
home affairs officials during the raids.
“The government has told us that the deployment of the army within the
Johannesburg area is to assist the police with quelling the recent instances
of xenophobic violence. But why employ the army and officials from home
affairs to assist SAPS with operations which are aimed at targeting
“criminal activities”?
Reid said It is clear that president Zuma is using the context of the
xenophobic attacks and the presence of “illegal immigrants” in poor
communities as an excuse to send in the police‚ the army and home affairs
officials to target foreign nationals‚ while officials utter the words
‘criminal activity’ as a guise for what are really acts of xenophobia
enacted by the government.
She said these measures by government‚ SAPS and the army only serve to
exacerbate xenophobic tensions within the country and do nothing to solve
them.
“The raid in Johannesburg took place at night‚ while people and children
were sleeping – a frightening experience for the people who were
targeted‚ especially the children.
“It is deplorable that a symbol of refuge like the Central Methodist Church
should be the target of such a crude and brutal attack by the police.
Attempts to determine how many refugee community members were
arrested‚ or the reasons for their detention‚ have proved fruitless. Despite
the presence of home affairs and immigration officers during the raid‚
many foreign nationals were reportedly arrested even though they were in
possession of asylum papers’” Reid said.
She said the police in the Gauteng Johannesburg area are now openly and
brazenly targeting foreign nationals‚ assisted by the army‚ in what can only
be described as state-sponsored and state-coordinated xenophobia. - RDM
News Wire, The Times

The Army vs. Thembelihle: Where the truth lies
Richard Poplak

5 May 2015

On 30 April, the army showed up. Xenophobic violence? Then why were
most of those arrested foreigners? Crime? Then why were so few criminals
busted? Politics? Now we’re getting somewhere.
At around 3:30am last Wednesday, a young man named Sipho Dlamini was
startled awake by insistent knocking. It was the sort of baton-on-zinc
wake-up call that people have been experiencing in this country for
generations. When he leapt out of bed and approached the source of the
commotion, Dlamini couldn’t help but notice that his shack was
surrounded by a phalanx of cops and soldiers. The law had shown up
before dawn on this chilly morning, ostensibly to deal with the problem of
xenophobic violence. But Dlamini wasn’t involved in xenophobic violence—
in fact, he was involved in protecting foreign nationals from xenophobic
violence—and he suspected that the men with guns might have arrived
with something else in mind. When the first blows connected, he knew he
was right.
“Ah, comrade, they were very rough,” Dlamini told me.

The garbage strewn, unpaved, unlit shack-town of Thembelihle is located
within the boundaries of Lenasia, deep in Johannesburg’s Region G, the
poorest sector of the city. The astonishing thing about Thembelihle—isiZulu
for “place of hope”—is that it doesn’t exist. Drive by the Trade Route mall,
behind which Thembelihle is nestled, and there is no sign of the
settlement. Drive further into Lenasia’s lower middle-class
neighbourhoods, and the camp slowly reveals itself as a few ramshackle
mkukus, then as a sprawling town-within-a-town. Like most of the
destitute parts of this country, it is nearly invisible.
Since 2001 at least, the Thembelihle Crisis Committee (TCC) has
endeavoured to be seen. The settlement was born in the 1980s, when a
few families claimed a patch of ground on what once belonged to the SA
Blocks Factory brickworks. The ‘hood was designated “Indian” under the
Group Areas Act, but the Apartheid regime had bigger problems at the
time. Running the community off the land was left to successive African
National Congress governments. According to official reports, the
settlement is built on a bed of dolomite, and therefore difficult and
expensive to develop. (The TCC has commissioned a geo-technical study
which disputes the government’s assessment.) The idea has been to
relocate families to either nearby Lehae or less nearby Vlakfontein, which
only means increased transportation costs and fewer amenities.
The TCC, which presents itself as the official voice of Thembelihle, has
gone to war with the government, mostly over issues of electricity
installation. But the fight has become much bigger than that. The first
flare-up dates all the way back to 2001, when the government tried
forcefully to remove residents. In the ensuing years, the committee has
come to see itself as something of a political alternative to the ruling
party. Operation Khanyisa Movement (OKM)—a small worker’s party
inaugurated in 2006—is the local answer to countrywide problems.
So when the jackboots arrived at 3:30am, it was the OKM T-shirt Sipho
Dlamini was wearing that seemed to cause the most offence.
“They said, ‘You are OKM’,” Dlamini told me, “and then they tried to hit
me. They hit my hand, and I fought back.” Dlamini’s spotless shack was
transformed into a cage-fighting ring, and when the cops and soldiers had
done their work and swept through the settlement, he knew the deal:
This was a shakedown.
When the violence directed at foreign nationals first broke out earlier this
year following Zulu “King” Goodwill Zwelithini’s suggestions that non-South
Africans go back to where they came from, there was an immediate
outcry. In 2008, the xenophobic attacks were met with a tepid response
from the government: few arrests, zero convictions. After Xenophibia II
broke, concerned South Africans demanded something more substantial
from their government, and on 20 April Defence Minister Nosiviwe MapisaNqakula confirmed that the army would be deployed in “volatile areas” in
support of the police.
There was confusion regarding the particulars of this statement. There
were those that believed the army would install itself in troubled
communities much like it did during last year’s elections, when Bekkersdal
and Alexandra were locked down by what resembled full-blown military
invasion. But the government had in mind something more limited in
scope: targeted operations in “hotspots” that would be conducted by cops
with the army providing an imprimatur of authority, AKA much fancier
weapons.
On 21 April, the Jeppestown hostels were hit in a pre-dawn raid. Then the
Madala Hostel in Alexandra was dinged. But the picture was muddied
following raids in Hillbrow, during which hundreds of undocumented
foreign nationals were rounded up. The government’s limited scope
seemed to widen into something more tangible and, sadly, recognizable:
the hated police, backed by the army, were going into marginalised
communities in order to clean them up. Once again, the perpetrators of
xenophobic violence were largely left alone, while a whole slew of bit
players were paraded before news cameras for photo-ops.

But when the police and the army rushed into Thembelihle on 30 April, the
raids suddenly seemed like a play of a different order. After all, this was a
traditionally difficult community, with a fifteen-year history of organised,
often violent service delivery protests. Sure, there were the usual (for
South Africa) attacks against foreign nationals that resulted in the looting
of several shops. But the reason for the raid was that the settlement had
been deemed a “crime hotspot,” and according to Gauteng police
spokesman Kay Makhubela, “There have been a lot of house robberies and
murders in Lenasia which have been linked to criminals operating from
Thembelihle.”
Shortly after 3:00am on 30 April, military vehicles lined the poorly tarred
road that ringed the settlement. The army does not invade the worst crime
ridden parts of this country, so why, wondered the residents of
Thembelihle, was it busting into their shacks on a Wednesday morning
demanding passports, and enquiring as to the sartorial choices of its
residents?
“They weren’t interested in xenophobic violence or crime,” Siphiwe
Segodi, Secretary of the TCC insisted, when I visited Thembelihle on
Sunday. “We see this as nothing more than intimidation.” We were sitting
around a spotless shack following a TCC financial meeting, during which
fourteen members of the committee dealt with the books down to the last
cent. The previous day, Segodi told me, the TCC had met in order to
develop a position on the raids. They were not complimentary.
He took a sip of Iron Brew and said, “We clearly see that the deployment is
a political act. There is crime here indeed. But we don’t agree that
Thembelihle is a crime hotspot. The Commander in Chief of the SANDF—
President Jacob Zuma—and the Minister of Defence claimed that they were
deploying the army to deal with xenophobia. Were they lying about that?
Because now, suddenly, it is crime hotspots. It is clear that if tomorrow
Thembelihle had a reason to protest, the army would be here to stop us.”
It isn’t necessarily clear, but what is clear is that the TCC, like many
community organisations in this country, has been remarkably active in
their support for foreign nationals. When several local stores were looted
on 24 February, the TCC raided shacks and returned fourteen major
appliances to the aggrieved shopkeepers. “We do not support the attacks
on our African brothers and sisters,” Segodi told me.
But the police/army raids in Thembelihle hit foreigners the hardest. Of 212
arrests, at least 198 were foreign nationals, and it is by no means clear
that those arrested were illegals. The cops burst into shacks demanding
papers and passports, and according to residents they arrested first and
asked questions later.
A Somali shop owner who gave his name as Amin Ahmadhedros said that his
shop was robbed of the previous day’s takings by police officers. “If
something happens,” he asked me, “how can I run for the police? I don’t
trust them. I am not a stealer. I am working here in South Africa. I have
papers. They came inside my shop, stole, and I’m not going to report it.”
These sentiments were echoed throughout the community, and not only
the foreigners. Members of the TCC told stories about the cops hitting
dazed locals for bribes for offences ranging from keeping a pack of
“illegal” cigarettes to wearing the wrong T-shirts.
What makes the whole situation stranger is that on 26 April, the office of
Gauteng Department of Cooperative Governance, Traditional Affairs and
Human Settlements MEC Jacob Mamabolo released a statement
announcing, “A special Freedom Day for people Thembelihle as
government registers Thembelihle formally as housing project [sic].” This
meant that after a decade and a half of struggle, Thembelihle was finally
allowed to exist. Which didn’t mean that everyone was buying it.
“We’ve heard everything before,” said Sipho Dlamini as he walked me

through his house.
There they were: two conjoined shacks, impeccably maintained, alongside
a small compound in which five Malawian men were standing. All of them
had been hit in the raid, some of them arrested, all of them legal. But
hundreds of the foreigners that had been rounded up were still in jail, with
no access to representation; their kids had been shipped off to an
orphanage at Eikenhof.
“We are worried about our African brothers and sisters,” Siphiwe Segodi
had told me. “On principle, we stand for working class rights and
international solidarity. Those in the cells, their situation is very dire. We
are concerned about their rights.”
This, then, is a footnote on a footnote of South Africa’s second
“xenophobic” outbreak: a government, under the cover of righteousness,
backed by the cops and the army, hits a community with a storied history
of protest only days after it is promised fundamental change, while
targeting members of a fringe political party and its members.
The facts are indisputable, but there were all sorts of theories floating
around. As one young TCC member put it, “because the government has
failed us so many times, they came here to clean us of all kinds of
weapons, so when the protests start again they know there is no danger.
So they will be free.”
Maybe. Maybe not. But when a force that could topple Mozambique rolls
into a community that has less than nothing, such notions become must be
taken seriously. We may be able to understand why the army visited
Jeppestown, Alexandra, Hillbrow, although we may not condone the
outcomes.
But why was the army in Thembelihle? It’s like Sipho Dlamini was thinking
when the cops first started in on him:
This was a shakedown

Wild Coast mining bid violence
Tony Carnie (The Mercury)

5 May 2015

Violence has erupted on the Wild Coast following bitter opposition to plans
by an Australian mining company to extract heavy minerals from the
coastal dunes in Xolobeni, south of the Wild Coast Sun casino and holiday
resort.
Several rural roads have been blockaded with trees and rocks and at least
three people – including an elderly woman with severe hack wounds to her
arms – are reported to have been injured. It is alleged that pro-mining
groups launched a late-night attack on villagers opposed to mining.
Mzamo Dlamini, a member of the Amadiba Crisis Committee, representing
residents opposed to the dune mining, said that around 8.30pm on Sunday
a convoy of about 15 cars arrived at Xolobeni. The occupants began to
beat up residents with pistol butts and sticks, he said.
A woman aged about 65 was allegedly attacked with a bush knife and
almost had her arm hacked off, while two other men suffered head wounds
after being beaten with pistol butts and sticks, he said.
“Most of these people had guns and they just went and attacked people.
Now people are sleeping outside because they feel unsafe. There were
terrified that a whole convoy of cars came at night and started beating
people and shooting guns to send a message to them.”
But Zamile Madiba Qunya, the director of a subsidiary company of the
Australianbased Minerals Resource Commodities (MRC), had a very
different story to tell.

Qunya said he drove to the area for a meeting on Sunday, escorted by
police, after supporters of the anti-mining Amadiba Crisis Committee
blocked off roads last week to prevent mining company consultants
entering the area to collect mineral samples.
“These people were armed with dangerous traditional weapons and
intimidating people to oppose the mining. They had a meeting at a local
school at 3pm on Sunday to intimidate people.
“So yesterday (Sunday), we had a meeting of leaders at Xolobeni school
because we support the mine.
“I heard from one of my brothers that Ntethelelo Madikizela (a friend) was
blocked off at Mtentu. They had put big rocks in the road and I tried to
rush there.”
He said he was confronted by a group of residents who damaged the wing
mirror of his 4x4 vehicle, and he later laid a complaint with police.
Asked to comment on reports that occupants of a large convoy of vehicles
had attacked and beaten up people, Qunya said: “I did not see that. The
police were also there and said we should stay away. There is a small
group of people who are fighting because someone has misled them. We
are saying that if you don’t want a mine, you must participate in the
environmental impact assessment (EIA) process ... but there is no right to
block roads or beat people”.
Responding to e-mail queries, a senior Eastern Cape police officer told The
Mercury she could not provide any information before speaking to the
investigating officer.
The Mercury was also unable to contact the MRC executive chairman Mark
Caruso in Perth last night, while a local subsidiary company consultant,
Debbie Ntombela, said she had no first-hand knowledge of the events at
Xolobeni. “This is hearsay for me, but I’m told that some of the people had
knobkieries, pangas and other dangerous weapons,” she said.
Ntombela said she had been informed that members of the crisis
committee also threw stones at some of the vehicles in the area and that a
man had fired shots in the air after being threatened by a group armed
with pangas.
“There is an allegation that the mine was involved, but that is not
correct.”
Mzamo Dlamini, from the crisis committee, said a meeting had been
planned for Thursday at the Mgungundlovu Tribal Authority hall to discuss a
resolution to the violence.
“We need to ask questions on why people came to this area on Sunday
night to attack us. We have to ask why these people came in their cars
when they don’t even stay here.”
Dlamini said while he was not present at Xolobeni on Sunday, he visited
the area for a meeting yesterday and saw two injured men with bandaged
heads.
Witnesses had provided The Mercury with the names of several men
allegedly linked to a local mining empowerment company who allegedly
attacked local residents, including the name of a man who allegedly
hacked the arm of an elderly woman with a bush knife.
The woman was reported to have been taken to St Patrick’s Hospital in
Bizana by ambulance, but a spokesman for the hospital could not be
reached for confirmation.
Richard Spoor, an attorney acting for residents opposed to the mining plan,
said people were opposed to losing their homes, grazing land and culture.

“Yes, I’m sure there are people in the Bizana area who want to benefit
from mining jobs – but you cannot just force people to move out to make
way for mining. The majority of people actually affected by the mining are
overwhelmingly opposed to this.”
Spoor said that mining legislation did not cater for unacceptable impacts
on people affected by mining, and it could take years before communities
were permitted to approach a court for legal relief.
“By then, the environment will be utterly transformed and the machines
would have moved in. I’ve seen this situation repeated time and again.
People refuse to move out for mining and as the mine moves closer and
closer, they eventually agree to move but it is not a fair process. They are
compelled to move,” he said.

Brazilian teachers protest violently attacked by police

Esquerda Marxista

30 April 2015

More than 200 people are reported to have been injured as a teachers
protest was violently attacked by special force police in the Brazilian city
of Curitiba. The activists of the [Marxist Left], the Brazilian section of the
IMT, were present on the front line of the demonstration. Besides tear gas,
which was thrown from police helicopters, the Police attacked the crowds
with thousands of rubber bullets, pepper gas, water jets and attack dogs.
At the same time 17 police officers, from the special forces refused to
intervene agaisnt the protesters.
www.marxist.com

State did not act on march warnings
IOL News

29 April 2015

Government allegedly ignored early warnings that groups were
mobilisingto disrupt the xenphobia peace march in KZN
Durban - Shocking revelations have emerged about the government
allegedly ignoring early warnings that groups from the outskirts of Durban
were “mobilising” to disrupt the peace march against xenophobia in the
city two weeks ago.
The aggression in the streets at the tail end of the march saw the CBD
come to a standstill as police clashed with hundreds of people demanding
that foreigners leave the country. Nine people were arrested for gathering
illegally.

This was revealed during a debate about the municipality’s and provincial
government’s response to the xenophobic attacks in various parts of the
city.
The municipality tabled a report to the executive committee on Tuesday
stating that eThekwini and the provincial government had allocated R25
million to assist more than 5 000 displaced foreigners.
The report noted that the city contributed R10m while the provincial
government footed the rest of the bill. About R5.4m had already been
spent on logistics, although it was not clear who had paid for this.
While it was also unclear how much the national government had
contributed to relief efforts, it was stressed that various national
departments had sent staff to provide services at the camps.
Ethekwini deputy mayor Nomvuzo Shabalala admitted on Tuesday that the
city had been aware that some people wanted to disrupt the march on
April 16.
“In terms of the march and the intelligence that should have been
gathered, we knew even before the march started that there were people
who were going to disturb - (people) who were coming to the march with
the intention to disrupt,” she said. “We even knew that some were bused,
given transport from Umlazi and other areas just to destabilise.”
Responding to a comments from DA caucus leader Zwakele Mncwango that
the city should have known about the threat of disruptions, Shabalala said:
“The intelligence does its own work. Whatever has happened, we had the
information even before that, Mncwango, that this was going to happen.”
Mncwango said earlier that he had hoped an intelligence report would have
been provided about what was done to avoid the attacks and the
disruption at the peace march.
He asked how almost 2 000 people could gather in the CBD without the
intelligent services picking this up and alerting authorities.
He said the city and provincial government would not have had to fork
over R25m had the aggression been detected earlier and the violence and
attacks been prevented.
Responding on why an intelligence report had not been tabled on Tuesday,
Shabalala said: “Intelligence can’t be giving us their reports on a daily
basis… That information is not ours to deal with - it is for them.”
The report, presented by the city’s communication head, Tozi Mthethwa,
indicated that there were about 5 400 foreigners at three camps in
Phoenix, Chatsworth and Isipingo.
It said that more than 2 000 people had been repatriated. Buses from
Zimbabwe, Malawi and Mozambique were sent to Durban to fetch their
citizens. Thirty-two Malawians at the Phoenix camp were reintegrated in
their communities, the report stated.
The city’s executive committee heard how foreigners from as far as
Richards Bay and Eshowe sought refuge at the camps to take advantage of
the repatriation interventions.
A breakdown of the city’s R10m contribution indicated that about R4m was
for communication and education costs, R1m was for water and sanitation
and R375 000 was for electricity. Another R2.4m was for “staff costs” and
about R700 000 was for transport.
Money was also spent on waste removal, health services, security, stadium
costs, sound, video, stages, photography and tents.

The costs included the logistics for King Goodwill Zwelithini’s imbizo at the
Moses Mabhida Stadium, the peace march and various other antixenophobia campaigns.
www.iol.co.za

China’s miners step up protests as industry downturn continues
China Labour Bulletin

29 April, 2015

Workers in China’s coal, iron ore, gold and silver mining industries have all
taken to the streets in protest this year as the economic slowdown
continues to impact on mining companies across the country.
The vast majority of protests in the mining industry (25 of the 30 incidents
recorded on CLB’s Strike Map since 1 January this year) have been over the
non-payment of wages. Other disputes have mainly centred on redundancy
payments and low wages etc.
One of the biggest protests occurred in the north-eastern city of Qitaihe on
6 April and involved several thousand coal miners from the state-owned
Longmei Group who demanded the payment of three months wages in
arrears and two years’ heating subsidies. See photo below. Scuffles with
the police broke out as workers refused to disperse. The protest reportedly
continued sporadically for at least one week.

In another incident, on 25 April, more than 600 coal miners near the
Shandong city of Jining staged a protest over four months’ wage arrears
and the non-payment of pension contributions.
The majority of wage arrears protests occurred in the central-northern
provinces of Shanxi, Shandong and Hebei, a region that saw a huge mining
boom in the 2000s but is now clearly feeling the effects of the economic
slowdown.
The coal industry has been worst hit by the slowdown. China's coal output
declined 3.5 percent year on year to 850 million tonnes in the first quarter
of this year, the China National Coal Association reported on 13 April. Coal
sales volume shrank 4.7 percent to 800 million tonnes in the first three
months, while the total losses of China’s 90 major coal enterprises hit 13.1
billion yuan, it said.
There are, in addition, signs that the iron ore industry is experiencing
similar problems. Up to a hundred workers at an iron ore mine near the
central city of Xuchang staged a protest outside the local government
demanding payment of five months’ wage arrears on 22 January.
In a bid to prop up its domestic iron ore industry, the Chinese government
is reportedly considering rolling out a nationwide subsidy that would help
keep afloat businesses devastated by the dramatic drop in iron ore prices
over the last year.
http://www.clb.org.hk/en/content/china%E2%80%99s-miners-stepprotests-industry-downturn-continues

Numsa to Eskom: Open your books to scrutiny
Numsa calls for inquiry into Eskom and says it must open its books for
public scrutiny.
Mail & Guardian 23 April 2015
The National Union of Metalworkers of South Africa [Numsa] believe the
crisis at Eskom was partly as a result of power struggles “among predatory
elites” who wanted to control multimillion-rand contracts to allocate them
to themselves and their friends.

It has called for a credible and rapid inquiry into Eskom, which will include
all major constituencies.
“We demand to know about the composition of the so called war room. We
demand full disclosure of the interests of everybody in the war room. We
need to know whose interests they are serving,” Numsa general secretary
Irvin Jim told journalists in Johannesburg on Thursday.
The war room was set up by Cabinet in December to implement the fivepoint plan to deal with the electricity crisis in the country.
The five point plan covers
• Harnessing the co-generation opportunity through the extension of
existing contracts with the private sector;
• Accelerating the programme for substitution of diesel with gas to fire up
the diesel power plants;
• Launching a coal independent power producer programme; and
• Managing demand through specific interventions within residential
dwellings, public and commercial buildings and municipalities through
retrofitting energy efficient technologies.
Numsa has demanded that Eskom open its books for public scrutiny.
“We must to see the details of Eskom’s contracts for fuel, of the accounts
for projects such as Medupi, the bonuses paid to Eskom directors and
senior managers. The books must be opened down to the last detail so that
we can see for ourselves what has been happening at Eskom.”
The union also said it rejected the proposed tariff increase on electricity.
“As the single most important provider of electricity to the economy,
Eskom must service the rest of the economy. It is only blind, dogmatic
adherence to neoliberal principles that obliges Eskom to operate as a
commercial entity. Eskom must be properly supported by the state to
produce the electricity required for the economy to grow, at the price that
encourages industry to grow. It must stop chasing the balance sheet and
start chasing industrial development,” said Jim.
The union said it did not endorse the appointment of Brian Molefe as
acting Eskom chief executive.
“Numsa’s experience with Brian Molefe is a terrible one. We know him as a
union basher at Transnet. Under his leadership, we witnessed a R50-billion
tender being allocated to two Chinese companies—China North Rail and
China South—instead of giving work to a South African company, CTLE that
has capacity to manufacture locomotives and trains. Such a decision led to
[about] 200 jobs being lost at CTLE. So Numsa has no confidence in Brian
Molefe.”
It also wants new Eskom chairperson Ben Ngubane to step down with
immediate effect.
“During his [Ngubane] tenure as SABC board chairperson, the [public
broadcaster] was looted of millions of rand. What is this patronage that
allows such a discredited man to be put in such a leadership position in
such a vital organisation when it is in crisis?”
Jim said Numsa would continue to demand the facts from the board of
Eskom and Public Enterprises Minister Lynn Brown about the suspension of
the four Eskom senior executives, including CEO Tshediso Matona.
Eskom spokesperson Khulu Phasiwe was not available for comment.
mg.co.za

Unpaid Russian Workers Unite in Protest Against Putin

New York Times

22 April 2015

Workers across Russia are starting to protest against unpaid wages and go
on strike, in the first nationwide backlash against Mr. Putin's economic
policies.
In the far east, the teachers went on strike. In central Russia, it was the
employees of a metallurgical plant. In St. Petersburg, autoworkers laid
down their tools. And at a remote construction site in Siberia, laborers
painted their complaints in gigantic white letters on the roofs of their
dormitories.
“Dear Putin, V.V.,” the message said. “Four months without pay.”
After months of frustration with an economy sagging under the weight of
international sanctions and falling energy prices, workers across Russia are
starting to protest unpaid wages and go on strike, in the first nationwide
backlash against President Vladimir V. Putin’s economic policies.
The protests have been wildcat actions for the most part, as organized
labor never emerged as a strong political or economic force in modern
Russia. Under the Soviets, labor unions had been essentially incorporated
into management.
Russian companies tend to avoid laying off workers in a downturn to limit
severance payments — or to evade the wrath of officials trying to minimize
unemployment in their districts. So with the Russian economy expected to
contract this year and next, many workers are going unpaid or being sent
away from their factories for a few days at a time of unwanted
“vacations.”
Unpaid wages, or wage arrears, an old scourge in Russia, rose on April 1 to
2.9 billion rubles, or about $56 million, according to the Russian statistical
service. That is a 15 percent increase over a year earlier, but experts say
that still does not capture the scope of the diminished pay of workers
involuntarily idled during the slowdown.
Discontent over unpaid wages was tamped down for a while by a surge in
national pride after the annexation of Crimea from Ukraine a year ago, and
by repeated messages on state television that the hardship was an
unavoidable price to pay for standing up for Russia’s interests. The strikes,
in any case, have not been widely publicized in the state news media.
Yet the strikes and protests in the hinterlands, like the huge graffiti
addressed to the president, are posing a new challenge to Mr. Putin’s
government, which presided over an energy-driven economic expansion for
most of the past 15 years.
During that time, most high-profile antigovernment protests, including the
so-called White Ribbon movement in Moscow in 2011, promulgated
political causes rather than economic ones. Those were met with
corresponding political measures by the Kremlin, such as arrests and
stricter laws on staging rallies. A further chill fell over the liberal political
opposition this winter after the assassination of a prominent leader, Boris
Y. Nemtsov.
But the labor actions are putting forward financial demands, and are being
staged in Russian rust belt towns where the government is unlikely to find
easy economic solutions to resolve the grievances so long as the recession
lasts and oil prices remain low.
Regional newspapers described the teachers’ strike this month — in
Zabaikal Province, bordering China — as the first such labor action by
teachers in Russia in years. The strike went ahead even though a regional
governor had implored the teachers to work unpaid for patriotic reasons,
which suggested some waning of the nationalistic pride over the Crimean
annexation.

“Yes, it is serious when salaries are not paid, but not serious enough not to
come to work,” the governor, Konstantin Ilkovsky, had insisted. Mr.
Ilkovksy said the federal government had delayed transferring tax revenue
to the region, causing the delay in payments.
In the Ural Mountains, workers at the Kachkanarsk metallurgical plant that
enriches vanadium, a metal used in steel alloys, went on a work-to-rule
strike in March over layoffs.
In the nearby city of Chelyabinsk, managers at the Chelyabinsk Tractor
Factory, which has a rich and storied history as a showcase of industry in
the Communist era, sent workers home on mandatory vacations for one
day a week, presumably to spend in their apartments in the wintertime.
And not far from the Estonian border, automobile workers at a Ford
assembly plant went on strike to protest cutbacks brought on by the dismal
automotive market in Russia.
The actions are in line with economists’ predictions that the recession
caused by the Ukraine crisis and falling oil prices will bite Russia hardest in
rural areas and single-industry towns.
In those places, public-sector employees like teachers and postal workers,
whose salaries are capped under austerity measures this year, make up a
larger percentage of the population than they do in cities, according to
Vladimir Tikhomirov, the chief economist at BCS Financial Group.
Russia’s one-factory towns, called monotowns, barely tread water
economically in the best of times. After the collapse of the ruble in
December, the rising cost of imported parts hurt manufacturers such as
automotive assembly plants.
“If they are not laid off, workers could be sent on unpaid vacation because
of falling demand,” Mr. Tikhomirov said.
The construction worker protest in Siberia was all the more remarkable for
coming at a highly prestigious site, the new national space center, the
Vostochny Cosmodrome. There, deep in a coniferous forest off a spur of
the Trans-Siberian Railway, laborers laid concrete and built gigantic
hangars for rockets long after salaries stopped being paid in December.
“We haven’t seen a kopeck since December,” Anton I. Tyurishev, an
engineer, said in a telephone interview. Some people walked away, but he
stayed on his job burrowing tunnels through the frozen soil for
communications wires near the launchpad, hoping to be paid. “The
company should have laid people off if they didn’t have enough money.”
In all, 1,123 employees of a main subcontractor, the Pacific BridgeBuilding Company, have not been paid since December. Most work stopped
on March 1, though dozens of employees stayed at the site to guard
equipment. Their labor protest took the form of writing the giant message
to Mr. Putin on the roofs of their dormitories.
In a rare twist for Russia’s unpaid workers, somebody finally noticed this
time.
After the message appeared, a Russian state television crew showed up to
ask the workers to appear on a televised call-in show with Mr. Putin on
Thursday. Hours before the show, the general contractor paid about 80
percent of the salaries to the 70 or so employees who remained at the
space center, Mr. Tyurishev said. The contractor, Spetsstroy, had earlier
paid a portion of back wages for all employees for December.
“Because of the indifference toward us, we just despaired and decided on
this original means to appeal directly to you,” Mr. Tyurishev told Mr. Putin
on the call-in show, referring to the sign the workers had painted. “So you
saw us and helped in our situation, to resolve our problem.”

Mr. Putin said he would ensure the whole group was paid in full.
“It is one of the most important construction projects in the country,” he
said of the new space center. “Not because I initiated the project, but
because the country needs a new launchpad.”
Before the show, a boss had asked the remaining workers to paint over
their message, to show that this dispute, at least, was resolved.
Mr. Tyurishev said no, not until all the employees had been paid in full.
But in a compromise, he agreed to update it to read, “Three months
without pay.”
mobile.nytimes.com

Zimbabwe: Riot police beat up anti-xenophobia protestor
Nehanda Radio

18 April 2015

HARARE – Just hours after President Robert Mugabe’s Zanu PF party issued
a statement condemning xenophobic attacks in South Africa, riot police in
Harare savagely assaulted a prominent human rights activist protesting the
same issue.
A video posted on Nehanda TV showed riot police savagely beating up
Sydney Chisi, a former spokesman of the Crisis in Zimbabwe coalition, who
is also the Founder/ Director of the Youth in Democracy Initiative of
Zimbabwe (YIDEZ).
Chisi was admitted in hospital and treated for injuries sustained during the
beating. Several other protesters were also injured.
Chisi and other members of various civil society organizations had
demonstrated at the South African embassy in Harare on Friday and
handed over a petition to the Deputy Ambassador despite police attempts
to block the protest.
Some of the placards challenged President Mugabe and his wife to speak
out against the xenophobic violence that has claimed several lives in South
Africa and led to the displacement of thousands of foreigners.
Mugabe chairs both Sadc and the AU Assembly of Heads of State and
Government.
Several Members of Parliament from across the political divide also went
to the South African embassy demanding action against those engaging in
xenophobic violence.
Riot police beat up Sydney Chisi
The reason for the attack on Chisi remains puzzling.
Only a few hours before Zanu PF spokesperson Simon Khaya Moyo had said
the xenophobic attacks in South Africa should be stopped forthwith.
“This barbarism must stop immediately otherwise our clarion call for unity
in Sadc and the continent as a whole will be hollow.
“Zanu PF is alarmed by the xenophobic violence perpetrated on foreign
nationals including hundreds of Zimbabweans living in South Africa,” Khaya
Moyo, a former ambassador to South Africa, said.
“The brutal beating of Sydney Chisi by anti-riot police is abhorrent. It is
against international standards on policing of peaceful demonstrations.
This must stop,” said Noel Kututwa, Amnesty International’s Deputy
Regional Director for Southern Africa.

“The unjustified attack on peaceful protesters today is one of many
incidents where Zimbabwean police have shown total disregard for
people’s human rights. The right to peacefully demonstrate and petition is
enshrined in the Constitution of Zimbabwe, as well as regional and
international treaties to which Zimbabwe is a state party. The government
must do everything in its power to bring suspected perpetrators to book,”
said Kututwa.
http://nehandaradio.com/2015/04/18/zanu-pf-hypocrisy-as-riot-policebeat-up-anti-xenophobia-protestor/
Back

Rights violation charge laid against Zulu king
Mail & Guardian

16 April 2015

King Goodwill Zwelithini faces another charge of hate speech and violating
human rights - this time by the SA National Defence Union.
Tim Flack has laid a charge - with SAHRC - against Zulu King Goodwill
Zwelithini for inciting violence.
Tim Flack, famously booted out of a Parliament committee meeting in
2013 for wearing shorts, said he was spurred into action after watching
complaints on Twitter that not enough was being done to stop xenophobic
violence in South Africa by the country’s Home Affairs Minister Malusi
Gigaba.
He said they were rounding on Gigaba’s spokesperson Mayihlome Tshwete
and getting “big mouthed and sitting around having tea’’ but not doing
anything about it.
“I decided I should probably also not be just tweeting about it, I should do
something myself,” said Flack, who is part of the Western Cape organiser
of the SA National Defence Union..
“It seems that couch activism and having hashtags doesn’t do anything.”
He decided to go ahead and lay the charge online on the SA Human Rights
Commission’s website, for allegedly inciting violence, and sedition.
He said the commission acknowledged his complaint, telling him it had
been referred to its KwaZulu-Natal office.
The rights Flack alleges were violated by the king include the rights to
dignity, security, life, movement and residence, contained in the Bill of
Rights.
This followed reports of a speech he made in Pongola, KwaZulu- Natal,
towards the end of March in which the king complained about crime and
dirty streets.
Saying, “forgive me but I must speak”, according to an eNCA translation of
the clip from Zulu, he said, reportedly, that immigrants should “take their
bags and go”.
“So I cited those [rights] and mentioned that I believed he had incited
xenophobic attacks and destabilised portions of the country.”
“I want him to be criminally charged for this, and he needs to be held
accountable in terms of the law. He can’t expect there to be no
repercussions.”
SAHRC spokesperson Isaac Mangena could not immediately confirm Flack’s
complaint, but said he had just returned from an SAHRC trip to KwaZuluNatal, which included a visit to the king’s office for a similar complaint
received a few weeks ago.

He would not say who had laid that complaint, nor the outcome of the
meeting at the king’s office.
City Press reported that king said his words had been lost in translation
and that he had been misquoted.
Mangena said SAHRC team had visited camps housing displaced people and
lamented the poor conditions there, which included two children being
taken to hospital by ambulance to be treated for diarrhoea.
“The situation is grave. It is very sad. The places that these people are
staying at are not really meant for a long period stay. There are concerns
about health, especially women and children.”
The commission called on authorities to make sure they are properly
housed.
Mangena said there had been simmering tensions in KwaZulu-Natal for a
long time - mostly around businesses, and the looting was evidence that
poverty was playing an important role in it.
Can’t blame the king
King Zwelithini is not to blame for the recent xenophobic attacks in
KwaZulu-Natal, a cultural expert said on Wednesday.
Speaking to the City Press, University of KwaZulu-Natal’s Professor
Sihawukele Ngubane said the ongoing spate of xenophobic attacks could
not be placed solely on the king’s shoulders.
“I believe that people have used the speech he made at Pongola to fulfil
ambitions that had long since been burning.
“There has been no reason at all for these acts to be committed here; it is
just something people wanted to do and they are doing it under the
pretence of the words of the king.”
Ngubane agreed that the context of the speech made by Zwelithini had not
been given full consideration, leading to the blame being put on the king.
“Traditionally the king has the highest authority over his nation, which is
the nation of the Zulus.
“In the past when the king made a pronouncement it was considered with
high regard by the people. His word was final.
“Since then, however, the king has made many pronouncements, most of
which have been completely disregarded,” he said.
Ngubane added that the king had made a number of calls with regard to
social issues that have been devastating KwaZulu-Natal, but none of these
were taken seriously.
“These acts are wrong. I condemn them.
“As Africans on this continent we need to unite and speak against this,”
said Ngubane.
Stop the killing - Zuma
President Jacob Zuma called for an end to the killing linked to the
xenophobic attacks on Wednesday that has left five people dead in the
Durban area, and put parts of Johannesburg on edge.
“I think this now must stop, because we cannot continue killing one
another,” said Zuma in a pre-recorded message broadcast countrywide on
public radio and television channels from Wednesday afternoon.
“What is happening in our country is not acceptable,” said Zuma on the
SABC Afrikaans news.

“We condemn this that people are attacked, and killed. We cannot accept
that when there are challenges, we then use violence, particularly to our
brothers and sisters from the continent. We have said before, that when
we were in trouble, they helped us to fight our own liberation. They did
not chase us away. And, therefore, it is important for us to bear that in
mind.”
He said government was aware of the “frustrations” people in South Africa
had been voicing.
“Perhaps as government we have not been very quick in addressing these
issues.”
He had asked three ministers to address the “issue” and to find ways of
avoiding friction so that people would not take their frustrations out on
foreigners.
Finding a way to ‘co-exist’
He conveyed his condolences to the victims of xenophobia, and to those
who had lost their loved ones.
“As Africans, as people who are belonging to the same continent we need
to find a way and the government is working hard to find a way where
there will be co-existence, properly without depriving people of certain
opportunities, these matters must be discussed properly.
“We have seen the anger, we accept that people are frustrated, we are
calling for calm, that we should solve these problems.”
State Security Minister David Mahlobo said: “Don’t let people use our name
to commit criminal acts in our country, whether you are South African or a
foreign national. We have heard that local traders say that foreigners are
taking their jobs. We want to tell you that we are on top of the situation,
we know that we are dealing with a big problem.
Meanwhile, about 20 foreign nationals arrived at the Primrose police
station on Wednesday night saying they were scared, Gauteng police said
after an afternoon of attacks and vehicle stonings in Johannesburg.
“The group of foreign nationals went to the police station saying they are
afraid for their lives,” said Lieutenant-Colonel Lungelo
mg.co.za

Protest Against Murder of Tamils & Muslims in Andhra Pradesh & Telangana
Jagadish G Chandra New Socialist Alternative (CWI-India) 13 April 2015
Over 50 people in Bangalore attended the protest on 12th April against the
recent encounter killing in Andhra Pradesh and Telangana. New Socialist
Alternative (CWI-India) also participated in the protest.
The twin encounter killings that has claimed the lives of 25 last week has
brought to light once again the gory face of the Indian state.
Neatly arranged bodies next to already cut old wooden logs, most of them
shot in their head or chest, some with burn marks in the middle of a less
dense forest area, this is the scene of crime where the men who were
killed attacked the police armed with guns with deadly stones which
forced the police to resort to shooting. This we are asked to believe. The
state is keen to brand these 20 Killed smugglers.
The real smugglers are out there in the power corridors of the state
making money safely. These are workers who are forced by their socioeconomic conditions to work in harsh conditions to make their daily bread.
Its 7 years jail for a 7000 Crore scam and death for being poor workers.
This is the neo-liberal dharma of Indian state.

The other encounters which has happened in Hyderabad where 5 convicts
were killed in transit. The police claims that one of them tried to snatch
the weaponry and the 17 police personnel who were escorting them fired
at them as a last resort. Innocent Muslim youth throughout India have been
victims of such false encounters to create a false specter of terrorism.
Irrespective of who rules, the Indian state has always resorted to scare
mongering, victimizing the Muslim community in India.
From 2009 – 2013 alone 555 cases of fake encounter killing has been
registered in India. The top ten states among them are from the tribal belt
which is termed as Naxal-hit, the biggest internal security threat to the
sovereignty of India. We condemn the false propaganda and encounter
killings by the Indian state.
To put an end to the encounter killings and a more transparent and
democratic police machinery.
Immediate suspension of the officers involved in the encounter killings
An independent judiciary commission to probe the killing and punish those
responsible.
A suitable monetary compensation and making way for a sustainable
livelihood for the families that has lost their sole bread winners
http://www.socialism.in/index.php/protest-against-murder-of-tamilmuslims-in-andhra-pradesh-telangana/

Protests spread in support of China’s feminists
Police in Beijing change the charge against five jailed women activists
to “disturbing public order”
Sally Tang Mei-ching, Socialist Action in Hong Kong 11 April 2015
“Feminism is not a crime” rang out across Hong Kong’s Times Square, along
with chants of “free the five” as several campaign groups came together
to protest in support of the Chinese feminists arrested one month ago.
The Hong Kong manifestation on Saturday 11 April, organised by Defend
China Feminists Campaign, was one of many protest actions lined up for
the weekend. Groups from the US to Australia have taken up the case of
the five women activists whose “guerrilla art” style of raising awareness
has drawn a fierce response from the Chinese dictatorship. The global
character of this campaign was evident in the Hong Kong protest, with
women participants from half a dozen different nationalities.
The five – Wu Rongrong, Zheng Churan, Li Tingting, Wang Man and Wei
Tingting – have been held for over a month amid reports that at least two
of the women have suffered worsening health problems in detention (Wu
Rongrong suffers from Hepatitis B while Wang Man has a heart condition).
The case has thrown a spotlight on the vindictive treatment that is
widespread in China when security officials try to extract confessions from
dissidents and social activists. Zheng Churan, who has poor eyesight, has
reportedly had her glasses confiscated. Court cases in China rely heavily on
confessions and therefore an attempt to break down the women’s resolve
is what is taking place.
After one month’s detention, the police have made a tactical switch with
the charges changed from “picking quarrels and provoking trouble” to
“gathering a crowd to disturb order in a public place”. Both charges can
carry up to five years imprisonment. Xi Jinping, who wants to demonstrate
he is China’s ‘strong man’, has presided over the most intense crackdown
for two decades with around 1,000 regime critics rounded up last year.
Media controls and policing of the internet have been massively stepped
up. In several high profile cases, dissidents have been given long jail terms
under the same “public disorder” charge. This was the case with New
Citizens’ Movement founder Xu Zhiyong who last year was jailed for four
years.
Reports from the women’s lawyers suggest they have been heavily

interrogated with the focus shifting from the original ‘offence’ – their
plans to hand out flyers against sexual harassment on International
Women’s Day (8 March) – to investigate earlier activities. Liang Xiaojun, a
lawyer helping with the women’s case, said that Wu Rongrong had been
questioned intensively about the 2012 “Occupy Men’s Toilets” campaign,
an activity designed to showpiece the unfair allocation of facilities in
shopping malls and other public places. Some of the other women were
interrogated about the “Bloodstained Bride” campaign against domestic
violence, which took place in 2013 and 2014.
Li Tingting, one of the arrested Chinese feminists, in a protest against
domestic violence.
It is clear from the direction the case is taking that the security apparatus
wants to make an example of the five women, to show zero tolerance
towards any form of public awareness campaign or protests. In Chinese,
this is called “killing the chicken to scare the monkey” – high-profile and
severe punishment to deter other groups from taking part in struggle.
Especially with the economy now hitting the lower range of government
‘safety limits’ and the risk of a much deeper slowdown, the dictatorship
fears movements among the millions of sweatshop workers and even a
potential Hong Kong-style Umbrella Movement breaking out in mainland
China. Therefore even activists like the five feminists who are considered
to be ‘moderate’ and do not call for an end to one-party rule are suffering
the heavy hand of state repression. The women have also been singled out
because their message – against sexual violence and harassment – poses a
challenge to the increasingly conservative Confucian ideology that Xi
Jinping stands for, as shown in his Chinese New Year speech, which
focussed on “family values, family education and family traditions”.
The likelihood therefore is that the struggle for the women’s release will
need stamina and determination – to keep going and step up the pressure
on the Chinese regime. This weekend’s protests should be a springboard to
more action.
Protest in Warsaw, Poland, outside Chinese Embassy, 9 April.
In Hong Kong’s Times Square the protesters drew attention to the
crackdown in China, which is now in the global spotlight because of these
arrests. Vanessa from the Philippines, representing the Refugee Union in
Hong Kong, spoke about the global problem of violence against women.
Women and children make up 80 percent of the world’s refugees.
Leung Kwok-hung, better known as ‘Long Hair’, the chairperson of the
League of Social Democrats demanded the release of the five and called
for more campaigning for free speech and against repression in China. Sally
Tang Mei-ching of Socialist Action (CWI) said the Chinese dictatorship was
trying to outlaw feminist struggle and pointed out that the wage gap is
widening between men and women in China as a result of the
dictatorship’s capitalist market reforms.
http://chinaworker.info/en/2015/04/11/10033/
To contact Defend China Feminists Campaign:
defendchinafeminists@gmail.com
Facebook:https://www.facebook.com/releasethe5

Brazil: Countrywide for President Rousseff’s impeachment
Russia Today

13 April 2015

Tens of thousands Brazilian demonstrators took to the streets on Sunday to
protest the social and economic policies of President Dilma Rousseff. The
marchers claim the country’s leader supports corruption and demand that
she resigns or is impeached.
The event, which was promoted through social media, saw around 190,000
people take part, according to organizers. They had hoped more than a
million would show up. Police estimates put the total number of protesters
at about 100,000, the television station Globo reported.

Demonstrations were recorded in 14 of Brazil’s 26 states, including in the
country’s capital Brasilia. Around 400 cities across the South American
nation were expected to participate.
People were dressed in yellow and green, Brazil’s national colors, carried
signs saying: “Dilma out” and “corrupt government.”
Demonstrators hold a banner with a drawing of Brazil's President Dilma
Rousseff during an anti-government demonstration in Copacabana in Rio de
Janeiro, April 12, 2015 (Reuters / Pilar Olivares)
Rousseff’s opponents have been expressing their anger at a large
corruption scandal involving the state oil firm Petrobras, with many
protesters claiming that the president was aware of kickback schemes.
Authorities allege that some of the nation’s largest construction companies
bribed politicians and government officials to secure $23 billion in
contracts with Petrobras.
Earlier in March, Brazil’s Supreme Court approved the investigation of 54
people for their alleged involvement in the scandal. Although President
Rousseff is not among the suspects, most of the protesters demand that
she should be impeached.
The protest in Brasilia saw 25,000 people participating, however, marches
in Rio and Sao Paulo had lower turnouts than was expected. Activists are
hoping their demonstrations would help to implement impeachment
proceedings.
“[Rousseff] must be impeached because she and the Workers’ Party are
responsible for all that is wrong with Brazil – corruption, inflation and
unemployment on the rise, terrible public services like health and
education,” Sao Paulo protester Renato Alves Pereira told AP.
Others are sceptical that the movement would achieve its goal, saying that
with the size of the protests decreasing, they could begin to fizzle out.
The president’s ratings have been plummeting to new lows after she began
her second term in January. Just 13 percent of Brazilians are pleased with
the way the country’s leader is running the country.
Meanwhile, a recent survey by the Folha de S.Paulo newspaper showed
that over 60 percent of those polled, say they would support Rousseff’s
impeachment.
Sunday’s protests were the second large-scale demonstrations in Brazil in
less than a month. On March 15, more than 1.7 million people from across
the country gathered to show their disapproval of the Brazilian president.
http://rt.com/news/249077-brazil-anti-government-protests/

Cosatu: Cut salaries of senior government officials
Frank Nxumalo (SABC News) 2 April 2015
Public service unions belonging to the Congress of South African Trade
Unions (Cosatu) have challenged the government to cut the salaries of high
ranking state officials instead of attacking union demands.
The unions say the bulk of the government's multi-billion rand wage bill
goes to senior state officials and not to lower level employees in salary
grades one to 12. Over the past few weeks, the unions have revised their
demands from 15% to 10%, while the State has climbed down on its offer
from 5.8% to 5%.
The State's move has angered the unions who are now seeking a mandate

from their members to embark on a general strike.
Nkosinathi Mabhida, the Deputy president of the Police and Prisons Civil
Rights Union (Popcru) says they will not have their members taken
advantage of.
“And we cannot allow a situation whereby the minister of finance will
want to implement security measures only on the lowest pairs or the
downtrodden of the working class. That is one thing we are not going to
accept this time around. If our members tell us that we must embark on a
mass action be it a strike so be it,” says Mabhida.
In 2010 workers downed tools for 20 days. The strike then was dissolved
after a 7.5% wage deal.
www.sabc.co.za

UF Response to the Expulsion of Zwelinzima Vavi
UNITED FRONT 31 March 2015
As expected, yesterday the Central Executive Committee (CEC) of the
Congress of South African Trade Unions (COSATU) decided to expel
Zwelinzima Vavi from his position as its General Secretary. The United
Front (UF) regards this decision as the final nail in the regrettable terminal
decline of what was once a mighty, principled, independent and militant
federation of workers’ trade unions.
COSATU will now continue as the labour desk of the African National
Congress (ANC) with its militancy and independence finally killed. It is the
view of the UF that at his height comrade Vavi was one of the most
principled and committed leaders of COSATU post-1994. His expulsion will
have a major impact on COSATU. He has paid the price for sticking out his
neck to fight against the rise of the predatory elite and a crony capitalist
state. His principled fight against corruption made him increasingly an
enemy of the corrupt trade union bureaucracy that sits on the neck of
workers.
The UF regards this crisis in COSATU as a reflection of sustained
disintegration of working class organisation since 1994. This disintegration
has primarily been driven by the failure of the post-1994 political and
economic dispensation in protecting workers from systemic unemployment,
starvation wages, exploitation and the neo-liberal restructuring of work.
Compounding this was the failure of the trade union movement to
adequately service members, organise farm workers, casual workers,
informal workers and other marginalised workers. Subjectively, many
COSATU leaders were also coopted by employers, the government, the ANC
and the South African Communist Party (SACP). Even with these
weaknesses, COSATU still remained for many years an important voice in
defence of worker demands, and broader social struggles. This was on the
back of the unwavering resilience and ability of workers to consistently
mobilise and fight for their rights, a living wage and broader social justice.
A collapsing COSATU can be a serious threat to workers’ rights. This is
perhaps the time that capital and the neo-liberal government will strike
some of the most serious blows against workers, and seek to confuse and
demoralise workers. Already, this is confirmed by government’s attitude in
the public service negotiations.
Vavi’s expulsion is not the end of the story. It can be used to accelerate a
process of re-organisation and re-alignment of the labour movement in
South Africa. As the UF, we put out our hand of solidarity to all workers
(inside and outside COSATU) for the renewal of militant anti-capitalist
trade unionism. Out of the wreckage of COSATU can emerge a renewed
labour movement capturing the spirit of principled trade unionism,
working class independence, political independence of the trade union
movement, high quality service to members, democratic worker control,
solidarity and militant struggle. This will also require workers to rise to the

occasion where they can arrest and stop internal union corruption,
sweetheart relations with management, and bureaucratisation. Comrade
Vavi may very well be found playing a critical role in this renewal. As he
thinks about his future role, the UF also calls on him to be principled and
to take responsibility and corrective measures for his own shortcomings.
This applies to all activists and leaders.
The UF calls on all workers not to waste this crisis in COSATU. This is a
moment to rebuild and assert working class confidence and power. The UF
calls on workers to reclaim the coming May Day into a day of powerful
working class solidarity and action against join important struggles against
the major challenges that face ordinary and poor people in the country.
The UF fully supports the proposed Workers’ Summit. Such a Summit will
be an important moment to reflect and open the path to a revitalised
trade union movement. In the UF, a renewed trade union movement will
find a progressive home that unites the broad working class.
https://unitedfrontsa.wordpress.com/2015/03/31/uf-response-to-theexpulsion-of-zwelinzima-vavi-from-cosatu/
FOR COMMENTS, CONTACT:
1. Kwezilomso Mbandazayo – UF National Co-Convenor – 082 817 0097
2. Mazibuko K. Jara – UF National Secretary – 083 987 9633
3. Dinga Sikwebu – UF National Secretariat Coordinator – 0784579855

End the de facto State of Emergency in Themelihle
United Front Press Statement

31 March 2015

The Thembelihle Crisis Committee, the United Front (UF), the Right to
Know (R2K) Campaign and the Democratic Left Front call on all people of
good conscience in South Africa to endorse the call for an end to the
security siege of Thembelihle. Since the 25th of February 2015,
Thembelihle has faced a de facto State of Emergency at the hands of the
South African Police Services (SAPS) and other security agents. This
undeclared, unofficial State of Emergency in Thembelihle is an attack on
all our constitutionally guaranteed rights to and freedoms to organise,
associate and freely express ourselves. We call for urgent action to put
pressure on the SAPS to end the siege. We call for the creation of
conducive conditions for free, open and democratic political activity in
which the people of Thembelihle may express and exercise their right to
protest, and have their demands for a decent life of dignity met.
We call for concrete and active solidarity with the people of Thembelihle.
We call on all to join tomorrow’s Mass Solidarity Meeting (1st April 2015) to
end the siege in Thembelihe which will held from 5pm at the “Park
Station” community meeting area in Thembelihle.
For many years, the Thembelihle informal settlement (adjacent to Lenasia
south-west of Johannesburg) has been a site of unyielding struggles for
basic services of housing, water, sanitation and electricity. These are basic
needs promised by our country’s constitution. Yet with every struggle the
ANC government has never bothered to meet the demands of this
community. Instead, it has increasingly opted to use the police as its
response.
Since the 25th of February, Thembelihle has seen widespread deployment
of heavily armed SAPS members and other security agents to patrol the
township. In effect, Thembelihle is living through an undeclared, and
therefore illegal State of Emergency due to the SAPS-led security operation
with many local leaders in hiding as a result causing incalculable harm and
trauma to them and their families. Gatherings of more than three people
are broken up and there is harassment of individual activists.
On 25th February 2015, 36 people were arrested with a further 36 arrested
a few days later. Of these 17 have been charged and the others released.

The 17 facing charges have been granted R1,000 bail each. The DLF has
contributed money to bail out two. For the second set of people arrested,
R2K Gauteng contributed bail for 4 of them. Another two have been bailed
by their families. There are still six who need bail money. Another six have
been denied bail and remain in custody due to their being in South Africa
‘illegally’.
All these underline the fact that the Thembelihle crisis is a national
emergency. The TCC, the UF, R2K and the DLF firmly believe that the
Thembelihle siege represents one of the most severe cases demonstrating
that the ANC government is now prepared to use repression and police
brutality to stamp out social protest. cases of systematic and sustained
police repression against public protest in our post-apartheid democratic
South Africa. This is part of the ruling elite’s increasing securotisation of
political, social and economic demands of the mass of the people that it
has proved incapable and unwilling to resolve. As stated above, the
Thembelihle siege goes against everything in a democratic society
promised by the 1996 Constitution.
The TCC, UF, R2K and DLF also call on the public to make donations to set
up a Legal Defence Fund to raise money for bail and other legal costs
immediately for the Thembelihle comrades in custody and other activists
who are facing and will face similar repression and action from the police.
Donations may be made to this account:
• Account holder: The Right 2 Know
• Bank: Standard Bank
• Account Number: 07 022 865 5
• Branch Code: 020909
• Reference: Thembelihle Legal Defence
Needless to say, this de facto State of Emergency has effectively removed
attention away from the service delivery and housing process, and has
turned political demands into a security question.
End the siege of Thembelihle!
FOR COMMENTS, CONTACT:
Siphiwe Segodi – Thembelihle Crisis Committee – 072 655 4177
Mzwonke Mayekiso – United Front Organiser – 074 991 6202
Godfrey Phiri – R2K National Working Group – 078 733 1236
Rehad Desai – Democratic Left Front – 0839979204
https://unitedfrontsa.wordpress.com/2015/03/31/press-statement-endthe-de-facto-state-of-emergency-in-themelihle/

Transnet mum on ecological damage to fish nursery
Tony Carnie (The Mercury)

31 March 2015

A THICK mass of emulsified oil has built up in Durban Harbour’s Silt Canal
area after a factory fire last week, raising fears about potentially
significant damage to one of the country’s largest sea fish nursery grounds.
Yesterday, the Transnet national ports authority said clean-up operations
were continuing following the blaze at the African Sun Oil Refinery in
Durban, but did not respond to queries on ecological damage to fish and
other marine organisms.
Nevertheless, despite suggestions that the cooking oil and soap fats were
not as toxic as petroleum-based oil spills, research by the US
Environmental Protection Agency has shown sunflower and vegetable oils
were not environmentally benign and often lead to fish kills, bird
drownings and other ecological damage.
A number of dead birds, including a Cape Gannet and three Eqyptian
Geese, have already been found next to the Bluff Yacht Club.
According to a US study by researchers Steven Calanog and Jimmy Chenn,
spillages of sunflower oil and other vegetable-based oils can quickly
deplete the oxygen level in water.

Although vegetable oils did not contain toxic chemicals such as benzene,
xylene and toluene, their chemical characteristics were also similar to
petroleum oils and should not be considered environmentally benign.
More recent studies commissioned by Transnet and the eThekwini
Municipality have suggested Durban Harbour remains one of the most
important fish-breeding nurseries in the country but had reached an
ecological “tipping point” after decades of shipping development and
pollution from river systems.
The latest incident has also highlighted concerns around preventing
pollution from reaching river systems and the harbour in the event of
chemical spillages and disasters.
Last month, the Umbilo River was stained purple and covered with foam
after a major fire at the Stobel Warehousing factory in New Germany.
The eThekwini Municipality did not respond to queries yesterday about the
ecological consequences of the latest factory fire.

Sun setting on Eskom's monopoly
Dependence on the utility may fade now that homes can feed solar
power back into the grid.
Lynley Donnelly (Mail & Gurdian) 27 March 2015
Eskom may be in a shambles and electricity prices are likely to skyrocket,
but for some domestic consumers solar power is saving them thousands of
rands – and the planet thousands of kilograms of carbon – each month.
The hefty cost savings and shift to renewable energy is being made
possible by the City of Cape Town’s small-scale embedded generation
programme (SSEG), which was launched late last year. It allows residents
and commercial users, with installations such as solar photovoltaic (PV)
systems or small wind turbines, to sell power back to the grid.
But municipalities have traditionally relied on electricity revenues to
subsidise their other services and the potential loss of revenue has been a
major hurdle, which has prevented many local governments from
implementing similar projects, even though it would reduce stress on the
grid and help them to go green.
Renewable energy specialists believe the old model is not sustainable. As
electricity prices continue to rise, coupled with poor supply, “creeping
grid defection” threatens municipalities’ long-term financial viability, as
more customers opt to generate their own power.
Constantia residents Leigh de Decker and her partner Mark Bleloch were
among the first to sign up with the city after installing a 6.3 kilowatt (kW)
system, with 21 solar panels, on their property.
Energy-efficient home
They had tried to make their home as energy-efficient as possible, from
installing solar water heating and using LED lighting to using an energyefficient borehole pump, but their electricity bill was still between R3 500
and R5 000 each month. With a 1.2?hectare property occupied by two
families, a large vegetable garden to irrigate and a swimming pool, the bill
was only likely to grow.
“We started to explore other ways of reducing our electricity costs,” De
Decker said. “This is an incredibly attractive model for households with the
kind of electricity consumption that we had.”
The programme allows participants to sell energy back to the municipality
for slightly more than 56c a kilowatt-hour (kWh) – the same rate at which
the municipality buys power from Eskom.

Participants also get a discount on the power they buy from the city when
they do draw electricity from the grid, such as during the evenings or when
the weather is bad. This consumption charge is slightly more than
R1.09/kWh – a large saving compared with the R1.54/kWh charged to
domestic consumers who use less than 600kWh a month and the R1.87/kWh
charged to consumers who use more than 600kWh.
But the city does charge a R13.03 service fee a day to participants in the
programme.
De Decker said the programme made most sense for domestic consumers
who had medium to large electricity bills – more than R1 000 a month.
Participants must also meet certain requirements. These include the
installation of an advanced bidirectional electricity meter, capable of
recording power imported from and exported to the grid. This is done at
their own expense, but the city will install it.
Participants must also be net consumers of energy. In other words, they
must consume more power from the grid than they produce.
The cost to install a solar system depends on the site and the quality of the
modules installed.
According to De Decker, to install their system at current prices would cost
between R180 000 and R200 000. But, by her own admission, they did opt
for the “Mercedes Benz” of solar systems. De Decker expects to recover
the cost within four and a half years. If electricity prices increase, it could
drop to three years, or less, she said.
Eskom is applying to the National Energy Regulator to reopen its last
multiyear price determination, which means electricity tariffs are likely to
be increased.
According to the couple’s records, since they signed up with the city in
October, their photovoltaic system has saved them R9 409.74 and offset
the release of 4.8 tonnes of carbon.
Battery pack and inverter
For safety reasons, the system cannot produce power when load-shedding
takes place, according to Bleloch, who is a solar engineer. During power
cuts the couple use a customised unit, which includes a battery pack and
inverter to run essential electrical appliances.
But this can be recharged by their solar installation when the power
returns.
Bleloch said, by using satellite data for their area for the past 13 years,
the couple could accurately estimate how much sun they could expect to
get and the power they would be able to produce. In the Cape’s rainy
winter months, for instance, it would produce 40% less power. But during
winter the couple irrigated far less, reducing their load by about 30%, he
said.
Expensive battery storage was an option for those who could afford it, but
it was cheaper to remain connected to the grid and to draw electricity
when needed, he said.
Electricity sales contribute a reported 30% to 40% of municipal revenues.
But, although Cape Town was grappling with the issue, the city had taken
“a progressive approach” to support the switch to alternative power
sources, said Lance Greyling, the city’s head of investment. “You can’t
stop it; it’s an inevitability.”
It wanted to find ways to adjust to this and the programme was designed
to minimise the loss of revenue, he said. But it came with the benefit of
added economic activity, particularly in the case of commercial users. The
city was aiming to become a hub for the country’s green economy,
Greyling said, and it had applied to have the Atlantis industrial area
declared a special economic zone, earmarked for green technology.

Not a threat
The mayoral committee member for utility services, Ernest Sonnenberg,
said the uptake had not been sufficient to pose a threat to the city’s
ability to supply services. By February, only one residential and two
commercial customers were recorded. “However, they are the first of
what is expected, over time, to become a significant portion of our
customer base.”
The city generated about R9.9-billion in electricity sales. The daily service
charge ensured that the expenses associated with facilitating the
programme were covered and were not being subsidised by those who
could not afford to buy into PV technology, he said.
Davin Chown, the chairperson of the South African Photovoltaic Industry
Association, said municipalities found themselves in a tough situation
anyway. The loss of economic activity because of power cuts, the resultant
damage to small businesses in particular and the effect on jobs were
already eroding municipal revenues.
Municipalities were gradually accepting that the electricity supply deficit
and increasing costs were driving consumers to alternatives, Chown said,
and they had to consider new ways to deal with their problems. The
Council for Scientific and Industrial Research has proposed a central power
purchasing authority, which would buy surplus electricity from consumers
and compensate municipalities for lost revenue.
Chown said the prevalence of rooftop PV systems could be much greater
than the published numbers suggested, because it did not have to be
reported. “People simply install a system on their roofs,” he said.
The association calculates, based on estimates of its members, that 31
megawatts-peak have been installed, which is substantially more than the
estimated 10MW based on a 2014 consultation paper published by the
National Energy Regulator of South Africa.
The opportunities for this kind of power generation are significant.
Germany, which receives far less sun than South Africa, reached a peak of
24 gigawatts in 2014.
Anthony Keen, who participated in the trial phase of the Cape Town’s
programme, said, despite the difficulties, municipalities were at last
recognising the need for these kinds of programmes. The Nelson Mandela
Bay Metro was an example. It had introduced net metering for residents
with solar PV installations, he said.
Terence Mordaunt, another Cape Town resident who signed on to the
programme a week ago, is pleased with his decision. He lets his home out
as a “mini-hotel” when his family is away. The 1.2-hectare property has a
borehole and pool pump and electricity was getting “noticeably more
expensive”, he said.
He expects to recoup his investment within five years but, if electricity
prices continue to rise, this could happen in three, he said. “We have
hardly noticed the change,” he said – “except now I can flash on to my
iPad to see how much electricity I’m generating.”
mg.co.za

TPP: Corporations can sue states in private courts
Russia Today

30 March 2015

The recently leaked chapter from the US-led Trans-Pacific Partnership
Free Trade Agreement (TPP) allows firms to sue the countries they are
operating in via private courts, steering clear of national jurisdictions,
WikiLeaks reported.
The chapter, which was completed on January 20, was verified by the
Public Citizen organization that was present during secret negotiations in
March, teleSUR reported.
The 55-page document discusses various mechanisms that enable
companies involved in transnational corporation investment to sue the

states they operate in without the involvement of national courts.
Companies can file a lawsuit if they believe to be losing profit or even
have a lower expectation of profit due to changes in the “environmental,
health or other regulatory objectives,” according to the leaked document.
Moreover, if a foreign firm feels that a new law passed by a state impacts
its rights under the TPP agreement, it could challenge the country’s
decision in the private arbitration system, the investor-state dispute
settlement (ISDS).
Such mechanisms interfere with national sovereignty and lead to many
problems, Ana Romero of the Peruvian non-governmental organization
RedGE said.
“In spite of the fact that there are already similar mechanisms in the free
trade agreement with the US, what is happening needs to be revised
because the attraction of investors should not reinforce or expand those
mechanisms that have been generation problems to the State and
interfering with the national sovereignty,” Romero told teleSUR.
The leaked chapter also guarantees protection to companies from direct
and indirect expropriations and amendments to the financial legislation.
Back in 2013, WikiLeaks revealed a draft of a highly secretive, multinational TPP agreement long in works. It has been described as a NAFTAlike deal that is expected to encompass nations representing more than 40
percent of the world’s gross domestic product when it is finally approved.
The treaty includes 12 countries, with the US at the helm. Other countries
are Australia, Brunei, Canada, Chile, Japan, Malaysia, Mexico, New
Zealand, Singapore, Vietnam, and Peru.
The treaty has been heavily criticized, especially due to its lack of
transparency concerning meetings between potential TPP partners,
including the US and several nations in the Asia-Pacific region.
Most of the draft documents have been published solely by the antisecrecy group WikiLeaks in an effort to disclose as much of the agreement
as possible before it is adopted, but opponents of the proposal in the US
have expressed concern that Congress could “fast track” the deal to
expedite authorization by presenting it to the House and Senate with no
amendments attached.
rt.com

The struggle of the workers of Ajax
Toninho Filho

25 March 2015

The Ajax is a car battery factory that has existed for more than 50 years,
whose headquarters is located in Bauru. In June last year, 340 employees
were dismissed without FGTS deposit, payment of labor rights or social
security transfers of officials with service time 5 to 10 years. At this point,
the company already had a huge debt with the Companhia Paulista de
Força e Luz which culminated in the power cut in December 2014-restored
in March 2015, after an injunction.
Then, on 1/5/2015, the workers were relieved of duty with the
justification of collective vacation, with return to 2/5/2015. Before that
date, however, they were already since December 2014 without receiving
the salary, with the 13th late, around 7 years without FGTS deposit,
without payment of pensions that are discounted food brand direct
employees, in addition to many other irregularities that labour were part
of everyday life of these people. Last month, the company owed about $ 7
million in labor rights, being the company's total debt at about $ 200
million.

When workers returned to service on the scheduled date, found
themselves with the doors closed, with raw materials and equipment were
removed previously by the factory boss.
In view of this situation, the workers occupied the factory spontaneously
to protect her from depredations and prevent the owner if Undo from the
rest of the goods there.
The occupation already has nearly two months and workers face several
difficulties such as lack of water, energy, food, eviction from their homes
and the threat of looting by the local population.
On 3/13/2015, there's been a meeting where it was expected that justice
would decide if the bankruptcy of factory would be enacted, or whether
new investors would assume. At that meeting, decided to wait 45 days to
decide whether the investor would manage the factory and, if that
happened, in 90 days the factory resumed its activities. Noting that
workers were already three months without receiving the salary and that,
during those 90 days, they would continue without receiving a total of six
months. Right now, workers are fighting against this decision of the
stockholders and managers.
In this way, the workers, who still account for about 400, have been
strengthening the fight without waiting any longer for employers '
decisions. Patience has run out. Claim, now, for immediate retention of
property of the employer, as well as for the immediate stop of the
company metal Falls Cachoeira de Goiás (GO), the same group of
employers and that provides the raw material. In addition, workers fight
for the re-establishment of water and electricity from the plant, as well as
seeking a source of raw material for the plant and resume production.
This should not be considered a fight only for manual workers of Ajax, but
rather a universal struggle of the working class who, for not being owner of
the means of production, shall be subject to the conditions of exploitation
of owners of large corporations, resulting in descasos nonsense like this
that we see happening now in Bauru and like so many other similar
examples-as the case of Flasko factory thatAlthough it has been
appropriated by the workers, even today takes the debts left by the boss.
• We at LSR-CIT, we advocate that this company, as well as others, is
State-controlled, monitored and managed by workers;
• Opening of the accounts of companies such as Ajax to that
democratically elected workers ' committees to carry out an audit. These
committees of workers will assume a permanent role of supervision and
control of the companies from the workers themselves;
That employers pay for your system's crisis – cut profits, not jobs.
• That one of the remedies to overcome the crisis imposed by capital is
the reduction of working hours without reducing wages;
Any resignation, job stability and all rights guaranteed paid by employers,
without public money;
• It's not, it's not compensation, it's right! And organised workers only will
conquer these rights!
• All support for the workers ' struggle of Ajax Bauru. All support for the
struggle of workers from all over the world!
www.lsr-cit.org

Um exemplo de resistência no interior de São Paulo: a luta dos
trabalhadores da Ajax
Toninho Filho 25 de março de 2015

A Ajax é uma fábrica de baterias de automóveis que existe há mais de 50
anos, cuja sede encontra-se em Bauru. Em junho do ano passado, 340
trabalhadores foram demitidos sem depósito no FGTS, pagamento de
direitos trabalhistas ou repasses da previdência social dos funcionários com
tempo de serviço de 5 a 10 anos. Nesse momento, a empresa já tinha uma
enorme dívida com a Companhia Paulista de Força e Luz que culminou no
corte de energia em dezembro de 2014 - restabelecida em março de 2015,
após liminar.
Então, no dia 05/01/2015, os trabalhadores foram dispensados do serviço
com a justificativa de férias coletivas, com retorno para 05/02/2015.
Antes dessa data, porém, eles já se encontravam desde dezembro de 2014
sem receber o salário, com o 13º atrasado, em torno de 7 anos sem
depósito no FGTS, sem pagamento das pensões alimentícias que são
descontadas direto em folha dos funcionários, além de tantas outras
irregularidades trabalhistas que já faziam parte do cotidiano dessas
pessoas. No mês passado, a empresa devia cerca de R$7 milhões em
direitos trabalhistas, sendo a divida total da empresa por volta dos R$200
milhões.
Quando os trabalhadores retornaram ao serviço na data prevista, se
depararam com as portas fechadas, sendo que matérias-primas e
equipamentos foram retirados previamente da fábrica pelo próprio patrão.
Tendo em vista essa conjuntura, os trabalhadores ocuparam a fábrica de
forma espontânea para protegê-la de depredações e impedir que o dono se
desfaça do restante dos bens que lá existem.
A ocupação já tem quase dois meses e os trabalhadores enfrentam diversas
dificuldades como a falta de água, energia, alimentos, despejo de suas
casas e ameaça de saques pela população local.
No dia 13/03/2015, aconteceu uma reunião onde era previsto que a Justiça
decidiria se a falência da fábrica seria decretada ou se novos investidores a
assumiriam. Nessa reunião, deliberou-se esperar 45 dias para o investidor
decidir se ia administrar a fábrica e, se isso acontecesse, em 90 dias a
fábrica retomaria suas atividades. Ressaltando que os trabalhadores já
estavam há três meses sem receber o salário e que, durante esses 90 dias,
eles continuariam sem receber, totalizando seis meses. Neste momento, os
trabalhadores estão lutando contra essa deliberação dos acionistas e
empresários.
Deste modo, os trabalhadores, que contabilizam ainda cerca de 400, vêm
fortalecendo a luta sem esperar mais por decisões do patronato. A
paciência se esgotou! Reivindicam, agora, pela retenção imediata dos bens
do patrão, assim como pela parada imediata da empresa Cachoeira Metais
em Cachoeira de Goiás (GO), do mesmo grupo do patronato e que fornece
a matéria prima. Além disso, os trabalhadores lutam pelo
reestabelecimento de água e luz da fábrica, bem como procuram uma
fonte de matéria-prima para tomarem a fábrica e retomarem a produção.
Essa não deve ser considerada uma luta apenas dos operários da Ajax, mas
sim uma luta universal da classe trabalhadora que, por não ser detentora
dos meios de produção, fica sujeita às condições de exploração dos donos
das grandes corporações, resultando em descasos absurdos como este que
vemos acontecer agora em Bauru e como tantos outros exemplos similares
- como o caso da fábrica Flaskô que, embora tenha sido apropriada pelos
trabalhadores, até hoje arca com as dívidas deixadas pelo patrão.
• Nós, da LSR-CIT, defendemos que esta empresa, assim como outras, seja
estatizada, controlada e gerida pelos trabalhadores;
• Abertura das contas das empresas como a Ajax para que comissões de
trabalhadores democraticamente eleitas realizem uma auditoria. Que
estas comissões de trabalhadores passem a assumir um papel permanente
de fiscalização e controle das empresas a partir dos próprios
trabalhadores;

• Que os patrões paguem pela crise do seu sistema – cortem os lucros, não
os empregos!
Que um dos remédios para superar a crise imposta pelo capital seja a
redução da jornada de trabalho sem redução de salários;
• Nenhuma demissão, estabilidade no emprego e todos os direitos
garantidos pagos pelos patrões, sem dinheiro público;
• Não é favor, não é indenização, é direito! E somente os trabalhadores
organizados conquistarão estes direitos!
• Todo apoio à luta dos trabalhadores da Ajax Bauru! Todo apoio à luta de
trabalhadores de todo mundo!

Deadlines bedevil SA's infrastructure projects
Razina Munshi (Mail & Guardian)

23 January 2014

BUDGET and deadlines bedevil complex infrastructure projects in SA. But
should taxpayers accept that Transnet's new multiproduct pipeline, for
example, has exceeded its original budget by 84% and is four years behind
schedule?
In SA, underinvestment in infrastructure over the decades has created an
urgency that frequently results in the sacrifice of time that should be
allocated to planning.
PwC's director of capital projects & infrastructure advisory, Georg
Hofmeyr, says planning for Transnet's pipeline (in which he was not
involved) was undertaken with the understanding that its predecessor was
close to the end of the design life. If it were to experience problems,
Gauteng's fuel supply would be compromised.
But things changed. An assessment of the original pipeline revealed that it
was in better condition than originally thought, and drag-reducing agents
were introduced to increase its capacity.
At this point, Hofmeyr says, Transnet should have halted work on the new
pipeline to augment its original planning with detailed assessments.
Hofmeyr says projects begin with a high level of uncertainty. Uneducated
estimates of cost and schedule can deviate from final projections by 40%60%. But a project's uncertainty should decrease as it moves through its
life cycle. Detailed studies and design should bring that uncertainty down
to about 20%. And by the time contractors are on site, Hofmeyr says,
uncertainty should be only 15%, and should eventually fall away entirely.
Energy utility Eskom, SA's biggest investor, has experienced many problems
on its big projects. The cost of the Medupi power station has escalated
from an initial estimate of R91,2bn to Eskom's indication of R105bn (up
15%). Others believe it could escalate to as much as R145bn (nearly 60%).
Eskom and the department of public enterprises are vague about exactly
when the first unit at Medupi will be complete. The deadline, they say, is
"the second half of 2014".
Eskom's R169bn Kusile power station in Mpumalanga and the Ingula pumped
storage scheme in KwaZulu Natal are also late. Kusile was suspended for a
while in 2010 owing to uncertainty about funding. The 4800MW plant was
only 22% complete by last June. Its original cost estimate was R80bn.
By June 2013, the 1332MW Ingula station was 68% complete, having faced
"geographical challenges". Its costs have spiralled from R8,9bn to R23,8bn.
Such problems are not limited to SA. A 2013 Construction Industry Institute
analysis of almost 1000 industrial projects around the world found that
only 5,4% of them met "best in class" predictability in terms of cost and

schedule.
In a report on capital projects, PwC says global analysis shows that
megaprojects often exceed their budgets by 50% or more. Megaprojects
are defined as those whose costs exceed US$1bn.
And US-based Independent Project Analysis CEO Ed Merrow says two-thirds
of global megaprojects fail, for reasons that include commercial viability
as well as health, safety and environmental concerns.
Project management in SA today is where the UK was in the late 1990s,
according to the head of capital projects advisory at Deloitte, Sheldon
Morris.
State enterprises in SA have invested in megaprojects fairly recently. They
may have managed large projects decades ago, but this is no guarantee
that they can do it today.
Morris says megaprojects around the world seem to attract the same
people who move from project to project, developing specialised skills.
In SA, he says, decisions are made early in the project's life cycle. At that
stage, certainty about design is low and changes are inevitable. Abroad,
decisions about whether to proceed with a capital project are made much
later. This means that the costs of feasibility studies, planning and design
are undertaken without a guarantee that the project will ever progress
further. But a decision about a project's commercial viability in an
informed one.
State enterprises, Morris adds, do not make sufficient use of project
controls, which keep tabs on schedules and costs. And he says in-house
expertise is extremely limited, making reliance on the contractor high and risky.
He says procurement is understood to be based on the lowest cost, but this
does not necessarily ensure the best outcome.
Government departments that undertake infrastructure projects, like
water affairs, appear to experience even more problems than state
enterprises.
SA has a pipeline of infrastructure projects worth R4,3trillion.
Hofmeyr says national treasury's infrastructure delivery improvement
programme has captured lessons of projects that have gone wrong. Lessons
are being learnt, be says, but whether they will affect implementation of
new projects is still unclear.
http://www.financialmail.co.za/features/2014/01/23/deadlines-bedevilsa-s-infrastructure-projects

China: Demand release of arrested women activists
Has the commemoration of International Women's Day also now been
outlawed in China?
Sally Tang Mei-Ching, Socialist Action (CWI in Hong Kong) 24 March 2015
The Chinese dictatorship celebrated International Women¡¯s Day by
arresting women activists, a move that has caused outrage around the
world. The arrests highlight the widening repression under Xi Jinping
¨CChina¡¯s ¡®paramount leader¡¯ ¨C and also how women¡¯s rights are
being stifled in China today. On 6 and 7 March, just before International
Women¡¯s Day (8 March) and just as the annual ¡®red carpet meeting¡¯ of
the NPC (National People¡¯s Congress) was getting underway in Beijing,
security forces arrested at least ten women activists for preparing protests
to highlight gender oppression.
This was a trans-provincial action by the Chinese police. Activists were
arrested in different places ¨C in Beijing, Hangzhou and Guangzhou. Some
of the activists have been released, but five well-known feminist activists
are still being detained. Their names are: Wu Rongrong (ÎäáÉáÉ) age 30,

Zheng Churan (Ö£³þÈ») aka Da Tu (´óÍÃ) 26, Li Tingting (ÀîæÃæÃ) aka Li
Maizi (ÀîÂó×Ó) 26, Wang Man (ÍõÂü) 32, and Wei Tingting (Î¤æÃæÃ) 26. Li
Tingting was arrested in Beijing, Zheng Churan was arrested in Guangzhou,
and Wu Rongrong in Hangzhou.
The women planned to organise protests in different cities on 8 March,
International Women¡¯s Day, to march in a park in Beijing city, and go on
public transport with stickers to spread the message against sexual
harassment.
In recent years these activists have become well known with their
¡°performance art¡± to arouse public awareness on women¡¯s rights in
China. This includes the ¡®Occupy men¡¯s toilets¡¯ campaign to demand
increased women¡¯s toilet facilities in public places, and also an action
wearing white wedding dresses daubed with red paint as a protest against
domestic violence. They are members of the Women¡¯s Rights Action
Group, which campaigns against gender discrimination.
¡°Picking quarrels and provoking troubles¡±
As Time magazine points out, the five activists ¡°were not advocating for
the overthrow of the Communist Party.¡± Nor did they ¡°organize political
rallies, but rather used performance art to challenge societal views.¡±
[Time magazine, 19 March 2015]. Once again, as with crackdowns against
anti-corruption whistle-blowers and campaigners for ethnic minority rights,
Xi¡¯s ultra-repressive machine has struck even against moderate withinthe-system critics.
On 12 March, the five were reportedly officially charged by police with
¡°creating a disturbance, picking quarrels and provoking troubles¡±. This is
a catch-all charge widely used by the dictatorship to silence and
incarcerate regime critics ¨C including workers¡¯ representatives and
¡®political reform¡¯ activists. A guilty verdict can carry a sentence of up to
five years in prison. The five can now be held in detention for 37 days
before the authorities decide whether to press ahead with formal charges.
www.socialistworld.net
Solidarity action stopped in China ¨C International solidarity needed
Since the five women activists were arrested there have been petition
activities around China to call for their release, but in many schools and
universities these actions have been stopped by the authorities with school
officials threatening reprisals against students. Related websites and social
media platforms have been blocked in China.
International solidarity action is needed urgently. The CWI (Committee for
a Workers¡¯ International) which has an exemplary record of campaigning
against sexism and discrimination, as well as against state repression, can
play a key role in initiating protests given its extensive global connections
and active organisations in more than 40 countries. The Chinese supporters
of the CWI, in China and Hong Kong (Socialist Action), are appealing to
socialists and women¡¯s activists internationally to organise protests, by
writing to the Chinese authorities and staging demonstrations demanding
the release of the ¡®China 5¡¯.
Please organise protests at Chinese embassies in your counties. They are
listed here: http://embassy.goabroad.com/embassies-of/china
Send copies and photos of your protests for us to publicise at:
cwi.china@gmail.com
For more background: Capitalism is pushing back women¡¯s rights in
China

Spills law enforcing ‘broken down’
Kamcilla Pillay (Daily News) 23 March 2015
Investigations into an oil leak in the Durban Harbour – spotted on Friday by

yachtsmen – have yet to yield any clues to its source or composition.
Transnet National Ports Authority spokeswoman, Ayanda Mantshongo, said
in response to Daily News enquiries that an eThekwini Municipality
investigation had already begun.
The spill occurred near the south side of Grunter Gully, close to the Bluff
Silt Canal.
The aim would be to determine what the substance was and the source of
the oily residue that had coated vessels, mooring lines and fenders.
“All the relevant authorities were alerted and all precautions taken.”
Mantshongo also confirmed that the spill, which had been discovered early
on Friday near the Bluff Yacht Club, had since been cleaned up by an
external service provider.
In situations like these, “booms” to prevent the pollutant from spreading
to a wider area are placed on the water.
Following that, materials or “absorbers” designed to skim and “drink up”
the spill are placed on the affected area.
During this time, sand and water samples are taken to determine what the
chemical composition of the substance is. These samples are sent for
testing.
If there is a sandy beach area affected by the spillage, the sand is
collected, bagged and disposed of. The area’s beach is then replenished.
But for the owners of the yachts, news of the clean-up was cold comfort.
“This has been an ongoing problem. For years and years we’ve had all
kinds of things washing into the harbour through the canals,” said one of
the “yachties”, Peter Peterson.
He said that the area’s filtration system had not been effective enough in
clearing the solid and liquid waste from the water before it entered the
area.
“We find plastic bags and bottles. Aside from the damage to our boats, we
also often see dead animals, especially fish and birds.”
The yachtsman, who has lived in the Bluff his whole life, said paint used on
the yachts to prevent barnacles from bonding with the surface had become
coated in the oily substance.
“We have to take the boats out of the water to clean them. That costs R3
000 going out and R3 000 going back in. We will have to replace the
mooring lines because there is no way to get rid of the residue.”
Peterson, who had been a member of the club for 15 years, said that boat
fenders – used to protect vessels from colliding with the jetty – would also
have to be replaced.
“The paint alone costs R4 000. Who is going to shoulder all these costs?”
Andrew Murray, the yacht club’s commodore, said around 62 boats had
sustained damage as a result of the spill.
“Many are insured… but many aren’t. We want to claim these costs but the
city says it’s not their fault and Transnet says it’s not theirs either. They
are busy passing the buck.”
South Durban Community and Environmental Alliance co-ordinator,
Desmond d’Sa, said law enforcement around spills had “broken down”.

“We shouldn’t have to clean up the spills; instead, they should never
happen. If organisations like us don’t bring these issues to the attention of
the government, nothing will get done.”
He said that Durban was often billed as a “must-see area” for overseas
visits.
“But how can we expect tourists to enjoy the highly polluted beaches and
waters?”
Chairman of the Bluff Ratepayers’ Association, Ivor Aylward, said he had
been alerted to the problem by the club. “The area is often polluted by
waste and there seems to be no end in sight. We will also be investigating
the source.”
In November, the banks of the Grunter Gully became coated in a thick oily
substance. The source of the oil has still not been found.
http://www.iol.co.za/dailynews/news/spills-law-enforcing-brokendown-1.1835649

Russia rebounds, despite sanctions
The New Cold War

23 March 2015

Sanctions meant to punish Russia for snatching Crimea from Ukraine one
year ago were supposed to hurt Russian business. And they did. Russian
stocks, bonds and commodities had the worst performance in 2014 of those
in any emerging market.
That was then. Now the picture is changing, with investors starting to
favor Russia in 2015. The ruble, which became the world’s most volatile
currency last year after President Vladimir Putin’s land grab, is stabilizing.
The swings in its value narrowed this year more than any of the other 30
most-traded currencies.
Investors in Russian government securities denominated in rubles have
earned the equivalent of seven cents on the dollar so far this year, as
measured by the Bloomberg Russia Local Sovereign Bond Index. In contrast,
anyone holding similar government debt in emerging markets across-theboard has lost 1.1 percent in 2015.
The picture is even rosier for Russia’s corporate bondholders; they’ve had
a 7.3 percent total return in 2015, leading the gains in the index for
emerging market corporate bonds compiled by Bloomberg. And while
shareholders in the global emerging market stocks measured by the MSCI
Emerging Market Index gained 1.7 percent this year, the 50 Russian stocks
in the Micex index are up 11.9 percent — better than the Standard &
Poor’s 500 or any other North American market.
The ruble’s relative value helps explain why there are some signs of
confidence in Russia. Although the ruble remains the most volatile of the
31 most-traded currencies this year, its swings are narrowing. This is
visible in implied volatility, a measure of traders’ bets on how much the
currency’s value will change day-to-day. After surging in late 2014 amid
the widening Ukraine crisis, the ruble now is fluctuating the way it did in
2009.
Business also appears to be on the rebound. Some 78 percent of the
Russian companies in the Micex index showed greater annual sales growth
than their global peers, even though the shares of these Russian companies
lagged behind their international competitors, according to data compiled
by Bloomberg. That’s consistent with a two-year improvement in the
relative value of Russian companies.
One possible reason for the growth? Sanctions. With foreign goods
unavailable, Russians had to choose homegrown products and services.

For all the disruption caused by the sanctions, Russian companies
represented in the Micex index are more profitable measured by Ebitda
margins (earnings before taxes, depreciation and amortization) than the
rest of the companies included in the global MSCI Emerging Market Index.
A number of Russian companies are outperforming their global peers.
Magnit PJSC, which operates a chain of discount supermarkets with a
market capitalization of $16 billion, is one worth noting. The retailer’s
one-year revenue growth was 31.66 percent, overwhelming the 0.87
percent increase in sales from its global competitors.
Novatek OAO, a $22.8 billion independent producer of natural gas in
western Siberia, is another. The company saw its sales increase 19.5
percent, compared with 0.76 percent from its global sector.
And then there’s Rosneft, a $41 billion international brand with production
in western Siberia, Sakhalin, the North Caucasus and the Arctic, which
reported an 18.26 percent annual sales growth when its international
competitors disclosed a revenue increase of just 0.76 percent. By any
conventional measure, the shares of these companies are cheap.
Are global investors optimistic about corporate Russia’s continued
resilience? It seems so. The shares outstanding of the largest U.S.-based
exchange traded fund tracking Russian companies — more than 90 percent
of the companies in the ETF are Russian — surged 5 percent so far this
year. At the same time, an ETF that’s a proxy for money flows into and out
of Russian equity shows a 27 percent increase.
Putin’s Ukraine adventure has led to instability in the region and frayed
relations with the West; what it hasn’t destroyed is confidence in
corporate Russia.
http://newcoldwar.org/russia-rebounds-despite-sanctions/

Oil giants break their picks trying to crack non-US shales
Business Day

20 March 2015

AFTER spending more than five years and billions of dollars trying to recreate the US shale boom overseas, some of the world’s biggest oil
companies are starting to give up amid a world-wide collapse in crude
prices.
Chevron, Exxon Mobil and Royal Dutch Shell have packed up nearly all of
their hydraulic fracturing wildcatting in Europe, Russia and China.
The reasons vary from sanctions in Russia, a ban in France, a moratorium
in Germany and poor results in Poland to crude prices below what it can
cost to produce a barrel of shale oil. Chevron halted its last European
fracking operations in February when it pulled out of Romania.
Shell said it is cutting world-wide shale spending by 30% in places including
Turkey, Ukraine and Argentina. Exxon has pulled out of Poland and
Hungary, and its German fracking operations are on hold. The result:
outside the US, where fracking has produced a historic glut of oil, only
China, Argentina and Canada have commercial shale production, the US
Energy Information Administration (EIA) says, though America holds less
than 10% of the world’s estimated shale reserves.
Europe, including Russia, and China alone have nearly triple the reserves
of the US, according to the EIA.
"The pace of development outside North America is slower everywhere
than people thought it would be," Simon Henry, Shell’s chief financial
officer, said in a recent interview.
A recovery in oil prices could change the equation, giving big companies

more room to take risky bets on shale. And bright spots for shale
prospectors outside North America still exist. Regions of Argentina and
Algeria appear to be "as good as the US," says Faouzi Aloulou, an EIA
project manager who analyses shale prospects.
Two French companies and a British firm are planning to drill in the UK,
where there is a debate over the practice’s health and environmental
effects.
In Poland, small companies — the kind that pioneered the US shale boom —
are still drilling despite their big rivals’ discouraging results.
"The publicity is bad, but the reality is it’s going to be down to the smaller
companies to prove the play, as they did in the US," says Oisín Fanning, the
executive chairman of San Leon Energy, a UK-listed explorer that
announced a commercial gas discovery in Poland in February and expects
its first sales in early 2016.
Fracking works by using water, sand and chemicals to fracture
underground rock and hold the cracks open, allowing oil and gas trapped in
the rocks to flow. Unlike the long-term projects that the world’s biggest
oil companies specialise in, shale wells tend to have short lives, and
developing a shale field requires drilling many holes over a short period.
The technology worked well for small producers in North America, but oil
giants such as Exxon and Shell, with their thick layers of management and
slow drilling-approval processes, largely missed out on the profits there.
Knowing other countries had shale, the big companies last decade looked
elsewhere to see if they could build a boom from scratch. Eastern
European officials who were eager to wean their nations off Russian gas
welcomed the explorers. Chevron beginning late last decade invested in
Romania, Lithuania and Poland, which some geologists and oil-businessdevelopment specialists said had Europe’s most attractive shale potential.
"In Poland you had a mix of a higher resource estimate plus a government
keen on promoting shale gas to reduce dependence on Russian gas," said
Richard Sarsfield-Hall of Finnish consulting and engineering firm Pöyry. But
actual drilling results in Poland were disappointing.
Chevron kept drilling, even after the EIA in 2013 lowered its estimates of
Poland’s shale-gas reserve by about 20% and other producers such as
France’s Total threw in the towel.
By 2014, Chevron’s Eastern European bet wasn’t looking good. It exited
Lithuania last summer. Last fall, Romania’s president said the country
didn’t appear to have any shale resources. Then, in January, Chevron said
it had decided to leave Poland.
"Shale gas opportunities across Central and Eastern Europe do not compete
with other opportunities within Chevron’s global portfolio," a spokeswoman
said.
The company is still evaluating shale gas exploration in SA, a spokesman
said. ConocoPhillips is the only large oil company still working in Poland.
Exxon had similar letdowns in Hungary, which it left in 2009, and Poland,
which it exited in 2012. Exxon’s efforts in Germany have been thwarted by
a fracking moratorium, and Western sanctions over Ukraine have kept it
and other international oil companies from developing Russian shale.
Now, an Exxon spokesman says, the company’s only continuing non-North
America shale exploration is in Argentina and Colombia. One problem the
companies have faced is the high cost of shale drilling outside the US when
oil prices are low. Exploration wells in new areas require experimentation
and lack the economies of scale in a more developed area. Wells in Poland
and China can cost up to $25m each, while American wells on average cost
about $5m, said Melissa Stark, lead author of a 2014 shale report by
Accenture.

Shell first discussed shale exploration with Chinese officials in 2006, said
people familiar with the matter. At the time, the Anglo-Dutch company
was looking for shale resources around the world, and struck deals in
Sweden, Turkey, Russia and Ukraine. The Ukrainian conflict and resulting
sanctions derailed plans in Russia and Ukraine.
Shell left Sweden in 2011 after exploration was unsuccessful. A Shell
spokeswoman said the company is analysing the results of wells drilled
with a partner in Turkey, and is waiting to hear from the South African
government about proceeding with shale projects there.
In China, Shell found shale gas in 2011. But problematic geology,
infrastructure and local protests delayed progress, company officials and
documents say. Last fall, Shell decided to pull back efforts there.
Ms Stark said countries with strong national oil companies such as China,
Argentina and Saudi Arabia were more likely to lead shale development
outside the US. They have a mandate to extract their countries’ resources,
government support, and lots of money.
"You need a player with deep pockets and who can be there for several
years," she said. State-run companies "are there for the long term so they
can invest for the long-term".
http://www.bdlive.co.za/world/2015/03/19/oil-giants-break-their-pickstrying-to-crack-non-us-shales

Obama admits ISIL appeared because of US aggression in Iraq
Pravda

21 March 2015

US President Barack Obama, talking to Vice News, spoke about his vision of
the US role in the formation of the Islamic State terrorist group. Obama
said bluntly that the United States was involved in the creation of the
group.
"ISIL is a direct outgrowth of Al-Qaeda in Iraq that grew out of our
invasion, which is An example of unintended consequences, which is why
we should generally aim before we shoot," Obama said.
The US president said later that the US actions in Iraq after the 9/11
attacks were unintentional and added that he did not expect they would
cause such aggression on the part of local militants that it would lead to
the creation of new armed groups, Pravda.Ru reports.
Obama also said that Washington and the international coalition would
continue fighting terrorists, including in Iraq as well.
The Iraqi government has repeatedly accused the US of destroying peace in
the territory. However, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff General
Martin Dempsey recommended pro-American military commanders in Iraq
to closely monitor the actions of the government army and its members,
who accused the United States of aiding ISIL, Pravda.Ru reports.
http://english.pravda.ru

Coal mine will blast peace for thousands near game park

Tony Carnie (The Mercury)

18 March 2015

Life will never be quite the same for several thousand people next to
Africa’s oldest game reserve and wilderness area if a massive new coal
mine is blasted open underneath or next to their homes.
A new environmental scoping report on the controversial Ibutho coal
mining venture on the southern borderline of the Hluhluwe-Imfolozi game
reserve does not say exactly how many people will have to be moved from
their homes.
But by examining maps of the proposed mine, existing village settlements
and other data, it seems likely that several hundred people may have to
abandon their houses, businesses, farming plots and/or ancestral
graveyards if the project goes ahead.
The daily lives of more than 7 000 other people are also set to change
dramatically as they find themselves living virtually on the doorstep of
gigantic mining pits filled with the dust, noise and floodlights of a busy
coal-mining operation.
The direct impacts will be there 24 hours a day, seven days a week for the
next 32 years, according to a final environmental scoping report published
this month
Apart from the blasting operations used to shatter and loosen anthracite
coal from the bedrock, the report by the Jacana environmental
consultancy suggests that noise from up to 200 coal trucks a day will
radiate out to distances of around 1.5km during the day and about 3.5km
at night.
These noise impacts are also set to shatter the tranquillity of the Imfolozi
wilderness area, a specially protected 32 000 hectare zone of wilderness
the late wildlife conservationist Ian Player helped establish to ensure that
South Africa preserved some ancient wild spaces.
The mine is located just 100m from the wilderness boundary, with
statistics from Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife showing that less than 1% of the
country’s surface is protected as wilderness areas.
The Jacana report acknowledges that drilling and blasting could be a
“significant” source of noise pollution within a radius of 3.5km but
suggests some of these impacts could be reduced through modern blasting
techniques.
The resulting air blasts could rattle windows and large roofs of nearby
homes, while there was also a risk of flying rocks being tossed into the air
and hitting various structures such as schools and community meeting
places within 500m of the coal pit boundaries. Some residents told
consultants they were worried that blasting could crack their homes.
The report is silent on exact numbers of who would have to move out, but

by examining maps of the proposed mining fence line and the current
layout of four neighbouring communities, it appears that the villagers of
Ocilwane will be hardest hit as scores of homes there lie in the mining
path.
Affected
Ocilwane has about 230 households, which could translate into about 1 900
people in total.
The village also has two schools, a clinic, some small-scale businesses,
several worship sites, grazing land for cattle and crop fields next to the
Mfolozi River.
Nearby, there are another 1 640 people in the Nthuthunga 1 village, some
of whom could also be affected. This village also has two schools, a
number of Shembe worship sites, small businesses, three community
graveyards, a water storage dam, livestock grazing land and crop fields.
Ntuthunga 2 settlement has about 1 503 residents, a primary school, two
community graveyards and vegetable gardens next to the river.
Another potentially affected community is Novunala, with 1 245 residents,
one school, several small businesses, a community graveyard and livestock
grazing land.
On the issue of relocation, the report says this should be avoided if
possible, but if people have to be moved, they should be resettled in areas
with fertile soil for growing crops.
The report shows there could be indirect impacts much further afield as
the mine will require up to 2 190 megawatt hours of electricity a month
and 105 million litres of water a month.
The report says the neighbouring Mfolozi River is already considered a
water-stressed river and it is unlikely that the Department of Water Affairs
would grant a water abstraction permit from this river.
Surface and groundwater in the vicinity of the mine could also be poisoned
from acidic mine drainage and other contaminants from mining. One of the
biggest risks is sulphuric acid, which is created when sulphides in the coal
rock are exposed to oxygen and water from the mining process.
Underground mining could also cause the ground to subside.
“Very little can be done to combat subsidence in the mining environment.
It is therefore evident that both underground and opencast mining could
severely impact the hydropedelogical (water and soil) functioning of the
area and therefore the quality and volume of water that flows towards the
catchments towards the east.”
On the future use of the land when mining ceases in 32 years, the report
says: “It is doubtful that the areas will ever function in the same manner
as is presently the case from a hydropedological perspective.” This is
because old mine pits, even after being filled in, would absorb more water
run-off.
“Mining and rehabilitation will lead to a decrease in surface run-off from
higher lying areas and therefore smaller volumes of water will reach the
Mfolozi River. Pollution emanating from the mining areas could severely
influence catchment areas that feed into the St Lucia wetland system.”
Some of the soils in the mining area are also highly susceptible to erosion
and there is a likelihood of gulley erosion that would carry more silt into
the Mfolozi River and its tributaries.
What the company is offering
Given the widespread social and environmental effects of the proposed
coal mine, what is the mining company offering in return?
According to Jacana, the Ibutho project hoped to generate 200 permanent
jobs, possibly increasing to about 400 ‘job opportunities’ after about five

years.
‘Ibutho has set a target to ensure that at least half these opportunities are
allocated to the local communities.’
As part of its social labour plan, Ibutho planned to offer adult basic
education and training, core business training, artisan training,
learnerships, bursaries and internships to the value of R6.6 million over the
first five years.
This would include |22 bursaries in mechanical, electrical, human
resources and geology, as well as |31 learning opportunities for machine
operators, truck drivers, health, safety and human resources staff,
mechanics, electricians, or fitters and turners.
Ibutho would also support education and small business projects worth
R2m in the first five years and hoped to provide communities with local
procurement and SMME business opportunities and possible equity
participation.
Ibutho described its Fuleni coal mining project as a |44.9% black economic
empowerment shareholding, of which at least 5% free carry share equity
was offered to a community shareholding trust.
It said most of Ibutho’s directors and shareholders were black
entrepreneurs. The report did not name them all, but appendices in the
report listed some of them as Thomas Ignatius Borman, Johan van den
Berg, Locksley Pege, Menzi Gqwetha and Thembi Myeni.
The names of the directors and shareholders of Ibutho’s holding company
were not listed, although Wasat Investments and Chlorosys Investments
jointly hold a 58.95% shareholding in Ibutho Coal.
Also buried among the annexures are the minutes of a ‘volatile and
emotional’ community meeting between Ibutho, consultants and local
people at Siyokomane Primary School on September 21. The minutes
showed the meeting was held in a ‘clearly hostile atmosphere’.
The Ibutho presentation could not take place.

Solar Power Sees Unprecedented Boom in U.S.
Photovoltaics and solar thermal both enjoyed banner years, despite
uncertainties
Daniel Cusick and ClimateWire 18 March 2015
U.S. solar power grew by 6.2 gigawatts in 2014, a 30 percent increase over
the previous year and representing nearly $18 billion in new investment,
according to data released this morning by the Solar Energy Industries
Association and GTM Research.
The new power systems, comprising tens of thousands of photovoltaic (PV)
arrays for homes, schools, businesses and utilities, as well as a handful of
large concentrated solar power facilities in places like the Mojave Desert,
raised the United States' profile as one of the world's leading adopters of
solar power, officials said.
But the future for U.S. solar isn't without its bumps.
New installations of nonresidential solar panels, while accounting for more
than 1 GW of power, shrank by 6 percent year over year, a condition
caused by a variety of factors "ranging from tight economics to difficulty
financing small commercial installations," GTM analysts said in their latest
"U.S. Solar Market Insight Report."
Meanwhile, the industry's primary federal support—the 33 percent
investment tax credit (ITC)—is set to expire at the end of 2016, effectively
shifting the cost burden of solar fully to developers and consumers of clean
power. And as with other renewable energy resources, solar's future will
be affected by the status of state renewable portfolio standards that
direct rate-based utilities to produce or acquire a percentage of their
power sales from clean energy resources.
Yet, even with those caveats, industry officials and analysts forecast a
continued boom in U.S. solar markets over the near term, with a projected
31 percent growth target for 2015. The growth will be fueled by falling
costs for solar panels and modules, business model innovation that allows

for more flexibility in ownership, favorable political and regulatory
environments, and increased access to low-cost capital.
Solar beats wind and coal on key metric
Shayle Kann, senior vice president at GTM Research, noted that in just five
years, the U.S. PV market—which does not include concentrated solar
plants—has witnessed a fourfold expansion, from an estimated $3 billion in
2009 to $13.4 billion last year.
Moreover, solar accounted for 32 percent of the nation's new generating
capacity in 2014, beating out both wind energy and coal for the second
consecutive year. Only natural gas constituted a greater share of new
generating capacity, according to the report.
"From a high-level national perspective, the market has continued to see
really impressive growth," both in established solar markets like California
and Arizona and in regions where solar is a relative newcomer, such as in
Virginia, the Carolinas, Georgia and Louisiana.
Some of the growth, especially in emerging solar states, was attributable
to state incentives for residential and commercial solar, the growing
popularity of third-party leases offered by firms like SolarCity and Sunrun,
and a desire on the part of large utilities to diversify their fuel portfolios
to include renewable energy.
Cory Honeyman, a GTM solar analyst and lead author of the 2014 market
report, further noted that "2014 was the year where the concept of retail
rate parity became something that extended beyond California to a
growing number of other markets."
For example, North Carolina for 2014 was the nation's No. 2 solar state by
installations behind California, with 397 megawatts of new solar power
coming online. It was followed by Nevada, Massachusetts, Arizona and New
Jersey, all of which have well-established solar markets.
Other states rising in the solar ranks include New Mexico, Missouri and
Maryland. New Mexico for the first time became a top 10 state for solar
development thanks to its 88 MW gain in solar capacity last year.
New York, Texas and Hawaii also each added more than 100 MW of solar
capacity in 2014, securing their spots among the nation's solar leaders.
Elsewhere in the Southeast, Georgia and Tennessee saw marked increases
in utility-scale solar, while Louisiana and South Carolina experienced
sustained growth in the residential solar sector, according to GTM.
The U.S. residential sector added 1.2 GW of capacity in 2014, marking its
first time surpassing 1 GW, according to GTM. Residential PV continues to
be the fastest-growing market segment in the U.S. solar sector, riding
three consecutive years of 50 percent or higher annual growth.
The utility sector also remains very strong, adding nearly 1 GW annually
over the past several years. In 2014, 3.9 GW of utility-scale PV projects
came online in the United States, with an additional 14 GW of projects
under contract.
"Today the U.S. solar industry has more employees than tech giants
Google, Apple, Facebook and Twitter combined," Rhone Resch, SEIA's
president and chief executive officer, said in a statement. That success,
he added, has come in part from the 9-year-old investment tax credit for
solar power.
"We now have 20 gigawatts of installed solar capacity—enough to power 4
million U.S. homes—and we're helping to reduce harmful carbon emissions
by 20 million metric tons a year," Resch said. "By any measurement, the
ITC has been a huge success for both our economy and environment."
www.eenews.net
Reprinted from Climatewire with permission from Environment & Energy

Publishing, LLC. www.eenews.net, 202-628-6500

One million in anti-govt demo in Brazil

Russia Today

17 March 2015

More than a million Brazilians took to the streets of Sao Paolo to rally
against President Dilma Rousseff on Sunday. The protest was sparked by a
corruption scandal in the state oil firm Petrobras, with many protesters
claiming that Rousseff must have known about the scandal, calling for the
privatization of the largest Latin American company. Earlier this month
Brazil's Supreme Court approved the investigation of 54 people for their
alleged involvement in the scandal.
rt.com

Leaks to cost Durban dear
Sihle Manda (The Mercury)

16 March 2015

YEARS of neglect of the city’s ailing and crippled water infrastructure have
left the eThekwini Municipality with no option but to take drastic steps
and pay big money.
More than 15 000 households contribute nothing to the city coffers for the
water they use.
This was the frank observation by eThekwini water and sanitation head
Ednick Msweli in a detailed report tabled before the city’s executive
committee yesterday.
To address the water loss nightmare, the city would have to pay R300
million a year for the next five years.
In the report, Msweli said 35% of water leakage was due to faulty taps,
overflows at storages and “leakages on service connections up to point of
customer metering”. He said the R300m would be used to replace ageing
pipes.
The auditor-general’s report released in January revealed how the city was
losing 237 million litres of water a day because of leaks. It stated the
losses amounted to R602.6 million a year.
The municipality’s executive committee expressed concern last week
about the growing water loss challenge and requested a presentation from
the water and sanitation unit.
A breakdown of the losses includes “unbilled metered”, “unbilled
authorised”, “illegal” consumptions and metering inaccuracies, among
others.
He said the primary reason for the municipality’s precarious situation was
that infrastructure had not been replaced on time.
Illegal connections spiralled with communities not taking advantage of

water amnesty programmes. Other contributing factors were: Unmetered
connections. Connections not in Coins (billing system) or not monitored.
Inadequate capacity (human and financial resources).
Vandalism of infrastructure. Mwseli’s report also noted “community
behaviour” in some areas, citing KwaMashu’s L Section, where city workers
were “unable to work”.
According to the report, the city’s billing system was fraught with
irregularities. For example, 40 187 water accounts were active but were
billed “zero consumption”.
He said 406 600 meters were billed and he was confident that “95% were
good reads”.
He said the city’s infrastructure was at the lowest level, which meant it
needed to be replaced.
“We need to invest – either fixing or rehabilitating,” he said. At this point,
councillors interjected, asking: “How much?”
He said the department would need R300m for the next five years.
“Our infrastructure is failing. We are recording 285 faults (bursts) a day…
Unless you replace or rehabilitate – the 285 will become 385 and so on.
This is just on the water network; on the connection side, it’s another 280
leaks a day,” he said.
The report said the city needed to eradicate water and sanitation backlogs
in five to eight years. It also urged the city to promote water amnesty
programmes.
DA caucus leader Zwakele Mncwango welcomed the report, but lambasted
contractors. He said the city should investigate some of them as he
believed they “sabotage” the municipality. He said someone needed to be
held accountable.
ANC councillor Zandile Gumede appreciated Msweli’s frank talk, but said
there needed to be emphasis on community education.
www.iol.co.za/news/south-africa/kwazulu-natal/water-leaks-to-costdurban-dear-1.1830327

Searching for the Union: The workers’ movement in China 2011-13
China Labour Bulletin

16 March 2014

China’s workers have emerged over the last few years as a strong, unified
and increasingly active collective force. Workers have time and again
demonstrated the will and the ability to stand up to abusive and arrogant
managements and to demand better pay and working conditions.
However, workers are still hampered by the lack of an effective trade
union that can maintain solidarity, bargain directly with managements and
protect labour leaders from reprisals. As a result, workers are turning to
labour rights groups that can advise and support their collective actions
while, at the same time, demanding more of the official trade union and
putting pressure on it to change.
In China labour Bulletin’s new research report on the workers’ movement,
published today, we examine this evolving relationship between the
workers, the trade union and civil society and look at how the government
is struggling to respond to rapid social and economic change.
CLB recorded 1,171 strikes and worker protests from mid-2011 until the
end of 2013, about 40 percent of which were in manufacturing industries
particularly hard hit by the global economic downturn and the decline in
China’s economic growth during this period. Factory workers staged
protests when they were cheated out of their wages and overtime
payments, when their bonuses and benefits were cut back and when the

boss refused to pay the social insurance premiums mandated by law.
Workers also went out strike to demand higher pay, equal pay for equal
work, and proper employment contracts.
Outside the factory: Transport workers staged strikes over high costs,
cumbersome regulations and unfair competition; teachers protested at
wage arrears, low pay and attempts by the government to introduce a
performance-based salary system in schools, and sanitation workers, some
of the poorest-paid in China, staged numerous strikes and protests in
Guangzhou and eventually won a long-overdue raise.
Local governments often got dragged into these disputes and responded
with a mixture of conciliation and coercion, putting pressure on both sides
to reach a consensus speedily. The police intervened in about 20 percent
of the protests recorded by CLB and occasionally conflicts erupted, leading
to beatings and arrests.
Some local trade union federations did respond positively to workers’
demands for support but despite attempts by the new Communist Party
leadership in Beijing to energise the All-China Federation of Trade Unions,
it remained inert and stuck in the past. Nevertheless, China’s workers will
continue to push for more effective trade union representation and greater
workplace democracy. And in so doing, they will lay the groundwork for a
more stable and sustainable economy in which ordinary workers can finally
share in the benefits of the “economic miracle” they helped to create.
Searching for the Union: The workers’ movement in China 2011-13 is
published today as a 50-page downloadable file. This is CLB’s fifth
sequential report on the workers’ movement dating back to the Year 2000.
All reports are available on the Research Reports page of our website.
http://www.clb.org.hk/en/content/searching-unionworkers%E2%80%99-movement-china-2011-13-0

Maharashtra:Campaign for Affordable & Quality Public Transport

Venkatesh Harale CWI-India

13 March 2015

For over a month now, New Socialist Alternative, Pune has been
campaigning and protesting against the recent public transport price hike.
The 50% hike will hit many ordinary people hard and many in Pune are
angry about this.
In our campaigns we have been highlighting on the very notion of a public
transport system and it is not about generating profits, but the duty of the
local municipality to provide affordable and quality public transport
system. We have campaigned on different bus stops throughout the city,
interacted with over 1000 people and got petitions signed.
We raised important issues such as how the corporation has strategically
under-funded public transport, reduced the revenue of the corporation by
cutting down on octroi/Local Body Tax (LBT) to favour the petty-

bourgeoisie trading businesses and then crying hoarse saying lack of money
so the need to privatize these essential services would be the only
alternative.
After getting favourable responses amongst the general public, we
approached the various organizations for a meeting and it was decided to
organize a protest in front of Pune Municipal corporation. Apart from us,
the other organizations involved included Parisar, Shramik Mahila Morcha,
Bharatiya Mahila Federation, Lokjagar, Lok Chetana Manch and individual
activists Sulabha Brahme, Anagha Lele.
The protest was held on 21st February and over 40 people attended. We
also protested against the daylight murder of the communist party veteran
activist – Govind Pansare and condemned the communal forces.
The joint demands put forward, included
Both Pune Municial Corporation and Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal
Corporation must contribute 400 Crores each annually for PMPML as the
both remain the only shareholders/owners of it.
Min. fare should be Rs.3 and that of Maximum should not be more than Rs.
20. Ticketing should be done based on ‘Kilometer Basis’ and not on ‘stage
basis’.
PMPML should purchase 1500 buses more (as it lacks the same number and
it hires those no. of buses as per statistics.). Proper planning of bus routes
should be done and the timetable should be displayed on every bus-stop.
(Private/personal) Four wheelers should be charged Congestion Tax and
parking charges across the city.
Huge spending of capital on bridges and underground should be stopped
immediately.
Contract system in PMPML should be stopped.
Contract laborers should be made permanent employees and until then
they should be paid on ‘Equal work, Equal pay’ basis.
B. Youvraj and Rushikesh Divekar of New Socialist Alternative, Pune gave
representation to the mayor of the city and Chairman of PMPML. The
campaign is still ongoing and different protests are being planned in the
coming period.
www.socialism.in

UNITED FRONT STATEMENT ON ESKOM
United Front

12 March 2015

As the Eskom debacle thickens, the United Front calls for a judicial enquiry
into the management of the electricity utility and an urgent civil society
conference on the electricity crisis.
The suspension of Eskom’s chief executive officer Tshediso Matona and
three of his executive colleagues, six months after he was thrust onto the
helm of the electricity utility indicates that instead of abating, the mess
within Eskom thickens. In addition to ongoing loadshedding, as a country
we have been subjected to huge electricity tariff increases, a financial
meltdown of the utility, time and cost overruns in the company’s
buildprogramme.
For the United Front (UF), the Eskom crisis calls for emergency solutions
and not mere tinkering. It is for this reason that in January 2015, the
UFNational Working Committee (NWC) called for a judicial enquiry about
the management of Eskom contracts on primary energy and overruns in
building new power stations. The committee also called for the convening
a national civil society conference on electricity crisis as a response to the
shutting out of voices outside of government and business on the
electricitycrisis.
The United Front is not convinced that team that the chairperson of
Eskom’s board of directors Zola Tsotsi announced will be able to get to the
bottom of the problems at the state-owned electricity company. The

Eskom audit and risk committee may be implicated in the mismanagement
within Eskom. It is for this reason that the United Front is calling for an
independent judicial commission of enquiry.
Appointing a judicial commission of enquiry will not be taking place for the
first time. Faced with conditions not dissimilar with the ones that confront
us now, the apartheid government appointed the De Villiers Commission
ofEnquiry between 1983 and 1985 to investigate Eskom’s woeful
investment practices.
To realise its demand for a judicial commission enquiry, the United Front
will convene an urgent meeting of those who support the call on 26– 27
March 2015. The emergency civil society conference on electricity crisis is
scheduled for Monday 13 - Wednesday 15 April 2015. The electricity crisis
conference will deal with short-term and medium responses
toloadshedding, financial issues facing Eskom, unaffordable electricity
pricing, how to put Eskom under democratic control without opting for
privatisation, how to provide basic energy services beyond the fragmented
free basic electricity provisions, discrepancies between electricity that
Eskom distributes and the one that municipalities supply.
Those interested in the campaigns can contact:
1. Mazibuko Khanyiso Jara (UF National Secretary) – 083 987 9633
2. Vuyo Bikitsha (Numsa Energy Coordinator) – 074 829 1679
3.John Appolis (UF Campaigns Coordinator) - 073 408 2674

Leadership Crisis in AAP & Fissures within
CWI-India

6 March 2015

It is indeed very disappointing to see the experiment of finding a party
precisely for “Grass Roots Democracy” facing serious issues of personality
clashes in the very first month since its spectacular victory in the Delhi
assembly elections. While many on the left and progressive circles
welcomed AAP’s victory as a halting influence to the blatantly communal
BJP led by Modi which was winning one after another crucial elections
since its pyrrhic victory in Lok Sabha elections last May.
But with the removal of Yogendra Yadav and Prashant Bhushan from key
positions, the right wing within Aam Admi Party stands further
strengthened and consolidated. It in a way, points the direction that AAP
may take in relation to many issues ranging from its promises on subsidies,
transparency and accountability, the questions that seemed to separate
this new formation from the rest of the Bourgeois Political Spectrum in this
country.
While Marxists/Socialists under the banner of New Socialist Alternative,
will refuse to join the
right-wing chorus which is rejoicing the predicament of AAP and saying
that “we told you so” slogans. We recognise and sympathise, the utter
disappointment of its young “volunteer” base which may feel shattered
given its great expectations to the extent of anticipating a revolution in
Indian politics.
Some of AAP’s ideologues had claimed that their ideology was PostIdeology, which is what makes the party as a “Party of Difference”, this
assertion was fundamentally erroneous, the quarters from which the
negation of Class & Caste emerged to the point of ignoring it. India like
any other country is a land of Classes, and the particularity here is the
question of Castes which pre-supposes class and overlaps the category of
labouring classes. One can not wish it away or push it under the carpet.
Another important factor that puts AAP in the same mould as other main
stream political parties is its mishmash take on the Nationality Question,
which is one of the crucial factors apart Class & Caste in identifying a
political force and its possible journey.
But, all is not lost, the youth especially the formally “educated”, though

coming from varied understandings and backgrounds have woken up, the
quest for alternatives will march on and a genuine political alternative,
based on the fundamental questions facing this land mass called India will
be built. In that quest, the youth & the labouring classes and castes will
find their answers in principles of Democratic Socialism to which New
Socialist Alternative (CWI-India) has its unflinching adherence.
www.socialism.in

China to slash coal consumption by 160mn tons in 5 years
Russia Today

9 March 2015

China intends to cut coal consumption by 160 million tons by 2020, and up
its use of non-fossil energy to 15 percent by then. Air pollution has been
linked to a spike in lung cancer in Beijing and a reduced life expectancy in
some regions of 5.5 years.
China will reduce its coal consumption and move towards cleaner energy
such as hydropower, nuclear, wind and solar, according to a 2015-2020
action plan, released by the Ministry of Industry and Information
Technology (MIIT) and the Finance Ministry on Friday, Xinhua news agency
reports. The country’s coal consumption fell 2.9 percent last year for the
first time in 14 years as China is trying to diminish air pollution and to
boost green energy output.
The country's current coal consumption accounts for about 66 percent of
primary energy use, 35 percentage points higher than the world average.
Only 8 of 74 China's major cities met the country's air quality standards in
2014, severe air pollution plagued not only northern China, the coal-mining
region, but also coastal cities in the south, such as Shanghai.
Last year China declared a "war against pollution", calling for tougher
regulations over polluting industries and suggesting long-term planning
with a focus on the promotion of green techniques. Since then the country
has banned 7 million high-emission vehicles from the road, shut down
50,000 coal-fired furnaces, installed filtration equipment in power plants
and factories, and added new sewage treatment plants.
"We will strive for zero-growth in the consumption of coal in key areas of
the country," Premier Li Keqiang said in the report delivered to parliament
on Thursday.
"Environmental pollution is a blight on people's quality of life and a trouble
that weighs on their hearts," Li added.
China set a goal of reducing its energy intensity by more than 3.1 percent
for 2015, the Chinese Premier announced at the National People’s
Congress on Thursday. Energy intensity is the amount of energy a country
needs to increase its GDP, higher levels indicate a higher cost of
converting energy into GDP. Last year the country exceeded its 3.9
percent target for cutting its energy intensity, hitting 4.8 percent.
An online documentary on China pollution, which was published by a
famous Chinese journalist earlier this week, has become a viral sensation,
with more than 300 million views. A 103-minute film details a yearlong
investigation into the main causes of China's air pollution. China’s two
most powerful state-owned oil companies Sinopec and CNPC are as well
criticized by the journalist for resisting tougher fuel standards.
Improving efficiency and environmental standards for coal would be a key
component of China's energy policy for 2015, according to leading Chinese
energy official Nur Bekri.
"For areas affected by severe smog, regions where conserving energy is

difficult, and industries with overcapacity, we will strictly control the
number of energy-intensive projects and implement policies for reducing
coal use, and for replacing coal with alternative energy sources," the
Commission’s report says.
China is planning to raise natural gas output, and wind and solar power
capacity in its move to boost the proportion of cleaner fuels. The country
aims to bring its share of non-fossil energy to 15 percent by 2020 and 20
percent by 2030.
For decades China has been facing a huge pollution crisis, with major cities
shrouded in constant smog and half the groundwater contaminated. Last
year’s study by green group the Natural Resources Defense Council reveled
that pollution from the coal industry alone killed 670,000 people in China
in 2012.
http://rt.com/business/238301-china-energy-pollution-coal/

Ripping off the state can be big business
(Lloyd Gedye) Mail & Guardian

6 March 2015

Government is allowing the construction firms that colluded on mega-state
projects to get off lightly, writes Lloyd Gedye.
The government has been criticised many times for being too soft on
corporate South Africa, especially when its members act against the best
interests of the country and its citizens. Whether the businesses are Sasol
and ArcelorMittal and involve attempts to get a “developmental” price for
polymers and steel respectively, or telecommunications operators that
have been taking South African business and citizens for a ride for decades
with exorbitant communication costs, a recent example rams the point
home.
It was reported last week that arbitration between the Bombela Civils
Joint Venture, in which Murray & Roberts (M&R) is a 45% shareholder, and
the Gauteng provincial government will begin this month. The other
shareholders are Bouygues (45%) and SPG (10%).
The claim relates to costs allegedly caused by the provincial government
through delays and disruptions in the construction of the Gautrain.
The M&R group chief executive, Henry Laas, said the claim amounts to
billions of rands.
He was at the helm of M&R when, in July 2013, the construction firm
admitted to 21 separate cases of collusion and anticompetitive practices
relating to construction projects. M&R settled 17 of these cases, with the
Competition Commission stipulating that it should pay a fine of R309million.
Slap on the wrist
If these violations had not been settled under the commission’s fast-track
settlement process, the construction firm could have been liable for a 10%
fine on group turnover for every single violation, a fine that would have
been so large – think billions of rands – that it could have crippled the
company.
So to say M&R got away with a R309-million slap on the wrist is not being
disingenuous.
But M&R disputes this. It says it only won the tenders for seven of the 17
projects it colluded on, and the profit generated from the seven projects
was almost half of the fine paid.
“The R309-million penalty levied against Murray & Roberts is a significant
fine and will serve as a stark and long-term reminder to employees and
management that anticompetitive behaviour will not go unpunished,” the
company said in a response to questions from the Mail & Guardian this
week.

“The entire process, subsequent findings and resulting negative publicity
has weighed heavily on the group, its employees and stakeholders,” Laas
said.
According to the settlement agreement, the final R103-million payment of
the fine is due sometime around August this year.
Gautrain project
Significantly, one of the projects listed in M&R’s settlement agreement
with the commission is the Gautrain project. The document states that
Wade Walker, a subsidiary of M&R, colluded with Group Five to rig their
budgets for the electrification of the Pretoria, Midrand and OR Tambo
Airport stations.
But M&R said the collusion took place on subcontracts to the joint venture
and if this had resulted in higher prices, it would have affected the joint
venture and would not have cost the Gauteng government more.
The real issue is that M&R is prepared to take legal action against the
provincial government to recoup money resulting from delays and
disruptions in building the Gautrain, but the provincial government has not
made any attempt to recover damages, other than the fine levelled by the
commission, from M&R for collusion.
Once a member of a cartel has admitted guilt and the Competition
Tribunal has approved a settlement with the commission, a certificate is
issued by the tribunal allowing any affected party, including the
government, to claim civil damages against the guilty member.
The Gautrain example shows that even on a project in which there was
admitted collusion by M&R, the construction firm will pursue its rights in
terms of the law, but apparently the government will not.
This raises the questions: Why is the government so reluctant to enforce its
legal rights and why is it being so soft on corporate South Africa?
Private sector clients
Not all of the 17 projects named in the collusion case involved the
government; some were for private sector clients. M&R and its subsidiaries
has admitted to rigging tenders for large private sector companies such as
Pretoria Portland Cement, PG Bison, Assmang Iron Ore and East Rand
Water Care.
The projects include a pre-heater tower in Dwaalboom, a particle boards
plant in Ugie, a processing plant, a product load-out facility, an export
railway for Assmang Iron Ore, the electrification of a uranium processing
plant in Malawi and a zinc processing plant in Burkina Faso.
But several cases in which M&R has admitted collusion on projects were for
state-owned entities or the state itself. These include work done for the
South African National Roads Agency (Sanral), Eskom, the Trans-Caledon
Tunnel Authority and the Polokwane municipality.
In the case of Polokwane, it was for the construction of the Peter Mokaba
Stadium. Concor, a subsidiary of M&R, colluded with G Liviero to rig the
tender, the competition authorities heard. But M&R said the tender was
awarded to WBHO, not Concor, so it did not benefit from it.
According to M&R’s settlement agreement in 2006, Concor also colluded
with Grinaker-LTA to rig a tender for the Komati chimney project for
Eskom and in 2004, Concor, in a joint venture with Hotchief, colluded with
WBHO, Grinaker-LTA, Group Five, Basil Read and Ceccon to rig the tender
for a new dam to be built on the Berg River.
In cases involving Sanral, M&R or its subsidiaries admitted colluding on
work on the Gauteng freeway improvement scheme, on the N5 between
Senekal and Vaalpenspruit and for maintenance contracts involving the N1
north, N1 south and the N17.

It was also at a meeting of road contractors in 2006, where road contracts
were divided up between the participants.
Sanral to sue
Sanral has announced its intention to sue members of the cartel to recoup
damages for rigged road tenders. M&R said it is aware of the steps Sanral is
taking and has co-operated with it, although “to date, we have received
no claims for civil damages from Sanral”.
In a recent opinion piece in Business Report, Sanral’s company secretary
and risk officer, Alice Mathew, wrote that Sanral’s commitment to clean
governance and taking a zero-tolerance approach to collusion and
corruption is well documented.
“For Sanral, it is absolutely vital that we maintain our credibility as a
custodian of the money from taxpayers and corporate investors,” she
wrote. “Sanral’s decision to pursue action against construction companies
found guilty of collusion – which is a form of corruption – is proof of the
agency’s commitment to good corporate governance.
We have an obligation to recover the money on behalf of citizens.”
What about public infrastructure projects such as the Peter Mokaba
Stadium, the Berg River dam and Eskom’s Komati chimney? Don’t citizens
deserve to have damages reclaimed on these projects?
The short answer is they do, but only the government can explain why it is
reluctant to pursue damages against those in the construction cartels.
http://mg.co.za/article/2015-03-05-ripping-off-the-state-can-be-bigbusiness

South Africa: NUMSA's message to Australian workers
NUMSA

6 March 2015

NUMSA national treasurer Mphumzi Maqungo's address to the Australian
Workers Union, Australia
March 3, 2015 -- Links International Journal of Socialist Renewal -- I greet
you in the name of the National Union of Metalworkers of South Africa
(NUMSA). I am here to give you an update since our general secretary, Irvin
Jim, addressed your 2013 conference. I am happy to report that, despite
the shrinking of South Africa's manufacturing sector, NUMSA has continued
to grow.
In 2013 we reported to you a membership of 300,000. Today it stands at
360,000. We are the biggest union in the history of the African continent.
Despite massive deindustrialisation in our country, during which hundreds
of thousands of manufacturing jobs have been destroyed, NUMSA's
membership has grown by nearly 65% over the last six years. NUMSA is truly
a dominant force.
The key development since Comrade Jim's address to you in 2013 was our
Special National Congress at the end of 2013.
We called this congress because we realised that the situation in South
Africa had fundamentally changed and that we needed to respond. The
response of the Special National Congress was very clear:
It called for a break with the Alliance with the governing African National
Congress (ANC) and South African Communist Party (SACP) -- an alliance
we have been part of for more than 20 years
It resolved to build a working-class united front to fight for the
fundamental restructuring of the South African economy and society

It resolved to embark on a process to build a socialist movement and form
a working-class political party
It agreed to broaden the scope of the union and to organise along value
chains -- a break with the strict model of one industry one union that is the
history of our federation, the Congress of South African Trade Unions
(COSATU).
I want to explain each of these resolutions briefly to you.
Why did we call for a break with the governing Alliance?
There were three main reasons:
First, the government of the ANC and the SACP is presiding over a
neoliberal strategy which is damaging the South African economy and
hurting the working class and the poor. We sit with an unemployment rate
of 35% and the number of unemployed people is rising. In 2012 the ANC,
with the support of the Communist Party, formally adopted the National
Development Plan. This is a final commitment to a strategy that refuses to
restructure our colonial economy. Our minerals will continue to be
exported in their raw state while our manufacturing industry declines. The
result will be profit for capital and increased poverty, unemployment and
inequality for the working class and the poor.
The plan also calls for de-regulation of the labour market:
making it easier to hire and fire workers;
extending probationary periods;
introducing wage flexibility for new labour market entrants.
The second reason for calling for a break with the Alliance is that it
attacking democratic freedoms. You will have heard of Marikana, a
community next to a Lonmin mine. You will have heard how 34
mineworkers were massacred by South African police on behalf of private
mining capital. You will also have heard more recently of the chaos in the
South African parliament as a result of the president refusing to answer
legitimate questions about huge expenditure of public money on his
private residence. The equivalent of nearly 30 million Australian dollars
spent on making his homestead into a luxurious estate. We see the clear
signs that we are headed for a security state.
And the third reason for our resolution was that there has been a complete
breakdown of democracy within the ANC. The will of the leadership is
imposed regardless of the views of the membership.
In short, those were the reasons for the call to leave the Alliance.
Next let me look at our resolution which called for the building of a United
Front
In South Africa today community protests, which often become violent and
are attacked by the police, take place almost every day. 214 community
protests were recorded in 2014. They represent the grievances of South
Africa's working class and impoverished people -- a lack of decent housing,
a lack of sanitation, a lack of piped water, a lack of electricity. They are
complaining that they are being left to rot in apartheid townships while
the white ruling class and its black allies get wealthier. These protests
need to come together into a protest movement across the country. The
United Front is a vehicle for that.
We understand that any division of workers' interests between their lives
at work and their lives at home is a completely artificial one. Those who
live in shacks are workers. Those who use buckets instead of toilets are
workers. Those who queue round communal taps are workers.
We are pleased to be able to report that we convened an initial Peoples

Assembly of the United Front at the end of 2014. The United Front is
already active all over the country, supporting and initiating community
protests. The United Front will formally have its national launch in June.
What about the resolution on building a working-class political party?
There is no political party in South Africa today which represents the
interests of the working class and the poor.
The South African Communist Party has claimed to represent those
interests and continues to make that claim. But in reality it has buried
itself inside the ANC. Its general secretary is a minister in the government.
Its deputy general secretary is a deputy minister in the government. It
supports the National Development Plan. As a party representing the
working class, it is dead.
We have been researching working-class organisation around the world
with a symposium and a series of study tours. We will have our own
national conference on socialism in the build up to our April Central
Committee meeting where we will decide on the form of working class
party to build.
Finally, I must explain the resolution to broaden the scope of the union
Our congress decided to endorse the principle of organising along value
chains, instead of simply being locked into sectors and industries.
We believe that the real power of workers will increase if we organise in
the whole of the metal value chain, from mining to transport of raw
materials, to production of metals, to manufacturing and transport of the
finished product..
As a result of this resolution, we have struggled successfully with the
Department of Labour to register our new scope which now includes
mining, transport, security, construction, cleaning, industrial chemicals,
renewable energy, information and communication technology, aviation
and related services, and health and canteen services. We are already
recruiting significant numbers in mining and transport.
As a result of these decisions we have been expelled from our federation,
Cosatu
The national leadership of COSATU has failed to implement the militant
resolutions of its own 11th Congress. Instead, it has spent the last 2 years
trying to get rid of those forces who want to implement them.
The result is that the federation has become disarmed and demobilised.
At this moment, eight of Cosatu's 19 affiliates are supporting NUMSAa and
have refused to participate in any COSATU national structures. This Group
of eight has now decided to mount a campaign of rolling mass action in
support of the resolutions of COSATU's 11th Congress. It has challenged the
leadership of COSATU to support this campaign.
So where do we stand today?
NUMSA is facing challenges as we grow in numbers and expand our work:
A new union in the metal industry has been formed by disgruntled former
members and officials. It is being well funded. This is taking place in a
year in which all of Numsa's shop stewards stand down and new elections
are held.
Institutions of the state are less co-operative than they were before, doing
their best to obstruct us at every turn.
Our leaders are routinely vilified in the media by ANC, and SACP and
COSATU leaders.

But we are growing from strength to strength. We are fighting to be
reinstated in COSATU. But if we don't succeed, we will build a new
federation. Whatever happens, as we move forward into this new terrain
of struggle, we will remain the militant, revolutionary union that we have
always been.
As we say in South Africa, Amandla ... Power. Power to the organised
working class!
http://links.org.au/node/4318

eThekwini ANC whistleblowers in hiding after 'death threats'
Sibusiso Ngalwa

2 March 2015

The nullification of the results of voting at the eThekwini ANC elective
conference has led to some party members going into hiding, claiming
their lives have been threatened.
The Times understands that among those in hiding is Mbulelo Zulu. He
wrote to ANC secretary-general Gwede Mantashe alleging that he and more
than 200 delegates had been paid a total of about R1-million to vote for
ANC mayor James Nxumalo to be appointed chairman of the party's biggest
region. When called for comment, Zulu's phone went to voicemail.
Nxumalo did not respond to requests for comment last week.
Nxumalo defeated Zandile Gumede by 253 votes to 212 at the elective
conference two weeks ago.
An ANC insider yesterday said Nxumalo's supporters met at the Pinetown
Civic Centre to consider their next move following the blow they were
dealt by the nullification.
Gumede supporters have aligned with a camp that wants provincial
secretary Sihle Zikalala to become provincial chairman, and treasurergeneral Zweli Mkhize to be deputy president to Cyril Ramaphosa when
President Jacob Zuma steps down as party leader in 2017.
Nxumalo supporters want Premier Senzo Mchunu to retain his position as
provincial chairman.
The Sunday Times said that Mantashe invalidated the results of the voting
on Friday night.
He ordered provincial officials to rerun the elective conference in the next
two to three weeks. He reportedly told them that the decision by the
provincial leadership to allow three branches that he had disqualified from
participation in the conference to take part was wrong.
Mantashe and the provincial leadership have not confirmed the
nullification of the results. An announcement is likely tomorrow.
www.timeslive.co.za

National Thousands march over death of Putin critic
Olga Rotenberg, Anna Smolchenko (Mail & Guardian) 2 March 2015
Tweet Tens of thousands of people marched in central Moscow on Sunday
to honour slain opposition leader Boris Nemtsov, who was gunned down
near the Kremlin.
Tens of thousands of people marched in central Moscow on Sunday to
honour slain opposition leader Boris Nemtsov, who was gunned down near
the Kremlin. (Sergei Karpukhin, Reuters)

Tens of thousands of people marched in central Moscow on Sunday to
honour the memory of opposition leader Boris Nemtsov, who was gunned
down near the Kremlin in the highest-profile assassination of Vladimir
Putin’s rule.
A sea of supporters, many waving Russian flags and banners, packed a
Moscow square under gray skies before heading to the bridge where the
55-year-old opposition figure was shot in the back shortly before midnight
Friday.
“He died for Russia’s future”, “He fought for a free Russia,” some of the
banners said.
Organisers said 70 000 people had turned out while police estimated the
crowd at more than 16 000.
Another 6 000 people, some wrapped in Ukrainian flags, turned out to
protest in Russia’s second city, Saint Petersburg.
“I am carrying a Ukrainian flag because he fought for the end of the
Ukraine war. And they killed him because of that,” said marcher Vsevolod
Nelayev.
Hours before the drive-by killing, Nemtsov had broadcast a radio appeal to
supporters to join him at a rally on Sunday in Moscow to protest against
the Kremlin’s Ukraine stance and demand an immediate end to the war
there.
The protest instead was turned into a Nemtsov memorial march, with
Moscow authorities approving a turnout of 50 000.
‘These bullets are for us’
Putin on Saturday vowed to punish the killers as Russian opposition figures
denounced what they called a “political murder” and Western leaders
called for a full probe.
Nemtsov, a vocal critic of the government and a former deputy premier in
the 1990s under Boris Yeltsin, died after being hit with four bullets to the
back while crossing a bridge a stone’s throw from the Kremlin, in sight of
the golden domes of Saint Basil’s Cathedral.
A woman with him on the bridge was not hurt.
The spot where he fell was heaped with flowers, candles and notes.
“These bullets are for each of us,” said organisers of the memorial event.
As small memorial rallies took place in cities such as Yekaterinburg in the
Urals and Tomsk in Siberia, in Voronezh, south of the capital, supporters
holding signs saying “I am Boris” were attacked by pro-Kremlin activists
hurling disinfectant at them.
Putin on Saturday denounced the brazen shooting as “a provocation” by
political foes, while investigators said the assassination appeared to have
been meticulously planned.
The Investigative Committee, which reports directly to Putin, said Nemtsov
“might have been sacrificed” to sow instability, and that they were also
checking any links to the Ukraine conflict.
‘New epoch’
Kremlin critics said the murder of a prominent politician who had held
senior government posts marked a watershed moment.
“We have entered a new epoch – the epoch of the physical liquidation of
political opponents of the regime,” said prominent commentator Yulia
Latynina.
“The message is absolutely clear: anyone who attends an opposition march
can be killed. This is an act of political terror.”
But Putin’s spokesperson Dmitry Peskov sought to counter talk of the
Kremlin toughening its efforts to stifle critics. “It would be too emotional
and wrong to conclude that a string of such murders has begun,” he said
However, some Russians said that failing direct involvement, the Kremlin
bore responsibility for whipping up a climate of anti-Western hysteria and
hatred against dissenters opening the way to acts of violence.

Last weekend for instance tens of thousands of Kremlin supporters
including bikers and ex soldiers were called to demonstrate near the
Kremlin to protect Putin from “Russia’s enemies.”
Tensions with the West over Ukraine and the takeover of Crimea have
increasingly polarised Russian society, with most Russians behind Putin but
a minority in sharp disagreement.
Nemtsov, a hate figure for pro-Kremlin activists, had long complained of
being followed and having his phone tapped. In 2011, assailants mangled
his Range Rover by throwing a toilet bowl on its roof.
The leader of Russia’s beleagured opposition movement, Alexei Navalny,
who had planned the original rally with Nemtsov, said he was “at a loss for
words.”
Jailed for two weeks in a move, Navalny asked authorities to allow him to
bid farewell to his ally.
‘Bridge between Russia and West’
Nemtsov was a former physicist who became governor of the central region
of Nizhny Novgorod at 32 before serving in Yeltsin’s team in the 1990s.
After leaving parliament in 2003, he led several opposition parties.
A passionate orator with a ready smile and a mop of wavy black hair,
Nemtsov was known for his zest for life and popularity with women.
He was a key speaker at rallies against Putin’s return to the presidency in
2012 and authored reports critical of corruption and misspending under
Putin.
At the time of his death he was believed to be working on a study detailing
the presence of Russian troops in Ukraine, a claim the Kremlin still denies.
President Barack Obama condemned the “vicious murder” of the politician
he had met on a visit to Moscow.
British Prime Minister David Cameron said the “callous murder” must be
investigated “rapidly and transparently.”
Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko called Nemtsov a “bridge between
Ukraine and Russia”.
“The murderers’ shot has destroyed it,” he said on Facebook. – AFP
mg.co.za

Tembelihle: Urgent solidarity needed
United Front, Gauteng

26 February 2015

During a service delivery protest in Tembelihle, two primary school kids
lost their lives as they were shot by rubber bullets.
At first the police and government were trying to put the blame on us as
the United Front. Even the media has not covered anything about this
tragedy.
A number of people (16) have been arrested in Thembelihle. These include
Nhlankanipho and Trevor Ngwane who were attempting to talk with the
station commander in the area. There are also allegations among those
present that the police have been using live ammunition.
Please call the station commander to release our Cde. The Siphiwe station
commander number is 082 212 6518.
The protest took place last night. For further details contact Zolile at 078
789 6245

SA covered up Israeli missile theft
Hadlee Simons

24 February 2015

South Africa's intelligence service covered up the theft and sale of locally
produced missile technology to Israel, new cables have revealed.
Mossad cables from 2010 show that Israel had acquired blueprints for
Denel's Mokopa air-to-ground missile system.
The cables are just one of thousands of documents leaked by Al-Jazeera.
The Mossad document shows that two alleged salesmen were put on trial
for the incident in South Africa, but that journalists were given false facts
and the men were dismissed as a joke.
The State Security Agency (SSA) reportedly made a secret request for the
technology to be returned to South Africa.
Israel agreed to return the blueprints with the condition that South Africa
didn't prosecute one Yitzhak Talia, an Israeli citizen involved in the
scandal.
news.iafrica.com

NAPM hails AAP’s landslide victory
Expects greater, sustained dialogue with ‘aam’ people’s issues, movements
and priorities over next 5 years
NAPM 11 February 2015
Waves of humanism and not hooliganism must define political landscape
and social life of diverse India
11th February 2015, New Delhi: The National Alliance of People’s
Movements (NAPM) congratulates Aam Aadmi Party for its over whelming
performance in the Delhi elections. We also applaud the people of Delhi
for this unequivocal mandate, sweeping away corrupt and communal
elements. The Delhi vote is a negation of the multiple vices that
mainstream parties represent a vindication of the need to prioritize propeople agenda. It is therefore, a significant moment for Indian democracy.
We appreciate the commitment and creativity of AAP with the leadership
of Arvind Kejriwal, Yogendra Yadav, Prashant Bhushan, Manish Sisodia, and
other founders and members, as well as that of its large volunteer-base,
who came from the length and breadth of the country and made honest
efforts to democratize the mainstream electoral process, bring back
people’s agenda and cleanse politics of communal, corrupt, criminal,
consumerist and crony capitalist elements. The infectious energy levels of
all the campaigners was indeed felt by every aam aadmi and aam aurat,
not just in Delhi but in the nook and corner of the country.
This result is a wake-up alarm to the BJP, Congress and other mainstream
parties that have written off honest, common people from electoral
spaces, stinking with money and muscle power, and has compelled them to
introspect their politics and policies. Delhi has shown the way and given a
befitting reply to the political arrogance, skewed priorities and destructive
policies of the BJP in the last 8 months, which have neglected the lakhs of
poor, dalits, adivasis, minorities, farmers, workers, fisher-people, small
traders, hawkers, women and other genders in favour of large corporations
and communal politics. Hindutva-corporate-individual centric rule must
come to an end in Delhi, so in India.
As we congratulate the party and all supporters & citizens, we also hope

that AAP will fully live up to the trust reposed in them by the lakhs of
people and social-political rights groups that have welcomed this
democratic revolution. AAP should fulfil its promises of free water,
subsidized electricity, excellent public transportation, better and free
education, free health facilities, rations, pensions etc. and above all free
housing for the working class, safety and dignity for women. However, the
commitments of water and power, must not compromise on the vision of
environmental and social justice. AAP’s Budget, we hope, will bring in
equity against unjustifiable inequity, following constitutional values.
AAP will also need to go beyond its electoral promises and address other
serious issues such as air pollution, sex-selective abortion, female workforce participation, exploitation of workers in the city of Delhi and farmers
in the out-skirts. We also urge it to critically look into the various antipeople Ordinances passed by the BJP government and pass appropriate
resolutions in the Assembly. Instead of trying to make the city of Delhi
‘world-class’, or ‘smart’, AAP should try to make the city people-class and
‘self-reliant’. i.e. livable with rights and dignity; prosperity and happiness
for the common masses.
National Alliance of People’s Movements certainly feels emboldened by
this victory. We will certainly stand by every right move and initiative of
the party. At the same time, we will also continue to voice our concerns
and critique, wherever and whenever necessary, in the wider political
interest and to ensure that certain elements do not allow AAP (a hope of
and for millions) to stray away from the path of pro-people politics. We
sincerely hope it won’t. For its long journey on this path, the National
Alliance of People’s Movements wishes AAP real good-luck. We eagerly
look forward to a corruption-free, transparent governance for the next 5
years.
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Ireland: anti-water tax activists arrested

Arrests of Anti Austerity Alliance elected representatives and We Won’t
Pay activists is another cheap attempt to denigrate the movement
against the water charges
Anti Austerity Alliance statement 11 February 2014
Arrests of Anti Austerity Alliance elected representatives and We Won’t
Pay activists is another cheap attempt to denigrate the movement against
the water charges
Blatant political policing will fail to stem the impending mass boycott of
bills
Speaking of this mornings events Joe Higgins TD said:
The arrests of AAA TD [Irish member of Parliament] Paul Murphy,
councillors Kieran Mahon and Mick Murphy and a fourth person who
remains to be identified to us as we go to press is a cheap attempt to
denigrate and weaken water charges movement as we approach make or
break time - bills coming out and need for mass non-payment.
This is the product of a criminal investigation involving six Gardai [Irish
police] and an ’incident room’ in Tallaght [South Dublin] since November.
Numerous local people and activists have been interviewed over that time
during which the investigating Gardaí have constantly enquired about Paul
Murphy’s connection with the events of 15th November. Ordinary people
in Tallaght and everywhere else will see this as way over the top and a
disgraceful and criminal waste of Garda time and resources.
Is this investigation about anything serious or is it about creating bad
publicity for the anti water charges movement, for Paul Murphy TD, for
county councillors Kieran Mahon, Mick Murphy, the We Won’t Pay
campaign, the Anti Austerity Alliance and the Socialist Party.
Ruth Coppinger TD added:
Where is this investigation coming from? Direct orders from the
Government via the Department of Justice may or may not be the case
but it is more likely that the Garda have decided to exaggerate and trump
up the events of November 15 last year to help the government who are
on the back foot on the water charges.
On November 15 a small protest in Jobstown was swelled spontaneously
when word went round that Tanaiste Joan Burton was in the area. This
resulted in the delaying of the Tanaiste for a couple of hours as people
made clear to her their opposition to water charges and her attacks on
the community as Minister for Social Welfare.
This was a strong but peaceful protest. The AAA people arrested today did
not organise the protest but participated in it and helped ensure that the
community could make their point but also that it remained peaceful. It is
ironic that on the day, at the time, on the ground, the local police
recognised the role that they played and even thanked Paul Murphy!
This will not deter the people of Tallaght, Dublin South West or around
the country from continuing to protest but in particular to make sure that
the bills coming out in April will be met with mass non-payment. The

water charges will be defeated.
www.socialistworld.net

PWC promotes industrial scale tax avoidance
Russia Today 6 February, 2015
Accountancy firm PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) has deceived parliament
and is facilitating and promoting “industrial scale” tax avoidance, MPs
warned in a report published on Friday.
The report, conducted by Britain’s Public Accounts Committee (PAC),
found the accountancy giant’s tax arrangements bear all the hallmarks of
“a mass-marketed tax avoidance scheme.”
Central to this operation is the artificial siphoning of profits to tax haven
Luxembourg via carefully orchestrated “intra-company loans,” the PAC’s
report suggests.
Following damning evidence uncovered by the International Consortium of
Investigative Journalists (ICIJ) in November, the PAC made the decision to
probe PwC on its tax advice services in December.
The ICIJ carried out an investigation into Luxembourg’s opaque financial
flows, and unearthed the tax dodging secrets of some of the world’s most
profitable multinational firms in the process.
Among its findings was the revelation that PwC’s clients were engaging in
aggressive tax avoidance. The ICIJ’s report uncovered 548 leaked letters
relating to some 343 firms, which cast light on PwC’s tax advice services.
The letters documented the accountancy firm’s liaisons with Luxembourg’s
tax authorities, specifically touching on how PwC’s clients could
restructure their businesses for tax purposes.
In early December, the PAC grilled PwC’s Head of Tax Kevin Nicholson
regarding the ICIJ’s “Lux-leaks” findings.
Following a serious of tense exchanges, the Committee's chair Margaret
Hodge asked the firm’s tax chief whether he had willfully deceived
parliament the previous year. Nicholson was called before the Committee
in 2013 to inform the PAC on the legitimacy of PwC’s tax advice services.
Nicholson, who formerly worked as an HM Revenue and Customs (HMRC)
tax inspector, rejected the suggestion he had deliberately mislead
parliament. “I didn’t lie and stand by what I said,” he told Hodge.
But his repeated claims that PwC doesn’t sell tax avoidance to profithungry firms were ultimately dismissed by the Committee’s report.
Hodge concluded on Friday the tax schemes PwC promotes indicate the
firm is marketing tax avoidance schemes on an industrial scale. She said
she was skeptical whether PwC’s activities had been entirely transparent,
and expressed doubt the HRMC was fully aware of the accountancy firms’
tax arrangements.
A climate of financial secrecy
The PAC suggested in its report that UK and global tax legislation promotes
a climate of financial secrecy. The boundary between acceptable and
legitimate tax planning and aggressive tax dodging is heavily blurred, the
Committee warned.
The Committee’s chair criticized the fact corporations can funnel profits

to far-flung states in an effort to avoid tax, despite the fact many fail to
conduct any significant business in these regions.
In an effort to demonstrate this trend, the PAC’s report cited the tax
arrangements of PwC client Shire Pharmaceuticals. PAC heard evidence
from the firm, as part of its probe.
The Jersey-based pharma giant has orchestrated its affairs so that interest
paid on intra-company loans amounting to $10 billion slash its tax
liabilities. PAC’s report concluded that the tax avoidance strategy results
in the channeling of profits from the firm’s subsidiaries to low-tax
Luxembourg.
As a result, Shire paid a mere 0.0156 percent on its profits to
Luxembourg’s tax authorities in 2014.
The PAC concluded neither PwC nor Shire could prove that the Luxembourg
company was anything other than a vehicle for tax avoidance.
Wider concerns
Reflecting on the ICIJ’s Lux-leaks documents, the PAC said its concerns
extend well beyond PwC and Shire alone. A collection of almost 28,000
pages of leaked tax files and other sensitive documents relating to the
financial activities of roughly 1,000 firms were uncovered as part of the
investigation.
The PAC’s chair called upon the British government to regulate the tax
industry more stringently because it “cannot be trusted to regulate itself.”
She warned the HRMC must step up its efforts to challenge the manner of
tax advice accountancy firms issue and ensure multinational’s tax bills
reflect “the substance of where companies conduct their business.”
The PAC also urged the government to devise a code of conduct for firms
that issue tax advice. Companies that breach the code should face fines, it
argued.
A Shire spokesman told Reuters the firm abides by the tax regulations set
out by each jurisdiction it operates in.
A spokesperson for PwC said it stands by the evidence Nicholson offered to
the PAC, and disagrees with the Committee's conclusions.
“We agree the tax system is too complex, as governments compete for
investment and tax revenues. We take our responsibility to build trust in
the tax system seriously and will continue to support reform,” the
spokesperson said.
The ICIJ’s investigative report on Luxembourg’s tax deals has prompted
calls for the resignation of EU Commission president and former
Luxembourg Prime Minister, Jean-Claude Juncker. Nevertheless, Jucker’s
position appears solid.
On Thursday, it emerged the European Parliament had blocked a robust
inquiry into the ICIJ’s “Lux-leaks” findings and opted instead for a “special
committee” with less investigative power.
rt.com/uk

China’s miners take a stand as coal production falls
China Labour Bulletin

29 January, 2015

While environmentalists are hailing the drop in China’s coal production last
year, it is the country’s miners who are feeling the immediate impact,
with mines closing down and wages withheld for months on end.
The China National Coal Association reported on 23 January that domestic

coal production was expected to fall by 2.5 percent in 2014, the first
annual decline since 2000. Coal stocks at major power plants meanwhile
increased by 17.1 percent to stand at 94.6 million tonnes at the end of the
year. More than 70 percent of China’s coal companies are now operating in
the red, the association said.
In response, more and more miners have staged protests demanding
payment of wages, social security and redundancy pay. And it is not just
coal miners, iron ore miners, who are also affected by the economic
slowdown, have staged protests as well. In the final quarter of 2014, CLB’s
Strike Map recorded a total of 17 protests by miners across the country,
compared with just a handful of protests in the whole of the previous year.
And there is no indication that the situation is improving. There have been
another ten strikes and protests so far in January alone. On 4 January,
hundreds of workers at a state-run coal mine in Shandong went on strike
over unpaid wages and benefits. One of the workers at the Jinda mine
Tengzhou told Radio Free Asia: “They owe us five months' back pay, so this
affects everyone at the mine.” At the height of the protest, around 1,000
workers gathered outside the municipal government offices leading to
clashes with police.

Workers gather outside the Tengzhou municipal government on 4 January
2015
Most of the recent protests however appear to be at relatively small scale
mines; those worst hit by the economic slowdown and the decline in
demand for coal. On 22 January, for example, several dozen miners from
Yulin in Shaanxi staged a protest outside the county government building
after reportedly going without pay for more than a year.
During the boom era for Chinese coal in the 2000s, miners risked their lives
on a daily basis to fuel the country’s economic miracle. Now as the
industry declines, they are simply being discarded without any thanks or
any compensation.
www.clb.org.hk

India: 500,000 Coalminers strike against privatisation!
Major Singh

3 February 2015

At the beginning of January 500,000 miners in the nationalised coal
industry in India went on strike against governmental plans to privatise
coal mining. This monumental show of strength in defiance of the Coal
Ordnance law is indicative both of the tensions within Indian society and
the pressure that is being brought to bear on the leadership of the working
class to put up a fight.
A 5-day strike by all workers in the coal industry was called by the central
trade unions to take place between January 6 and 10 against plans to
privatise parts of the industry under the Coal Ordnance law.
Ramendra Kumar, President of the All Indian Trade Union Confederation
said: “The central trade unions call upon the coal workers of
CIL/subsidiaries and SCCL to launch the five-day total strike in the coal
industry from the first shift of January 6 to the third shift of January 10 in
the most militant manner… It is time for coal workers to do or die.”
The strike was backed by all five major trade union confederations,
including the Bharatiya Mazdoor Sangh (BMS) which is a federation
connected to the ruling Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP). This demonstrates
the sheer amount of anger which has been bubbling up from the depths of
the working class that is under immense pressure.
This joint action by the All Indian Trade Union Congress (AITUC), Indian

National Trade Union Congress (INTUC), Centre of Indian Trade Unions
(CITU), Hind Mazdoor Sabha (HMS) and the Bharatiya Mazdoor Sangh (BMS)
drew in all 500,000 workers in the industry. Although there have been
other occasions in recent years in which the central trade unions have
taken part in joint action, most notably in all-India general strikes in 2012
and 2013, this is by far the biggest industrial action since the turbulent
decade of the 1970s.
In the 1970s we saw massive struggles as that of the 1.7 million workers on
the railways striking for 20 days and bringing the country to a standstill,
which remains the largest single strike ever recorded. This and other
strikes and movements marked the 1970s as a decade of profound change
and crisis in India and the return today of events of a similar dimension is a
precursor of what is to come during the current period.
Effects of the strike on the economy
The effects of the miner’s strike were felt from day one. CIL provides
Indian industry with 80% of the coal needed to feed production. Up to 50%
of power generation is fuelled by coal, which would make the knock on
effects of any prolonged action to be felt immediately, cutting into the
output of the manufacturing sector. The margins of big business and the
health of the economy as a whole would be under threat. This shows the
strength and social weight of this section of the working class, but also the
seriousness with which the government needed to bring an end to the
strike as soon as possible.
Before the strike had even begun, 58 power plants had no coal stockpiled
at all, whilst 38 others did not have enough stocks to last the planned
length of the 5-day strike. Others were not prepared a great deal more and
with the prospect of the chaos of transporting coal across the country,
especially if the call had also been sent out to the workers in distribution
to strike in solidarity and refuse to transport coal.
After the first day of the strike, estimates show that production had been
cut by up to 60% in total with over 50% of production units producing no
coal at all. Buoyed up by the success of the strike, trade union leader SQ
Zama said in an interview to the Mint: “The ball is in the government’s
court now and if they don’t start a dialogue with us by today, we will
announce extending the strike to 10 days and prepare ourselves for a
prolonged movement.”
The militancy of the workers was spreading, on the one hand emboldening
the leaders and on the other hand signalling a call for action for other
sectors. Jibon Roy of the All India Coal Workers Federation said on the
Tuesday night:
“…electricity worker’s union EEFI has also extended its support to the
strike call.
“Separately, employee unions had called a one-day strike at public sector
banks tomorrow, to be followed by another four-day strike later this month
but deferred their action after talks between employee and management
representatives earlier this evening.”
It is clear that the mood across the country was heating up. Whilst the
electricity workers and bank employees have their own issues which are
affecting them, nonetheless these struggles are part of the same process.
The onslaught of the past 20 years against the working class has been
further stepped up by the Modi government. The privatisation in the public
sector, including banking, and the continuous attacks on living standards
and working conditions have pushed the working class to the brink.
Over the past few years this has expressed itself in the organisation of
several general strikes. However, the lack of a serious programme and a
plan of action on the part of the leadership have left these strikes
ineffective. That is why the coal workers’ strike, which not only had
radical stated aims, but also took radical practical steps in reaching these
aims, immediately struck a chord with wide layers of the working class.

Such an escalation would have proved an outright challenge to the
legitimacy of the government itself.
Therefore panic struck the ruling class on the second day. A wide series of
back room negotiations, diplomatic meetings and talks between union
leaders, members of the board of CIL, local government ministers and Anil
Swarup, Coal Minister, took place. From the point of view of the ruling
class, the impending crisis with its threat to the wider Indian economy
needed to be averted.
Therefore, following several marathon meetings, Coal and Power Minister
Piyush Goyal, signalling a full retreat of the government and a victory for
the workers, said: There is no intention for denationalisation of CIL. The
present and future interest of CIL employees will not be affected in any
manner. CIL will be protected and there need be no apprehension about its
ownership or management going into private hands.
The Coal Ordnance law was an important step in the privatisation
programme of the government. It would allow private companies to bid for
up to a 10% stake in Coal India Limited (CIL) and to mine and sell coal for
the first time in India. This has not been allowed since the sector was
nationalised in the 1970s. However, by their actions the workers showed
that the government would not be able to carry out its programme if the
working class resisted them in an organised and militant manner.
Long term struggle
It is also clear, however, that the struggle is far from over. India's Hindu
fundamentalist Prime Minister Naredna Modi, in spite of worker resistance,
is determined to carry out his privatisation programme. In this respect, it
is clear that the retreat from the CIL privatisation was merely a temporary
measure which he used in order to re-think his strategy. This became
immediately clear when Coal and Power Minister Priyush Goya, speaking at
the World Economic Forum, announced that he expects the first auctions
for shares in CIL to take place soon. The Modi government is also preparing
to carry through a reform of the labour laws which he promised
immediately after coming to power.
Modi has been hailed by the bourgeoisie internationally due to his ruthless
stance and his promises of wide-ranging privatisations and attacks against
the working class. The government has set a target of raising up to
$10billion in so-called disinvestments in 2014/15. The sale of a 10% stake
in CIL, which ministers hope will raise an initial investment of up to
$6billion, would go a long way to reaching this target. This is, however, a
very short-sighted move since the coal industry is very profitable for the
state and also has large cash reserves. In effect the privatisation of such
important and profitable companies amounts to nothing less than a
robbery.
For Modi this is an even more important issue, since he came to power
promising the ruling class that he would be strong enough to carry through
some of the measures that the previous Congress government could not.
The privatisation of the CIL in fact started in 2010 when the company's
shares were floated on the Bombay Stock Exchange. At the time, many
believed this would be a first step in the direction of real privatisation
with the norm of companies on the Stock Exchange having a maximum of
70% state ownership, and the recent developments have proven just how
right these concerns were. However, the previous government was not
able to carry through this plan due to pressure from the masses, as well as
divisions amongst the ruling class on how to divide the loot.
In the first months with Modi in power the same situation continued, which
is why in December Modi personally enacted the Coal Ordinance the law by
Executive Order. This fact also means that the retreat of the government
was even more humiliating, as Prime Minister Naredna Modi had put his
personal prestige and legitimacy behind it.
Class struggle ahead

As the world economic crisis deepens it is obvious that the Indian
bourgeoisie is determined to defend its positions and privileges, first and
foremost by organising an all-out attack on the Indian masses. Every single
concession that the working masses have won over the past 40 years will
be under attack. This is a finished recipe for class struggle.
When Modi, who is a far right Hindu extremist, came to power last year,
many on the left in India were shocked, especially since the Communist
parties were severely weakened in the elections. Many mistakenly
despaired and blamed Modi's victory on the “low level of consciousness of
the masses.”
As we can see from the recent strike, however, the Indian working class
does not have a low level of consciousness, but was merely repelled by the
corrupt Communist leaders. These “leaders” have completely abandoned
the cause of Communism and Socialism in favour the free market. That
explains why many workers do not see any difference between them and
other bourgeois organisations.
In reality, however, far from opening a period of reaction and counterrevolution, Modi's policies will eventually lead to intense class struggle.
The coming period will see more clashes as the ruling class attempts to
force through its agenda. Successive waves of struggle will come and go,
with various layers of the working class being thrown into action and
wider, and wider groups of workers drawing revolutionary conclusions.
One year after taking power, the BJP stands exposed as a government of
the bosses and the working class is drawing radical conclusions from all
this. In the Coal strike the embryo of a militant national general strike
movement was clearly present. The militant actions of the miners
immediately struck a chord with the rest of the working class who are
looking for a radical way out of the present conditions of exploitation and
decay.
In the end, the battle against privatisation today cannot be won through
isolated strike action alone. So long as the levers of economic and political
power remain in the hands of the capitalists, even important victories like
that of the Indian coal workers will only provide temporary respite from
the onslaught of the ruling class. The struggle of the workers in the Indian
coal industry must be raised to a revolutionary struggle against the entire
rotten bourgeois system which is threatening the social cohesion of the
country as a whole. Thus the struggle against privatisation must eventually
be turned into a struggle for the expropriation of the bourgeoisie itself.
www.marxist.com

Mine lays claim to Mpumalanga water catchment area
Fiona Mcleod, Franz Fuls

30 January 2015

Tweet The fate of land vital to South Africa's water security now rests with
the ministers of mining and environmental affairs.
An Indian company claims it has the right to mine in the ecologically
sensitive Wakkerstroom area. (Lorna Stanton)
An Indian company this week declared its intention to mine in a critical
water catchment area in Mpumalanga, just one year after the area was
proclaimed a protected area.
Atha-Africa Ventures called a meeting with landowners in the Mabola
protected environment, where the company claims to have a right to mine
coal.
Mabola is one of five important water sources in Mpumalanga that were
proclaimed protected environments in January last year by Pinky Phosa,
then the MEC for economic development, environment and tourism.
Proclamation enables government authorities and private landowners to

work together to protect ecosystems of high value.
At the meeting in the Wakkerstroom Country Inn last Friday, Atha-Africa
Ventures representatives told the half-dozen landowners present that the
company had been granted a mining right for Mabola but that it had not
been “executed”.
Atha-Africa was represented by its senior vice-president, Praveer Tripathi,
and Sizwe Zuma, who registered himself at the meeting as a director of
the company.
Zuma clan
In the corridors of power in the provincial Mpumalanga government, Zuma
is rumoured to be “part of the Zuma clan” in KwaZulu-Natal. Asked about
his family connections this week, he refused to say anything other than
that Tripathi “is the only person who can talk on behalf of Atha”.
Tripathi said Zuma was not a director but represented a trust that is a
black economic empowerment partner with a shareholding in Atha-Africa
Ventures. He refused to name the trust.
Tripathi is an overseas manager for the Atha Group, one of the oldest
mining companies in India. He has a BSc degree in mechanical engineering
from Bharathiar University and “is well versed in working with various
regulatory departments of mining and minerals in the African continent”,
according to his CV.
Atha-Africa Ventures registered in South Africa in 2004, and the company
bought a prospecting right for Yzermyn in Mabola from BHP Billiton in
2011.
Tripathi said this week the department of mineral resources had accepted
the mining right in 2013, about eight months before the Mabola protected
environment was declared.
“The mining right was already accepted, the protected environment came
later,” he said. “It was an existing right. This is where the conflict comes
in.”
Ministerial permission
Environmental organisations involved in the proclamation of Mabola said
legislation allowed for prospecting and mining in a protected environment,
but only with the written permission of both the ministers of mineral
resources and of environmental affairs.
“Any right granted would effectively be sterile until such permission has
been obtained,” said Melissa Fourie, director of the Centre for
Environmental Rights. “Penalties for proceeding in contravention of the
relevant legislation include a fine of up to R10-million and prison terms of
between five and 10 years.”
The battle over Mabola could set a precedent for protected areas
throughout South Africa, Marthán Theart, an attorney at the centre, said.
“As a signatory to the Convention on Biological Diversity, South Africa has
pledged to conserve 12% of its terrestrial area. Currently, less than 7% of
the country is conserved.”
Protected environments add to the country’s conservation basket by
allowing private properties and landowners to collaborate in biodiversity
stewardship.
Official data shows that 11 protected environments had been declared by
September last year, covering nearly 197 000 hectares. At least 20 new
areas, comprising more than 246 400 hectares, were being negotiated last
September.
“The Protected Areas Act allows for a broader range of compatible land
uses to happen in a protected environment than, say, a national park or
nature reserve. It is still a relatively new arrangement but it is growing,”
said Tracey Cumming, a policy adviser at the South African National
Biodiversity Institute.

Protected environment
Mabola covers 8 772 hectares between Wakkerstroom and northern
KwaZulu-Natal and is a high-yielding water catchment area that feeds the
Limpopo River. Private landowners in the area, mostly farmers, agreed to
make it a protected environment after years of negotiations with some of
South Africa’s largest environmental nongovernmental organisations and
the Mpumalanga Tourism and Parks Agency.
Their objections to mining included its potential to “de-water” wetlands
that cover about 2 000 hectares of Mabola. Atha-Africa previously told the
farmers it planned underground mining at Yzermyn, but they fear that, if
the operation follows in the footsteps of a neighbouring mine, Kangra Coal,
the earth could be too wet and Atha-Africa would have to ask for
permission to change its plans to an opencast mine, with huge implications
for the local agricultural community.
The chairperson of the Mabola landowners’ association, Oubaas Malan, said
no conclusion had been reached at the meeting with Atha-Africa. “They
need to do their homework on risks and mitigation measures, and will get
back to us by the middle of March,” he said.
Labour tenants were not part of the association, but they also had to be
consulted before mining could go ahead, said Nathaniah Jacobs, from
Lawyers for Human Rights.
“The devastating impact of mining on the livelihoods of rural occupiers
affects both the economic and tenure security of labour tenant families,”
Jacobs said.
‘Double dispossession’
“The effect of mining activities without regard for the rights and interests
of lawful occupiers often results in these families and communities
suffering a double dispossession of land.”
A local farmworker who did not want to be named said the Yzermyn
colliery could bring work and infrastructure to the area. But it was difficult
for farmworkers to attend the meetings, he said, because they did not
receive proper notification and the meetings were often held in distant
towns.
He expressed concerns that an increase in trucks transporting coal could
kill his children, and he did not know what effect dust and blasting would
have on his family.
“We were told we would benefit from the mine, but we are not sure of our
expectations. We just hope to get what we want,” he said.
The crux of the Mabola matter, Theart said, was that the Protected Areas
Act provided for mining as an acceptable land use, but did not provide
regulations or guidelines on factors that the ministers had to consider
when deciding whether to grant permission for mining to take place in a
protected environment.
“A starting point would obviously be the requirements for the declaration
of the protected environment. If an area deserves protection, those same
motivations should be extremely relevant to any decision to allow mining,”
he said.
Poorly protected ecosystem
The five protected environments proclaimed in Mpumalanga last year
cover 73 000 hectares of grasslands, the most poorly protected ecosystem
in South Africa.
Jacques Modipane, then chief executive of the Mpumalanga Tourism and
Parks Agency, said at the time: “The protection of these properties under
national legislation not only secures important areas of grassland
biodiversity for future generations but also enables landowners within
these protected areas to work collectively to conserve their land, to
implement sustainable land-use practices and to safeguard against land
uses that could end up destroying the area.”
Modipane was suspended by the agency’s board in late December, for
reasons that he described to the New Age as “politically motivated”.

Theart said about 63% of the land in Mpumalanga was currently being
mined or was the subject of mining right applications.
“As most of this land is privately owned, one of the few planning tools that
would legally protect important biodiversity areas is the declaration of
protected environments by the MEC responsible for environmental affairs
in the province.
“If the relevant national ministers effectively override the MEC’s attempt
to protect important biodiversity in the province, it may well discourage
the MEC from making such declarations in future,” he said.
Renewed pressure
If mining at Mabola was given the go-ahead, it would renew pressure on
other valuable ecosystems in the province in which mining companies had
shown an interest, such as Chrissiesmeer, he said.
“It is possible that farmers in Mpumalanga would become more
disillusioned with the protected areas process and refuse to consent to the
declaration of protected environments in future.”
Questions sent to the national environment department about what
conditions would make mining acceptable at Mabola were unanswered at
the time of going to press.
Angus Burns, the manager of the grasslands programme of the Worldwide
Fund for Nature South Africa, said, although the department made a
decision, “immense political pressure is seemingly being put on the
decision-makers by politicians within Mpumalanga and elsewhere to
investigate de-proclamation to facilitate mining, or allow mining in the
protected area with certain conditions.
“The implications are very worrying for South Africa’s water and food
security and biodiversity heritage,” he said. – oxpeckers.org
mg.co.za/article
Fiona Macleod and Franz Fuls are correspondents for the Oxpeckers Centre
for Investigative Environmental Journalism. This investigation was partly
funded by the Forum for African Investigative Reporters.

Thousands protest transport hikes in Brazil
Russia Today

28 January 2015

Thousands gathered to rally over rising transport fares at a Sao Paulo
metro station on Tuesday night. Clashes erupted when demonstrators
attempted to enter Faria Lima station without paying for tickets, staging a
sit-in.
Riot police reacted by dispersing the crowd with batons, shields and tear
gas. Several protesters, including a pregnant woman, and journalists were
reportedly injured.
http://rt.com/in-motion/227135-brasil-protest-transport-reform/
>http://ruptly.tv

Narendra Modi govt cracks down on NGOs
Sanjib Kr Baruah and Rajesh Ahuja, Hindustan Times, New Delhi

26 January

2015

The Centre may act against some of the 188 NGOs red-flagged by the
Intelligence Bureau for alleged misuse of foreign funds, suspected
extremist links and proselytization.

These non-government organisations were reported by the internal spy
agency and a list sent to the home ministry, documents accessed by HT
have revealed.
The country’s top tax body the central board of direct taxes (CBDT) and
enforcement directorate (ED), which tracks foreign funds and money
laundering, have been alerted. But, it is not clear how many of the NGOs
have been referred to and to which agency.
At a November 21, 2014 meeting, the government’s economic intelligence
council expressed concern over misuse of funds received from abroad by
some NGOs. Stringent action, including cancellation of registration, was
called for, the documents revealed. The council also suggested “sharing of
the relevant cases” by home ministry “with CBDT and ED for further
action”.
The NGOs have been reported by the IB for a range of activities -- violation
of the foreign contribution regulation act (FCRA), links with Left-wing
extremists (LWE), “conversion” of tribals to Christianity, and association
with organisations such as Students Islamic Movement of India and Jamaate-Islami Hind.
The reports were compiled over seven years, beginning 2006.
Medecine Sans Frontieres, or Doctors Without Borders, was reported thrice
by the IB -- in 2008, 2010 and 2013 -- for alleged links with “pro-LWE
elements”.
“It is also using the satellite phones the use of which is currently not
licensed by the government of India. The doctors of the MSF have often
been noticed providing medical treatment to tribals in Naxalite infested
areas,” says the report on the Nobel Peace prize winning voluntary body.
The French-founded NGO said it had not heard from the home ministry.
“Until now we have received good cooperation from the authorities and
MSF is carrying out its medical programs since many years as usual,” it told
HT.
Amnesty International India Foundation faces similar charges. “Since 2006,
it has occasionally aligned with the LWE associated organisation, PUCL. It
has been critical of India’s human rights record since 1992, specifically
criticiszing police/army action in J&K and North East,” the IB has said. An
Amnesty spokesperson declined comment, saying the organisation had not
been told of adverse reporting by the government.
Many NGOs have been reported for their alleged conversion activities. The
IB report on Erode-based Trinity Charitable Trust says, “Its chief
functionary…started the organization in the premises of the Assembly
(church), which has 80 members of which 70 are converted. Its two
trustees are converted Christians.”
Delhi-based activist Madhu Kishwar’s Manushi Sangathan has been reported
for misusing/misappropriating funds and violating FCRA. Manushi was never
charged with misappropriation, Kishwar told HT. “As a policy, we never
accept foreign funding from international aid agencies and get modest NRI
contributions. Our accounts are totally transparent and available on the
website,” she said.
In January 2014, Kishwar got an FCRA notice for inspection of accounts
which she refused to oblige, demanding proof of wrongdoing.
Another notice came after the NDA came to power. “After I stated
Manushi’s case in a press conference, I got a phone call saying the
inspection had been called off! Since then no one has bothered us.”
The Modi government was Tuesday asked by the Delhi high court to release
funds to Greenpeace in India. Greenpeace India had moved the court
against the Centre’s move to block funds dispatched from its Amsterdam

headquarters since June.
>www.hindustantimes.com

Massive SYRIZA Rally
Left Party Heads Towards a Majority in Greece

TRNN Exclusive from Athens: Lawyer Dimitri Lascaris reports SYRIZA coalition commands a lead
and enjoys the support of European labour and social movements as it heads to the polls on
Sunday
Lawyer Dimitri Lascaris 23 January 2015
Dimitri Lascaris is a partner with the Canadian law firm of Siskinds where he heads the firms
securities class actions practice. Before joining Siskinds, he practiced securities law in the New
York and Paris offices of a major Wall Street law firm. Last year, he was named by Canadian
Business Magazine as one of the 50 most influential business people in Canada, and was
described by the Magazine as the fiercest advocate for shareholder rights in Canada. He is
currently prosecuting numerous securities class actions in Canada, including the Sino-Forest
class action in which his clients just negotiated the largest auditor settlement in Canadian
history: a $117 million settlement with the accounting firm, Ernst & Young.
http://therealnews.com/t2/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=31&Itemid=74&j
umival=13033

Cuba: The 'solarisation' of Granma province
Laurie Guevara-Stone 21 January 2014
US President Barack Obama’s recent announcement that he wants to begin
normalising relations with Cuba generated news around the world. But the
Cuban province of Granma may soon be making headlines for another
reason: its embrace of renewable energy.
While Cuba is an island full of sun, rivers and windy coasts, only 4 per cent
of the island’s electricity is generated from renewable energy. The island
hopes to soon change that, with a goal of generating 24 per cent of its
energy from renewables by 2030, and Granma is leading the way.
Granma province (population 836,000), located in the eastern part of the
island, is home to the Sierra Maestra mountains, and is named after the
boat from that Fidel Castro and his rebel soldiers disembarked to begin the
Cuban Revolution. The Cuban government wants to make Granma province
100-per cent renewably powered, a project the Cubans call “The
Solarization of Granma Province,” as a model the rest of the island can
follow. They are well on their way. In 2013, renewables supplied 37 per
cent of all the energy consumed in Granma province, and the province
currently has 3664 renewable energy systems in operation. These include

everything from solar PV systems to biogas digesters to solar food dryers.
Energy from the sun
Granma province, being in the most mountainous part of Cuba, has many
isolated rural towns. At last count the province had 1628 small off-grid PV
systems powering medical clinics, hospitals, schools, social centers,
museums and homes located in remote areas without access to grid power.
The Cuban government funded most of these systems, supplied with PV
panels fabricated in Cuba out of imported cells. Cubans take education so
seriously that across the island all 2364 schools in rural areas without grid
power are powered with solar panels and/or wind turbines—including the
51 schools with only one student. Many of these fall in the mountainous
regions of Granma province.
Taking advantage of the huge amount of sun that falls on the province,
there are also 426 solar hot water heaters, three solar distillers to produce
water for PV system batteries and a solar dryer that dries medicinal plants
for the Natural Medicine Center.
Energy from water and wind
Granma province is also blessed with many small rivers. Thirty-six miniand micro-hydropower plants produce over 7 MW of electricity for homes,
hospitals and schools not connected to the grid. Five of these, with a
capacity of 1740 kW, feed electricity into the grid. However, many even
more remote homes in the area were left without electricity until a young
campesino named Miguel Gonzalez figured he could develop a cheap way
to electrify the homes with running water. Using car alternators and
bicycle dynamos he created a small nano-hydro generator with a capacity
of less than 1 kW that is now used in 172 homes throughout Granma
province, allowing people access to electric light, radio and/or television.
Although most of the wind potential on the island is found along the coast,
there are 938 windmills that pump water in Granma. And wind-measuring
stations have shown that there is a potential of more than 800 MW wind
capacity in the province (and far more across the entire island), so they
hope to put up more wind turbines, adding to the five wind farms across
the island that currently account for 11 MW of installed capacity.
Energy from waste
Sugar is one of Cuba’s largest export crops. Granma province is home to 11
of the 56 sugar mills in the country, all of which employ generators that
turn the bagasse—the waste material that remains after sugarcane is
crushed to extract the juice—into electricity. The Granma sugar mills
produce 29 MW of electricity that power the processing plants and that
occasionally gets fed back into the grid. The province also has abundant
biomass in the forms of sawdust, coffee husks, rice hulls and marabú, an
invasive plant that seems to be everywhere and that you will hear Cubans
across the island grumbling about over their coffee. Granma has 14
commercial dryers to dry coffee, rice and wood; 135 brick kilns; and 632
domestic kitchens that use these sources of biomass.
There are also 127 biodigestors throughout the province that use animal
waste from cows and pigs to produce methane. The methane is used to run
lights or for cooking. Animals are not only being utilised for their waste,
but also for transport. The 4000 animal-drawn carts transporting
passengers, solid waste and cargo throughout Granma save an estimated
5900 metric tons of diesel per year.
Cuban environmental engineers are also experimenting with making
biodiesel out of Jatropha curcas, a non-edible plant that grows in difficult
terrain. There is currently a 20-acre Jatropha farm in Granma making
biodiesel for the province’s tractors.
Educating the future generations
Granma province is home to the Camilo Cienfuegos School Complex
(CECC), the first educational project built by the Cuban Revolution in
1962. The school complex, covering over 1000 acres in the largest city of
Granma province, was built for illiterate children of the Sierra Maestra

Mountains, and currently has 5000 students from pre-school to preuniversity, and even a pedagogical institution for those learning to be
teachers. The campus showcases bioclimatic architecture, and one of the
main focuses of the school is environmental education.
School children throughout the island belong to school clubs, and many of
the clubs at CECC are related to environmental issues and renewable
energy. So many so that in 2003 the Center for Solar Studies was added to
the school complex, which showcases solar photovoltaic panels, solar hot
water systems, wind turbines, hydraulic ram pumps, biogas systems and
solar distillers, dryers, and cookers.
“We aspire to convert Granma into a province that is a model in everything
related to solar energy, as an example that the rest of the country can
follow”, according to the president of the provincial assembly of people’s
power in Granma province (equivalent to a city council). “We are required
to create active environmentalists”, he wrote in Cuba’s renewable energy
magazine, “citizens who are not only concerned but who also address
environmental problems closely related to energy use and who contribute
to their solution—from children in small, rural schools, to residents of a
neighborhood affected by pollution, to workers demanding the elimination
of violations of environmental regulations.”
Granma province is well on its way to achieving its goal and becoming a
100 per cent renewable province. For the entire island to reach its goal of
24 per cent renewable by 2030, it plans to add 640 MW of wind, 700 MW of
PV and 750 MW of biomass to its mix. While some of these projects will by
100 per cent Cuban owned, the island will be looking for over $9 billion in
foreign investment for more than 200 new renewable energy projects.
http://links.org.au/node/4254

Costs of Brazil World Cup stadium to be paid off around 3014
Times Live 20 January, 2015
Brazilian taxpayers hoping to see the Mane Garrincha stadium, expensively
renovated in the capital Brasilia for last year's World Cup paid off, needn't
hold their breath as it won't happen in their lifetime, authorities say.
According to the capital's public accounts office (TCDF), footing the bill for
the publicly-funded stadium, refurbishing an original structure built in
1974 for some 1.9 billion reais ($900 million), will take centuries rather
than decades.
O Globo daily reported the stadium earned just 1.3 million reais of rental
income in the first year following renovation completed some three times
over budget just ahead of the 2013 FIFA Confederations Cup.
The spiraling costs made the venue the world's second most expensive
soccer stadium after English sporting shrine Wembley.
The Tribunal confirmed Monday to AFP the tiny fraction of cash raised over
the year when asked to comment on a Globo report signalling that the
overall bill would at that rate not be paid off for 1,000 years.
The stadium, named after 1960s superstar Garrincha and also known as the
National Stadium, is set to become a white elephant given the city's lack of
a top league team.
Gil Castelo Branco, spokesman for pressure group Contas Abertas, told AFP
he was pessimistic.
Brazil made a mistake in insisting on too many World Cup venues. There
are no teams in venues such as Brasilia -- so it is liable to end up, as we
warned all along, as a white elephant. There is almost zero chance of

viability, Castelo Branco told AFP.
You may get a Paul McCartney once in a blue moon -- but most acts will
play Rio or Sao Paulo, added Gastelo Branco, though the former Beatle did
play the Mane Garrincha last year on his latest tour.
Local authorities hope clubs from other cities use the ground -- as Rio side
Flamengo did sporadically last season -- providing one revenue stream.
Castelo Branco said politicians had overreached themselves in thinking the
stadium could be a long-term going concern.
It was a political decision and it was a mistake. It cost too much and the
country has other, bigger priorities in terms of health provision and
education.
The politicians sold people a lie when they said the Cup would be financed
through private cash.
>www.timeslive.co.za

Dig-out port: ‘Think again’
Sihle Manda (The Mercury)

20 February 2015

AN INTERNATIONAL ports expert has expressed serious reservations about
Durban’s proposed dig-out port. He said plans for a dig-out port should be
put on hold, with efforts rather directed at maximising the existing
facilities and potential at Durban Harbour.
International adviser and expert on port development Jamie Simpson, of
Canada, has warned Transnet and the eThekwini Municipality against
pursuing the dig-out port, saying the current port has to “keep going”.
Simpson was a guest speaker at a ports and cities dialogue with Durban
businesses, hosted by the municipality’s Edge (Economic Development and
Growth eThekwini) at the Moses Mabhida Stadium yesterday.
His point of view was supported by two other speakers.
However, Transnet group strategy general manager Irvindra Naidoo was
adamant that the parastatal was forging ahead with the project, saying
Durban was “running out of capacity” and had to expand.
Naidoo said: “The question was: ‘Okay, do we now go off somewhere else
and develop a new maritime cluster around Richards Bay or somewhere
else, or do we try to embed or strengthen the cluster... (by extending) the
Durban port?’ That’s what this dig-out port really is about. It’s an
extension of an existing cluster.”
The port, the continent’s busiest, caters for 2.6 million TEU (twenty-foot
equivalent units) a year. These result in about 8 000 daily containerrelated heavy vehicle movements around the Bayhead area.
Transnet has repeatedly said that the port will battle to provide the
capacity for future demand.
Naidoo said with a dig-out port at the old Durban International Airport site,
the containers could reach 8.2 million TEU by 2040, resulting in about 17
500 heavy vehicle movements daily in the South Durban Basin.
Simpson told the panel that the move “might not be a very good solution”.
He said: “In view of the likely availability of financing – a lot of uncertainty
– I think the port has to keep going and develop a capital investment plan
and operational improvement plans to meet demand in the next five to 10
years.”
From there, he said, the parastatal could “weigh up” whether a bigger
port “makes sense in view of market conditions… and availability of
finance at the time”.

The first phase of construction of the dig-out port was expected to start
between 2021 and 2025. A prefeasibility study started in 2013.
A presentation study presented by Naidoo yesterday stated that:
• Landside geotechnical investigations had been undertaken.
• Initial Biodiversity due diligence study and contamination/ assessment
was completed.
• A sustainability steering committee was established, to oversee
sustainability elements to be incorporated into design, development and
operation of the dig-out port.
• Met-ocean investigations to establish current and wind data were
completed.
• Hydrographic surveys to on the seabed configuration were finished.
• The initial completion date for the first phase had been 2020, but
Transnet announced last year that the date would be delayed because of
“technical issues”.
Media reports at the time indicated that costs were escalating and about
R75 to R100 billion would be required. The project could take between 20
and 40 years to be completed.
Urgency
“The case at the moment is too uncertain,” Simpson said.
Feedback he had received was that there were a lot of improvements
needed at the current port, and these should go ahead “as a matter of
urgency”.
“My expectation would be that they should improve efficiency and
increase capacity.
“At the current growth rates, perhaps, quite a bit can be done over the
next five years, which buys time until there is greater clarity (on
financing),” he said.
Vee Govender, of the University of KwaZulu-Natal’s Centre for Civil Society
and a member of the Environmental Network, asked if the project should
not be determined by demand.
“You’re projecting a demand and you’re projecting growth. If that
projected demand does not materialise, are we not facing a potential
disaster?”
He said surrounding communities had not been involved in the
“stakeholder engagements”, yet they would be severely affected.
UKZN geography professor Brij Maharaj echoed Govender’s sentiments. He
said: “It is clear that Durban port is inefficient and they are not
maximising the full potential of the port and yet we are talking about the
dig-out port.
“In addition there is 507ha of land within the existing port for additional
use. It is very clear if one does a cost benefit analysis, it would be better
to invest and upgrade the existing port rather than spend R250bn, which
the country can ill afford.”
He added that, considering that 140 000 people would be “adversely
impacted” by the project, Transnet and the municipality had not “applied
their minds”.
Some of the medium-term plans for the upgrading of the current Durban
harbour, according to Transnet, include: North Quay berth deepening
(15.5m); Pier 1 expansion with Salisbury Island infill; Maydon Wharf quay
wall reconstruction; and the development of a cruise passenger vessel
terminal.
www.iol.co.za

Britain endorses Hong Kong’s fake election plan

Former colonial power kowtows to Beijing’s economic muscle
Vincent Kolo, (Chinaworker) 19 January 2015
After last autumn’s ‘youthquake’ in the shape of the Umbrella Revolution
there are few people on the planet who do not know that Hong Kong’s socalled ‘democracy’ is a fiction. It is noticeable that Hong Kong’s former
colonial rulers, the British government, belong to this stubborn minority.
In a recent statement to a parliamentary committee in London, the British
Foreign Office claimed that the Iran-style electoral system proposed for
2017, which is limited to three regime-vetted candidates, offers Hong Kong
voters a “genuine choice”. This might well be the biggest lie heard in the
British parliament since a certain Mr. Blair told us there were weapons of
mass destruction in Iraq. Foreign minister Hugo Swire conceded that
“proper democracy” was not on the table in Hong Kong but despite this he
had urged Hong Kong’s pan democratic legislators not to vote down the
proposals. “Something is better than nothing,” Swire told the committee.
Even a fellow politician from Swire’s ruling Conservative Party, John
Baron, said the Foreign Office position seemed to be “intentionally
ambiguous”.
Parroting
The comments of Swire and the British government will delight Hong
Kong’s pro-government camp, which will recognise these as a mere
parroting of its own arguments. These statements, and an imminent report
from the British government that endorses the much-criticised Hong Kong
Police Force over its handling of the 79-day long protest movement, will
disappoint and anger many democracy activists in Hong Kong. This is
especially true of those ‘nativist’ diehards who cling to the illusion that
the British ruling establishment can be an ally in the democracy struggle.
Some nativist-inspired youth even staged an occupation outside the British
Consulate in December, during the final stages of the Hong Kong Umbrella
Movement, urging the British government to take a stronger line. The
Foreign Office has given its answer.
Britain seized Hong Kong from China in 1842 after the first Opium War,
which was waged over the “freedom” of British traders to make drug
addicts out of the Chinese population. Even as recently as the 1930s the
British navy, along with other foreign powers, sailed gunboats along the
Yangtze river. Today’s turnaround in fortunes, with China’s economic
power dwarfing Britain’s, was highlighted when a delegation of British
parliamentarians was refused entry to Hong Kong on December 1. The
group was planning to monitor the implementation of Britain’s 1984
agreement with China for the 1997 handover of Hong Kong. This incident
passed without a diplomatic protest from Britain’s side or so much as an
angry letter to the Chinese ambassador in London. Nonetheless the Foreign
Office has rejected accusations it has bent the knee to Beijing. “I would
refute the suggestion that we have in any way kowtowed to the Chinese
government,” Swire told the British parliament.
Business is business!
Recently, Ming Pao newspaper mentioned a government internal document
revealing that Britain wanted to bring a business team for the signing of
the Joint Declaration with China in 1984, to rustle up deals covering
nuclear power technology and weapons export to China. The plan was
dropped following opposition by the then governor of Hong Kong who
warned it was “too obvious”.
David Cameron’s government has made little attempt to hide its increasing
desperation for trade and investment deals with China. Britain’s
investment (FDI) in China rose by 28 percent in 2014, while investment
from the European Union as a whole fell by 5.3 percent. In fact, British
investment in China is set to quadruple over the next five years according
to The Telegraph (19 January). On the converse side, Chinese companies
now own stakes in North Sea oil, Heathrow and Manchester airports, cereal
manufacturer Weetabix and Pizza Express. Britain signed US$30 billion
worth of deals with the Chinese government last June, which include
Chinese investments in banking, railways and nuclear power. “I think I can

sum up the foreign policy of the British government in three words: more
China trade,” declared Democratic Party veteran Martin Lee Chu-ming.
Police response “proportionate”
The British government’s timid response to December’s humiliating entry
ban (there is no visa requirement for British nationals to visit Hong Kong)
and its subsequent support for Beijing’s anti-democratic election plan,
demonstrate clearly which side its has taken in relation to the Umbrella
Movement. Nor is it surprising that its upcoming report on the mass
protests endorses the stance of Leung Chun-ying’s government and finds
the police “response has been proportionate” [Half-yearly report from
British Foreign Office on Hong Kong, January 2015]. It was Britain after all
that sold the tear gas to the Hong Kong police! But these diplomatic
contortions also answer the lies from China’s state-run media that the
Umbrella Revolution and demands for democracy are part of a “colour
revolution” incited by Western powers.
A key factor behind the Cameron government’s latest round of kowtowing
(denials aside) to the Chinese dictatorship is the planned visit by President
Xi Jinping to London later this year. The last time China’s top leader made
such a visit was 2005, by Hu Jintao. At that time, China was the fifth
largest economy in the world and Britain was fourth. Now China is the
second largest economy (some including the IMF put it in first place) and
Britain is sixth. With Beijing promising to liberalise its financial system and
further internationalise the use of its currency, the yuan, the British
capitalists are desperate to make London the major offshore centre for
China-related financial deals. For capitalism this stuff is important – much
more important than airy-fairy talk about ‘democracy’.
Xi Jinping rewards London
Xi’s pending state visit is clearly a reward to the Cameron government for
its self-censorship and competence in the bootlicking department. “I think
Xi’s reasons for visiting Britain may be partly due to the fact that Beijing
was not too displeased by the British reaction to the Hong Kong Occupy
Central [sic] issue,” exclaimed Chen Zhimin, a mainland commentator on
international relations. In May 2012 Cameron met the exiled Tibetan
religious leader Dalai Lama in London, which brought forth an 18-month
diplomatic freeze by Beijing. Since then the British government, with its
eyes on business contracts, has studiously avoided antagonising the
Chinese regime.
Socialist Action has consistently argued against Beijing’s “colour
revolution” propaganda, showing that this is a largely theatrical diversion
to hide the dictatorship’s close economic and political ties with foreign
capitalist governments. Likewise, we have warned that it would be
disastrous for the democracy movement in Hong Kong and in China to
believe in any support or shared interests with Western capitalism and
right-wing anti-working class governments of the Cameron type. To
succeed, the struggle against authoritarian rule needs to be international,
against the lying and deceitful capitalist elites and instead linking up with
grassroots workers and youth across China and around the world.
chinaworker.info

A year of struggle in Brazil
LSR members intervene in struggles of 2014

LSR 16 January 2015
The video shows members of LSR (CWI in Brazil) intervening in the mass
struggles and movements of the last two years. 2015 opens with the turn
to the right of the Dilma PT government which is implementing new antiworker labour laws, the important battle of the Volkswagon workers, and
thousands taking to the streets against new transport price increases. LSR
is well positioned to play an important role in what promises to be a
crucial year in Brazil.
www.socialistworld.net

Durban’s ‘toilet bowl’ polluted sea
Tony Carnie (The Mercury)

12 January 2015

AFTER 45 years of flushing billions of litres of human sewage and industrial
waste into a massive “toilet bowl” in the sea off Durban, fresh concerns
have emerged that a growing build-up of seabed pollution may affect a far
wider area of the KwaZuluNatal coastline.
Since the city built two massive sea pipelines to pump away domestic
sewage and industry effluent in the late 1960s, repeated surveys by marine
scientists have suggested that this dumping does not cause any major
impacts on the marine environment or human health.
Nevertheless, the latest compulsory annual survey by the CSIR has revealed
a gradual but significant increase in the number of “affected stations” – a
term that refers to areas of the seabed literally crawling with an artificial
abundance of pollution-tolerant sea worms that thrive on the nutrient-rich
human waste, rotting food scraps and other detritus flushed daily from
Durban’s toilets, baths and kitchen sinks.
Over the past 14 years or so, these marine worms ( capitellid polycheates)
had colonised a limited but increasingly larger section of the sea floor, to
the virtual exclusion of other forms of normal seabed life.
Samples scooped from the sea floor closest to the ends of the pipelines
produced regular evidence of muddy sediments stained almost black, with
a strong aroma of rotten eggs.
The report – funded by the eThekwini Municipality – acknowledges that the
time may have arrived to commission a much wider study to check
whether a potentially toxic cocktail of sewage bacteria, petroleum-based
chemicals and heavy metals such as mercury, arsenic or chrome is being
dispersed to sections of the KZN coastline that are not monitored by
scientists.
These concerns go back to at least 2003, when marine scientist Dr Robin
Carter warned that tiny particles of sewage (contaminated with chemicals

and poisonous metals) could be floating much further away from the
pipelines and dropping down suddenly to the seabed in calmer areas known
as preferential depositional areas. He cited research from California
showing pollution impacts from sewage pipelines as far as 15km away.
At the time, CSIR surveys were restricted to those areas just 1km from the
end of the Durban pipelines (the Central pipeline off The Bluff and the
Southern pipeline off Merebank). Since then the surveys have been
extended to cover monitoring points up to 6km away – and the latest
report suggests that some adverse impacts from Durban’s pipelines have
now been detected throughout the wider 6km area being monitored.
Carter voiced concern that, after decades of dumping, the cumulative
build-up of chemicals and metals could enter the seafood chain. Poisoned
mussels would be eaten by crayfish, which would be eaten by certain fish
and eventually caught by fishermen.
Responding to these and other concerns by the Coastwatch environmental
lobby group, the CSIR acknowledged there was a need to investigate the
status of the marine environment for “farfield effects” beyond the current
study area.
Di Dold and Dr Judy Bell of Coastwatch have welcomed the proposed study
as “long overdue”.
“This disposal has been going on since 1968 and people think the problem
has been somehow ‘flushed away’. But it hasn’t disappeared. It’s gone
somewhere and is building up somewhere – but if you don’t look for it, you
won’t find it,” said Bell.
Pointing to another recent CSIR survey that shows evidence of increasing
levels of arsenic in mussels off the southern Durban coastline, Dold said: “I
think we should all be worried about this. Discharging sewage on its own is
not a problem. It is the industrial pollution mixed up in the sewage that is
more worrying.”
The CSIR said a new farfields pollution study would be “extremely
expensive”, especially if it extended as far north as the Thukela River.
Even if the study found evidence of significant metal and chemical
contamination on the prawn-rich Thukela Banks it would be almost
impossible to determine the exact source of the contamination, since
there were other pollution sources from other industrial pipelines,
stormwater drains and rivers.
But if the new study was to go ahead, funding should be from the national
Department of Environmental Affairs rather than the eThekwini
Municipality.
The CSIR noted that, overall, the south Durban sewage pipelines were a
major improvement on the situation up to 1968, when much of the sewage
was dumped into the entrance channel to Durban Harbour or into the surf
zone off the Bluff (leading to gross pollution of the city’s southern
beaches).
Copies of the latest CSIR report can be requested from project leader
Sumaiya Arabi at 031 2422364, or e-mail sarabi@csir.co.za.

World Cup makes way for white elephants
The carnival is well and truly over in Brazil as costly stadia lie unused,
forcing local authorities to take out loans to keep up maintenance bills.
Ewan MacKenna 6 January 2015
The circus has long gone but the scars have not. Six months on from the
Brazil World Cup, football wastelands pockmark the country, each with
empty cathedrals to excess and greed. If only it hadn’t all been so
predictable.
When it was all over back in July, there was a warm glow emanating from
a tournament that was by and large seen as a success. There were few
dissenting voices. But that’s the problem with judging a World Cup in its

immediate aftermath. It’s like the queen thinking the world smells of paint
because every room she walks into has been given a fresh lick. But the
effects of the event last far longer than a month and now the glitz and
glamour are done, there’s a lot of rubbish piled high awaiting a costly
clean-up.
As early as 2003, the nation knew it would be hosting last summer’s event
but when the then head of the football confederation, Ricardo Teixeira,
looked at his power base he saw that it lay with the country’s states rather
than the country’s clubs. With the government wanting eight host cities,
Teixeira lobbied the former president, Lula da Silva, for 12 to _keep more
of his supporters happy. It was agreed and it’s these football husks that
now dot the country. London planned its legacy extensively after its 2012
Olympics but this is the legacy Brazil is left with after its own World Cup.
There is now a footballing infrastructure which is largely missized and
completely misplaced. Indeed, the club season here finished late last year
and statistics across 2014 show the irony of it all. What began in January
with hysteria that many stadia wouldn’t be completed in time ended in
December with figures showing many of those stadia aren’t needed any
more.
Take the Estádio Nacional Mané Garrincha in Brasilia, which cost £490m –
making it the second-most expensive football stadium ever constructed
after Wembley. It was obvious why it cost so much, as anyone who went
there was taken aback from a distance at the sight of its 288 giant pillars
and blown away at the sheer scale once inside. But while a total of
478,218 fans rolled in during the World Cup, only 13 club games have been
played across 2014, attracting just 320,199 with gate receipts totalling a
mere of £2.26m. The bigger clubs occasionally dragged there to play
“home” games from footballing heartlands absorbed a lot of that, as did
maintenance, leaving Bon Jovi and Beyoncé concerts and a mass wedding
to chip away at debt like a toothpick scratching at steel.
That’s repeated across much of the country. With no teams in the top two
flights to call their own, Cuiaba and Manaus hosted 16 different club teams
last year, usually for one-off nights based on the notion that what’s seldom
is wonderful. Only it’s not.
Combined, and outside of expensive running costs (the upkeep of the
Arena da Amazonia where England lost to Italy is estimated at between
£120,000 and £240,000 a month), they have made back less than two per
cent of what they initially cost and have been hosting anything and
everything from football to gospel concerts to keep pace with the bills.
In fact, in the case of Manaus, the government is already looking for a
buyer so they can offload what has been a waste of £145m in a place
where 20 per cent of houses don’t even have proper plumbing.
In Salvador’s stunning Fonte Nova, during the tournament there were
stories about the four-mile stretch of rail that would take you there but
had taken 12 years to build – and shifting demographics meant it didn’t
really leave from anywhere useful. But it was a joke either side of the
tournament too. There were 24 league and cup games there in the whole
of 2014, with one of the city’s two top-division sides, Vitoria, only pitching
up once, preferring their own stadium due to the cost of renting the new
arena.
With a capacity of over 50,000, it has averaged just 12,000 this club season
and with both Bahia and their cross-town rivals relegated to the second
tier for 2015, income will fall further behind costs and the taxpayer will
again pick up the tab.
Sport Recife’s strong season finale combined with a brief move to the
Arena Pernambuco for a handful of games upped the average attendance
over the course of 31 games to 12,153 but this is only a quarter of capacity
and, as the only top-flight team in the city, they have preferred to use
their own stadium as the location of the World Cup arena is seen as too far

out of town and poorly linked to its working-class strongholds.
It’s equally bleak in Natal, where they barely averaged 10,000 even on the
back of America and ABC going on unexpected Copa do Brasil meanders.
That’s unlikely to happen again and second-tier America, who played 22 of
the 30 club games there, were relegated to Serie C.
Even the privately owned stadia have struggled and they aren’t free from
the corruption that has plagued state-run grounds either. Sao Paulo giants
Corinthians, who play at the Itaquerao, have the highest average receipts
of £500,000 per game but it has been suggested they could struggle with
paying back the government loan when it kicks in next year, as they
already owe over £40m to the government in taxes according to 2013
research. Meanwhile there were murmurs earlier in the year that part of
the stadium loan received by Atletico Paraenense was used for a transfer
fee.
There are exceptions, of course. In Belo Horizonte, Cruzeiro winning the
title made the revamped Mineirao seem somewhat worthwhile, even if it
was only sold out on a single occasion across the whole league season.
Meanwhile in Rio, the 55 club games hosted by the Maracana have kept
money coming in with over £11m in gate receipts. But the hard and fast
rule is to be found elsewhere.
Those defending what has been left behind will point to temperamental
fans whose attendance is based on everything from last week’s result to
the weather, to a neighbour’s barbeque. But even with the curtains drawn,
the fraud is far from over.
As for playing the blame game, it won’t make any difference now. Teixeira
retreated to Florida, resigning his position saying he had poured so much
into the country’s football, his health had deteriorated. As for the man he
convinced when it came to the scale of stadia construction, Lula is likely
to be president again come the next election.
Meanwhile, the people of Manaus still have no running water but do have a
shiny, empty stadium.
www.independent.co.uk

